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Abstract 
 

In an experiential economy, tourists demand quality tourism experiences.  

Tourists want more than to see sights or to overnight in a hotel, they want each 

component of their travel to deliver a quality experience.  As the industry becomes 

more competitive, industry focus and research on the determinants of quality 

tourism experiences is burgeoning.This research studies Gold Coast resident’s 

perspectives of quality tourism experiences both as a tourist and as a host to 

tourists.  China tour group individuals applied their quality filters of pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity, to benchmark the China tour mediating 

quality concepts, Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, Tour group, 

Tour destination, and Hosting to evaluate a quality tourism experience. 

 

Situated within the social sciences, the design of this research is multifacted and 

uses a blended approach of traditions and methods with the intent of interpretion 

and meaning-making.  To this end an interpretive constructivist approach lead to 

the adoption of a blend of phenomenology and ethnography traditions.  Empirical 

material collection methods included a focus group, participant observation, 

Quick Thinks, and in-depth interviews. The iterative successive approximation 

interpretation method revealed the participant’s quality filtered perceptions of 

what they felt constituted a quality tourism experience.  Researcher reflexivity 

was continually practised to minimise the likelihood of the researcher’s 

perspectives supplanting those of the participant’s. The interpretation of these 

perspectives was grounded by revisiting some of the participants to ensure 

credibility. 
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The boundedness of this study is that the participants were of a narrow and 

homogeneous demographic.  They were Gold Coast residents, self-funded 

retirees, who prefered luxury travel to exotic destinations.  The implication of this, 

to ensure transferability, is research opportunities exist to further determine what 

constitutes a quality tourism experience with other tourist types, modes of travel 

and to different destinations. 

 

This study offers many theoretical, methodological and practical contributions.  

Theoretically, the study offers five contributions.  1) it has observed a tour group 

from within, 2) it introduces the Quality Filtering of Mediators model, a theoretical 

model presenting the process of how the participants assess the quality of a 

tourism experience. 3) The study identifies the key concepts within a group tour 

experience that are important to an individual participant’s perspective of quality. 

4) It introduces the decision-making process in relation to the Gold Coast 

resident’s propensity to host international tourists.  Methodologically, the study 

has expanded on the  minimal use of  qualitative methodology in tourism 

research.  Additionally, it  introduces the novel approach of blending two traditions 

of inquiry, phenomenology and ethnography, introduces Quick Thinks, a new 

technique to collect empirical material and presents the use of a sociogram which 

is again new to tourism research.  Lastly, the study provides a practical 

contribution to industry in the form of 1) information to tourism stakeholders 

associated with developing the Gold Coast tourism industry and 2) a small 

business opportunity in the form of a mediating service between Gold Coast hosts 

and inbound international tourists.     
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Preface 
I began this research because my supervisor, Adjunct Professor Gayle Jennings, 

believed in me.  Having completed three Masters degrees and an honours thesis, 

I considered a PhD beyond my capacity.  With such strong support, I embarked 

on a protracted journey to further explore the concept of a quality tourism 

experience. 

 

The design of my research stemmed from my social science perspective of life.  

That is, ontologically the world comprises many people with differing view points.  

Quality tourism experiences are individual and personal meaning that I needed 

to epistimologically enter the lives of the perticipants to understand their 

perspectives.  As the participants were part of my world and I was part of theirs, 

axiologically, our values and beliefs inconspicuously influence the research.  

 

From this foundational research design step, I chose to study a group of tourists 

being tourists to interpret what, for them, constituted a quality tourism experience.  

Adopting an interpretive constrictivist paradigm resonated with my idea of 

collecting the tourists perspectives and (re)interpret for clearer understanding.  At 

this time I secured the opportunity to accompany 21 Gold Coast residents on a 

group tour to China.  To study this group I chose a blend of phenomenology and 

ethnographic traditions and the participant observation method, because I would 

be observing the participants “in-the-moment” as they lived their tourist lives and 

I would be part of the tour group so would gain an “insider” understanding. 

 

As we toured I gathered the empirical materials by way of observations, recorded 

field notes, Quick Thinks, and photographs.  Upon our return I conducted in-depth 
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interviews amassing rich material.  I used the iterative successive approximation 

method to interpet the material from which emerged the quality filters, the higher- 

and lower-order concepts and the participant’s quality filtered themes of what, for 

them, constituted a quality tourism experience.  From this I was able to construct 

the theorised Quality Filtering of Mediators model which illustrates the process 

whereby China tour group individuals applied quality filters of pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to benchmark the China tour mediating 

quality concepts Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, Tour group, 

Tour destination, and Hosting to evaluate a quality tourism experience. 

 

This thesis documents the research journey, the ultimate highlight of which is its 

completion. Other highlights are undoubtedly the many theoretical, 

methodological and applied contributions this study offers.  Theoretically, I offer 

a new model, the study of intra tour group dynamics and interactions, identified 

key concepts of a tourism experience that participants deemed quality, and  the 

propensity of the participants to host international tourists to the Gold Coast.  

Methodologically, this reseach adds to the few qualitative studies in tourism 

literature, uses a blend of phenomenology and ethnographic traditions, 

introduces the use of Quick Thinks and sociograms to tourism literature.  This 

study offers application to industry in that it provides industry stakeholders with 

information about quality tourism experiences for use in planning and managing 

a quality Gold Coast tourism industry along with the proposal of a small business 

opportunity. 

 

Now that this research project is complete I am very pleased that my supervisors 

believed in me and encouraged me along the journey which on occasions I felt I 
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was unable to complete.  I have learnt so many things that have added quality to 

the many facets of my life as a researcher, educator, tourist, citizen and a tourism 

industry participant.  Thank you all for this quality tourism experience. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN 

 
 

“What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end is 

to make a beginning” – T. S. Eliot 

 

This thesis is founded on a qualitative study of Gold Coast residents who participated 

in one of a number of Travel Masters’ three-week China Tours conducted between 

2007 and 2012. The exact tour departure remains undisclosed to maintain the 

anonymity of the China Tour Group (CTG) participants.  The primary aim of this thesis 

was to gain an in-depth understanding of participating Gold Coast resident’s 

perspectives of a quality tourism experience as tourists, in this instance as participants 

of a group tour.  The opportunity to pursue a secondary aim emerged from the 

empirical material, namely, the propensity of these residents to host international 

tourists to the Gold Coast as a consequence of their individual China tour group 

experience.  To that end, this study found that the Gold Coast residents who 

participated in the China Tour used the quality filters of pricality, functionality, 

aesthetics and familiarity to benchmark the quality-mediating concepts of The Tour 

and Hosting. 

 

1.0. Background 

As a qualitative research study, it is important to inform readers of the social 

situatedness of the researcher conducting a qualitative research.  By social 

situatedness, I mean I became part of the research, the group and the China tour 

experience.  That is, socially and culturally I had an understanding of the participants 
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and the tour group operations so with this knowledge I was able to connect these with 

the research topic and process.  I have twenty years experience working in many 

sectors of the tourism and hospitality industry.  Throughout this time I was conscious 

of which organisations had a quality customer focus and provided quality products and 

services and those which did not.  This appreciation is reinforced through over ten 

years studying and teaching in higher education within the business, tourism and 

hospitality disciplines.  

 

1.1. Theoretical model: Quality filtering of mediators 

This chapter commenced with a quote from T.S. Eliot, regarding the inter-relationship 

between beginnings and endings. The research interpretations from this PhD study 

enabled development a theoretical model and this model is both the end point and the 

beginning of this thesis. This section further contextualises and explains the theoretical 

model for readers.  

 

Figure 1.1. Quality filtering of mediators model 
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The model illustrates how the China tour group individuals applied their quality filters 

of pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to benchmark the China tour 

mediating quality concepts.  The concepts are: Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour 

elements, Tour group, Tour destination, and Not to host and To host, to evaluate a 

quality tourism experience. 

 

1.1.1. CTG Participants 

The first component of the quality filtering of mediators model relates to the CTG 

participants as individuals on the China group tour as illustrated below in Figure 1.2.  

It is important to acknowledge that the perspectives expressed in this thesis are those 

of the CTG participants.  Meaning that, as experienced worldwide travellers, on this 

occasion, the individual participant’s perspectives were situated within a group tour 

context.  Therefore, the mediators of a quality tourism experience on this trip centred 

on the group tour to China.  Had these participants, for example, been travelling 

independently or on a cruise, the quality mediators may have been different.  The 

primary aim of this study was to understand the participant’s perspectives of what 

made a quality tourism experience, on a group tour of China.  When considering what 

constitutes a quality tourism experience, participants referenced their previous tourism 

experiences as part of a process deemed as ‘benchmarking’.  In this thesis, 

‘benchmarking’ refers to the process of evaluating one experience against the other 

according to each participant’s own criteria.  This process is further discussed in the 

next section. 
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Figure 1.2. Participants of China Tour Group (CTG) 

 

1.1.2. Quality filters 

The second component of the model stories the participant’s quality filters.  This study 

is about the CTG participant’s perspectives of the mediators of their quality tourism 

experiences, so it is through their lenses, or filters, that meaning is constructed.  The 

iterative process of scanning the empirical material showed the participants used four 

criteria through which to filter their perspective of quality, namely, pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity as shown in Figure 1.3.  

 

 

Figure 1.3. Quality filters 
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Pricality is a term created to describe a duality of notions.  One is the notion of the 

marketing term “price” based on the premise of exchanging something for perceived 

equal or greater “value for money” (P. Williams & Soutar, 2009).  The other is related 

to the “return on investment” received.  The first application of this term is from the 

marketing perspective that consumers purchase items at a “price” - a “cost”, which is 

“paid” usually with money.  The tour had an outward “cost” to CTG participants 

financially, temporally, experientially and/or emotionally (Kotler, Bowen, & Makens, 

2010).  The CTG participants believed they had paid a higher than usual “price” in 

return for which they expected a group tour experience inclusive of components of a 

higher than usual standard, or quality. The second and novel application of the term 

“price” extends the idea of “value” received.  In addition to quality tour components, 

the participants expected their personal higher-order needs and wants to be satisfied. 

This type of satisfaction enhanced their perception of the “return on investment” 

received.  Whether the participants were visiting a place of their dreams, learning 

about a traditional art, or achieving a life-long goal, they  relished such experiences 

because they enhanced the “return on investment” over and above the “price” that was 

paid.  These participants experienced a duality in the concept of “price”, hence the use 

of the term pricality. 

 

Functionality relates to practical and operative factors of the mediating concepts that 

enhance itsquality.  For example, in this context, a quality mediator was  the tour, the 

higher-order concept was the tour leader, in this case, Bob Malcom.  Practical or 

operative factors that enhanced Bob’s quality included his communication skills, his 

knowledge and expertise and his ability to recover negative service incidents. 
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Aesthetics refers to the experiential, emotional and environmental factors enhancing 

the participant’s perception of the quality of the mediating concepts.  Aesthetics is a 

recognised constituent of a benefit (Banzhaf & Jawahar, 2005) and when the CTG 

participants received a benefit, often their perception was enhancement of the quality 

of their tourism experience.  To exemplify again, using Bob the tour leader as the 

mediating higher-order concept, participants felt they were receiving a quality tourism 

experience.  Bob provided aesthetic factors such as individualised service, which 

made the participants feel important, as he went above and beyond what they had 

experienced with other tour leaders and his personal characteristics of positivity and 

humour created an aesthetically pleasing group tour experience.  

 

Familiarity to the participants meant the construction of a sense of the known, what to 

expect, which was associated with safety and security.  Again, using Bob as the quality 

mediating higher-order concept of the tour, his forty years of tour leading experience 

gave the participants confidence to trust him. His understanding of the needs of the 

participants meant he could connect and relate to them, which again instilled 

confidence.  Also, because many had travelled with Bob previously they knew him as 

a familiar friend as well as a tour leader.  Previously, Maslow (1943) identified safety 

and security as  lower order needs of individuals.  Similarly, safety and security brought 

a level of comfort to the CTG participants about how things should be.  How things 

should be relates to their sense of the known and thus familiarity.  To these ageing 

participants, familiarity was a quality filter of a quality group tour and thus influenced 

individual benchmarking regarding the nature of a quality tourism experience of the 

China tour. 
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The themes participants benchmarked using the theoretical constructs of their quality 

filters are displayed in a table at the commencement of each of the mediating lower-

order concept discussions in Chapters 3 to 8.  Table 1.1 below is an example 

presented here, using the destination mediator ‘Where in the world’, a quality higher-

order concept that enhanced the quality of the China tour through the provision of a 

quality tourism experience to participants. 

 

Table 1.1. Quality filters to benchmark destination mediator: Where in the world 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Currency/finance/price/
cost 

 Value for money 

 Exclusivity 

 Expectation 

 Promise 

 Value diminishment/ 
dissatisfaction 

 

Functionality 

 Social connectivity  

 Meet new people/friends 

 Participation/doing/ 
experiences 

 Features/attractions 

 See/view 

 Place 
connectivity/engagement 

 Education/learning 

 Explore/discover 

 Bucket list 

 Fulfil goals/ambitions 

 Facilities/attractions 

 Travel brochure 

Aesthetics 

 Rite of passage 

 Esteem 

 Elite/prestige/ 
demarcation 

 Self-actualisation/ 
development 

 Fulfilment 

 Desire/wish 

 Achievement/ success 

 Experiences/connection 

 Pleasure/enjoyment 

Familiarity 

 Pictures/stories 

 Marketing material 

 Travelling interests 

 Similarities/differences of 
place 

 Commonality 

 Shared stories/experiences 

 Memories/dreams 
 

 

1.1.3. Quality mediators 

The third component of the model stories the two quality mediators Tour and Hosting, 

within which were the higher-order concepts participants perceived as mediating their 
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quality tourism experience.  Because the study considered the participant’s 

perspective of a quality tourism experience as a tourist and as a host to tourists, the 

quality mediators reflected these two positions, Tour and Hosting, Figure 1.4. below. 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Participant’s quality mediators: Tour and Hosting 

 

As just mentioned, this section of the model shows that the participants considered 

their previous tourism experiences with other tourists, with other travel modes and to 

other destinations.  Subsequently, the quality mediators may have transferability 

beyond group tour contexts to other tourism contexts.  Each of these quality mediators 

was further explored to illuminate higher-order concepts contributing to the quality 

mediator, for example, the tour is a quality mediator because of the higher-order 

concepts such as Bob the tour leader, locally hosted visits, the tour elements, tour 

group and tour destination, illustrated in Figure 1.5. over the page. 
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Figure 1.5. Higher-order concepts of a quality mediator – The tour 

 

Within the other quality mediator, Hosting, the higher-order concepts were To host or 

Not to host.  To make meaning of the CTG participant’s perspectives, and to 

understand their views, an interpretive constructionist paradigm supported by 

phenomenological and ethnographic traditions of inquiry was utilised.   

 

Amalgamating the first three components of the model, the CTG participants, the 

quality filters and the quality mediators, leads to the fourth component and the 

culmination of the story, that is, the evaluation of their quality tourism experience as 

shown in Figure 1.6. over the page. 
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Figure 1.6. Quality filtering of mediators model 

 

The remainder of this chapter introduces the terminology used and a summary of the 

chapters that follow. 

 

1.2. Terminology 

In this thesis, I use the phrase and terms quality tourism experiences, mediator, quality 

filters (as a concept) and the filters pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  

These terms intend to convey specific meanings so I clarify these terms in the following 

sub-sections. 

 

1.2.1. Quality tourism experiences 

The phrase quality tourism experiences is the overarching construct of this study.  

Because of the highly competitive nature of the Gold Coast tourism industry, one of 
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the ways organisations can differentiate themselves is through the provision and 

delivery of high standard tourism experiences.  In the following paragraph, this phrase 

is deconstructed into two components, quality and tourist/tourism experiences.  It is 

then reassembled holistically. 

 

Quality is a subjective term, the meaning of which is usually associated with a standard 

as perceived by the person using the term (Deming, 1982).  Miller (1996) suggests 

quality is multi-dimensional because everyone has  different interpretations of the 

term.   In relation to tourism services specifically, the characteristics of services make 

defining quality complex.  Services marketers remind us that services are intangible, 

perishable, heterogeneous and have simultaneous production and consumption 

(Kotler et al., 2010; Lovelock, Patterson, & Wirtz, 2010; A. Parasuraman, Berry, & 

Zeithaml, 1991).  Provision of a detailed theoretical discussion on service quality is 

provided in Chapter 3 Tour leader but here the CTG participant’s perspectives of 

quality are introduced.  Tourist/ism experiences, are described by Otto and Ritchie 

(1996) as “the subjective mental state felt by participants during a[n] . . . encounter” 

(p. 166).  Ryan (2000, p. 119) suggests such experiences are also “essentially 

individualistic, although it is possible to discern consensual realities”. This means that 

whilst everyone in the CTG group may agree ascending the Great Wall of China was 

a wonderful experience, each will have their own perspective of why it was wonderful 

– because of the view, they could ‘feel’ the history, or it was a physical feat to climb 

the stairs onto the wall.  The definitions of Otto and Ritchie and Ryan resonate with 

the CTG participant’s use of experience and have applicability to this thesis. 
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1.2.2. Quality tourism experience: guest/host considerations 

This research investigated Gold Coast resident’s perspectives of what they felt was a 

quality tourism experience both as a tourist and as a host.  The literature burgeons 

with post/positivistic research analysing the positive and negative effects of tourism on 

residents and the impact visitors have by entering their community in numbers (John. 

Ap, 1990; Jennings, 2006; Pizam, 1978; V. L. Smith, 2001; Teye, Sönmez, & Sirakaya, 

2002).  Whilst understanding these effects of tourism on tourists and host 

communities, The effects of tourism was not the specific topic of my study.  An 

alternate body of literature is a collection of studies that focus on quality tourism 

experiences advocating the use of approaches alternate to post-positivism (Jennings 

& Nickerson, 2006).  These studies stimulated my interest in the topic and thus began 

my investigation into the meaning of the phrase quality tourism experience.  Jennings 

and Nickerson (2006) promote “there can be no one definition of quality tourism 

experiences [but that there is a] multiplicity of phenomena surrounding the term thus 

encouraging further research” (Jennings & Nickerson, 2006, p. xvi).  Identification of 

this key point, from this body of work, was critical for this study.  That is, the main aim 

of the study was to understand the nature and influences on resident’s interpretations 

of quality tourism experiences as tourists and then as hosts to tourists.  The value in 

examining quality tourism experiences from the two resident perspectives is to better 

equip tourism and local government agencies.  This knowledge enables development 

of strategies to manage tourism interrelationships between residents of host tourism 

communities and inbound tourists.  The tension between these two groups is 

recognised (Carmichael, 2006; Doxey, 1975; Faulkner & Tidswell, 1997).  My research 

developed with this in mind, to provide material to improve decision-making facilitating 

a move toward increased harmony and aspiring to quality tourism experiences for both 
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parties.  Utilising an interpretive/constructivist approach with its multiple reality 

ontology (Burns, 2000b; Crotty, 1998; Guba, 1990), it is relevant to briefly clarify my 

meaning of the words within the phrase quality tourism experience and the phrase as 

a whole as they are used within the context of this study. 

 

1.2.3. Quality 

‘Quality’ – this term raises more questions than provides answers.  For example, what 

is quality, from whose perspective and what are the criteria?  The finding that “quality 

is an elusive and abstract construct that is hard to define and even harder to measure” 

(Khan, 2003, p. 110) is an observation made by many authors (Kotler et al., 2010; 

Lovelock et al., 2010; A Parasuraman, 1988).  In this study, I found the CTG 

participants defined ‘quality’ through filters such as pricality, functionality,aesthetics 

and familiarity, criteria that were very specific in meaning to them.  Explanation of 

these criteria is presented later in the chapter under this study’s theoretical framework.  

The following literature on ‘quality’ suggests other criteria.  Quality “gurus”, Shewhart, 

Crosby, Deming, Ishikawa, and Juran defined ‘quality’ as products and services that 

satisfy measurable criteria and consumer expectations (Hoyer & Hoyer, 2001).  

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry’s (1988; 1985a) service quality model 

(SERVQUAL) premises that ‘quality’ represents the match between service delivery 

and consumer expectation.  The criteria they found are reliability, responsiveness, 

assurance, empathy and tangibles.  Juran (1999, p. 22) adds another dimension 

stating ‘quality’ means not having to repeat processes – “freedom from deficiencies”.  

My study has added to the body of knowledge by identifying the quality criteria, 

pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity by which my participants, as tourists 

and hosts, evaluate quality. 
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1.2.4. Tourism 

Like ‘quality’, the definitions for ‘tourism’ are many and varied.  Jafari (1974, p. 73) 

suggests the study of tourism is “complex” and therefore uses the analogy of a “basket 

of products and services”.  Tribe (1997, p. 641) concurs stating “the word tourism is 

problematic, because it is used in common parlance”. Nevertheless, his definition of 

‘tourism’ is “the sum of the phenomena and relationships arising from the interaction 

in generating and host regions, of tourists, business suppliers, governments, 

communities, and environments” (Tribe, 1997, p. 641).  Put more simply, tourism is an 

industry built around the interaction of tourists with their host communities and the 

destination.  

 

1.2.5. Experience 

‘Experience’ is also a complex concept.  We are now in an ‘experience economy’ 

where marketers suggest merely providing products and services is no longer enough 

to satisfy discerning tourists (Pine & Gilmore, 1999, 2011).  In this study, I felt the the 

GTC participant’s definition of ‘experience’ was particularly participant-centric.  That 

is, like the term ‘quality’, many variables such as demographic characteristics, attitude, 

motivation, and past ‘experiences’ influenced the participant’s perspective on what 

they classified as a particular ‘experience’.  For example, some participants found 

standing in Tiananmen Square evoked aesthetic emotions and memories of the 1989 

student massacre while others looked upon that activity more as a functional 

accomplishment having actually arrived in what they felt was the centre of Beijing. 

 

In general, an ‘experience’ can be described as one’s involvement in, exposure to, or 

affectation by something that, through the senses, adds knowledge or skill.  Schutz 
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(1970, p. 304) states ‘experience’ is “[t]he basic starting point of all phenomenological 

considerations is the ‘essential actual’ or ‘immediately vivid’, . . . which, as a stream of 

consciousness, carries with it spontaneous linkages, memory traces, etc., of other, 

prior, experiences”.  MacCannell (1973) suggests the tourist, looking to escape the 

humdrum of daily life, seeks authentic ‘experiences’ to counter life’s difficulties.  What 

we also  know is that the nature of ageing is changing.  People of the silent generation 

(born 1925-1942) and those in the baby boomer generation (born 1946-1964) are 

different people today than previous generations in their 70’s+ and 50’s-60’s.  Social 

parlance is that the 70’s is the new 60’s and the 60’s is the new 50’s (Metz, 2006; 

Overall, 2006).  Timonen (2008) suggests this phenomena has come about because 

of medical, technological, and social developments toward better health.  Therefore, 

older people are staying healthier longer and can remain engaged in activities of 

choice.  These people want experiences to travel and learn rather than to stay at home 

and age (I. Patterson, 2002).  Earlier Cohen (1979) suggested tourists seek 

understanding from their “centre” or worldview. 

 

From my observations of the CTG participants they epitomise the findings of Metz 

(2006), Overall (2006), Timonen (2008) and Patterson (2002).  The participants, as 

retirees,  managed their health challenges, were enthusiastic, engaged and looked to 

experience and understand as much as they could.  Lastly, for an individual, a 

‘tourism’‘experience’ is a multifunctional leisure activity comprising of entertainment or 

education or both (Ryan, 1997).  Again these explanations of the term ‘experience’ 

concur with my understanding and therefore, for this study I have adopted the meaning 

that ‘experience’ is individual and influential dependent upon one’s perceptions and 

interpretations. 
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1.2.6. Returning to quality tourism experiences 

Finally, reconstructing the individual terms in the phrase ‘quality’ ‘tourism’ 

‘experiences’ completes the interpretation of the overarching construct of this study.  

From an industry perspective, the World Trade Organisation adds two terms together 

and interprets ‘quality tourism’ as: 

the result of a process which implies the satisfaction of all the 

legitimate product and service needs, requirements and 

expectations of the consumer, at an acceptable price, in conformity 

with the underlying quality determinants such as safety and 

security, hygiene, accessibility, transparency, authenticity and 

harmony of the tourism activity concerned with its human and 

natural environment(World Tourism Organisation, 2003, para 1). 

 

In her discussion of the phrase quality tourism experiences, Jennings (2006) suggests 

the term has no universal meaning because of the complex nature of perspectives, 

influences and variables within the lives of residents, tourists and the tourism industry.  

Further, that the meaning “is implicitly or tacitly assumed rather than defined, in 

addition, assumed ‘taken for granted’ meaning(s) are usually further qualified with the 

subjective terms ‘good’ or ‘high’” (Jennings, 2006, p. 5).  Understanding the CTG 

participant’s interpretations of this phrase is key to understanding their perspectives of 

what, for them, determines a quality tourism experience.  These will be discussed in 

the interpretive chapters 3 to 8. 
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1.2.7. Mediator 

Mediator is the second term I will clarify.  To mediate is to act as a go-between or 

intermediary between two parties.  Cohen (1985) uses this term in a similar fashion 

when he describes a tourist guide as the “go-between” between the tourists and the 

host community.  Jensen (2010) uses the term in the same way, that is, a tour guide 

is the mediator between the tourist and the local community.  Based on these uses of 

the term mediator, in this study I use the term to indicate the tour mediators and their 

higher and lower-order concepts, which are the go-between or intermediary bridging 

(Jennings & Weiler, 2004) of the CTG participant’s quality filters, with regard to the 

CTG participant’s perceptions of quality tourism experiences.  

 

1.2.8. Quality filter 

Another term to clarify is quality filter.  Filtering in this sense means sorting, sifting and 

categorising.  The human brain is adept at sorting masses of information messaged 

from all the sensory entry points and has to make meaning of these messages.  

Peshkin (2001) uses the idea of lenses when discussing how qualitative researchers 

sort and select, making choices that become their perceptions.  I have applied this 

concept to the CTG participants in that they use different lenses or filters to assess 

which of the China tour higher and lower-order concepts represent, to them, a quality 

tourism experience.  The empirical material revealed the participants used pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics, and familiarityas their four quality filters.  Pricality centres on 

cost and value, functionality centres on task, utility and operation, aesthetics centres 

on the senses and emotions, and familiarity centres on any aspect that is known, 

recognised, customary or memorable to the participant.  A more in-depth discussion 
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of these terms was presented at the beginning of this chapter in section 1.0.2. Quality 

filters. 

 

1.3. Quality tourism experience development by stakeholder 
groups 

 

Quality tourism experiences need development because tourists, residents of tourism 

communities, industry stakeholders and government agencies, in their roles, want 

more.  More of what is valuable to them.  Tourists want more pricality “value for 

money”, residents want a higher quality of life, industry stakeholders want greater 

profitability and success and government agencies want more revenue and 

sustainability.  Developing quality tourism experiences can achieve these wants.  The 

coverage of literature, relating to tourism stakeholders and their interest in quality, is 

extensive and goes beyond the exemplar that is provided in the following sections.  

Table 1.2 provides a snapshot of literature that discusses the importance of 

participation in the planning and provision of a quality sustainable tourism industry by 

all tourism stakeholder groups. 

 

Table 1.2. Extant literature on quality tourism development by industry 
stakeholders 

 

Industry 
stakeholders Key Premise Authors 

 

Tourism 

suppliers, 

Government 

and Non-

government 

agencies, and 

the 

Community 

Collaboration and partnerships 

in tourism planning 

Bramwell, B., & Lane, B. (2000) 

The Third Way – democratic 

planning all stakeholders 

Burns, P. M. (2004) 

Sustainable Tourism Attitude 

Scale (SUS-TAS) to measure 

resident’s attitudes to tourism 

Choi, H-S., & Ercan, S. (2005) 

Local government and council 

sustainable tourism planning 

constraints and issues 

Connell, J., Page, S. J., & Bentley, T. 

(2009) 
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Guidelines for socially 

appropriate tourism 

development 

Cooke, K. (1982) 

Tourism competitiveness is the 

responsibility of all 

stakeholders 

Crouch, G. I., & Ritchie, J. (1999) 

Code of ethics for socially 

responsible ecotourism 

development 

d'Amore, L. J. (1993) 

Sustainable tourism planning 

by all stakeholders 

Dwyer, L. and Edwards, D. (2010) 

Sustainable tourism planning 

in protected areas by all 

stakeholders 

Eagles, P. F., McCool, S. F., & Haynes, 

C. D. (2002) 

Balancing the voices – all 

stakeholders involved in 

tourism planning 

Getz, D., & Timur, S. (2012) 

Tourism planning local 

government – community in a 

passive role 

Godfrey, K. B. (1998) 

Sustainable tourism planning & 

policy  – ecotourism, regional, 

destination and site  

Gunn, C. A. (1994) 

Tourism planning – engaging 

timeshare owners 

Huang, C., Pennington‐Gray, L., Ko, Y. 

J., & Thapa, B. (2010) 

Collaboration in community-

based tourism development 

Jamal, T. B., & Getz, D. (1995) 

All stakeholder involvement in 

destination planning 

Jamieson, W., & Tazim, J. (1997) 

Collaborative tourism planning 

– Cusco Peru 

Ladkin, A., & Bertramini, A. M. (2002) 

Tourism planning “shareholder 

to stakeholder” collaborative 

and participatory approach 

Robson, J., & Robson, I. (1996) 

Collaboration is key to tourism 

planning 

Sautter, E. T., & Leisen, B. (1999) 

Community involvement in 

tourism planning to improve 

quality of life 

Shani, A., &Pizam, A. (2012) 

Sustainable tourism 

development by bridging 

academic and practitioner 

divide 

Sharpley, R. (2000) 

Sustainable eco tourism 

development by industry 

compliance to quality 

guidelines 

Sirakaya, E. (1997) 
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Tourism development 

Yogyakarta all stakeholders 

should cooperate 

Timothy, D. J. (1998) 

Collaborative approach to 

urban destination development 

Timur, S., & Getz, D. (2009) 

Sustainable tourism 

development by transactive 

approach inclusive of all 

stakeholders 

Wray, M. (2011) 

Collaborative approach to 

tourism planning Pamukkale 

interviewing all stakeholders 

Yuksel, F., Bramwell, B., & Yuksel, A. 

(1999) 

 

The following sections discuss quality tourism experiences by the tourist, the host 

community, industry stakeholders and government agencies plus what it means to 

each of these stakeholder groups.  The ideas contained therein have a direct 

implication on the planning and development of quality tourism experiences. 

 

1.3.1 Tourists’ quality tourist experiences 

As mentioned throughout the chapter, the CTG participants used their quality filters to 

determine the mediators of a quality tourism experience.  From the observations and 

discussions with these participants, it was clear that because they were financially 

independent they had the means to be selective in choosing their experiences.  In 

most instances, wealth brings choice (Diener, Horwitz, & Emmons, 1985; Hirst, 1990; 

Spinner-Halev, 2010).  As in the previous section, there is a large body of literature, 

particularly between 1995 and 2005, examining tourism quality so Table 1.3 below 

provides an updated representation of existing literature from 2007. 
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Table 1.3. Extant literature on quality tourism experiences of tourists 
 

Industry 
stakeholders Key Premise Authors 

Quality tourism 

experiences 

 

Tourists’ satisfaction and 

implication to return to a 

destination 

Alegre, J., & Garau, J. (2010) 

Quality, value, satisfactions for 

tourists in Heritage tourism 

Chen, C. F., & Chen, F. S. (2010) 

Destination image via 

attributes leads to tourist 

satisfaction 

Chi, C. G-Q., & Qu, H. (2008) 

Tourists’ perceived quality of 

tourists routes 

Denstadli, J. M., & Jacobsen, J. K. S. 

(2011) 

Satisfaction of service 

expectations for medical 

tourists 

Guiry, M., Scott, J. J., & Vequist IV, D. 

G. (2013) 

Expectation, satisfaction, 

quality Chinese tourists in 

Korea 

Lee, S., Jeon, S., & Kim, D. (2011) 

Quality  and tourist satisfaction 

as experiential still important 

today 

Morgan, M. (2010) 

Understanding, researching 

and managing the tourist 

experience for quality and 

satisfaction 

Morgan, M., Lugosi, P., & Ritchie, J. R. 

B. (eds.). (2010) 

Quality and satisfaction of 

tourists in nature-based 

tourism 

O'Neill, M. A., Riscinto-Kozub, K. A., & 

Van Hyfte, M. (2010) 

Tourist satisfaction is 

enhanced with participation 

and co-creation 

Prebensen, N. K., & Foss, L. (2011) 

Satisfaction variations in global 

measures of tourists’ 

satisfaction 

Sirgy, M. J. (2010) 

Measures of a tourists trip that 

affect their overall Quality of 

Life 

Sirgy, M. J., Kruger, P. S., Lee, D. J., & 

Grace, B. Y. (2011) 

Quality of tourists’ experiences 

in a marine-park hinterland in 

WA 

Tonge, J., & Moore, S. A. (2007) 

Examines the relationship 

between Quality of Life and 

tourism 

Uysal, M., Perdue, R. R., & Sirgy, M. J. 

(eds.). (2012) 

Importance and satisfaction 

with features of whale-shark 

tourism, Mexico  

Ziegler, J., Dearden, P., & Rollins, R. 

(2012) 
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The CTG participants travelled repeatedly with Bob because he gave them more value 

for money and unique tourism experiences, two factors not found in the itineraries of 

mass tour operators.  The participants also reminded me that they had paid 

significantly more for this tour than other available tours to China and therefore 

expected a higher quality of tour in its management, content, and experiences.  They 

said they expected the tour to run smoothly, the elements of the tour to be the best 

possible, and that they would see, do, taste and feel things they had never before 

experienced.  If these expectations were met the participants would likely be satisfied 

or delighted (Kotler et al., 2010; Pride, Elliott, Rundle-Thiele, Waller, & Paladino, 2006; 

Reid & Bojanic, 2010) thereby assessing the tour as value for money and a quality 

tourist experience.  Bob and Beth had learned this valuable lesson over their forty 

years in the tour operating business.  Their consumer focus ensured they developed 

a tourist experience their consumers would find difficult to receive from another 

operator. 

 

1.3.2. Host community quality of life (qol) 

The intention of this section relates to the part of my study which addresses residents 

as hosts to tourists.  As mentioned above, there has been much research focusing on 

the impacts of tourism on resident’s quality of life in the host community.  Table 1.4 

below summarises this body of literature. 

 

Table 1.4. Impacts of tourism on host communities 
 

Impact of Tourism Authors 

Positive Economic Increased income; 

development of 

infrastructure and facilities; 

Pizam (1978),Timothy and Wall 

(1997), Lawson, Williams, Young, & 

Cossens (1998), Ap (1990), Taylor 
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ability to afford higher 

quality goods and services 

(2001), Weaver & Lawton (2001), (V. 

L. Smith, 2001), Teye, Sönmez, & 

Sirakaya (2002), Mansfeld and Jonas 

(2005), Andereck & Jurowski (2006), 

Andereck & McGehee (2008). 

 Socio-cultural Educational opportunities; 

employment; interaction 

between cultures; increased 

entertainment and 

recreational opportunities; 

greater awareness; 

increased tolerance and 

diversity; increased quality 

of life 

Ap (1990), West (1993), Faulkner 

and Tidswell (1997), Stonich (2000), 

Weaver & Lawton (2001), Williams 

and Lawson (2001), (V. L. Smith, 

2001), Teye, Sönmez, & Sirakaya 

(2002), Ireland, Deegan, & Dineen 

(2003), Haley, Snaith, & Miller 

(2004), WTO (2005), WTTC (2005), 

Andereck and Jurowski (2006), 

Andereck & McGehee (2008). 

 Environmental Opportunity to preserve 

natural features, flora and 

fauna; awareness of 

conservation needs 

Falkner and Tidswell (1997), Weaver 

and Lawton (2001), Smith (2001), 

Andereck & McGehee (2008). 

Negative Economic Unequal distributions; 

spending incorrectly 

prioritised; increased 

pressure for resources; 

increased prices 

Pizam (1978), Belisle and Hoy 

(1980), Liu and Var (1986), Ap 

(1990), Lawson, Williams, Young, & 

Cossens (1998), Lindberg, 

Andersson, & Dellaert (2001), Taylor 

(2001), Weaver and Lawton (2001), 

Brenner and Aguilar (2002), (V. L. 

Smith, 2001), Teye, Sönmez, & 

Sirakaya (2002), Mansfeld and Jonas 

(2005), Jurowski, Daniels, & 

Pennington-Gray (2006), Andureck 

and Jurowski (2006), Andereck & 

McGehee (2008). 

 Socio-cultural Cultural and racial tensions, 

over-crowding; 

inconvenience; increased 

substance abuse; sexual 

promiscuity; 

commodification of native 

culture; loss of identity; 

Jurowski, Daniels, & Pennington-

Gray, (2006), Teye, Sönmez, & 

Sirakaya, (2002), Ap, (1990), 

Bramwell, (2003), Snaith & Haley, 

(1999), Sheldon & Abenoja, (2001), 

Weaver & Lawton, (2001), Lindberg, 
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increased crime; increased 

competition for resources; 

reduced quality of life 

Andersson, & Dellaert, (2001), 

Andereck & McGehee (2008). 

 Environmental Over capacity use: pollution; 

loss of natural land use; 

loss of features, flora, and 

fauna; litter; human 

interference 

Faulkner & Tidswell, (1997), Weaver 

& Lawton; Sheldon & Abenjoa, 

(2001), Davis et al, (1997), Andereck 

& McGehee (2008). 

 

The interpretation of empirical materials recognised that the participants considered 

the locally hosted visits as one of the highlights of this China tour.  They enjoyed the 

opportunity to go “back stage”(Cohen, 1979; D MacCannell, 1973) with the aim of 

participating in an “authentic” activity.  This gave them the opportunity to learn and 

understand more about the everyday lives of the everyday Chinese.  The participants 

said that aesthetically, this knowledge gave them a sense of completeness within 

themselves and empathy toward the Chinese.  They also commented that the 

experience “added value” to the pricality of the tour, meaning they had received a 

quality return on their investment in the cost of the tour.  From the participant’s 

experience as a tourist, this was a qualityelement of the tour.  From the Chinese 

resident’s perspective, the experience also appeared to add value to their lives.  I 

closely observed the Chinese hosts for any sign of laboured service, for example, that 

they were entertaining visitors because they had to, were told to, or that it was an 

arduous task.  To the contrary, we all felt the hosts were extremely hospitable and 

their “hospitableness” was genuine (Lashley, 2000; Telfer, 1996). 

 

We felt that hosting tourists added to the Chinese hosts’ quality of life (K. Andereck, & 

Jurowski, C., 2006; Carmichael, 2006; Jennings & Nickerson, 2006).  The CTG 

members and I discussed the experience from the Chinese hosts’ perspective and felt 
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the negatives were minor and the benefits enriching from a pricality, functionality, 

aesthetic and familiarity view point.  The benefits gained from these visits were 

identified as: 

 Learning a little about non-Chinese people 

 Learning a little about the countries from which the non-Chinese people 

originated 

 A sense of personal and national pride in representing their country 

 Added to their quality of life 

 Connectivity, relationship, communication with others 

 A hobby, activity, something to do, something to look forward to 

 A topic of conversation with their family and friends 

 

As this experience was key to the participant’s quality tourism experience, it needed 

further exploration.  I discussed the topic of hosting during the post tour interviews to 

gauge the participant’s propensity to host tourists to the Gold Coast.  I acknowledge I 

let my assumption precede, that is, I expected the participants to respond differently.  

The discussion on tour had been positive.  I felt the participants agreed with me that 

the Chinese hosts found hosting tourists a joy and an honour.  I thought these Gold 

Coast residents would positively consider becoming hosts to tourists visiting the Gold 

Coast.  As is shown in Chapter 8, this was not the case. 

 

1.3.3. Tourism industry role 

One of my study’s aims is to provide knowledge that can be utilised by the tourism 

industry.  Tourism in a community involves many stakeholders with differing roles and 

agendas. The  literature identifies resident groups and individuals as having differing 
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motivations and perceptions about tourism, tourists and their individual and collective 

effects which explains the existence of certain tensions between residents and tourists 

(Faulkner & Tidswell, 1997; Jennings & Weiler, 2004; Reisinger, 1994).  Table 1.5 

provides a more contemporary snapshot of the extant literature since 2000 that relates 

to the tourism industry role in providing quality tourism experiences. 

 

Table 1.5. Extant literature on the tourism industry’s role in providing quality 
tourism experiences 

 

Industry 
Stakeholders Key Premise Authors 

Tourism 

Industry 

National framework on mitigation 

of climate change guides tourism 

industry to quality 

Dodds, R., & Graci, S. (2009). 

Tourism Industry’s role in 

sustainable capital expansion 

Fletcher, R. (2011) 

Cape Town tourism industry 

must change to sustain quality 

tourism 

Frey, N., & George, R. (2010). 

Tourism industry’s role in 

mitigating the concerns of waste 

management in ecotourism 

areas 

Meletis, Z. A., & Campbell, L. M. 

(2009). 

Applying environmental quality 

standards as norms to the 

tourism industry 

Ogonowska, M., & Torre, D. 

(2012) 

The evolution of mass tourism 

toward a new tourism. Today's 

industry is being shaped by new 

global imperatives and is 

adopting new organizational and 

managerial principles including 

quality 

Poon, A. (1993). 

Role of transport industry in 

providing quality and satisfaction 

to tourists 

Prideaux, B. (2000) 

Development of tourism in 

Romania and the increased role 

the tourism industry plays to 

ensure quality of products and 

services 

Stăncioiu, A. F., Băltescu, C. A., 

Vlădoi, A. D., & Pârgaru, I. 

(2011).  
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Quality planning and 

management by the festival and 

events industry 

Yeoman, I., Robertson, M., Ali-

Knight, J., Drummond, S., & 

McMahon-Beattie, U. (2012) 

 

Tourism Australia and New Zealand Tourism provide two examples of industry bodies 

that focus on ensuring tourists receive quality tourism experiences.  Tourism Australia 

Accreditation Limited is an organisation developed to monitor and standardise the 

quality of tourism providers in Australia.  The role of TAAL is to provide for “continuous 

increases in industry professionalism and standards, a quality experience for tourists 

throughout Australia and deliver clear business benefits for tourism enterprises” 

(Tourism Australia Accreditaion Ltd, 2006).  Customer service, administration and 

operations, human resources and risk management are some of the standards 

categories with which tourism businesses must comply in order to achieve 

accreditation.  Internationally, the tourism industry in New Zealand established 

Qualmark (2012), the official quality assurance organisation with its silver fern insignia 

denoting high quality accommodation, transport services and activities.  Accreditation 

through this organisation ensures businesses not only deliver products and services 

of a high quality standard but also they comply with strict environmental criteria.   

 

A number of research centres focus on encouraging the public sector and the tourism 

industry toward delivering quality tourism experiences.  The Global Development 

Research Centre (2013) originating out of the Tokyo Institute of Technology provides 

a comprehensive online directory “The Sustainable Tourism Gateway” aimed at 

providing information on many fronts including accreditation and certification 

promoting quality and sustainable tourism practises.  Griffith University, Gold Coast, 

Queensland at the time of this study supported the Centre for Tourism Sport and 

Service Innovation, which focussed on research advancing quality and sustainability 
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of the tourism, sport and service industries particularly in Queensland (Centre for 

Tourism Sport and Service Innovation, 2013). 

 

Stakeholders with a vested interest in developing tourism as a sustainable industry, 

endeavour to create quality tourism experiences that will attract tourists.  To have a 

greater understanding of what constitutes a quality tourism experience for both 

residents and tourists will assist tourism planners, developers, managers and policy 

makers to mediate such tensions. Quality tourism experiences, by “adding value” to 

tourists, thereby enhance their feeling of satisfaction toward the tourism experience 

provider and the destination.  This in turn means, upon returning home, the tourists 

would engage in positive word of mouth, which can result in increased visitation 

numbers and revenue to tourism stakeholders.  It is therefore in their interest for 

tourism industry providers to plan and deliver quality tourism experiences. 

 

1.3.4. Government/agency role 

Tourism is now a major import and export industry for many nations.  Economically, 

socially and environmentally, tourism is a significant contributor to many countries’ 

national accounts.  Government agencies internationally and in Australia understand 

their role to mediate quality tourism experiences.  The OECD Tourism Committee 

provides a forum at which governments collaborate to address the economic and 

societal issues effecting tourism.  High-level officials meet biannually to discuss 

sustainable tourism and local development, green tourism, employment and 

innovation with a focus on improving the quality of tourism jobs and infrastructure to 

provide tourists with quality tourism experiences (OECD Tourism Committee, 2013).  

The WTO’s Global Codes of Ethics for Tourism, Article 6 Obligations of stakeholders 
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in tourism development, states that tourism providers have an obligation to provide 

tourists with quality products.  In an effort to make Australia more attractive to 

international travellers, standards were required to lift Australian tourism businesses 

in line with international tourism standards.  In 2011 The Tourism Quality Council of 

Australia (TQCA), an agency of the Department of Resource, Energy and Tourism, 

together with Tourism Australia introduced T-QUAL accreditation (2013).  Australian 

tourism providers are required to pass stringent assessment in order to be granted the 

T-Qual Tick of approval, which ensures they deliver a quality experience.  TQCA is 

strongly committed to ensuring tourism providers follow the stringent criteria of the T-

QUAL.  The Queensland Government on its Business and Industry Portal website 

provide links to various checklist items in their Tourism Service Quality toolkit 

(Queensland Government, 2013) and also provides a link to the T-QUAL site.  This is 

evidence that all levels of Australian Government are committed to providing quality 

tourism experiences to tourists.  Tourism, as Australia’s largest import and export 

service industry (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2011), is economically and 

socially vitally important to Australia.  Therefore, government agencies and tourism 

industry stakeholders understand the benefits gained by orchestrating quality tourism 

experiences.  Such benefits include revenue, employment and social capital.  The 

above are just some examples of measures taken by government agencies to ensure 

quality policies and practices resonate throughout the industry to satisfy tourists, 

providing them with quality tourism experiences.  Table 1.6 samples the myriad of 

extant literature on the public sector’s role in providing quality tourism experiences. 
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Table 1.6. Extant literature on the public sector’s role in providing quality 
tourism experiences 

 

Industry 

Stakeholders 
Key Premise Authors 

Public Sector Recommendations for more 

effective government 

participation in sustainable 

tourism 

Bramwell, B., & Lane, B. (2010). 

Government responsibilities 

for tourism development in 

Africa 

Christie, I. T. (2001). 

 

Australia, Canada and New 

Zealand, government's 

development function in 

tourism 

Cooper, C. & Hall, C. M. M. (2012). 

Streamlining public sector re 

tourism governance in 

Northern Ireland 

Devine, A., & Devine, F. (2011). 

Government’s role in tourism 

policy and planning in a 

dynamic environment 

Edgell, D. L. Snr., & Swanson, J. 

(2013). 

National tourism policy from 

the Ministry of Tourism and 

Wildlife in Kenya 

http://www.tourism.go.ke/ 

ministry.nsf/doc/Final_Draft_ 

National_Tourism_Policy.pdf 

/$file/Final_Draft_ 

National_Tourism_Policy.pdf 

Public sector’s role in the 

planning, management, 

promotion and quality 

improvement of destinations 

Inkson, C., & Minnaert, L. (2012). 

Tourism public policy and the 

strategic management of 

failure 

Kerr, W. R. (2003). 

Central government’s role in 

the development of tourism in 

mainland China 

KS Chon, RJ Pine, T Lam, Zhang, 

H. Q. (2005). 

Draft tourism strategy outline 

for 2015 with a focus on 

quality 

O’Connor, D. (2007) 

Minister for Tourism. 

The role of the public sector in 

managing and developing 

tourism 

Page, S., & Connell, J. (2006). 

Government’s role in 

stimulating national tourism in 

Poland 

Polinski, W. (2004). 

http://www.tourism.go.ke/
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Government responses to 

tourism development.  Three 

Brazilian case studies 

Puppim de Oliveira, J. A. (2003). 

Malaysian government’s role 

in tourism and the homestay 

development program 

Yusnita, Y., Yahaya, I., Shaladdin, 

M. M., Wan Abd Aziz, W. M. A. 

(2012). 

 

Tourism Australia and Tourism Queensland would create a case for increased support 

and funding if tourism revenues increased because of their provision of quality tourism 

experiences.  Tourism Australia (2012), in its brochure Planning for Success, a tool 

for the travel industry on how to attract inbound markets, states “[c]onsumers and the 

travel trade are increasingly choosing product based on their accreditation, as this 

provides an assurance that suppliers are committed to professional service delivery 

and operations” (p. 35).  From a business success perspective “[t]he best strategy is 

to ensure the quality of the products and services you deliver meet the expectations 

of your visitors” (p. 23).  Tourism Queensland returned 31 matches to a ‘quality tourism 

experiences’ key word search from its home page.  The documents refer to quality 

tourism in regional areas and links with Tourism Australia and the Federal Government 

in relation to T-QUAL.  Providing quality tourism experiences to international and 

domestic tourists will generate increased economic productivity that benefits all 

Australians. 

 

1.3. Significance of the study 

This study is significant as its aims were intended to build understanding, to provide 

information adding to the body of knowledge in the area of quality tourism research, 

and to benefit the experiences of tourists and tourism stakeholders.  As implied 

previously in section 1.0.2, identifying the benchmarking quality filters of a quality 

tourism experience used by tourists will provide insights from consumer perspectives. 
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It will also demonstrate to tourism stakeholders, how important it is to really know what 

your consumers consider are quality tourism experiences.  To this end, to reiterate, 

my research had three aims.  The primary aim of this research was to: 

 interpret Gold Coast resident’s perspectives of quality tourism experiences as 

tourists and as hosts to tourists.  

The secondary aim was to: 

 establish the CTG participant’s propensity to host international tourists to the 

Gold Coast.   

The third aim of this research was to: 

 provide information to industry that can be applied during the decision-making 

process to assist tourism planners, developers and managers to advance 

strategies to better manage tourism interrelationships, particularly between 

residents of host tourism communities and the tourists.   

 

Through the process of pursuing these aims, several unique and significant 

contributions for tourism studies literature and tourism industries emerged.  Those 

contributions are categorised as theoretical, methodological and applied.  The 

theoretical contributions are: 

1. the introduction of the Quality Filtering of Mediators model which emerged from 

theorising the empirical materials; 

2. the affect of intra-tour group dynamics on the nature of tourism experiences 

and their quality; 

3. an in-depth understanding of how tourists process their perceptions using one 

or more of their quality filters; 
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4. the key concepts within a group tour experience that are important to an 

individual participant’s perspective of quality;  

5. the decision-making process of residents in relation to hosting tourists. 

 

The methodological contributions are the use of: 

1. blended qualitative research traditions; 

2. sociograms, and; 

3. an empirical collection method, Quick Thinks.   

 

The applied contributions are to: 

1. provide information to industry stakeholders to aid with decision-making in the 

development and management of the Gold Coast tourism industry and its 

interrelationship with the local community; 

2. illustrate how local governments and industry stakeholders have the 

opportunity to further promote the Gold Coast as a “hospitable” tourist 

destination through the provision of a small business mediating service; 

3. present a small business opportunity. 

 

These contributions are significant because previous studies relating to tourism and 

quality have utilised Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry’s (1985b) SERVQUAL model 

of service quality to identify what consumers believe are quality elements of a tourism 

product or service.  This study acknowledges the value of SERVQUAL as a 

management tool to measure consumers’ perceptions of quality in services but adds 

to this by further understanding the process behind those consumer determinations.  

That is, this study not only identifies concepts of a group tourism experience the CTG 
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participants assessed as quality concepts but also how they selected what quality 

meant to them.  How did they choose their criteria of quality so that the individual 

benchmarking of the China tour concepts could occur?  The unique contribution of this 

study is that it introduces how the CTG participants applied their quality filters, pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity, to benchmark the China tour.  The two quality 

mediators, the Tour and Hosting are then de-constructed into higher- order concepts, 

namely, Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, Tour group, Tour 

destination, Not to host and To host, to evaluate a quality tourism experience.  In turn, 

each of the contributions is now introduced. 

 

1.3.1. Theoretical contribution of this thesis 

This study contributes theoretically by providing the Quality filtering of mediators model 

to clarify how quality filters enabled the CTG participants to process their perceptions 

of quality.  The quality filtering of mediators model was developed using several 

higher-order and lower-order concepts and is a grounded model explaining the 

process of how the participants benchmarked their perspective of quality.  This model 

provides a frame, which would be useful in future studies that aim to determine the 

nature ofquality tourism experiences of tourists participating in any tourism product 

and/or service.  The second contribution this study makes is that it examines the intra-

group dynamics and interactions within tour groups.  Thirdly, the study explains the 

process of benchmarking higher-order and lower-order concepts within the China tour 

against their previous tourism experiences revealing those “qualities” that are 

important to the participant.  Lastly, it identifies individual participant’s perception of 

quality as it relates to elements of theChina tour. 
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1.3.2. Methodological contributions of this thesis 

Methodologically, this study contributes to the literature in three ways.  It introduces 

the use of blended qualitative research traditions, the use of sociograms and an 

empirical collection method, Quick Thinks.  Studies in tourism often use a mixed 

method approach, both qualitative and quantitative.  Qualitative studies in tourism 

have generally used a single tradition of enquiry, for example, a case study, grounded 

theory, phenomenology, ethnography or participatory action research. This study used 

a qualitative interpretive constructionist approach that “fitted” the research aims, which 

were to understand the CTG participant’s multi-faceted perspectives.  It therefore was 

deemed appropriate to ‘construct’ a blended use of phenomenological and 

ethnographic traditions to enable me to gather the empirical materials as an insider 

looking out and an outsider looking in (Kawulich, 2005).  This provided rich material 

from which I was able to interpret the CTG participant’s perspectives of a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

The second methodological contribution to qualitative tourism research is the use of 

the sociogram.  Originally named network analysis, sociograms are usually associated 

with quantitative models to show relationships between elements as a result of 

mathematical equationing (Scott, Baggio, & Cooper, 2008).  Because of the unusual 

composition of the CTG group, whereby some members knew each other before 

joining the group, the use of a sociogram to clarify the relationships between certain 

group members added depth to the understanding of the influence of relationships on 

their perspectives, particularly with regard to what constituted a quality group tour 

experience. 
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Thirdly, Quick Thinks were used to collect the CTG participant’s perspectives on 

quality tourism experiences.  This term was coined by my supervisor, Adjunct 

Professor Gayle Jennings, during a brainstorming session.  The design of this 

technique was an on-the-spur-of-the-moment empirical material collection method 

whereby the participants were asked for their view on the topic.  The idea was to 

capture those thoughts “in the moment” without the participants considering their 

answers.  I hoped spontaneity would elicit thoughts and perspectives untainted by 

others in the group or by their current situation i.e. on a group tour of China.  I believed 

this method would add to the authenticity of the study. 

 

1.3.3. Applied contribution of this thesis 

This study has a significant two-fold application to the tourism industry. That is, current 

tourism stakeholders need to focus on providing quality tourism experiences and there 

is an opportunity to create a small to medium sized inbound tourist hosting business 

on the Gold Coast.  The first contribution this study offers industry, in particular, is a 

Model that identifies quality filters and mediators each of which can be used to 

evaluate the quality of the tourism experiences that industry providers offer.  This 

model can be adapted to create a checklist as well as incorporated into customer 

evaluation tools, such as, focus groups, diaries, interviews, and adapted into customer 

questionnaires.  Additionally, the study reaffirms that current businesses need to apply 

the long proposed theoretical concepts of leading business and marketing authors.  

The role of research is to inform the public sector, industry and business as to how to 

improve the quality of their operation and outcomes (Berg, 2004; Lavis, Posada, 

Haines, & Osei, 2004; Nutley, Walter, & Davies, 2007).  This research repeatedly 

shows that understanding consumers and providing them with quality tourism 
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experiences increases revenue and can reduce costs (Evans, Campbell, & 

Stonehouse, 2003; Hitt, Ireland, & Hoskisson, 2013; M. E. Porter, 1991, 1996, 1998).  

By understanding what consumers consider as quality tourism experiences, 

organisations can then design and implement strategic marketing plans for their 

products and services that are wholly consumer-centred and focused on attracting and 

retaining consumers (Kotler et al., 2010; Lovelock, Patterson, & Walker, 2001; A. 

Parasuraman et al., 1991; S. Shoemaker & Shaw, 2008; Zeithaml, Berry, & 

Parasuraman, 1993).  In achieving this, this study has emphasised the importance of 

using qualitative research to achieve these ends.  

 

The second applied contribution is the proposed opportunity for a small to medium 

sized business on the Gold Coast.  The proposed business would provide locally 

hosted experiences for international tourists to the Gold Coast.  It is envisaged this 

business would be the intermediary between a tour operator or wholesaler and the 

local host.  This business would build a database of local host profiles and potential 

host activities as well as liaise with tour operators and wholesalers to match the 

experience their tourists are seeking with a host profile.  The CTG participants 

identified the locally hosted visits on the China tour as one of the highlights of the 

whole tour experience and one, which differentiated this tour from their other tourism 

experiences.  The locally hosted visits were an important higher-order concept that 

enhanced the participant’s quality tourism experience.  The participants who had a 

positive propensity to host international visitors to the Gold Coast said they would do 

so provided they were associated with a reliable entity that vets the tourists and makes 

all the arrangements on behalf of the host.  These CTG participants envisaged that 

their pricality fee for this service would be small and that the functional motivation 
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behind their participation in hosting visitors would be a familiarity in friendship and an 

aesthetic hospitableness, to give others a quality tourism experience while on the Gold 

Coast. 

 

1.4. Summary of chapters 

This thesis stories Gold Coast resident’s perspectives of a three-week tour to China.  

With any tourism experience, there are phases the traveller moves through to 

complete their journey.  Phases include before, during and after their journey (Craig-

Smith & French, 1994; Kvist & Klefsjö, 2006).  Before the journey, a traveller is full of 

anticipation – imagining, planning, researching, and gathering information with which 

to make decisions.  During the journey, each day or moment is the “lived experience”.  

Dilthey (1985) was the first to coin this term stating that an awareness or 

consciousness of life as we live it is our “lived experience”.  So it was with the CTG 

participants whereby each day during their journey they were subject to experiences 

that were different from their usual daily practice.  Lastly, the journey ends and it is 

often at this time that planning the next journey begins.  For the CTG participants and 

me, we have our memories of the China tour and its experiences and once we settled 

into our respective lives, planning for the next trip ignited excitement once more. 

 

This chapter concludes by overviewing Chapters 2 to 9. Chapter 2 Make a Plan – 

begins with a discussion of the research design including the research facets and 

further discussion of my situatedness with regard to the research.  I discuss my choice 

of an interpretive constructionist paradigm and the blending phenomenological and 

ethnography traditionsof enquiry.  I justify the methods employed to gather the 

empirical material include a focus group, participant observation, recorded field diary 
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notes, Quick Thinks, photographs/video and in-depth interviews.  The use of 

successive approximation and Nvivo to interpret the material to enable 

(re)interpretation of the participant’s perspectives is described and explained.  The last 

section presents the techniques used to ensure the conduct of quality research. 

 

Chapters 3 to 8 discuss the concepts of the quality mediators.  These chapters are 

divided under two section headings, the tour with a difference and hosting.  Within the 

section the tour with a difference lie Chapter 3 Tour Leader, Chapter 4 Locally hosted 

visits, Chapter 5 Tour elements, Chapter 6 Tour group and Chapter 7 Tour destination.   

Chapter 8 Residents as hosts lies in the second section titled Hosting.  Each of these 

chapters follow a similar structure in that the participant’s perspectives of the tour are 

deconstructed into higher and lower order concepts, which the participants then 

benchmark through theoretical constructs, namely, their quality filters pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  The table below illustrates an example of the 

structure of one of these chapters (Table 1.7.). 

 

Table 1.7. Chapter structure 
 

Quality 

Mediator 

Higher-order 

Concepts 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpretation constructs 

Chapter 8 

 

Hosting 

8.1 Not to Host 8.1.1. Reasons why 

not to host 

 

8.1.2. 

(Re)interpre

ting why not 

to host 

 Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Cost – financial, time, 
effort 

 Return/benefit/reward 

 Value diminishment 

 Functionality 

 Current tourist 
facilities, activities and 
attractions 

 Stay away from tourist 
areas 

 Social connectivity 

 Meet new 
people/friends 

 Language barriers 

 Participation/doing 
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 Aesthetics 

 Pride/esteem 

 Uncertainty/ concern 

 Strangerness 

 Fulfilment 

 Hospitableness 

 Reciprocity 

 Familiarity 

 Own lifestyle 

 Activities/routines 

 Comfort zone 

 Tourists are strangers 

8.2 To Host 8.2.1. Participant’s 

recommend

-ations on 

hosting  

 

8.2.2. 

(Re)interpre

ting hosting 

 Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Cost – financial, time, 
effort 

 Return/benefit 

 Functionality 

 Social connectivity 

 Hospitableness  

 Meet new 
people/friends 

 Interaction 

 Aesthetics 

 Willingness/enthusiasm 
pride/esteem 

 Uncertainty/ concern 

 Self-actualisation/ 

 development/fulfilment 

 Enjoyment/pleasure 

 Hospitableness 

 Reciprocity 

 Familiarity 

 Own lifestyle 

 Routines 

 Comfort zone 

 Like-minded travellers 

 Travelling interests 

 Commonality 

 Shared 
stories/experiences 

 

Chapter 3 Tour leader.  The lower-order concepts for Tour leader include: going above 

and beyond, his consumer focus, professionalism, differentiation, personal 

characteristics and service recovery skills.  Each of these concepts is further 

discussed particularising the details that the participants, when using their quality 

filters, considered mediated quality.  Bob added pricality value to the CTG participants 

by “differentiating his products and service” and giving them “value for money”.  His 

“leadership”, “expertise” and intimate “knowledge” added functional quality.  

Aesthetically, Bob created a tour atmosphere of “personalisation” and 

“individualisation” making members “feel special”.  Bob provided the participants with 

the standard of service with which they were familiar.  They “knew what to expect”, 

that he was “honest and trustworthy” and gave them a level of “hospitableness” to 

which they were accustomed.   
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Chapter 4 Locally hosted visits is similarly structured.  The lower-order concepts 

include: visits added quality, visits for the giving and taking, the visits added little 

quality.  The participant’s who found the visits “added pricality value” felt the visits 

provided a unique opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the daily lives of local 

Chinese.  The participants felt this rendered the tour “better value for money”.  Some 

participants did not feel the same pricality value feeling the visits were somewhat 

“staged” and “unauthentic”.  Functionally, the participants gained insights into Chinese 

household decor, food, and etiquette.  Through their familiarity filter the participants 

were benchmarking elements of their own daily lives, commenting on the similarities 

and differences.  Aesthetically, most of the participants enjoyed the locally hosted 

visits because of the variety of local situations and their “uniqueness”.  They enjoyed 

the “social connectivity” and “hospitableness” shown by the Chinese people. 

 

Chapter 5 Tour Elements follows suit.  The lower-order concepts are: accommodation, 

activities and attractions, tour operations and pre-tour experiences.  Each of these 

concepts is discussed from the perspectives of the participants.  This chapter focuses 

on the operational aspects of the tour, which traditionally tour operators have 

considered as the gauge customers use to establish their levels of satisfaction with 

the tour (Bowie & Chang, 2005; Geva & Goldman, 1991).  In making their assessment 

of the quality of the China Tour Group experience, CTG participants’ emphasis was 

on functionality, familiarity, aesthetics, and pricality. For the CTG participants 

functionality of these lower-order concepts was important.  The “standard” of the 

accommodation whilst mentioned was not as important as the “cleanliness” and “good 

location”.  The activities and attractions needed to be “well balanced” between history, 

shopping, culture and scenery and between being “iconic” and “novel”.  The tour 
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operations were expected to be “smooth”, “well organised” and “seamless”. And the 

pre-tour experiences should have been “well managed”, well “communicated” and 

“solving the problem.  Through their familiarity filter, the participants expected these 

tour concepts to be equal to or better in quality than their previous group or 

independent tourism experiences.  These tour concepts were continually 

benchmarked against previous hotels, activities, attractions and tour operations the 

participants had experienced in the past.  Aesthetically, the participants were 

expecting to “feel and learn” new “experiences”.  They expected the accommodation 

to be “comfortable”, the activities and attractions to be “experiential”, “entertaining” and 

“novel”.  Participants expected tour operations to be balanced between “relaxed” yet 

“stimulating”, “organised and convenient” yet allow for “independence and 

“exploration”.  These other tour concepts, which when evaluated as a whole, were to 

provide pricality “value for money”.  “Value for money” to the participants meant that 

the dollar investment in the tour price returned a greater “value” in the way of “quality”, 

“reduced risk”, fulfilled “promises” and expectations”.  In this way, the participants then 

felt the China tour was a quality tourism experience. 

 

Chapter 6 – Tour Group, presents the fourth quality mediator of the tour.  This mediator 

presents three higher-order concepts: group as a whole, cliques, and individuals.  The 

lower-order concepts within the Group as a whole include: the group, group dynamics, 

group challenges, operational opportunities, and getting along with others.  The lower-

order concepts within the Cliques concept are: family four, social six and circle of 

friends.  In addition, the lower-order concept within the Individuals concept is: CTG 

participant’s characteristics and behaviours.  When benchmarking this group tour 

experience against other tours the participants considered the whole group as a 
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concept that impacted the quality of their tourism experience.  Functionally, the 

participants wanted to “meet new people” and “make new friends”.  They felt the small 

“group size” made for closer “connection” and “flexibility” to “individualise” the tour a 

little.  In order to make that “connection” it was important the individuals had some 

characteristics in common.  Familiar attributes such as travel motivation, travel 

experiences, place of residence, socio-economic status and lifestyleenabled 

conversation and bonding.  Familiarityin this group also relates to those participants 

who knew each other before embarking on this tour and hence, they had already 

formed their friendships.  This further explanation is in Aesthetics.  Aesthetically, 

participants mentioned they soon felt a “sense of belonging” and “safety” within the 

group.  And that they enjoyed the “social interaction”, “friendliness” and “harmony” 

usually found in group tour experiences.  However, the composition of this group 

meant that there were some cliques.  The sociogram used in this chapter shows the 

Social Six who enjoyed shopping together, the Family of Four who were related and 

the Circle of Friends who had travelled on Bob’s tours before.  This meant there was 

“gravitation” of those who were “affiliated” toward each other.  To those “outside” these 

cliques, they sometimes felt aesthetically “excluded” or “rejected” which did not add 

pricality value to their tourism experience.  Individuals within the group were identified 

for their functional suitability for the tour, particularly their “physical fitness” and “travel 

skills”, their familiarity to tour group protocols such as “expected behaviour”, 

“selfishness”, “consideration”, ”politeness” and “manners”.  Aesthetically, participants 

identified how they felt as individuals on a group tour.  They felt they received 

“assistance”, “empathy” and that they were treated as “individuals”.  In general, the 

CTG participants felt the individuals and group as a whole were “pleasant” and “fun” 

and that pricality “value” was added to their individual tourism experiences.   
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Chapter 7 – Tour Destination, this mediator has two higher-order concepts: Where in 

the world and China in particular.  Where in the world has seven lower-order concepts: 

destination choices of focus group members, destination choices of CTG participants, 

dreams and aspirations, explore, discover and learn, other reasons to travel there, the 

travel brochure and the anomaly.  Functionally, the participants loved travelling.  Many 

had a “bucket list” of places they wanted to visit and things they wanted to do while 

they were able.  Even though they were mature in age, they all wanted to “learn” and 

“experience” new places, cultures, and histories. Functionally, many of the participants 

were fulfilling lifelong “goals” and “ambitions” they associated with travelling around 

the world.  Through their familiarity filter, the participants enjoyed the “shared stories”, 

“experiences” and “interests” of “like-minded travellers”.  For these people, travelling 

to various destinations around the world is an aesthetic “rite of passage”.  This means 

they have worked hard during their lives, some raising families, so now in their 

retirement years they are “entitled” to travel and travel at a deluxe or luxury standard. 

This standard brings with it the aesthetic feeling of “esteem” and “prestige”.  No matter 

where the participants travel, they still carefully consider their pricality investment in 

travelling to various destinations.  The participants look for pricality “value for money” 

as they expect a destination to “add value” to their own “learning” and “development”.  

The lower-order concepts of China in particular include: explore, discover and learn 

and the dream of China.  Similar to the theoretical constructs aligned to Where in the 

world, above, China as a destination was expected to fulfil familiar “dreams” and 

“ambitions”, enable functional “learning”, to provide for aesthetic “self-fulfilment”.  

Because China’s image as a destination was shrouded in mystery and intrigue, some 

participants felt aesthetic “esteem” and “elitism”.  Holistically, the participants 

benchmarked China with other destinations to which they had travelled to ensure they 
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had received pricality “value for money”.  In this case, the participants agreed China 

did “add pricality value” and thereby was very much a part of their quality tourism 

experience. 

 

Chapter 8 – Guests as Hosts, is the last quality mediator of the group tour to China 

that the participants benchmarked using their quality filters to assess the quality of this 

tourism experience.  This chapter begins by discussing the level of knowledge Gold 

Coast residents have about the Gold Coast tourism industry.  This discussion provides 

background perspectives, which linked with the two lower-order concepts related to 

hosting tourists, namely, not to host and to host.  Within the lower-order concept, not 

to host, participants outlined three reasons as to why they would not consider taking 

on the role of a host to international visitors.  These reasons were : they did not 

functionally “go to the tourist areas”, aesthetically they felt uncomfortable with 

“strangers” and, three, that hosting was not part of their functional, familiarity, or 

aesthetic “lifestyle”.  The participants enjoyed the locally hosted visits but had not 

considered becoming hosts themselves.  One of the main issues was that the 

functional “transitory” nature of international tourists together with the aesthetic 

“strangerness” of the visitors left little opportunity to develop deeper meaningful 

“relationships”.  Therefore, the pricality cost, time and effort invested in hosting 

seemed more than the benefit returned to the host.  Within the concept to host, there 

is one theme: participant’s recommendations on hosting.  Only a few of the participants 

said they would be prepared to consider hosting provided a professional body or 

association facilitated the interaction.  Those few said that functionally they would 

enjoy “reciprocating” and returning the “hospitality”.  Through their familiarity filter, 

these participants said they would enjoy “sharing” experiences and meeting “like 
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minded” travellers.  Aesthetically, they felt they would gain much such as “enjoyment” 

and “pleasure”, “enthusiasm” and “pride”, and a true sense of “reciprocity”, “giving 

back” and, therefore, “self-fulfilment”.  These participants could see the pricality “value” 

as something intangible relating to their “humanness” rather than the pricality “costs” 

such as time and money.  In this chapter most participants were fully involved in their 

Gold Coast lifestyles and would not consider hosting international tourists.  Only one 

couple enthusiastically suggested they would enjoy the activities associated with 

hosting others as it would enhance the quality of the “lived experience” for both parties. 

 

Chapter 9 – End of the Road.  This chapter begins with a brief reflection of my journey 

as the researcher, following which is a summary of the research practice.  The parts 

of the Quality filtering of mediators model are deconstructed and reconstructed.  A 

summary is provided to identify the main features of the model and how it facilitated 

the understanding of the CTG participant’s perspectives of a quality tourism 

experience.  Lastly, two opportunities are presented.  The first is further research 

opportunities using the quality filtering of mediators model to interpret other typologies 

of tourists and tourism experiences, specifically, backpackers, family tourists, 

independent tourists and adventure tourists.  The second is the presentation of a small 

business opportunity that would facilitate local residents to be able to host tourists to 

the Gold Coast, an opportunity that has transferability to other settings.  This business 

would itself be a mediator between the host and tour operators and tour wholesalers. 

 

Having let the tour, or the journey of this research begin by introducing the background 

of the topic, the study’s significance, terminology and stakeholder groups used within, 

the next chapter will share the plan of the research methodology. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MAKING A METHODOLOGICAL PLAN 

 
 

“We have to build the framework in which we will execute the tasks” – 
Lieutenant General Claude Christianson 

 

As a researcher, I am the sum of my existence.  I bring to this research influences 

from several life experiences – experiences as a tourist, tourism and hospitality 

industry professional, student, educator and researcher.  I recognise these life 

experiences have provided me with knowledge and different perspectives and I 

acknowledge these may influence my (re)constructions of my research participants’ 

experiences.  In the opening sections of this chapter, I continue to explore my social 

situatedness along with its influence on my research decisions. Following are 

discussions regarding my theoretical worldview, tradition of inquiry and methodology, 

procedures and techniques for empirical material collection and interpretation and my 

reflexivity.  The chapter concludes with my research quality evaluation techniques, 

specifically, trustworthiness techniques. 

 

More on my social situatedness 

Prior to engaging in my research on quality tourism experiences, I viewed the world 

through distinct lenses.  For example, as a tourist, I viewed my tourism experiences 

through the eyes, or lens (Creswell, 1998), of a tourist rather than the lenses of those 

who provided and mediated my experiences.  My years as an industry professional 

provided me with knowledge, which I understood through the lens of a business 

supplier, which I now know, is a very different view from the view through the tourist 
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lens.  For me, I did not make the connection between these two lenses until I added 

he lenses of student, educator and now researcher. 

 

With maturity, my lenses have developed over time.  In my youth, I travelled 

extensively and worked in the UK and USA.  In my positions with various travel 

organisations, I extended the number of destinations visited and the variety of travel 

experiences.  This privileged life has given me a diverse knowledge base and as such, 

certain perspectivity (Graumann, 2002; Graumann & Kallmeyer, 2002; Hollinshead & 

Jamal, 2001, 2007).  According to these authors, when undertaking my research I 

needed to be aware of the many different ways of looking at things, such as, taking 

into account cultures, environmental influences and individual’s histories and 

characteristics.  Meaning not only my own history and characteristics but also those 

of the participants.  

 

I must also acknowledge my subjectivity and a tendency to assume others are like me 

and see and do things in the same way I do.  I am an experienced traveller with 

considerable knowledge about the tourism industry and how it works and so assumed 

I would know what the CTG participants would think and feel.  Peshkin (1988) notes 

while it is valuable to identify and recognise one’s subjectivity, it is more valuable to 

understand how subjectivity influences  research.  To manage this subjectivity, I 

adopted the more critical approach of continual reflexivity in order to clearly 

differentiate the participant’s perspectives from my viewpoint (Etherington, 2007; E. N. 

Williams & Morrow, 2009).  My reflexive praxis is further discussed in section 2.3.4. 
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One of the first steps in my research process was to get to know myself better.  

Knowing myself and how I would affect and would be affected by the research was 

core to my research design (W. L. Miller & Crabtree, 1999).  I see myself as a person 

who builds the story of my knowledge daily from elements of my environment and in 

response to what is happening to me and others in my life.  Therefore, I am a 

constructivist.  In my experiential learning style (Kolb, 1984), I take new information 

and continually connect and appraise it with what I know, keeping what I feel is 

valuable and storing or discarding other knowledge (Knowles, 1972).  This complex 

process of knowledge organisation and story building is a continual practise of 

reflecting back and forth along my current knowledge continuum and making sense of 

the new information as it pertains to me.  From understanding myself, I can begin to 

understand that others may think differently because they have different life histories 

and stories.  From a constructivist worldview, I believe there is more than one reality; 

that perspective is subjective and, in a social world, individuals build knowledge daily 

and interpret this knowledge to make meaning.  Understanding myself influenced and 

guided my choice of paradigm, tradition of inquiry and methodology.  The following 

sections detail and justify my research design. 

 

2.1 Strategic Research Facets 

A longstanding requirement of research is that it should be of the highest quality.  

Research carries the responsibility of having far reaching effects that shape the world 

through influencing further research and guiding government policies and business 

operations (Ritchie, Burns, & Palmer, 2005).  Quality research, then, is an integration 

of strategically considered facets (a term introduced by Laurel Richardson (2005) 

when discussing crystallisation) including strong foundations and a sound structure to 
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ensure a coalescent approach.  A strong foundation means the study processes 

should align ontologically, epistemologically methodologically and axiologically  and 

that the chosen paradigm “fits” with the tradition of inquiry and the methods and 

techniques “fit” with the tradition of inquiry.  It is also important that the facets of 

research “fit” to ensure trustworthiness, “goodness” (Tobin & Begley, 2004) and 

credibility (Guba & Lincoln, 2001).  Tobin and Begley further suggest that goodness is 

integral to the entire study not just the methodology.   

 

The main purpose of social science research is to gain understanding through the 

exploration and interpretation of phenomena.  Social scientists aim to enter “people’s 

‘common-sense thinking’ and hence to interpret their actions and their social world 

from their point of view” (Bryman, 2004, p. 14).  The purpose of my research was to 

develop an authentic understanding (Ritchie et al., 2005; Veal, 1997) of each of the 

participant’s quality tourism experiences of a group tour.  I, therefore, ensured the 

philosophy underpinning each step in the research process aligned with the 

paradigmatic influences (ontology, epistemology, methodology and axiology) 

(Bryman, 2004; Creswell, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Silverman, 2001).  These 

paradigmatic influences provided the frame for my selection of the complementary 

methods and techniques I employed in the collection, interpretation and reporting of 

the empirical material.  As highlighted by Bryman (2004),  an integrated approach to 

research strategy, design and methods will generate high quality social research.  

While my research framework was paradigmatically structured, the nature and 

purpose of my interpretive qualitative study also required the facets to be flexible and 

emergent (Holliday, 2002; Silverman, 2001) and to have “open-ended” qualities 

(Janesick as cited in Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).  Interpretive studies aim to understand 
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phenomena as they occur in dynamic real-life situations (Patton, 2002), so this meant 

I had to be open to capturing unexpected occurrences and generating emergent 

material that would lead to my understanding of participant’s perspectives.  Also, while 

the participants were members of a tour group, their perspectives were individual and 

subject to influence and change even during the course of the study (Jennie Small, 

1999).  Therefore, I chose a methodology, tradition of inquiry and methods of empirical 

material collection and interpretation that would ensure the credibility of this study. 

 

2.2. Theoretical worldview 

Before I could begin creating an appropriate research design, I had to have a clear 

understanding of research paradigms, traditions and methods.  I had to grasp 

research’s evolutionary roots from the natural science beginnings of Greek 

philosophers Thales, Anaximander, Hippocrates and Aristotle to the social science 

advent of Francis Bacon (1561-1662) and Isaac Newton (1643-1727) (Sarantakos, 

2005).  This overview gave me a sense of the differing philosophies.  Research 

theorists (Cargan, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Guba, 1990; Guba & Lincoln, 2005; 

Jennings, 2010b; W. L. Miller & Crabtree, 1999; Phillimore & Goodson, 2004; 

Sarantakos, 2005; Silverman, 2001) describe natural science and interpretive social 

science research as follows.  Natural science knowledge is based on a positivist 

rationalised universal truth, or immutable truth in the case of positivism (ontology), that 

can be observed or tested as an “outsider” looking on (epistemology).  It is primarily 

quantitative (methodology) with results that can be generalised.  Crotty (1998) 

presents positivism as a link to empirical science, that “scientific knowledge is both 

accurate and certain . . . and contrasts sharply with opinions beliefs and feelings” (p. 

27).  He continues that positivism views the world objectively as if mathematised, to 
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be “measured and counted and thereby quantified” (p.28).  The research is objective 

and detached from the researcher, reflecting no (positivist) or limited (postpositivist) 

researcher values or belief connection (axiology). 

 

Naturalist social science knowledge is the opposite.  Ontologically, interpretive social 

science research recognises no universal truth but multiple realities.  

Epistemologically, the researcher is part of the research process to provide a more 

“insider” viewpoint.  Methodologically, qualitative methods are used to focus on 

meaning and understanding.  Axiologically, interpretive social science research is 

value-laden, meaning “[a] researcher’s subjectivity and values cannot be excluded 

from the research process” (Jennings, 2010b, p. 56).  Again, I reflected on my own 

world-view and began to feel more comfortable with the interpretive social science 

paradigm.  However, further examination of the paradigmatic literature was needed 

before I could determine my study’s philosophical foundation. 

 

Scientific, positivistic thinking prevailed until the 1960’s when challenging criticism 

came from Husserl, the founder of phenomenology.  He suggested  humans apply 

meaning to their lived experiences and he also argued that the scientific world is not 

always regular and uniform, but that it is filled with irregularities, inconsistencies, 

idiosyncrasies and ambiguity (Crotty, 1998).  Cooley (1902) and Mead (1913) of the 

school of symbolic interactionism and Heidegger (1927) and Gadamer (1960) of 

philosophical hermeneutics also challenged the way in which “reality” was viewed, 

arguing the possibility of multiple realities.  They suggested positivist epistemological 

and axiological stances along with positivist methods of data collection and analysis 

were no longer the only appropriate ways of understanding phenomena (Crotty, 1998).  
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This evolution in world-view interpretation began to resonate with my understanding 

of how meaning was made.  

 

I learned that the post-positivist period developed an interpretive/constructionist 

school of thought where social researchers believed a person’s view of their world was  

constructed from their lived experiences (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Patton, 2002).  It 

was to this view I related most closely, as my own philosophy is that we are the sum 

of our existence, meaning our perspectives are constructed because of our life 

histories, environment and the choices we make.  So, I went about creating an 

ontological, epistemological, methodological and axiological foundation to inform my 

research practise in this study. 

 

2.2.1. Paradigm Choice 

My paradigmatic decision was becoming clear and could be justified.  With my 

research focusing on the interpretion of Gold Coast resident’s perspectives of quality 

tourism experiences as tourists and as hosts to tourists, I chose to situate this study 

within the interpretive social sciences, in particular, interpretive constructivism (Denzin 

& Lincoln, 2000).  By the nature of the words in its title such as ‘interpreting’, ‘resident’s 

perspectives’ and ‘quality’, my research is about people and interpreting their 

viewpoints.  As such, it would have multiple realities.  As a CTG member, I would be 

within the study as an “actor in the research process” (Jennings, 2010a, p. 55).  I was 

aiming to interpret, construct and narrate an understanding of the CTG participant’s 

perspectives and because of my ‘insider’ situatedness, I could not totally exclude my 

values and subjectivity.  To me this clearly indicated the most appropriate 
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philosophical perspective and methodology to adopt was that of an interpretive 

constructivist. 

 

My choice of interpretive constructivism strategy was further justified by re-examining 

the research methodology literature.  Around the time of the industrial revolution as 

the Western world was modernising, research philosophy also began transforming.  

According to Jennings (2010b), post-positivism is a paradigm acknowledging that 

‘truth’ depends on perspective and is immutably known.  It suggests the 

epistemological stance should remain objective but recognises the possibility of 

researcher bias and that the preferred research methods are quantitative. That is, their 

research may be influenced by the perspective of the writer and the position they take 

with their particular interests (Jennings, 2010b).  However, this philosophy did not sit 

easily with me either.  Modernists, particularly in the arts, had moved away from the 

traditional, becoming avant-garde and more impressionist and surreal in their work.  

Locke (2001) summarises research modernists as those whose world view is that 

something can be known through observation and thus is real.   Investigations are 

based on prior theories and using hypotheses are then proved or disproved.  A 

modernist’s way of thinking did not “fit” with me. 

 

During the late 20th century postmodernist researchers further removed themselves 

from the view of realism arguing that world views were  disordered, subjective and 

value-laden.  Locke (2001) suggests postmodernism literature is primarily concerned 

with the deconstruction of grand narratives such that the “researcher’s attempt at 

uncovering ‘reality’ should also be seen as a form of discourse” (p. 11).  She 

summarises many of the writings of this time by looking at the power play within the 
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texts that have political and pluralistic undertones within their themes.  Within tourism 

research, postmodernists argue anything is possible.  However, the interpretive 

constructivist intent of my study was to (re)interpret and understand the individual and 

multiple perspectives of the CTG participants.  I understood that recognising multiple 

realities as ways of “being-in-the-world” (Guba, 1990, p. 266) would provide rich 

empirical material and lead to a deeper appreciation of the participant’s worlds. 

 

To clarify my position, I reiterate the reasoning and justification behind my 

paradigmatic and methodological choices.  I felt that because the study was 

dependent on the participants, the empirical materials and interpretations should 

emerge and develop.  The study’s design also required flexibility due to the emergent 

nature of qualitative research (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2003).  That is, the participants 

were travelling and outside their usual environment and daily routine. It was likely, 

then, they would experience unusual, unfamiliar phenomena and the unexpected may 

emerge.  This resonates with Burn’s (2000a) suggestion that “human beings are more 

complex, . . . acted on by environmental forces and can interpret and respond to these 

forces in an active way” (p. 55).  Furthering the point, an interpretive constructionist’s 

view is that meaning (perspective) does not exist prior, but is constructed as the 

experience emerges (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) or as Thomas and Thomas (1928) state, 

if someone is seen to “define situations as real, they are real in their consequences” 

(p. 572).  In regard to  to my study, the CTG participants were constructing their 

realities in their everyday China tour world.  It was, therefore, appropriate to assume 

an interpretive constructionist paradigm, acknowledging multiple realities (Burns, 

2000a; Jennings, 2001) as each resident’s experiences of their world varied due to 

their differing situations. 
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Interpretive constructivists look for meaning.  According to Crotty (1998) phenomena 

in nature exist but until humans assign (construct) meaning, and there is an 

interpretation of that meaning, the phenomena has little significance.  Interpretive 

constructivists argue understanding and applying meaning to a participant’s 

perspective cannot be storied from objective experiments or quasi-experiments 

conducted in a simulated environment such as a laboratory (Crotty, 1998; Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005; Jennings, 2001; Patton, 2002).  Rather, they suggest eliciting meaning 

from the participant’s contextual perspectives requires an “insider” approach.  In order 

to achieve an “insider” approach, using qualitative research methods such as focus 

groups, observation and in-depth interviewing made sense to me.  By listening, 

watching and talking to the CTG participants in my study, I would be able to understand 

what they meant by a quality group tour experience.  Details of methods are later in 

section 2.3. 

 

At this point, it is important to clarify the distinctions between constructionism and 

constructivism.  The two approaches at first appear similar such that their boundaries 

have become somewhat blurred (Jennings, 2010b).  Both paradigms ontologically 

agree with multiple realities particular to an individual’s perspective.  Both agree 

epistemologically the research is subjective and a “creation of a process of interaction” 

(Phillimore & Goodson, 2004, p. 76).  The subtle difference is constructionists create 

meaning together within the cultural and historical exchanges of their social reality 

where there is an “inherent dependency of knowledge systems on communities of 

shared intelligibility” (Gergen, 2001, p. 273).  Whereas, constructivists may take a 

more narrative story telling approach (W. L. Miller & Crabtree, 1999) in which the 

researcher as an individual co-creating meaning through the interpretation of 
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participant’s perspectives (Huberman & Miles, 2003).  Understanding the differences 

between paradigms defined my choice as an interpretive constructivist. 

 

Another aspect I needed to consider and align was the study’s epistemological 

tradition.  Epistemology is “the nature of the relationship between the knower (the 

inquirer) and the known” (Guba, 1990, p. 18).  The nature of the relationship between 

researcher and researched in positivistic studies is that of detachment and objectivity 

and unconnectedness (Bryman, 2004; Burns, 2000a; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).  I felt 

the epistemological stance most appropriate for my study was one of relationships, 

sharing, cooperation and reciprocity (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).  If I was to understand 

and interpret the Gold Coast resident’s perspectives of their quality tourism 

experiences, then it was difficult for me to remain detached, objective and 

unconnected. 

 

2.2.2. Methodology 

The third theoretical facet to consider was methodology.  For this study I chose a 

qualitative methodology, which delves further than quantitative measurement.  As 

previously mentioned, I intended to achieve a deep, rich understanding of a social 

perspective, utilising a “naturalistic set of methodological procedures” (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005).  To understand the CTG participant’s interpretations of their quality 

tourism experience required me to look “deeply into [their] behaviour within [the] 

specific social settings” (Holliday, 2002, p. 5).  I needed  to explore their thoughts and 

feelings in an inductive process to give meaning to a “complex” social situation in a 

“holistic picture” manner (Creswell, 1998, p. 15).  Qualitative research is described as 

complex because of its holistic-inductive nature (Jennings, 2010b).  If I was to collect 
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the perspectives of the CTG participants and interpret them holistically to provide 

understanding this required a method beyond statistical measurement.  Whilst neither 

quantitative nor qualitative is a superior method becase each is useful for its purpose,   

I felt a qualitative methodological approach was more appropriate to the nature of my 

research because, by definition, it would return a depth of understanding that was not 

statistically natured.  As reasoned above, adoption of a qualitative methodology aimed 

to ensure a tradition of inquiry that “fitted” the emergent character of my research aims. 

 

To this point, I have shown how I aligned the foundations of my research design 

ontologically (interpretive constructivist), epistomologically (subjective and interactive) 

and methodologically (qualitative).  The fourth theoretical facet is that of axiological 

choice.  This last facet, axiology, originates from two Greek words – axios, or worth, 

and logos – reason (Hart, 1971).  The aforementioned discussion on my choices of 

ontology, epistemology and methodology show that in this study, knowledge is 

constructed from my personal perspective and is, therefore, subjective.  As a result, 

my ‘insider’ involvement in the research meant, axiologically, my values, beliefs and 

ethics were  embedded in the research process.  The values of the participants were  

‘voiced’ through my value-laden interpretations (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Patton, 2002; 

Sarantakos, 2005), however to ensure such subjectivity did not influence, but rather 

informed my interpretations, I was ever mindful that my own values did not eclipse 

those of the participants or any other part of my research process. I explain later in the 

section on reflexivity how I managed to counter this. 

Researcher Values 
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Embedded researcher values are evident throughout any study.  Guba and Lincoln 

(2005) contend values permeate each facet of the research process, including the 

selection of the paradigm, theoretical framework, empirical material collection and 

interpretation choices and the presentation of findings.  Jennings (2010b), drawing on 

Neuman (2006), adds to this list – the researcher, researched, research sponsor and 

other parties who may benefit from the research.  As research stakeholders, their 

values may directly or indirectly influence the research process and outcome.  I 

understood the context of this study, a group tour to China, would possibly change the 

participant’s perspectives as we travelled (Gillies & Edwards, 2005), however, I 

intended that my interpretations of the CTG participant’s reflections would  be as much 

from their perspectives as possible and would even reflect change.  I understood I 

would include in the research process my own values, knowledge and history and 

clarify this to readers who, in turn, will co-interpret my interpretations of the CTG 

participant’s experiences.  Given such an axiology, quality research must satisfy 

ethical considerations along with an appropriately selected and justified theoretical 

methodology. 

 

To accomplish quality research that is credible and trustworthy, a high standard of 

moral and ethical conduct should pervade all facets of the research process.  To 

achieve this, I read and understood the literature on this topic and was continually 

mindful of showing respect to the participants.  Particularly, I ensured my research 

would preserve their anonymity (Cargan, 2007) and confidentiality (Neuman, 2011; 

Sarantakos, 2005; Silverman, 2001).  I used coding and gave the participants 

pseudonyms to ensure the descriptions and names were not recognisable publicly and 

also that the information could not  be linked with a certain participant without their 
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consent (Sarantakos, 2005).  I also applied an indistinct timeframe for the conduct of 

the research, sometime between 2007 and 2010.  Secure storage of the empirical 

materials (Creswell, 1998) was achieved by ensuring computers, USB’s and files were 

password protected.  I was constantly aware of my personal behaviour – that I was 

privileging the participant’s views and not my own (Jennings, 2005).  As an individual 

and a member of society, I believe I uphold personal morality (i.e., honesty sincerity, 

kindness and respect) and expected behavioural principles (i.e., respect for people 

and truth, equality, justice, freedom and autonomy) (Simons, 2006).  As the 

researcher, I also had to consider the ethical appropriateness, extent and nature of 

my own involvement in the study.  I was careful to be open, sincere and honest at all 

times and to model the ethical behaviour of researchers (Creswell, 1998; Jennings, 

2001).  Trustworthiness of process was practised throughout empirical material 

collection, interpretation and reporting, meaning there was neither embellishment nor 

understatement.  As the researcher, it was my duty to ensure the study was ethical in 

design, conduct, and reporting from the perspective of each of the stakeholder groups 

(Jennings, 2001) named in the preceding paragraph. 

 

Additionally, credibility and trustworthiness considerations included fulfilling the ethical 

considerations required by  Griffith University.  As part of the research process the 

study had to comply with the Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee 

requirements.  These requirements stem from the National Statement on Ethical 

Conduct in Human Research (2011) and the Australian Code for the Responsible 

Conduct of Research (2007).  The research required me to provide information to the 

participants about the study and to receive from them their consent to participate in 

the focus group, the observations and the interviews (Appendices A, B, & C).  On the 
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tour, I also obtained verbal consent from the participants for their participation in the 

Quick Thinks, a spontaneous collection of their perspectives of a quality tourism 

experience.  As part of the information I provided, I gave my contact details so they 

could ask questions at any time.  I also advised the participants their participation was 

voluntary and that they could withdraw at any time.  It was also important I did not 

conceal or misrepresent my research motive to any stakeholders (Sarantakos, 2005).  

The participant’s postal addresses and phone numbers were provided to me by Bob 

of Travel Masters on the understanding this information was to remain confidential and 

used only in relation to this study with his approval.  As part of obtaining ethics approval 

from Griffith University (Appendix D), I had to satisfy participants that my research 

practise incorporated the considerations outlined in the previous paragraph in relation 

to my conduct, the anonymity of the participants and the safe storage of all information. 

 

The above discussions present the considerations I gave to the values and ethics 

(axiology) required in this research project to align with its ontological, epistemological 

and methodological foundations.  Having weighed and justified the theoretical world 

view (interpretive constructivist) and methodology (qualitative) that inform the 

foundations, it is timely to introduce the traditions of inquiry that framed the procedures 

and techniques I drew from to conduct the research, namely phenomenology and 

ethnography. 

 

2.2.3. Traditions of inquiry 

This research studied a particular group of people who were customers of a single 

travel agent, travelling to a particular place at a specific point in time.  I was a member 

of that group, experiencing what they were experiencing whilst on a group tour in 
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China.  Yet, simultaneously, I was the researcher observing and reporting others’ lived 

experiences.  True to the nature of interpretive constructivist research, the tradition of 

inquiry for this study developed around its characteristics and became a blend of two 

approaches.  Elements from phenomenology and ethnography were used together.  

This blended tradition method is rarely seen in social science research so is another 

contribution this study makes to the literature.  My choice of a suitable tradition for this 

study was based on a review of the aims of the study, namely, to: 

 interpret Gold Coast resident’s perspectives of quality tourism experiences 

as tourists and as hosts to tourists.   

 establish the CTG participant’s propensity to host international tourists to 

the Gold Coast.   

 provide information to industry that can be applied during the decision-

making process to assist tourism industry stakeholders to advance 

strategies to better manage tourism interrelationships, particularly between 

residents of host tourism communities and  tourists 

The choice of traditions was also based on an evaluation of traditions used within 

interpretive constructivist and tourism research.  These traditions include: biography, 

phenomenology, ethnography, grounded theory (Creswell, 1998), to which Jennings 

(2001) amongst others, adds heuristic research and symbolic interactionism.  The 

characteristics of phenomenology and ethnography appeared to match my study’s 

paradigmatic frame because phenomenologically, this research is studying a group of 

people and their lived experiences within a particular phenomenon.  Ethnographically, 

I would be observing the participants within their social setting at the time as a member 

of their “world”-group.  Closer examination of these two traditions ensured a good “fit”. 
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Phenomenology seemed an appropriate tradition to study a group of people 

experiencing a group tour to China.  Creswell (1998) explained that phenomenology 

“describes the meaning of the lived experiences for several individuals about a 

concept of the phenomenon” (p.276) .  Creswell used the term ‘lived’ experiences to 

mean individual experiences of people as “conscious human beings” (p. 167).  This 

explanation resonated with me because the CTG participant’s situation was a ‘lived’ 

experience because the participants would be evaluating the quality of the tour in situ 

as it progressed.  Patton (2002) explained the general principle of phenomenology 

explores “how human beings make sense of experience and transform experience into 

consciousness” (p. 104)  to make meaning for the individual.  Again, this applied to my 

research because during their evaluations, the participants would be ‘making sense’ 

of this experience by comparing it with their own past tourism experiences and, 

possibly, the shared experiences of other tourists.  Patton goes on to state “we can 

only know what we experience by attending to perceptions and meanings that awaken 

our conscious awareness” (p. 106).  This means we experience a phenomenon via 

our senses.  However, a true understanding of that experience cannot be expressed 

until interpretation and meaning are attributed to our perceptions of that experience.  I 

would be ‘making meaning’ of this phenomena by interpreting the perspectives of the 

CTG participants.  In summary, phenomenology seeks to elicit meaning from 

interpretations of lived experiences and was deemed an appropriate tradition for this 

study. 

 

The other tradition I considered was ethnography.  Ethnography centres on the 

commonplace, customary behaviours of people in their everyday lives.  This tradition 

was utilised by early 20th century cultural anthropologists Boas, Malinowski, Radcliffe-
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Browne and Meade (Creswell, 1998).  The research principle at that time was to study 

the culture of social settings, to observe people and their everyday practices by 

becoming one with them and documenting their perspectives of the world (Crotty, 

1998).  As a member of the China tour and the researcher, I found myself in the 

position of being ‘one of them’ yet also an ‘outsider’.  I was required to develop 

familiarity with the participants to gain their trust so they would openly share their 

perspectives with me.  Whilst at the same time, I was also required to maintain an 

unfamiliarity with them in my role as researcher so as not to embed the empirical 

material with ambiguity (Seale, Gobo, Gubrium, & Silverman, 2004).  In addition, in 

this research, the China tour becomes the participant’s ‘everyday’.  I found that 

contextualising the CTG participant’s reflections within their ‘everyday’ tour situation 

added depth and texture to their perspectives and provided me with an in-depth and 

meaningful understanding.  In essence, the characteristics of ethnography include 

interpreting a social phenomenon within its context and understanding, from both 

‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ (emic and etic) viewpoints, the beliefs and everyday practices 

of those within that community (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Jennings, 2001; Patton, 2002; 

Seale et al., 2004).  I felt this description mirrored my intent in that I would be studying 

the participants on tour (in their everyday world) from both emic and etic positions.  

Therefore, I felt ethnography would also be an appropriate choice of tradition.  

 

2.3. Methods of Empirical Material Collection 

In planning my empirical material collection method, I considered options that aligned 

with the paradigmatic choices discussed above.  Miller and Crabtree (1999) advise the 

material collection and interpretive processes are “too closely linked to be able to shift 

paradigms” (p. 67) reaffirming that the elements in the research process must 
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collaborate.  The methods I chose included conducting a focus group, participant 

observation, Quick Thinks and interviews, together with diary entries and the use of 

photographs.  An overview of each of these methods follows.  Research theorists 

consider these methods appropriate within the interpretive constructivist paradigm 

(Creswell, Hanson, Clark Plano, & Morales, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Holliday, 

2002; Jennings, 2001, 2010b; Patton, 2002; Ritchie et al., 2005; Seale et al., 2004). 

 

A purposive sampling method was required to engage participants for this study.  To 

explain, the material I needed to collect was specialised so I needed participants, a 

sample, whose knowledge and experience was within the area of this specialisation 

to provide relevant material and thus fulfil my research purpose (Sarantakos, 2005).  

The topic of the research, to understand Gold Coast residents’ perceptions of a quality 

tourist experience as  tourists and as a hosts to tourists, meant I had to find Gold Coast 

residents who were tourists.  I felt they had to have been recent tourists to ensure they 

could clearly recall their experiences, feelings and attitudes whilst in the role of a tourist 

(Jennie Small, 1999).  Thus, using a purposive sampling method (Turner, Ireland, 

Krenus, & Pointon, 2010) seemed appropriate.  My sampling procedure follows.  When 

working for an outbound tour operator, I regularly visited Gold Coast travel agents and 

built a rapport with several.  For many years I had had the greatest admiration for Beth 

and Bob Malcolm of Travel Masters.  They continuously focused on planning and 

delivering the finest quality tourism experiences for their customers.  Their industry 

peers show and confirm this opinion bestowing on Travel Masters many awards for 

excellence.  Their business philosophy and strategic operation, in my estimation, 

positioned them as the most professional travel agency group I had experienced.  I 

felt this position resonated with the nature and topic of my research so I approached 
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Bob.  Bob not only has a distinguished career in travel but also a strong background 

in Queensland Education and was supportive of research.  I did not believe my choice 

of gatekeeper reflected partiality because the customers of Travel Masters were still 

individuals with their individual perspectives of what constituted a quality tourism 

experience. 

 

Bob associated with the topic, grasped the proposed methods and was comfortable 

with the proposed plan to manage ethical considerations such as protecting his client’s 

anonymity and confidentiality (Jennings, 2010b; Patton, 2002).  The proposed 

empirical material collection method seemed uncomplicated.  Bob was to be the 

gatekeeper/mediator between me, as researcher, and his clients, the participants.  

Creswell et al (2007) and Jennings (2001) warned that gatekeepers can be the 

controllers of research often asserting authority to hinder the process.  They can limit 

the study parameters, obstruct access to participants and information and restrict 

publication rights (Broadhead & Rist, 1976).  On the contrary, Bob was an advocate 

and an ally.  He promoted and endorsed the project to the clients he approached and 

encouraged voluntary participation.  This happened in two ways.  Firstly, Bob assisted 

to recruit participants for a focus group and secondly, he encouraged members of the 

China group tour to engage with the research on tour and to participate in the post-

tour interviews.  Without Bob’s support, finding participants for this project would have 

been gruelling for me.  In this case, having a supportive mediator/gatekeeper enabled 

this study. 
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2.3.1. Focus group 

Invitations were sent to Travel Masters’ clients, couples and singles asking them to 

join a focus group.  The focus group was held one evening in the Travel Masters’ office 

and the participants consisted of five couples and two single women.  The rationale 

for conducting this focus group was as an initial means of inquiry (Brown, 1999), the 

purpose of which was to elicit perspectives (Jennings, 2001) of what constituted, for 

these participants, quality tourism experiences as tourists and also to pose the 

question as to whether or not they would be prepared to host tourists to the Gold 

Coast.  Interpretation of the focus group participant’s responses generated several 

quality tourism experience themes, such as the tour manager, in this case, Bob, and 

the destination.  The response to whether or not they would host tourists was, in 

general, negative.  Whilst the focus group did not generate any unexpected findings 

(Brown, 1999), the emergent themes provided an indication of the themes that may 

emerge from the participants of the main group (Sarantakos, 2005) on the tour to 

China. 

 

2.3.2. Participant observation 

Participant observation “fitted” the research design.  Watching someone “being” a 

tourist and recording these observations, coupled with interviewing, seemed to me to 

be a clear, trustworthy yet flexible and emergent way to collect material as it unfolded 

in-the-moment (Bogdewic, 1999).  Further, real-time observations would eliminate the 

risk of participant’s recollections of past tourist experiences being faded memories in 

that they become clouded, distorted or forgotten (Braasch, 2008; Braun-LaTour, 

Grinley, & Loftus, 2006; Jenny Onyx & Small, 2001; Jennie Small, 1999).  Participant 

observation was a method in which I would be part of the occurrence.  I would be 
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there.  In my role as a tourist and part of the tour group I was fully engaged as a tourist 

whilst at the same time watching and interacting with the other tour participants as an 

insider (Patton, 2002).  On occasion, in my role as researcher, the insiderness 

changed and I was perceived as not so much part of the group but someone tagging 

along to research. 

 

My participant observation began when I joined the three week China tour group 

(CTG) departing Brisbane in September.  Again, I remind readers that withholding the 

specific date is to preserve the anonymity of the participants.  Bob and I agreed to my 

joining this tour on the basis that at the pre-departure function we received, from the 

majority of those going the tour, approval that I may observe them and their 

commitment to participate in post-tour interviews.  This was secured when the 

participants received and signed the pre-prepared information and consent forms.  

Receiving the participants informed consent that I could conduct the research and that 

they voluntarily agreed to participate was an ethical requirement of trustworthy 

research practice (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Jennings, 2001, 2010b; Patton, 2002; 

Seale et al., 2004).  Fourteen out of the twenty-one tour members agreed to take part 

in my research. 

 

The next step was to decide the empirical material collection methods.  On this 

participant observation, I would take a small voice recorder so during the day I could 

collect my comments unobtrusively, then at the end of the day I would create what 

was effectively a diary recording (Bogdewic, 1999).  In addition, at the time of this 

observation, as a tourist, I would have my camera and video with me to collect touristic 

‘snap shots’ of tourists “being” tourists and interacting in-situ, in real-time (Bogdewic, 
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1999).  With the voice recorder and cameras, I felt comfortable I did not have to rely 

solely on my memory and that the material I collected was an authentic representation 

of that moment.  After reviewing literature on focus groups, participation observation, 

interviews, diary entries and photographs, I was aware these were appropriate 

empirical material collection methods (W. L. Miller & Crabtree, 1999).   

 

2.3.2.1 This study’s participants 

Introducing the participants provides a little context and humanises their comments 

and points of view found in later chapters. 

 

CTG participant’s bios 

The following is a brief bio of the CTG members who consented to participate in my 

research.  As discussed above, to comply with ethical standards of quality research 

the participants’ names have been replaced with pseudonyms so their anonymity is 

preserved (Phillimore & Goodson, 2004; Ritchie et al., 2005).  Table 2.1 below 

introduces the participants.  In summary, the age range was from 47 to 80 years.  The 

group comprised of six couples and two single women, plus me.  For example, all the 

participants are now retired but the term ‘Profession’ relates to their vocation prior to 

retirement.  Rather than pry, some of these professions remained unknown to me.  

Alice’s profession is intended to show her community spirit rather than political 

predilection.  Other comments describing how the participants appeared to me are 

purely to provide context to the individual’s characteristics and have no other agenda.  

A few other general comments include: the participants had the desire to travel as their 

point in common.  However, whilst their general motivations for travelling were to learn 

and experience new things, each of them had their own specific motives.  For example, 
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Rana loved meeting new people on tour.  Several members travelled to exotic 

destinations for the prestige associated with the exclusiveness of being able to travel 

to destinations beyond the reach of  mass tourists (Beard & Ragheb, 1983; Sirgy & 

Su, 2000).  JB enjoyed seeing the scenery of different countries and Zana loved their 

histories.  Couples and singles are delineated with shades of grey and white. 

 

Table 2.1. Participant’s Bio 

Pseudonym Male Female 

Brent 

68yrs 

Profession: Senior Executive. 

Youthful, energetic, reserved, 

doesn’t tolerate fools, amiable 

Physique: tall, slender, toned, 

tanned, very fit 

 

Beau  

68yrs 

Profession: Teacher. 

Youthful, energetic, friendly, amiable, 

discerning 

Physique: short, slender, toned, tanned, 

very fit 

JB 

75yrs 

Profession: Business owner and 

engineer. 

Gentle, amiable, knowledgeable, 

grandfatherly. 

Physique: tall, wiry, slight, kindly 

face, somewhat fit 

 

Alice  

79yrs 

Profession: involved in several community 

associations – Probus, Liberal Party. 

A ‘Lady’, polite, quiet, considerate, gentle, 

knowledgeable.  Very reliant on JB. 

Physique: Med height, slight, delicate, 

health encumbered, very kindly face. 

Crystal  

69yrs 

Profession: Unknown 

Friendly, keen, adventurous, enthusiastic, 

unrevealing, light temperament.  Plays 

bridge. 

Physique: tall, healthy, trim, fit 

Elke  
80yrs 

Profession – unknown 
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Friendly (if people took the time), Austrian, 

independent, middle class, determined, 

resolute, required 

managing/reminding/educating, 

enthusiastic, interested 

Physique: med height, ample build, hard of 

hearing 

Robert 

61yrs 

Profession: Builder 

Quiet, reserved, friendly when 

spoken to, kindly, polite. Stayed 

together with wife. 

Physique: bronzed and well built, 

quite fit.   

 

Carina  

60yrs 

Profession: Teacher & housewife 

Chatty when spoken to.  Stayed together 

with husband.  Cousins with Brodie. 

Physique: Average height and build. Fit. 

Mac 

65yrs 

Profession:  Accountant 

Friendly, social, dominant of couple, 

well looked after by Rana, astute, 

professional/ business minded.  

Plays bridge.  Of Scottish descent. 

Physique:  tallish, mature build, fit. 

 

Rana  

61yrs 

Friendly, social, loves shopping, well 

dressed, loves gold jewellery, of Indian 

origin in higher social status, well 

educated, good sense of humour.  Also 

plays bridge, dotes on her teacup Maltese 

terrier. 

Physique: med height, reasonably trim, fit. 

Alec 

66yrs 

Profession: Senior Executive 

Engineering 

Friendly, open, fun, cheeky, kind 

face, more practical than academic, 

interested, social, amiable, 

diplomatic, compliant 

Physique: tall, striking white hair and 

moustache, strong build, quite fit. 
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Zana  

63yrs 

Profession:  Senior Executive – “People 

Business” 

Exuberant, showy, over-assertive, yet 

motherly, caring, empathetic, somewhat 

superficial, possessive (of Alec) 

Physique: med height, a little matronly, 

quite fit. 

Mary-Anne 

(Myself) 
 

50yrs 

Profession: travel industry manager, 

educator. 

Introvert, serious, aloof, inquisitive, 

adventurous 

Physique: med height, trim, healthy, fit 

Brodie 

62yrs 

Profession:  Investment broker 

manager 

Very friendly, chatty, humours, very 

well connected to many 

professional/wealthy people on the 

Gold Coast.  From an ‘old’ family.  

Good at networking.  Humble, 

grateful, helpful, considerate, very 

positive, loving to Katie and family 

Physique: not tall, trim, health 

encumbered 

 

Katie  

47yrs 

Profession: Bank branch manager 

Youngest of the group.  Vibrant, friendly, 

chatty, good sense of humour, energetic, 

meticulous, manages every household 

detail, fun.  Dotes on Brodie.  Adopted his 

family. 

Physique: average height, trim, fit. 

 

 

At times I felt I was walking a fine line in getting to know the participants.  I was mindful 

of prying and being unobtrusive and yet I knew I had to form a relationship with the 

participants so sharing their thoughts came easily to them.  I understood that getting 

to know people on tour was the socially acceptable norm yet I am socially very shy so 

this is why the personal information about these participants is brief.  However, the 

empirical material gathered in relation to this study’s topic was rich and plentiful 

presenting a strong framework upon which to (re)interpret.  This group has similar 
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characteristics and interests because they belong to a strategically specific target 

market of Travel Masters, the tour provider.  Even though the participants appear a 

relatively homogeneous group, with little variation in age, interests and lifestyle, this 

still “fits” the research design requirements and allows for further research of other 

tourist typologies, a point further discussed in section 9.4. 

 

2.3.2.2 Researcher roles as a participant observer 

From the moment the group members began gathering at the airline check-in counter 

at Brisbane airport my observation began.  I watched the participant’s behaviour and 

interactions, and used the voice recorder to note what I witnessed and to capture my 

thoughts.  My on-tour observation method not only comprised of me watching 

participants, conversing with them and listening as they conversed with other tour 

group members but also being part of the tour group as a tourist.  In her article about 

participant observation as an empirical material collection method, Kawulich (2005) 

discusses the various positions or stances in which the observer may find themselves.  

She summarises the four observer stances developed by Gold (1958) and Junker 

(1960), which are: complete participant, complete observer, participant as observer 

and observer as participant.  I felt I was neither a ‘complete participant’ nor ‘complete 

observer’ because I was doing a bit of both.  I associated with the description of 

‘participant as observer’ because I was part of the group, as an insider, and the group 

was aware I was observing them, although I felt my priority was to observe rather than 

be a tourist.  On the other hand, on occasion I  felt more like an ‘observer as 

participant’, the difference being that, sometimes because of my younger age and 

motive for being on the tour, I felt I was not really part of the group, more of an outsider.  

Therefore, in relation to the stances (Kawulich, 2005), I consider the researcher can 
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flex between the stances and not necessarily just fit into one typology, depending on 

the situation within the observation period. 

 

On most occasions, I joined in the activities as a CTG member and observed more 

casually (participant as observer).  Other times when I was with the tour group 

members, I was conscious of using the voice recorder discreetly trying not to draw 

attention to myself.  I felt I was thereby highlighting myself as an observer and 

reminding the participants I was perhaps not one of them (observer as participant).  In 

the evenings, when I retired to the privacy of my single room, as the researcher, I could 

freely use the voice recorder to comprehensively diarise (Bogdewic, 1999; Patton, 

2002) the day’s events and the participant’s perspectives.  These diarised recordings 

were valuable empirical material because they held not only the literal and reflective 

(W. L. Miller & Crabtree, 1999) observations but also provided context with description 

and voice tone.  Also, because I did not have a roommate of whom I needed to be 

mindful, I could without inhibition review photographs and reflect on the material 

collected to glean emerging themes. 

 

2.3.3. Quick Thinks 

Four days into the tour, we had settled in to touring and were beginning to know each 

other.  I felt I needed to capture the participant’s perspectives of a quality tourism 

experience at the beginning of their China tour.  I felt this would be beneficial because 

their perspectives may have changed as their China group tour experience 

progressesd (Blakeslee, Cole, & Conefrey, 1996). Tour highlights and low points may 

have occured that may have influenced their perspectives, therefore, to chronicle their 

perspectives at the beginning of the tour would provide valuable insights at that point.  
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I decided to add another, unique empirical collection method to my study, the Quick 

Thinks.  Quick Thinks are an impromptu yellow sticky-note query upon which I wrote 

two questions and asked for the participant’s reflection: 

1. What do you think makes a quality tourism experience? 

2. What do you think detracts from a quality tourism experience? 

 

To complement this method, I decided I would repeat the exercise on the last day the 

participants were together (some were extending their tour or going to other 

destinations).  By collecting this material in a direct but alternate way to observing and 

at a different time, space and place in the tour, I hoped for new dimensions and insights 

that would add depth and quality to my interpretation of the participant’s perspectives 

(Cargan, 2007; Silverman, 2001).   Upon reflection, it would not have been appropriate 

to use Quick Thinks more frequently as this would take on the appearance of a 

quantitative survey style approach.  For the remainder of the tour, I collected the 

empirical material using these multiple methods: observing and photographing the 

participants as tourists, listening to, conversing with them, and detailing as much as I 

could on the voice recorder. 

 

After returning to the Gold Coast, post-tour, I contacted the participants and made 

appointments to conduct the in-depth interviews.  As some participants had extended 

their tour the time taken to complete these interviews was longer than expected.  The 

format of the interview was predominantly unstructured so the participant’s reflections 

would emerge (Jennings, 2001, 2010b).  My intention was that the interviews would 

be more a conversation in which we both participated (Oakley, 1981, 2003) rather than 

the more formal structured question/answer format that may have returned stilted 
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answers (Sarantakos, 2005) or answers that the participants thought they should give 

or wanted me to hear (Alvesson, 2003; Frank, 1995; Maril, 1997).  Oakley found there 

are often unreported social/characteristic issues related to gender and status between 

the interviewee and interviewer.  However, unlike Oakley’s experience, I found the 

participants felt we were equals, probably because we shared the same experience.  

This equality manifested itself in that they felt comfortable to ask me some questions 

and for my opinion.  Upon reflection, I really did feel I was having a conversation rather 

than a question-answer interview.  I found myself continually referencing all my 

previous research activities, the paradigms, methodology and methods.  My thought 

processes included thinking about the many perspectives possible, the 

interrelationship between the various research facets, the ethics of what I was doing, 

that I was “being” in my research and that I was seeking understanding.  I ensured I 

was continually reflexive to maintain the trustworthiness and credibility of my research.  

My detailed reflexive praxis is discussed further in the next section. 

 

In preparation for the in-depth interviews, I remembered points that had been 

frequently raised during the focus group and on tour.  I took these points to be 

preliminary themes that became the topics to prompt the participant’s reflections and 

recollections.  Along with the empirical material collected so far, I anticipated the 

interviews would address the first two aims of this research (Sarantakos, 2005), 

delivering rich details of the participant’s perspectives of a quality tourism experience 

and their propensity to host international tourists to the Gold Coast.  Interview topics 

to address the first aim included: trip expectations before leaving home, what was a 

quality tourism experience, reflections in general (good or not so good), highlights or 

incidents, tour elements, people and the destination.  Interview topics to address the 
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participant’s propensity to host international tourists to the Gold Coast included: history 

of residency, previous hosting experiences, knowledge of the Gold Coast tourism 

industry, lifestyle, hosting yes or no, why or why not, and reciprocity.  Before 

commencing the conversations I asked the participants for their approval for me to 

take notes and use the voice recorder, again an ethical requirement (Patton, 2002; 

Sarantakos, 2005).  This, I explained, allowed me to effectively capture their reflections 

in their own words and would be helpful when interpreting their perspectives. 

 

2.3.4. Reflexive Praxis 

Rigorous reflexive praxis is key to quality research.  Reflexivity is the conscious 

practise of thinking about and questioning how knowledge is constructed (Neuman, 

2003, 2011; Patton, 2002).  Tourism academics (Ateljevic, Harris, Wilson, & Collins, 

2005; Harris, Wilson, & Ateljevic, 2007) in their works on reflexivity term this 

‘entanglement of intersectionality’, meaning the researcher is constantly aware and 

critical of the oscillating relationship between themselves and the participants. As an 

insider, not only did I directly gather the material but I was also witness to the context 

surrounding the occurrence (Bogdewic, 1999; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2004).  

Background and context provides for a deeper, richer interpretation of the empirical 

material.  When constructing understandings of the participant’s remarks or 

behaviours I deliberately had to question myself about the participants.  How do they 

know that?  Why did they do that?  What has influenced their lived experience?  And 

also questioned myself about what influenced my perspectives and “what do I do with 

what I have found” (Patton, 2002, p. 66).  I reflected on my behaviour in my various 

roles on tour, also I questioned and checked my (re)constructions with the participants 

by providing them with a draft of the findings chapters upon which they commented. 
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During this conscious reflexive practise (Harris et al., 2007; Jennings, 2010b; 

Phillimore & Goodson, 2004; Silverman, 2001), I felt as if I was metaphorically 

travelling up and down my research highway stopping off at different points to collect, 

recollect or drop off some detail.  Figure 2.1 below shows the research highway and 

the continual process of reflexivity with all the parts of my research. 

 

Figure 2.1. My Reflexivity Process 

 

Throughout the research journey, I recall a conscious mental reflexive dialogue 

(Ateljevic et al., 2005), considering the effects of my actions on the steps before and 

the steps to come.  According to Harris et al (2007), it is the “process of reflexivity that 

is important, not the outcome” (p. 43).  That is, critical awareness of ourselves as 

researchers, the participant’s histories, the research process and the environmental 

factors is what the authors call “double reflexivity” looking inward and outward to avoid 

partiality (Ateljevic et al., 2005, p. 11).  To accomplish credible and trustworthy 

research, the researcher must acknowledge tensions that can influence the 

representation of the participant’s perspectives. 
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2.4. Empirical Material Interpretation 

What to do with all this material?  In line with my interpretive constructivist approach, 

the interpretation involved an iterative scanning of the empirical material, oscillating 

between the material collected and the interpretations (W. L. Miller & Crabtree, 1999).  

As new material was collected  it informed the interpretations, progressing toward 

understanding (Addison, 1999).  This iterative process continued until I achieved 

material saturation (Jennings, 2010b; Sarantakos, 2005).  That is, the point at which 

no new material or ideas emerged and the codes and notes were sufficient for clear 

interpretation.  The following section discusses my interpretive process, successive 

approximation, and the fourfold criteria method I used to ensure the quality of my 

study. 

 

During and after the China tour, I had a collection of empirical materials from the focus 

group, Quick Thinks, researcher diary and interviews.  The participant’s answers in 

the impromptu Quick Thinks were entered into a spreadsheet and scanned for 

recurrent text from which emergent themes, such as the tour manager, 

accommodation, and in-home visits.  The focus group recordings, my diary reflections 

and interview tapes were transcribed and the text was checked with the recordings 

and notes for authenticity (Crist & Tanner, 2003).  These transcripts were 

comprehensive and rich with the participant’s perspectives.  The recordings and 

transcripts were uploaded into NVivo (Crabtree & Miller, 1999), and the software 

programme enabled me to collate and organise the interpretations into specific topics 

or concepts (QSR International, 2012).  The NVivo sources included Focus Group, In-

depth Interviews, Quick Thinks, and Reflections on Tour as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Uploaded material into NVivo sources 

 

Using Neuman’s (2003, 2011) process of successive approximation, I repeatedly read 

the empirical material, each time extracting participant’s perspectives relating to their 

quality tourism experiences as  tourists and as  hosts.  From this evolved categories 

and ideas to which I attached the relevant empirical material sources and/or excerpts 

from those sources.  The categories were open coded (Sarantakos, 2005) into NVivo 

tree nodes.  According to Wright (2000), open coding involves “assigning provisional 

conceptual labels to events or phenomena in the research setting” (p. 35) .  Through 

open coding of the empirical materials, the participant’s perspectives were clustered 

together and entered into a tree node illustrated in Figure 2.3. below.  Examples of 

tree nodes include: Destination aspect, Mary-Anne’s (MA) reflections, Participant 

reflections, To host and Tour aspects. 

Sources 
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Figure 2.3. Material organised into Tree Nodes 

 

Figure 2.4. below shows a second iteration highlighted the need for a second tier of 

coding, for example, under each participant’s reflections, node titles included health, 

personal image, QTE and attitudinal disposition and social connectivity. 

 

Figure 2.4. Second tier nodes 

 

Tree 
nodes 

Second tier 

nodes 
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Within a topic of conversation, the same empirical materials were often placed under 

more than one code or node as they applied in different ways to different concepts.  

For example, when I was asking Alice her thoughts about the CTG as a whole, she 

responded she liked the group and that she had given her contact details to other 

group members but no one had contacted her, she sounded disappointed.  These 

responses fitted into two nodes, group dynamics and personal image (Figure 2.5.).  

This action of multiple coding illustrates my practise as an interpretive constructivist in 

that I am attempting to make meaning as I de/reconstruct the participant’s 

perspectives. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Coding in multiple nodes 

 

Within the nodes, for example Relationships (Social Connectivity), all the participant’s 

texts were collected and coded into this node.  The next step was a third iteration of 

each node to identify the themes revealed within.  A tables were drawn as I re-read 

the texts and  collated the participants’ texts within these themes (Table 2.2.).  From 
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these tables, from each node, began the (re)interpretation process to construct 

meaning. 

Table 2.2. Excerpts from a table revealing themes 
 

No. Themes 
01 Whole Group 

02  Demographics 

03  Capability/fitness 

04  Motivation 

 

No. Theme Participant’s Perspectives 

1 Whole Group ALICE 

I thought the people on the tour were some of the nicest as a group I have 

travelled with  

 

MA 

Okay 

 

ALICE 

Mmmhmm.  And everybody was very nice to me 
1  BRENT 

The people um the people, when I'm saying people that's probably the people 

on the bus, ummm interactive with them 
1  BEAU 

I find people are quite compassionate, you know when you're in a group 

1  BEAU 

Yeah, I think you try to get on with everybody because you realise when you 

are travelling in a group, obviously we're not all going to like the same things, 

and even like the same people and some people are shy and  some people are 

extroverts and, you know, I think that you've got to . . . I try to get on with 

everyone, but you find that after you've been travelling a few days the ones 

that you have the most in common with and it 

 

BRENT 
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You gravitate towards them 

1  JB 

No, except that it was a good group.  Ahh 

 

MA 

What made it good? 

 

JB 

Well everybody was friendly to everybody um . . . Who was it we ran into 

the other day? Elke? Elke we saw her the other day.  Now she appeared to be 

a grumpy person because she couldn't hear.  As soon as she speaks her face 

lights up.  We saw her in Australia Fair, used to be Scarborough Fair, but 

anyway, yeah she was delighted to see us and um she was pretty independent 

but everybody took turns in looking after her to some extent.  There was 

nobody there, and we're all different, and some people you got on with better 

than others.   
1  CRYSTAL 

Oh that’s important.  Yeah, you need a few people that have got a bit of spark 

and spirit and that um.  They don’t have to be young to have that either 

1  ALEC 

I think there were a few people on the China trip who were miserable because 

they weren't flexible.  My summation anyway. 

ZANA 

Mmmm. Mmmm, I think so 

ALEC 

In my opinion, and I'm sticking to it 

ZANA 

I haven't spoken to a lot of them really but yeah probably some of them were 

a little less impressed with some things 

 

(Re)interpretation was  the process of making meaning of the CTG participant’s 

reflections.  This was a six step process which began in conjunction with my 

supervisor, Adjunct Professor Gayle Jennings, to ensure dependability (Guba & 
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Lincoln, 2001).  Sarantakos (2005) describes the process of theorising as 

(re)interpreting selective coding categories into higher (and/or lower) –order levels of 

constructs that have “high explanatory power” (p. 350).  According to Baert (2005), in 

general, explanatory power is an indication of “how wide a range of significant 

empirical phenomena has been ‘accounted for’, ‘illuminated’ or ‘covered’ (p. 95).  The 

wider the range, the greater is the explanatory power, and the greater the explanatory 

power, the more desirable the theory .  Each of the quality mediator concepts of the 

China tour, namely the tour, group, destination and hosting, contained higher-order 

and lower-order constructs.  For example, within the concept Tour, five higher-order 

constructs emerged which were Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, 

Tour group and Tour destination.  Within each higher-order construct emerged lower-

order constructs.  For example, Tour leader’s lower-order constructs included going 

above and beyond, customer focus and personalisation, professionalism, 

differentiation, personal characteristics and service recovery.  From the lower-order 

constructs within each higher-order construct, my theory emerged through which I 

could explain my interpretations of the participant’s perspectives.  The six-step 

process is now outlined.  

 

The first step was to take my drafted Chapter 3 Tour leader and re-read each 

participant’s text and my interpretation of that text to identify represented themes such 

as personal characteristics, trust, connectivity, differentiated product, and value for 

money.  I reorganised the NVivo information into the thematic tables described above 

(Table 2.2.).  Step two was to cluster these themes on a whiteboard.  Step three 

enabled us to recognise the abstract theoretical lenses of pricality, functionality, 

aesthetics and familiarity.  In this step the thematic words when clustered would be a 
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collective of descriptions under the abstract theoretical lens.  For example, themes 

such as aesthetic friendliness, fun and interaction and functional flexibility and meet 

new people, descriptors within the theoretical lens, aesthetics and functionality as 

illustrated in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3. (Re)interpretation process 

Tour 

Mediator 

Higher-order 

Concept 

Lower-order 

Concepts 

(Re)interpretation Constructs 

Chapter 6 

 

The Tour 

Group 

6.1. The group 

as a 

whole 

5.1.1. Group as a 

whole 

 

6.1.2. Group 

dynamics 

 

6.1.3. Challenges in 

the group 

 

6.1.4. Operational 

opportun 

ities 

 

6.1.5. Getting along 

with 

others 

 

6.1.6. (Re)inter 

preting the 

group as a 

whole 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Good group 

 Tour price 

 Investment 

 Value for money 

 Value diminishment 

Functionality 

 Meet new people 

 Make new friends 

 Group size/ smaller 
group 

 Levels of fitness 

 Flexibility 

 Conforming “safe” 

 Help & assistance 

 Group 
norms/expectations 

 Punctuality 

Aesthetics 

 Social interaction 

 Sense of belonging, 
connectivity 

 Friendliness/harmon
y/ atmosphere 

 Companionship 

 Safety/assurance 

 Fun/spark 

 Pleasure 

 Difference/ tension 

 Inflexibility/ 
whinging 

Familiarity 

 Similar background/ 
characteristics 

 Like-minded 

 Comfort/easiness 

 Sharing 

 Travelling interests 

 Life stage 

 Place of residence 

 Lifestyle 

 

 

Through these lenses participant perspectives of quality tourism experiences could be 

explained and understood.  Step four was to successively approximate these 
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theoretical lenses with other lower-order constructs in Chapter 4, Locally Hosted Visits.  

Step five was to then determine if these lenses emerged in the interpretations of the 

remaining chapters, Chapter 5 Tour Elements, Chapter 6 Tour Group, Chapter 7 Tour 

Destination and Chapter 8 Guests as Hosts.  The purpose of this was to ensure 

authenticity of fit (Guba & Lincoln, 2001).  These four theoretical lenses were the 

quality filters through which the individual CTG participants benchmarked the quality 

mediators to evaluate their quality tourism experience. Step six was to return to the 

participants to see if the model, Figure 2.6 over the page, enabled each participant to 

describe their own process of evaluating the quality of their tourism experience on the 

China tour.  

 

Figure 2.6. Theorised model and statement 

 

As discussed in Chapter 1 Let the Tour Begin, this model not only forms the quality 

filtering of mediators model used to satisfy the study’s aims but also illustrates several 
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unique contributions this research makes to literature and to industry.  Firstly, we gain 

greater understanding of how tourists process their quality perspectives.  Secondly, 

we can appreciate the concepts within a group tour experience that are important to 

the participant’s perspectives of quality.  Thirdly, we can understand the decision-

making process of residents in relation to hosting tourists. 

 

2.5. Quality research techniques 

The last section in this chapter outlines the techniques I used to follow Guba and 

Lincoln’s (2001) four determinants of quality research.  The technique used to self-

audit and evaluate the quality of my research also required alignment with all other 

facets of the research design.  Guba and Lincoln (1982) remind readers that 

ontologically, epistemologically, paradigmatically, methodologically and axiologically, 

naturalist social inquiry requires more suitable quality evaluation methods than 

positivist inquiry.  Because of its complex, emergent, organic nature, naturalist social 

inquiry becomes less authentic if applying positivistic quality criteria such as validity, 

reliability, objectivity and generalisation (Lincoln & Guba, 1988).  In particular, Denzin 

and Lincoln (2000, 2005, 2011) stated a constructivist paradigm is expected to be 

multiplistic, subjective and naturalistic in its design and, thus, requires evaluation 

criteria that resonate paradigmatically.  Denzin and Lincoln, therefore, replace the 

positivistic evaluation terms above with credibility, transferability, dependability and 

confirmability.  These criteria are the benchmarks against which I evaluated my 

research to maintain trustworthiness.  An explanation of each is presented in the 

following paragraphs. 
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Firstly, credibility is the ability of the researcher to demonstrate adherence to research 

protocol and process.  That is, throughout the study I have implemented and applied 

ethical protocols and the processes required by my chosen methodology.  I 

established credibility by being with my participants on the China tour, observing them 

in situ and being part of the phenomena.  I was part of the research and experienced 

what they experienced.  I continually practiced reflexivity (as previously discussed) 

and I conducted member checking.  Member checking (Neuman, 2011) being the 

practise of giving participants the material to review for ‘appropriateness’ (Borkan, 

1999).  I met with Bob and the participants who were available and presented them 

with the material, which they agreed was an authentic representation of the 

phenomena. 

 

Secondly, transferability relates to whether this study proffers similarities to other 

research situations.  That is, other research could be conducted in similar situations 

using similar methodology and be deemed viable (Guba & Lincoln, 2001; Miles & 

Huberman, 1994).  At the time of submitting this thesis, due to the study’s 

epistemology and methodology, similar studies were unable to be located in the 

English extant literature.  There are many studies on the topic of group tours and 

customer satisfaction but a void exists in relation to group tours and quality tourism 

experiences.  Many of the existing studies are quantitative in nature with a focus on 

identifying and measuring rather than seeking deep understanding.  For example, 

Huang and Hsu (2010) studied tourist-to-tourist interaction and group cohesiveness of 

cruise vacationers to identify any impact on the cruise experience and/or tourist 

satisfaction.  Although in the area of tourism, the study’s research design was 

quantitative, utilising surveys with findings represented as statistics and analysed 
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using equation models and chi-square testing.  Similarly, Geva and Goldman’s (1991) 

study of group tours from Israel to Europe aimed at identifying and quantifying levels 

of participant satisfaction of various tour elements.  Their study also used a survey 

method, statistically analysing the findings using multiple regression analysis.  Again, 

the study was within tourism but the research design was quantitative.  Lee, Chang 

and Chen (2011) studied Taiwanese package tours to measure tourist satisfaction in 

relation to novelty, flexibility and synergy.  The data collection method again was a 

survey, which was analysed using structural equation modelling.  Consequently, my 

study makes unique contributions theoretically and methodologically and with its thick 

descriptions (Lincoln & Guba, 1988),  opens opportunities for further research to 

‘transfer’ this research design to other tours, travel typologies and destinations. 

 

The third criterion of quality is dependability.  Dependability means others, such as my 

supervisors, the Griffith Ethics Committee, Bob and some participants have overseen 

the process and content of this study to ensure authenticity and truthfulness.  It is as 

if this research has been through an audit process (Guba & Lincoln, 2001).  I have 

developed the philosophy, design and techniques used in this study with my 

supervisor Adjunct Professor Gayle Jennings.  Diligent diarising and record keeping 

processes have been maintained and, as mentioned above, I have undertaken 

member checking with Bob and some participants to ensure goodness of fit (Jennings, 

2005).  Goodness of fit, in this case, meaning each of the facets of this study 

complement each other to create synergy. 

 

The last criterion for quality research is confirmability.  Confirmability means evidence 

is available for each step of the research.  In line with dependability above, the 
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decision-making process of the research design is justified and record keeping is 

accurate and available (Lincoln & Guba, 1988).  Through member checking, Bob and 

the participants have confirmed my interpretation is dependable as a true account of 

their perspectives.  Another use of the term confirmability is the original material can 

be produced, if required, for others to review (Riege, 2003).  Whilst secure, my original 

recordings from the focus group, the field and the interviews are available with 

adherence to relevant ethical protocols.  All photographs are similarly available.  All 

revisions and editions of this thesis are available for inspection to ‘confirm’ the 

research is authentic and trustworthy. 

 

A journey interlude 

To summarise, this chapter has outlined and justified my research design from its 

philosophical underpinnings and methodology to the techniques used.  I believe there 

are multiple viewpoints in the world (ontology), that as a participant observer I was part 

of the research and therefore gained an “insider” view (epistemology) and because of 

this my subjectivity and values are part of my narration (axiology).  On this basis an 

interpretive constructivist paradigm was the appropriate paradigm supported by the 

complementary research traditions of phenomenology and ethnography.  Aligned with 

these traditions, I employed a focus group, participant observation, Quick Thinks, in-

depth interviews, photographs and diarised field notes as my methods of empirical 

material collection.  I used NVivo to assist in the organisation and coding of the 

empirical materials.  My interpretation technique was successive approximation.  The 

iterative process of reading and re-reading the material led to open coding to identify 

initial categories and then selective coding into which the participant’s perspectives 

were placed.  (Re)interpretation resulted in the identification of four filters, pricality, 
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functionality, aesthetics and familiarity, through which the participants benchmarked 

the quality tour mediators to evaluate their quality tourism experience.  The final 

discussion in this chapter has illustrated that this study fulfils the quality research 

criteria, namely, credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.  Credibility 

is specifically addressed by being with the participants for an extended time, practising 

reflexivity and member checking.  This study is transferable because the philosophy, 

research design and techniques can be used in future studies of tours, other travel 

typology and in other destinations.  The sharing of the research design with my 

supervisors and the empirical material with the participants evidences the 

dependability of this study.  Lastly, evidence of confirmability is through member 

checking and the availability of all the original research material.  The next chapter, 

Tour leader, is the first of six that discuss the CTG participant’s perspectives of the 

higher-order quality mediators. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TOUR LEADER 

 
 

"If you work just for money, you'll never make it, but if you love what you're 

doing and you always put the customer first, success will be yours" – Ray 

Kroc. 

 

This tour’s participants felt that the tour leader was their primary mediator of a quality 

touism experience.  This chapter identifies and (re)interprets their perspectives of this 

first higher-order Tour mediator.  The CTG participants identified two quality mediators 

of their tourism experience and they were the tour and hosting.  Within the first of these 

quality mediators, the tour, five higher-order concepts elevated the China group tour 

experience to one of superior quality.  Those five higher-order concepts were:  Bob 

the tour leader, locally hosted visits, tour elements, tour group and tour destination.  

For the CTG participants, these concepts distinguished this tour from their past travel 

and group tour experiences. In benchmarking against previous experiences, the 

quality filters of pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity were continuously 

applied to evaluate the China group tour. Benchmarking occurred in all phases of the 

China group tour experience which were the planning, travel, on-site and reflection 

phases (Clawson & Knetch, 1966; Gunn, 1989, 1994; Tasci & Gartner, 2007).  Figure 

3.1 below illustrates the benchmarking process in relation to the Tour leader, that 

informed participant’s perceptions of a quality group tour experience. 
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Figure 3.1. Benchmarking process of tour: Tour leader 

 

Of the five higher-order concepts, the Tour leader, took precedence. Thereafter 

following in turn were Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, Tour group and lastly, Tour 

destination.  These five higher-order concepts individually generate the focus of this 

and the subsequent four chapters.  Within each chapter, the lower-order concepts are 

linked to the higher-order concepts along with the quality filters. 

 

In relation to the Tour leader, namely Bob, the lower-order concepts were: going above 

and beyond”, “customer focus”, “professionalism”, “differentiation”, personal 

characteristics and service recovery.  Terms in quotation marks were terms used by 

the participants that became identifiable themes.  Further (re)interpretation of these 

lower-order concepts using the quality filters, benchmarked the Tour leader’s (Bob’s) 

ability to provide a quality tour experience through  his functional “skills as a tour 

leader”, his “professionalism” and “high standard” of operation,and “service recovery” 

abilities.  Also, his familiar “trustworthiness” and “hospitable” nature, his aesthetic 
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“customer focus” and “personal characteristics” and lastly, from a pricality perspective, 

how he “differentiated his product”.  It is this (re)interpretation of the participant’s 

perspectives that informs this and each of the higher-order chapters.  Table 3.1 is a 

diagrammatic representation of the chapter outline.   

 

Table 3.1. Outline Chapter 3 Bob – tour leader 

Mediator 

Higher-

order 

Concept 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpreting 

The Tour 3.0. Bob – 

Tour 

Leader 

3.1. Going above and 
beyond 

3.2. (Re)interpreting 
going above and 
beyond 

 

3.3. Customer focus 
and 
personalisation 

3.4. (Re)interpreting 
customer focus 
and 
personalisation 

 

3.5. Professionalism 
3.6. (Re)interpreting 

professionalism 
 

3.7. Differentiation 
3.8. (Re)interpreting 

differentiation 
 

3.9. Personal 
characteristics 

3.10. (Re)interpreting 
personal 
characteristics 

 

3.11. Service recovery 
3.12. (Re)interpreting 

service recovery 

 Pricality 

 Tour price 

 Value adding 

 Researched in detail 

 High standards 

 He found best dollar 
value 

 Differentiated 
product 

 Gave value for 
money 

 Cost to participants 

 Functionality 

 Good 
communicator 

 Service 
orientation 

 Service recovery 

 People Mgmt 
skills 

 Highly 
experienced/ 
competent 

 Leadership/gmt 
expertise 

 Attention to 
detail/organised 

 Help & 
assistance 

 Knowledgeable 

 Daily notes/ 
explanations 

 Professional 

 Differentiation 

 Right person for 
the job 

 Aesthetics 

 Personal 
characteristics 

 Above & beyond 

 Customer focus, 
relationship, 
connectivity 

 Individualised/perso
nalised 

 Familiarity 

 Previous tour 
manager 
experience 

 Know what to 
expect 

 Trustworthy/eth
ical 

 Giving/hospitabl
eness 

 Customer focus 
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 Gave feeling of 
importance and 
value 

 Surprise/new 
experiences/ 
uniqueness/delight 

 Passionate 

 Enabling 
achievement 

 

 Connectivity 

 Satisfaction 

 

3.0 Tour leader 

“Give, and you will receive.  Your gift will return to you in full - pressed 

down, shaken together to make room for more, running over, and poured 

into your lap.  The amount you give will determine the amount you get 

back"- New Living Translation(©2007). 

 

Table 3.2 below identifies specifically the CTG participants’ application of their quality 

filters, pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to evaluate Bob’s role as a tour 

leader compared to other tour leaders. 

 

Table 3.2. Quality filter themes to benchmark tour mediator: Bob, tour leader 

Pricality 

 Tour price 

 Value adding 

 Researched in detail 

 High standards 

 He found best $ value 

 Differentiated product 

 Gave value for money 

 Cost to participants 
 

Functionality 

 Good communicator 

 Service orientation 

 Service recovery 

 People Mgmt. skills 

 Highly experienced/competent 

 Leadership/management/ 
expertise 

 Attention to detail/organised 

 Help & assistance 

 Knowledgeable 

 Daily notes/explanations 

 Professional 

 Differentiation 

 Right person for the job 

  

http://nlt.scripturetext.com/luke/6.htm
http://nlt.scripturetext.com/luke/6.htm
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Aesthetics 

 Personal characteristics 

 Above & beyond 

 Customer focus, relationship, 
connectivity 

 Individualised/personalised 

 Gave feeling of importance and 
value 

 Surprise/new experiences/ 
uniqueness/delight 

 Passionate 

 Enabling achievement 
 

Familiarity 

 Previous tour leader experience 

 Know what to expect 

 Trustworthy/ethical 

 Giving/hospitableness 

 Customer focus 

 Connectivity 

 Satisfaction 

 

Pricality is how the participants viewed the amount of resources invested (time, 

money, effort) in procuring the tour measured against the quality value of benefits and 

satisfaction received from Bob for that investment. Specifically here, pricality relates 

to the quality value or worth of Bob in delivering the China tour.  The participants 

assessed whether they received a “return on their investment”. For the CGT 

participants, the pricality of investment included the time taken to “research in detail”, 

the “tour price” itself, and other travel arrangement costs plus additional costs of 

suitable clothing, luggage and/or the boarding of pets.  The expected pricality “return 

on this investment” was that Bob would give them “value for money” – the tour by 

being a “differentiated product” of a “high standard” would “add value”.  Participants 

reported that they received a higher “return on their investment” and subsequently the 

China Group Tour represented a quality tour. 

 

Functionality is the measure of how Bob lead the tour group and executed delivery of 

the tour elements.  Bob, as the tour leader, was responsible not only for the functional 

“organisation” of the daily management of the tour elements, but participants relied 

upon him to provide for their individual needs.  Emergent themes tell the story that Bob 

“was the right person for the job”.  He was “service oriented” swinging into “service 
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recovery” mode when participants had a problem.  Participants characterised him as 

“highly skilled and competent” with “leadership and management expertise”.  They felt 

Bob paid “attention to detail” and had good “people management skills”.  They said he 

was a “good communicator”, was “knowledgeable”, “professional”, and gave “help and 

assistance” throughout the tour.  It was these skills and attributes that participants 

deemed “differentiated” this tour from others they had taken making it a quality tourism 

experience. 

Aesthetically, Bob made the participants feel part of a group yet they also felt they 

were valued individually.  Aesthetics is about feelings, impressions, and the 

environment within the socially connected tour group. The tangible and functional 

elements of the tour needed to be of high quality but so did the aesthetics.  Bob was 

continually monitoring the atmosphere within the group, ensuring positivity, fun, 

excitement and anticipation. Bob was instrumental in mediating the participants’ 

quality filtered assessment of their feelings and emotions to create a quality tourism 

experience.  Emergent themes “relating to how Bob made the CGT participants feel” 

include “individualised/personalised”, “customer focus/ relationships and connectivity”.  

They said Bob went “above and beyond” with “surprises, new experiences and 

uniqueness”.  He gave them the motivation that enabled personal achievement” and 

all this gave them a feeling of “importance”.  The participants felt as if they had had a 

wonderful time and this, to them, was indicative of quality. 

 

Lastly, familiarity for the CTG participants is about measuring their known reality with 

their current lived experience.  The participants drew on fifty to sixty (depending on 

their current age) years’ worth of life experiences.  Their life experiences were 

influenced by their ethnicity, life stage, socioeconomic status, reference groups, 
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current health, psychographics, previous tourism experiences and self-perception.  

Added to these influences were marketing communications such as television travel 

shows, brochures, and word-of-mouth from other people, personally or now via various 

social media, such as, twitter and Facebook.  This collection of influences becomes a 

person’s familiar life experience.  Through the quality filters, the participants  assessed 

how Bob managed the quality of their unfamiliar China group tour experience.  

Familiarity themes relating to Bob’s tour leading included “know what to expect”, 

“previous tour leader experience”, “trustworthy and ethical”, “hospitableness”, 

“connectivity”, “customer focus” and “satisfaction”.  The participants were sometimes 

challenged to experience the unfamiliar but under Bob’s care, they felt aesthetic “trust”.  

Part of travelling is education, learning and experiencing new things augments more 

life experiences to the familiar and adds pricality value to the quality of the participants’ 

tourism experience. 

 

In summary, Table 3.2  above unites the four quality filters of pricality, functionality, 

aesthetics and familiarity to illustrate how the participants evaluated the quality of  the 

Tour leader against other tour leaders.  Using their quality filters, the CTG participants 

benchmarked Bob as a higher-order mediating concept of the tour and regarded him 

as significant to the overall quality of their tourism experiences. 

 

3.1. Going above and beyond 

As a tour leader, the CTG participants perceived Bob as going “above and beyond” by 

providing exceptional service quality.  Overall, this gave the China tour an aesthetic 

setting and character.  One emblematic anonymous comment regarding Bob was in 

the first Quick Think, writing: 
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“the things that he is doing over and above what the commercial tour 
groups do is, is quite phenomenal and I now understand why he has such 
a, a high repeat business” – anonymous, Quick Think 

 

 

These over and above functional “things” included a pre-departure social evening to 

meet the other members of the tour for a final briefing.  At this function, Bob formed a 

“professional” yet “individualised” relationship with every tour member, giving gifts 

such as a cap of good quality material for sun protection, and detailed “daily notes” 

about the attractions, area, history or politics relevant for that day.  So great was the 

appreciation of these bonus touches to his tours, along with the aesthetics of his 

“personal characteristics” and style, that it induced repeat business.  Reflection of this 

is in the Quick Think comment noted above.  More than one tour participant noted 

such repeat business.  Brodie and Mac echo this sentiment with their comments: 

“I mean you will have had it said to you prior to this by some of the other 
more travelled members of our group to China, that they have now made 
a decision that in terms of tours with Bob they will now only travel with 
Bob, some will definitely only travel with Bob .  .  .  I mean, we would travel 
with him in a heartbeat” – Brodie 
 
“Oh we'd be very happy to travel with them again” – Mac 

 

While some tour participants were influenced by the quality of Bob in his role as tour 

leader, their decision to give Bob their repeat business and travel with him again was 

not automatic.  Some tour participants still evaluated Bob’s tour against others to 

validate their decision that Bob’s tours were pricality “value for money” and provided 

more inclusions than other tour operators with whom they had become familiar.  Beau, 

for example, talked about her decision-making processes when selecting a tour to 

China: 

“I guess we are a little bit biased because we've done quite a few trips 
with Bob, but we have done our own research and we feel we can't do a 
better trip than the one that Bob [does]” – Beau 
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Similarly, JB explained how he also engaged in background “research” to compare 

products and experiences.  As Beau noted, and JB commented, when it came down 

to seemingly comparable products, the tipping point was Bob and the quality of service 

he offered.  JB explains: 

“If there's a cruise [and] a trip [and] there was a toss-up between two 
fairly equal trips and he's doing one and someone else is doing another 
one, I'd go to him”- JB 

 

JB had considered other trips to China but having now experienced one of Bob’s tours 

is now familiar with “what he can expect” and, using his pricality filter, JB knows that 

Bob’s tours give him “better value for money” in ways beyond the number of included 

attractions and meals.  As an example, he mentioned Bob’s functional “attention to 

detail” and that he goes out of his way to make sure his customers are enjoying 

themselves adds aesthetic“value” to each.  The intangible factor of providing his 

customers with an experience that aesthetically “delights” them is the factor that this 

brings repeat business.  This preference to travel repeatedly with Bob was not 

particular to the tour participants quoted here.  Ten of the twenty one CTG members 

had travelled with Bob on previous tours and six of these have travelled with him three 

or four times.  They were, therefore, familiar with Bob and the  operation of his tours.  

The repeat business emanated from high levels of pricality “satisfaction” with the tours 

Bob both manages and leads.  My own reflection and lived experience on tour, noted 

support for the individual comments above and provides an illustrative confirmation of 

this “satisfaction”. 

“they would check out which tours Bob was actually taking, actually 
escorting, because they know there are other escorts within the agency 
but they [the customers] have made the decision, that unless Bob is taking 
the tour, they probably won’t do it” – Fieldnotes, 29 September 
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So what differentiates Bob as a tour leader from tour leaders of other providers offering 

similar products and experiences? As owner of the business, Travel Masters, Bob 

invests heavily in functional “customer relationship” marketing and management.  He 

exemplifies the words of Ray Kroc and the New Living Translation at the beginning of 

the chapter and section 3.0.  Over time this focus on building “relationships with his 

customers” has returned the dividends of not only reduced marketing costs (Kotler, 

Armstrong, Brown, & Adam, 1998) but by knowing his customers it enables him to 

accelerate the process of group formation (Tuckman, 1965) such that individuals in 

the tour group begin to interact and the group itself quickly becomes united.  For the 

participants, this creates the atmosphere, culture and aesthetics of the group.  It also 

enables Bob to “individualise” the experience to personal levels despite being a group 

tour.  In Chapter 7 Tour Destination, you will read of Bob’s ability to aesthetically 

“enable” Elke to realise her dream to climb the Great Wall of China.  I also discuss 

Bob’s extra effort to provide “new experiences” for everyone, particularly Katie and 

Brodie, such as going up the Shanghai World Financial Trade Centre and inside the 

Beijing Stadium Bird’s Nest, or ensuring those individual participants with special 

dietary or physical needs were cared for throughout the trip.  Inherent in Bob’s 

difference as a tour leader is his “service orientation”, which is an essential driver of 

going above and beyond. 

 

3.2. (Re)interpreting going above and beyond 

As the participants mentioned, Bob, is functionally the “right person for the job” of tour 

leader.  Experience shows that the success of a group tour is often in the hands of the 

tour leader, therefore, it is essential to have the “right person” for this job.  

Contemporary literature relating to recruitment principles cites the work of Jim Collins 
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(2001) who advocates that ensuring the right person is in the right job is key to  

business success.  He believes that “the right people are your strongest asset” (p.13).  

Bob is a primary example of this.  Even though he is the business owner, he still has 

to be the best person for the tour leader role.  And he is.  He has created this job for 

himself; a role he relishes.  He epitomises the premise of the Service Profit Chain 

(Heskett, Sasser, & Schlesinger, 1997) that shows satisfied professionals are not only 

loyal but also provide greater customer service.  Arguably, this premise could be 

extended to business owners too.  That is, Bob thoroughly enjoys his business and 

the various roles he takes within his business, therefore he gives more of himself to 

please his customers.  The participants refer to this high level of customer service 

when they say Bob goes “above and beyond”.  They say he is going out of his way, 

doing additional tasks for individuals and for the group as a whole.  The second lower-

order concept is “customer focus and personalisation”. 

 

3.3. Customer focus and personalisation 

“Customer focus” is the main reason Bob enjoys a very high percentage of repeat 

clientele business.  The group members identified that Bob went out of his way 

aesthetically to “individualise” the experience: to give them the “feeling of importance”, 

make them feel special, to provide them with the highest level of service, and give 

them an experience they did not usually receive with “other tour leaders”.  Mac and 

Rana provided examples of this “customer focus”:  

“He went out of his way to help people were not able to climb or things 
like that, carrying their luggage and things - which was important for 
people, old people, when they're travelling” – Mac 
 
“He actually made it to feel Angus very important by celebrating birthday, 
and he didn't have to do all that .  .  .  he went out of his way, and the cake 
and wish him and do all those things”- Rana 
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While Bob aimed to give a quality China group travel experience, from time to time, 

incidents did occur that were beyond Bob's control.  When such incidents occurred, 

Bob maintained his aesthetic“customer focus” during the functional “service recovery” 

by continually following-up.  Bob, thereby, also maintained the tour’s functionality and 

aesthetics by ensuring the issues had been resolved and there was not still a 

grievance in the tour participants’ minds.  Katie reported an incident when at one hotel 

her room was not ready and how Bob aesthetically “connected” with her by not only 

providing a resolution but also ensuring the issue was no longer troubling her: 

“I mean there was one hotel .  .  .  there was only one room that wasn't 
ready and it was ours .  .  .  the lady wouldn't let us put anything in the 
room .  .  .  luckily our room was right alongside Bob's and he came along 
and said what's going on.  And I said look I know we can't get in the room 
but we just want to leave our bags and she won't let us leave the bags, he 
said just put them in my room.  So that's what we did .  .  .  Well Bob, for 
two or three days later, kept coming and saying "I'm really sorry that your 
room wasn't ready"- Katie 

 

As already stated earlier in this chapter, one of Bob’s outstanding qualities, as a tour 

leader, was his ability to aesthetically “individualise” the tour experience for the group 

members.  Group members indicated that Bob was always “focused on them”; that 

“satisfying” his customers was his priority.  They commented: 

“He made an effort to please everyone”- Rana 
 
“Yeah he would know if they didn't have enough beer for the table they 
could get another couple of bottles, or if someone's having a birthday 
party he can arrange a cake, ah not only that he knows how to arrange 
the cake and what sort of cake”- JB 

 

 

This functional “attention to detail” and aesthetic “personalising” of the experience, 

“extended beyond” courtesy and quality of service it built the aesthetic “relationship” 

and “connection” between him and his tour group.  Bob used his functional role as tour 

leader to “enable tour participants to achieve” individual tour goals and in particular, 
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self-actualisation.  For example, if individuals required a little more “assistance” to 

enable them to enjoy the China trip, Bob was always present to functionally “give a 

helping hand”.  Participants remarked: 

“I didn't think I'd be able to do it but the way he, the way Bob took us and 
more or less hoisted us up onto the Wall [laughing] .  .  .  I've got a 
photograph of me up there”- Alice 
“He gave you both confidence and encouragement, which I think was 
really important”- Elke 

 

These experiences, where the tour participants were aided in their self-actualisation 

of tour goals, were the hallmark of Bob’s style and equated to quality in the participants’ 

minds.  My own reflections and lived experiences of the tour were noted in my recorded 

diary: 

“[E]verybody appreciated the fact that Bob again has stretched and gone 
out of his way to make sure we have a fabulous experience is that he 
announced that we’re possibly able to go inside the Birds Nest, [he would] 
just rearrange a few things in Beijing, and the response from the group 
was, was really quite exciting .  .  .  the Olympics were held there [in 
Beijing] and obviously it is a fairly big icon for China and that Bob has gone 
out of his way to do that.  I think everybody was very much appreciative 
of that and certainly showed their appreciation with applause” – Field 
Notes 25 September 

 

 

During the tour Bob implemented a number of such changes in the itinerary to “add 

pricality value” to the tour experience.  Being the ‘owner’ of the tour, Bob was able to 

take functional advantage of serendipitous circumstances.  He demonstrated true 

“leadership and management skills” through “flexibility” and initiative by reading his 

tour group and understanding the trust they had instilled in him.  This, combined with 

his “knowledge” and authority, enabled him to make “personalised” additions to the 

tour itinerary that would “add pricality value” to the individual participants.   

 

So a sub theme of aesthetic “customer focus” is “personalisation”.  By giving personal 

attention to a participant, it highlights the high level of customer service the CTG 
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participants experienced.  Rana, Mac and Beau recall examples of this 

“personalisation”: 

“He went out of his way, and the cake and wish him [happy birthday] and 
do all those things”- Rana 
“I think you [Mac] got happy birthday about forty six times that day didn't 
you?”- Mary-Anne 
“That's right”- Mac 
 
“It's more personal, you're not just a number and a name, he really gets 
to know you as a person and if he finds something that really interests 
you, he will tell you”– Beau 

 

 

The tour participants appreciated the aesthetic “individual” recognition given by Bob.  

This specific “customer focus” made them “feel aesthetically important and valued” 

both as a person and as a customer, unlike on other tours, as Beau puts it, they felt 

like “a number and a name”.  Like Ray Kroc, Bob recognises that putting the customer 

first is critical for the success of his company and for repeat business.  Bob’s 

“personalisation” of services as a strategy both differentiates his organisation from 

others and aesthetically“delights” his customers increasing their perception that his 

tours are pricality “value for money” (Kandampully, 2007).  Both of these concepts 

heighten the likelihood of repeat business, positive word-of-mouth promotion and 

customer advocacy.  And for Bob, this not only  means achieving the personal 

gratification of having happy customers but also that “more than satisfied” customers 

are likely to become repeat customers, thereby  continuing the long term sustainability 

of his business. 

 

3.4. (Re)interpreting “customer focus” and “personalisation” 

The second combined theme is “customer focus” and “personalisation”.   At all times, 

Bob’s focus was on the functional “customer services” that aesthetically “personalised” 
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the tour experience to ensure satisfaction to each person and the tour group as a 

whole.  In his role, Bob as the tour leader  provided a service and because of the 

prominence of this role, a “customer service” approach was  vital to the success of the 

tour (Bowie & Chang, 2005; Reisinger & Waryszak, 1994).  Bob realises that this 

approach is even more critical for his clients since they have many prior travel 

“experiences” against which to benchmark his performance.  He understands that 

expectations are formed by the individuals themselves (Lovelock et al., 2001) and, in 

part, from their previous group tour experiences (Zeithaml et al., 1993).  From their 

previous experiences, the GTG participants form a perspective of what constitutes a 

quality tour leader (Reisinger & Waryszak, 1994).  In their minds, they have “paid” a 

tour price higher than the average tour and therefore deem they have the pricality right 

to “expect” a better than average experience.  Not only this but also it is Bob who is 

responsible for whether or not their criteria, their quality filters, are met.  This hedonistic 

perspective is the lived experience of the participants so in order for Bob to have a 

successful tour and repeat business, he consistently needs to apply the principles of 

quality service (A. Parasuraman et al., 1985b; Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1988).  

Bob’s consistently high level of service quality links particularly with Parasuraman, 

Zeithaml and Berry’s (1988) SERVQUAL and Cronin and Taylor (1992) proposed 

SERVPERF tools.  These management tools are used to measure service quality 

attributes in relation to customers’ expectations and organisational performance.  

Critically, Bob understands that delivering quality service and therefore satisfying his 

customers is key in assuring their repeat business (Cronin & Taylor, 1992).  Continual 

monitoring of  customer satisfaction according to their quality filters through on-tour 

conversation and a post tour feedback questionnaire is evidence that Bob applies 

these theories to his daily practise.  The positive feedback from these communications 
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together with the high percentage of repeat clientele indicates his functional “customer 

focus” and desire for individual and group aesthetic satisfaction is a successful 

approach. 

 

In addition, to a high level of customer service, these participants, through  their quality 

filters, are seeking a more “individualised” and “personalised” tour experience.  Again, 

as outlined in the narrative above, Bob is well aware of this fact and delivers 

aesthetically “individualised” and “personalised” attention to each participant.  Recall 

the instances mentioned – Mac and his birthday, Brodie and Katie not having a hotel 

room, and Elke ascending The Great Wall.  “Personalisation” of any product or service 

creates in the participant an aesthetic perception of “added pricality value” (Haywood, 

1990).  The notion that “individualisation/personalisation/customisation” adds value to 

a service and therefore enhances its quality has long been advanced by services 

marketing theorists (Hoffman & Bateson, 2010; Lovelock et al., 2010; A. Parasuraman, 

Grewal, & Krishnan, 2003; Zeithaml & Bitner, 2003) and this notion is again confirmed 

in this study.  Thus, Bob by “value adding” through pricality “high standard” and 

aesthetically “individualised” service on a regular basis for these participants delivered 

them a quality group tour experience,and for him, customer satisfaction, repeat 

business and higher profitability. 

3.5. Professionalism 

A third key lower-order concept contributing to the quality of the China tour experience 

was Bob’s “professionalism” and “high standard” of product/service delivery.  

“Professionalism” in this context refers to Bob’s functional conduct and “expertise in 

his role as a tour leader” and as a tour operator.  Examples of this include his ability 

to have fun and enjoy himself while still maintaining his tour leader role.  This quality 
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extended to delivering a functionally “high standard” of product/service.  Which also 

meant the “standard” provided by the suppliers of the tour elements, for example, 

restaurants, local guides and transport providers, had to be high.  These third party 

suppliers had to excel as their service would be a reflection of Bob’s standard of 

delivery.  His functional “professionalism” and “highstandard” of delivery was another 

differentiating characteristic, which “added value” to the quality of the participants’ 

whole experience. 

“we've done a lot of touring in twenty eight years together and we've had 
some excellent tour guides, um but none, and I never thought I'd be able 
to say this easily but none have come up to his standard”- Brodie 
 
“That gave a standard to which Bob sets his tours.  And I thought to 
myself, yep pretty good”- Brodie 
 
“I think other people could do the same trip or similar trip, but I don't think 
the detail would be in it for other people.  We've got some friends .  .  .  
going late this year and their itinerary is similar but I'm just sorry they're 
not going with Travel Masters [Bob’s organisation]  .  .  .  You know, I can't 
see that being as good as what we had”- JB 

 

 

“Professionalism” and “high standards” were familiar to the CTG participants meaning 

Bob had to maintain operational standards of the tour at a level higher than 

competitors’ tours.  Operational standards is further discussed in Chapter 5 Tour 

Elements, however it is relevant to convey one participant’s thoughts here as the 

context of the comment was in relation to Bob’s “professionalism” holistically.  Beau 

stated: 

“And if you've got a person like Bob, he makes sure they run according to 
plan” – Beau 

 

 

Linking the lower-order concepts of aesthetic “personalisation” and functional 

“professionalism and high standards”, Bob is “adding pricality value” to individuals in 

the group thereby enhancing the quality of their tourism experience.  Brent noted: 
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“But the main reason I think we liked China was because of Bob.  Umm he 
adds a lot of value to it.  You get your ordinary guides plus you get Bob 
giving a background that I think we enjoy because he's bringing it down 
to our level”- Brent 

 

 

Bob sets a “very high standard” for his tours in order to “satisfy” his customers who 

have familiarity with lot of travel experience and other tour leaders with which to 

compare.  His China tour group familiarly “expected” a tour with all elements above 

the ordinary as they had paid an above-the-ordinary pricality “price”.  Bob’s forty-year 

experience in leading tours provided him with the “knowledge” of just what his clients 

“expect”.  Emblematic comments above by JB and Brodie indicate Bob exceeded their 

familiarity “expectations”.  When compared with previous tours on which they had 

travelled, Bob lead the highest pricality “standard” of tour giving his clients a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

3.6. (Re)interpreting “professionalism” 

The participants perceived Bob as functionally “professional” in all his dealings with 

participants, tour guides, suppliers and local residents.  As previously stated, the 

participants familiarly “expected” the highest standard of functional “expertise” and 

delivery of the tour products and services.  The participants “expected” Bob to be 

reliable, accessible, empathetic and responsive (A. Parasuraman et al., 1985b) to their 

requests and needs.  In addition to these qualities, Sheldon (1989) adds twelve 

dimensions of “professionalism”, eight of which the CTG participants identified plus 

four others, which are shown in Table 3.2 earlier in this chapter. The eight dimensions 

are: long training (Bob has been escorting tours for over forty years), codes of ethics, 

organised, altruistic service, body of “knowledge”, people-oriented, high prestige, and 

competent.  The additional four dimensions of “professionalism” include: a complex 
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occupation (tour leading is dynamic, multifaceted and heterogeneous), Travel Masters 

is licensed, Bob is self-employed and his income from the business would be 

considered high.  To reiterate, Bob understands the critical role of “professionalism” 

when leading tours.  As discussed above, “professionalism” is a functional mediator 

that enables the participants to assess the quality of a group tour.  Ap and Wong (2001) 

in their case study, which measured the “professionalism” of tour guides in Hong Kong 

and Black and Ham’s (2005) study into certifying tour guides both highlight the need 

for tour guide (tour leader) “professionalism”.  They argue that the “professionalism” 

of the tour guide/leader has a direct impact on the perception of quality by the tourist.  

The participant’s comments above and Bob’s high percentage of repeat client 

business are indicative of a professional tour leader and business operator whose 

focus is to provide quality tourism experiences for his clients. 

 

3.7. Differentiation 

Differentiating a business often provides an organisation with a competitive 

advantage.  Bob confirmed that “to provide his clients with a quality tourism experience 

such that they will tour with his organisation again and also introduce additional clients” 

is his business philosophy.  Materialisation of this ensures Bob’s tours are far from 

ordinary.  This philosophy led participants to identify another lower-order concept, 

namely, that Bob significantly “differentiates” his product with exclusive features that 

provide his customers with aesthetic “surprises” and functional “new experiences”.  As 

Mac and Brodie outline below, Bob is successful in this endeavour: 

“The fact he made those arrangements to make it happen [entry into the 
Bird’s Nest], obviously at a very late stage, is quite impressive really  .  .  .  
So he gets credit for the fact that he's still looking for unique ways to make 
the holiday an experience you won't forget” – Mac 
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“Now, we, on this caravan trip away both places Brunswick and Iluka, 
were two completely different groups of people.  In both groups some had 
been to China.  But none had been to Mutainyu for the wall visit, they had 
all been to Bada, Badaling .  .  .  that's just an example [of 
“differentiation”].  You've got to have that point of difference”- Brodie 

 

To “differentiate” his tour aestheticallyand functionally, Bob utilised local “knowledge”.  

He told me he had trained his ground operators to be always on the lookout for “new 

and interesting” inclusions to add to the tour to enhance the client’s experience.  

Examples of aesthetic“novelty” occurred on this tour in relation to the inclusion of the 

World Finance Centre in Shanghai and the Bejing Stadium Bird’s Nest.  Group 

members commented: 

“And the other thing a couple things that he did, which we certainly had 
thought about before we got there not knowing that he was hoping to do 
it, but was in Shanghai, going to the top of the tower, the new tower it 
opened the day we arrived in Singapore and I said to Katie "I don't care 
what happens, we'll take an afternoon off, we'll go up that building".  And 
also the um stadium, in Beijing”- Brodie 
 
“But it was good of Bob to be able to organise it.  Yes, and something he'll 
be able to use "I took the first group .  .  ." [laugh] .  .  .  Because we were 
the first to go up the tallest building in Shanghai”– Alice 

 

 

As one of the concepts of the tour, Bob himself is part of the “differentiated” product.  

His group members functionally saw him this way as their comments indicate: 

“Well for me that's relatively easy in that the one thing that differentiates 
this China trip from our many other trips, is having Bob as tour director”- 
Brodie 
 
“another thing that attracted me to the China trip was that it was first of 
all that Bob was the tour leader .  .  .  I think it would have been a different 
trip without him”- JB 
 
“Because most groups they don't have an escort from Australia.  You pick 
up your escort there.  So that really makes a difference for you? – Mary-
Anne 
“Definitely, if Bob's on it.  If Bob's not on it  .  .  .  You know, quite a 
difference”- Brent 
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“I think the thing that uh that made the tour for me was the fact that we 
had a very good tour director in Bob”- Crystal 
 
“You might be able to relay things to him that enable him to um 
understand what people appreciate, and what they don't of course, but 
you can say just how much those little things meant to us or to members 
of the party, because gee whiz, that's what separates, differentiates and 
separates the things we have done” – Brent  

 

 

“Differentiating” a tour can not only be accomplished by incorporating additional 

inclusions but also by excluding what is usually done by other tour operators.  Brodie 

highlighted this perspective on “differentiation”: 

“We talked to Bob about it he said it's [Guangxou]very industrialised and 
the majority of people that have ever been to Hong Kong go to that region 
so he doesn't go there for that reason.  And probably there's not a lot that 
is unique compared to the other things we see” – Brodie 

 

 

Bob’s own reflections regarding what to include or exclude in his tours revealed his 

quest for “uniqueness” and “pioneering experiences”: 

“as Bob says in five years time it’s going to be full of tourists.  So um Bob’s 
doing a fantastic job trying to do some new things I mean we were the 
first, one of the first Australian groups to um go up the Shanghai World 
Financial Centre tower at a hundred and one stories, an original, so what 
if you’re the first, no big deal, it will be there for people to go up in the 
future but as he quite rightly says he, he’s pioneering tours and hopefully 
making tours better ah .  .  .  for the future.  So that’s all part of being a 
quality [tour]” – Fieldnotes, 23 September 
 
 

3.8. (Re)interpreting “differentiation” 

Bob was keen to “differentiate” himself and his tours from those of the competitors.  

Participants felt his aesthetic “passion” and functional “experience” and “knowledge” 

stood him apart from other tour leaders. They acknowledged that these attributes are 

built slowly over time and are therefore not easy for other tour leaders to copy.  Turok 

(2004) succinctly defines “differentiation” as the ability to develop “unique strengths, 
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original “knowledge” and creative capabilities that are difficult for other[s] . . . to 

replicate” (p. 2).  The CTG group members  found Bob’s passion and energy 

invigorating and different from other tour leaders.  Bob also ensured he “differentiated” 

the tour by taking advantage of spontaneous opportunities as previously mentioned, 

such as functionally taking the group up the Shanghi World Financial Centre and into 

the Beijing Stadium Bird’s Nest stadium where no other Australian tour groups had 

been.  The participants said that it was not the fact of being “first” but the fact that Bob 

wanted to aesthetically and functionally give his clients something “different” – the best 

that pricality money can buy.  From Bob’s perspective this “differentiation” sets his 

operation apart from his competitors.  For small businesses, competing on price alone 

is hard work and more suitable for tour operators focusing on high volume, low priced 

tours (Weeden, 2002).  In this more specialised market, Bob differentiates his service 

and product so he is able to provide higher standards at a higher price yet providing 

the customer with a better quality experience (Grant, 2002; Kay, 1993).  Bob admits 

that “differentiation” is one of the keys to the success of Travel Masters. 

 

3.9. Personal characteristics 

A fifth lower-order concept was that Bob has the “personal characteristics”, as already 

noted, to be the “right person for the job” due to having the aesthetic “personality”, 

“passion”and functional“knowledge”.  Within this concept participants used their 

quality filters as they assessed how Bob’s “personal characteristics” augmented their 

quality group tour experience.  In general conversation whilst on tour, Mac, Brent and 

Beau and Brodie, commented that familiarly Bob was the “right man for the job”.  They 

meant not all tour leaders have the charisma, people skills and organisational skills 

that when synergised provide customers with a quality tourism experience that is not 
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easily described or quantified.  The younger Y-generation captures the essence of this 

concept calling it the X factor, “a special quality, especially one that is essential for 

success and is difficult to describe” (Oxford Dictionary, 2011).  The participants 

comment: 

“Bob’s definitely the right man for the job, he’s got what it takes” – Brent 
 
“He’s got just that something .  .  .  that brings it all together” – Beau 

 
“I can’t think of anyone else that could do a better job” – Elke 

 
“He's actually got the right personality for the job.  .  .  .  I think there's 
very few people that can actually do that type of job, smile every day and 
he does it very well” - Mac 
 
“Absolutely, yes.  He loves the job” - Rana 

 

 

Bob exemplifies the statement “right person for the right job” proffered by human 

resource theorists (Alexander Hamilton Institute, 1987; Dobrish, Wolff, & Zevnik, 1984; 

Matthews & Hardiman, 2005) and confirmed by empirical studies (Grigoryev, 2006; 

Hassan, Hagen, & Daigs, 2006; Shepherd, 2005).  In particular, the CTG participants 

aesthetically praised him for his “all-encompassing” personality, “passion” and 

“knowledge”, saying: 

“I could hardly wait to get home to sign up he was so wonderful and 
enthusiastic .  .  .  he really is a China lover isn’t he?  .  .  .  His “knowledge”, 
his passion and his experience coming to the fore before we even set off.  
.  .  .  He raised your whole experience through his input and his 
personality” – Alice 
 
“He's thoroughly interested in it.  He's wrapped up in everything.  And 
everything he sees he sees the value in things that would pass us by and 
he tells us about it” – JB 
 
“He certainly has a lot of “knowledge” and is passionate about sharing it” 
– Zana 
 
“through all my travels, working with tour leaders/managers and as a 
customer, I have never experienced one with so much energy, passion, 
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and “knowledge” about the destination and how to lead a tour group.  He 
has a personality that draws people to him, the “knowledge” that makes 
him a specialist and the passion in people, the destination and his business 
that unites the elements and provides the “wow” factor” – Field Notes, 23 
September 

 

 

Not everyone can be a tour leader with the X-factor.  On this tour Bob maximised his 

aesthetic “personal characteristic” strength to enhance the quality of the participant’s 

experience to China. 

 

3.10. (Re)interpreting personal characteristics 

A good tour leader possesses many qualities, in particular, a personable disposition.  

Bob’s aesthetic “personal characteristics” parallel with the familiarly “expected” 

functional and aesthetic “characteristics” of tour leaders found in research.  Bob had 

functional “knowledge”, was empathetic and aesthetically very “passionate”.  

Literature shows that the “personal characteristics” of tour guides and tour leaders 

have a direct correlation with the satisfaction level of the tourist (S. Huang, Hsu, & 

Chan, 2010; Mossberg, 1995).  In their study of package tours in Shanghai, Huang, 

Hsu and Chan identified aesthetic “personal characteristics” such as “knowledge”, 

empathy and “passion”.  In dealing with some participant’s negative encounters with 

his staff or in hotels, Bob showed that he was functionally accessible and keen to 

handle any customer concerns or complaints until their resolution.  Mossberg’s study 

of tour leaders and their importance in charter tours revealed functional “personal 

characteristics” such as reliability, accessibility, ability to handle complaints and 

situations, pleasantness and helpfulness.  Both studies agreed a tour leader (or guide) 

must have these required traits to enhance customer satisfaction. 
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Moreover, CTG participants identified additional functional and aesthetic 

characteristics, which included not only the technical skills and expertise needed to 

organise, manage and lead a group tour but also humanistic attributes such as a 

genuine love of people, charisma, empathy, and a sense of humour (Dubrin & Dalglish, 

2003).  Relating to Bob’s “personal characteristics” on a broader scale, the participants 

and I also observed that Bob was “flexible”, “added value” to individuals and the group 

as a whole, was resourceful, optimistic and energetic, was able to deal with complexity 

and modelled honesty and integrity (McCall & Hollenbeck, 2002, p. 35).  In this 

globalised world of the 21st century, McCall and Hollenbeck(2002) and Heames and 

Harvey (2006) believe for one in a leadership role, these traits are essential for 

success.  As shown in the narrative above, the empirical material demonstrates Bob 

personifies these personal characteristics. 

3.11. Service recovery 

The last lower-order concept relates to how CTG members were impressed with Bob’s 

ability to functionally recover a negative situation and make it a positive “service 

recovery” when any of the participants had issues.  In particular, the group members 

praised him for his handling of the situation because the issues were not his cause but 

members of his agency staff.  Two couples, Mac and Rana and Brodie and Katie had 

pre-tour incidents with their travel consultants that made them question their familial 

“trust” in deciding to take this trip to China. 

 

As an overview, Mac and Rana spoke of their pre-departure experience with the 

agency staff and identified two separate issues, one was associated with a pricality 

responsibility for “cost liability” when an additional night stopover in Singapore 

occurred due to a flight rescheduling on the return journey.  The other related to them 
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functionally receiving different communication messages.  Specifically, the travel 

agent said “no” and the airline ground staff said “yes” in relation to pre-arranging seat 

allocation.  Another issue of pre-tour concern was the agency staff handling  of Brodie 

and Katie’s airline reschedule.  This couple were upset by their perceived poor 

handling of this issue.  Although their situation was slightly different, they also 

questioned their pricality liability for the “cost” of the additional night in Singapore.  Both 

parties, in their minds, felt a significant ‘service gap’ (A. Parasuraman et al., 1985b), 

which if not “recovered” positively during the rest of the trip, would have resulted in 

pricality “dissatisfaction”.  Those customers may not travel with Bob’s organisation 

again and would certainly not recommend Travel Master’s to their friends.  A 

discussion of these issues is later in Chapter 5 Tour Elements.  In these two examples, 

those involved in the negative service encounters acknowledged Bob’s ability to 

functionally and effectively mediate and achieve positive “service recovery” for the tour 

participants: 

“So Bob had to do a lot of work to overcome that and to his credit he did 
because we found that he did an excellent job .  .  .  Though Bob was very 
good, he handled it so well, this little bit sort of thing should have could 
have handled more quickly [meaning the issue could have been better 
managed at the agency before the trip]” – Mac  

 

 

Mac said again a little later: 

“If he did just an average job during the tour, we wouldn't travel with 
them again, that's probably right.  But we were actually quite impressed 
with how he did the tour and how he handled things and quite a few things 
did go wrong and he was able to fix” – Mac  

 

 

Brodie and Katie shared their experience: 

“I'm basing this experience on our dealings with the firm in terms of 
investigating and leading up to booking a tour, very fortunately Bob's 
delivery of the actual experience is ten times better than what your 
unfortunate experiences during in the office stage .  .  .  And I've told him 
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this and um, um he, he apologises for it but doesn't acknowledge it 
because I don't think he's obviously been on the receiving end .  .  .  I mean 
Bob, really I think he is the hub of that whole organisation” – Brodie 

 

As previously mentioned, Brodie and Katie said they would travel again with Bob: 

“some will definitely only travel with Bob .  .  .  I mean, we would travel 
with him in a heartbeat” –  Brodie 

 

 

Bob’s ability to “recover” the familial “trust” of these clients is commendable.  This 

ability enabled these participants to enjoy a quality group tour experience. 

 

3.12. (Re)interpreting service recovery 

Service recovery proficiency is critical to any service situation.  On a tour, as in any 

service situation, the functional ability to “recover” from ‘service failure’ impacts 

significantly on an organisation’s repeat business, revenue and subsequent 

profitability (Kandampully, 2007).  The narrative above discusses two service recovery 

issues.  Rana and Mac had a pre-tour incident with the consultant in Bob’s office and 

Brodie and Katie had an incident on tour when their hotel room was not ready.  In both 

these incidents Bob expertly handled the situation to the customer’s satisfaction.  In 

order to recover his customer’s familial “trust” and business, Bob told me that over the 

years he has learned how to successfully handle situations to retain customers 

(McCollough, Berry, & Yadav, 2000; A. K. Smith, Bolton, & Wagner, 1999).  This is a 

skill that, without which, could potentially result in the loss of customers.  To further 

this point, Kandampully (2007) suggests that not only must the service failure be 

attended to promptly but that the recovery action must be ‘right’, meaning the service 

cannot fail a second time.  She continues that organisations rarely recover from a 

second service failure.  Bob, as the tour leader, was conscious of minimising or 

eliminating client service failures.  His functional “customer focus” and business 
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prowess understood the ramifications of service failures.  Therefore, over time Bob 

had honed his service recovery skills to provide participants with a quality tourism 

experience. 

 

A journey interlude 

In summary, from the CTG participants’ perspective they all believe the Tour leader, 

in this case Bob, was an integral higher-order concept within the tour mediator that 

enhanced their quality tourism experience.  Through Bob’s “leadership”, “knowledge” 

and “personal characteristics”, he made individuals, and the group as a whole, feel 

that aesthetically the entire trip was “designed for them”.  As a researcher, business 

manager, and marketer, I agree with the group, that Bob as the Tour leader, through 

the lower-order concepts discussed above epitomises the New Testament verse that 

suggests “in giving you receive”.  Meaning in this case that Bob’s high percentage of 

repeat clientele can be attributed to his “customer focus” as well as his “personal 

characteristics”.  As a tour leader, participants deemed he provided a quality tour 

experience.  

 

This chapter considered the first quality mediator of the Tour, the Tour leader.  As 

shown in Figure 3.2. at the beginning of section 3.0, the higher-order concept of Tour 

leader was constituted of the lower-order concepts: “going above and beyond”, 

“customer focus”, “professionalism”, “differentiation”, “personal characteristics” and 

“service recovery”.  The CTG participants evaluated Bob using the quality filters of 

pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to benchmark him as a tour leader 

against previous group tour experiences.  Through their benchmarking process, 

participants unanimously agreed that Bob, as the tour leader, provided a quality 

tourism experience. 
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Figure 3.2. Benchmarking process of tour: Bob – tour leader 

 

Six lower-order concepts made Bob “different” from other tour leaders.  They are: 

functionally “going above and beyond”, familiar “customer focus” and his aesthetic 

individualising of their experience, his functional “professionalism” and leadership and 

management skills, how he aesthetically, pricality, and functionally made the tours 

“different” from other tours to China, his “personal characteristics” such as his 

aesthetic passion and functional “knowledge”, lastly his successful functional and 

pricality “recovery of service failures” contributed to affirm his provision of a quality 

Tour leader experience for the participants.    

 

Chapter 4 Locally hosted visits follows.  This chapter discusses the participants’ 

perspectives of the tour activity in which they are hosted by local Chinese in their 

various situations within the society, such as: calligraphers, family, retired librarian, 

town mayor, apple farmer and university students.  Prior to the commencement of the 
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tour, these activities were not a factor that determined the quality or the choice of this 

China tour over others.  During and after the tour the participants acknowledged that 

it was an important mediator of the quality of their tourism experience. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
LOCALLY HOSTED VISITS 

 
 

“In this age of the pursuit of self-gratification and self-indulgence, 

genuine, warm hospitality stands out as a practical example of 

unselfish giving. The attitude and act of welcoming a stranger into 

our lives as well as our homes may bear eternal fruit as well as be 

a practical form of ministry” – John Wimber, Pastor 

 

This chapter introduces the second higher-order concept, Locally hosted visits, as a 

quality mediator in the China tour.  Locally hosted visits were an inclusion in the tour, 

and the quality of content was a determinant in the CTG participants’ propensity to 

purchase. When the participants progress through the stages of their buying decision-

making process (Kotler et al., 1998; Kotler et al., 2010), the third stage is the 

evaluation.  This is the stage when the participants compared group tours to China by 

identifying and prioritising the features and benefits of the tours in order to make a 

decision to purchase one.  Most tours feature visits to local industry establishments.  

This was also the case on the China tour, which included silk and embroidery factories.  

However, very few tours offer visits into private local homes, farms or establishments 

hosted by the owners or their representatives.  As a point of functional “differentiation”, 

Bob included several locally hosted visits in the China tour itinerary.  Figure 4.1. on 

the next page illustrates the position of this quality mediator within the quality filter 

framework. 
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Figure 4.1. Benchmarking process of tour: Locally hosted visits 

 

 As a mediator of quality for the Tour, the higher-order concept Locally hosted visits, 

associates with three lower-order concepts: visits add quality; visits for the giving and 

taking; and visits adding little quality.  This chapter focuses on the CTG participants’ 

perspectives of these lower-order concepts as viewed through the quality filters of 

pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  Table 4.1 illustrates the chapter 

outline showing the higher and lower-order concepts together with the quality filters. 

Table 4.1. Outline Chapter 4 Locally hosted visits 

Mediator 
Higher-order 

Concept 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpreting 

Tour 4.0. Locally 

Hosted 

Visits 

4.1. Visits added 
quality 

4.2. (Re)interpret-
ing visits add 
quality 

 

4.3. Visits for the 
giving and the 
taking 

4.4. (Re)interpret-
ing visits for 

 Pricality 

 Hosts paid to host (in 
tour price) 

 Added value 

 Gift giving 

 Evaluating value for $ 

 Some no value 

 Sanitised/stereotype
d 

 Value diminishment 

 Functionality 

 Physical location 

 Host situation 

 Number of visits 

 Short visits 

 Authenticity 

 Learning/knowledg
e 

 Etiquette 

 Language 

 Food & Beverage 

 Aesthetics  Familiarity 
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the giving and 
the taking 

 

4.5. Visits added 
little quality 

4.6. (Re)interpret-
ting visits 
added little 
quality 

 Novel opportunity 

 Behind 
scenes/uniqueness 

 Insightful 

 Added depth 

 Staged v authenticity 

 Contrived/phoney 

 Nature of visit 

 Social connectivity 

 Hospitableness 

 Personalised/ 
individualised 

 Reminded of own 
lives/worlds 

 Expectations 

 Self-focus or 
reciprocity 

 Benchmarking – 
excited/indifferent/
no value 

 Being a guest: 

 Closer connectivity 
to host 

 Etiquette/politenes
s 

 Reciprocity - Gift 
giving, words of 
thanks 

 Sharing 

 

Again, the participant’s benchmarking process, through their quality filters, enabled 

them to evaluate whether locally hosted visits “added value” to the China tour in order 

to determine if it was a quality tourism experience.  Following the discussions of the 

lower-order concepts is the (re)interpretation of participants’ perspectives.  

 

4.0 Locally Hosted Visits 

“Whenever you go on a trip to visit foreign lands or distant places, 
remember that they are all someone's home and backyard” 
– Vera Nazarian, author 
 
 

There were nine visits where the CGT participants experienced the private spaces of 

local people.  These experiences enabled the tour participants to gain an appreciation 

of the lives and lifestyles of some Chinese residents.  These visits were not the usual 

commercial visits created as an attraction but were arrangements based on personal 

relationships fostered over the years between Bob and his local Chinese contacts.  

The visits were acknowledged as being more “local” and “authentic” than the visits to 

local industry establishments arranged by larger tour operators who were  required to 
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negotiate with Chinese authorities.  Either directly or through interpreters, this 

aesthetic “novel opportunity” presented pricality, functional and aesthetic “uniqueness” 

to the participants.  Although the locally hosted visits allowed the participants access 

to back areas, some participants still considered these visits to have been  organised 

by Bob and his local contacts and therefore contained varying degrees of 

“staging”which reduced the aesthetic level of perceived“authenticity”. 

 

The locally hosted guest experiences enabled the tour participants to enter behind the 

scenes of domestic and tourism precincts to experience the aesthetic “hospitableness” 

(Lashley, 2000; Telfer, 1996) in varying degrees as mediated by their Chinese hosts.  

Subsequently, I termed these visits “locally hosted visits”.  They included spending a 

short time with two elderly artists in their ‘community’ studio watching them paint 

landscapes and calligraphic messages.  On one home visit the CTG was divided into 

two groups, each visiting a different host to “chat” for approximately one hour, on a 

second home visit the CTG was again divided, this time into three, each visiting 

different families who hosted lunch.  Another visit was to a man who lived in the 

traditional Hutong area of Beijing who invited us all into his home around a central 

courtyard.  Here, in broken English he told us of his life when he was in business.  On 

the way to Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, an elderly apple farmer took great delight in 

allowing us to look around his small apple farm to see how he kept his chickens and 

to taste the small apples he had proudly grown.  On the way to the Great Wall, we 

went to a small rural town where Bob’s contact was the “mayor”.  He had arranged for 

the CTG to visit the local primary school where some of the children gathered in the 

playground to meet the group.  We then went to the mayor’s dairy farm to observe 

dairy farming in China and on to a medical clinic with three rooms – the pharmacy, the 
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consultation room and the “hospital” room.  Here, there were brief introductions to the 

doctor who was attending to patients.  Lastly, in this small town, we made a brief 

inspection, rather than participate in a social interaction, of a cave man’s dwelling.  The 

last locally hosted visit was to a University where the female English-speaking 

students hosted the CTG for lunch in their refectory, after which they invited the 

participants into their dormitory to see how they lived and studied.  This visit was also 

possible because of a long-standing relationship between Bob and an eminent 

professor of the university. 

 

These visits gave the tour participants a more functional, aesthetic and familial “behind 

the scenes” insight into local lives that they would not usually experience.  As with the 

other concepts of the China tour, the participants evaluated the quality of their 

experience by appraising the locally hosted visits through their quality filters.  For the 

majority, these visits were a highlight and added “value” to their group tour experience, 

but for others some of the visits added little or no “value” because of the perceived 

lack of “authenticity”.  Table 4.2. over the page highlights the themes emergent from 

the participants’ quality filtering process. 
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Table 4.2. Quality filters to benchmark tour mediator: Locally hosted visits 

Pricality 

 Hosts paid to host (in tour price) 

 Gift giving 

 Investment 

 Evaluating value for money 

 Some or no value 

 Sanitised/stereotyping 

 Devalue/value diminishment 
 

 Functionality 

 Physical location 

 Host situation 

 Number of visits 

 Short visits 

 Authenticity 

 Learning/ knowledge 

 Etiquette 

 Language 

 Food & Beverage 
 

Aesthetics 

 Novel opportunity 

 Behind scenes/uniqueness 

 Insightful 

 Added depth 

 Staged v authenticity 

 Contrived/phoney 

 Nature of visit 

 Social connectivity 

 Hospitableness 

 Personalised/individualised 
 

 Familiarity 

 Reminded of own lives/worlds 

 Expectations 

 Self-focus or reciprocity 

 Benchmarking – 
excited/indifferent/no value 

 Being a guest: 

 Closer connectivity to host 

 Etiquette/politeness 

 Reciprocity - Gift giving, words of 
thanks 

 Sharing 

 

Functionality relates to the mechanics  effecting the Locally hosted visits.  According 

to the CTG participants, if any element of the tour was not professionally executed, it 

would detract and “devalue” the quality of their tour.  The participants mentioned the 

following themes as important when evaluating the functional quality of the locally 

hosted visits.  The visits were deemed a quality activity when their “physical location” 

represented a private, local environment.  The “number of visits” being appropriate 

and they were “short visits” rather than long laboured interactions which could leavethe 

participants feeling jaded.  The host’s situation in relation to their occupation, life stage 

and demeanour also made a difference to the participant’s evaluation of the quality of 

the visit.  The host had to offer something of interest about the Chinese lifestyle that 

differed from the lifestyle of the participants.  Or something in common to ignite the 

relationship to avoid boredom, such as relating stories about how government policies 

effect the hosts’ lifestyle in ways that are similar with the way Australian government 
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policies effect the participant’s lifestyle.  Other themes include “authenticity”, expected 

“etiquette”, the ability to communicate through “language”, and the compatibility of 

“food and beverages” offered by the host.  If these were not of a pricality “standard” 

perceived as acceptable by the participants the “value” of the locally hosted visits 

“diminished”. 

 

Aesthetically, the themes raised by the CTG participants were generally positive.  For 

most, they enjoyed the locally hosted visits, considering them functionally “novel 

opportunities” that “added depth” to the tour.  The participants particularly enjoyed the 

aesthetic “behind the scenes” “uniqueness” and the “insightful” perspectives they 

gained.  They commented on how the aesthetic “social connectivity” and 

“hospitableness” added the feeling of “intrinsic worth” when interacting with local 

Chinese from differing backgrounds.  Most felt these visits were aesthetically 

“personalised” and “authentic”.  Some participants said although the visits intended to 

appear authentic, aesthetically they appeared somewhat contrived and “staged”. 

 

From a familiarity perspective the locally hosted visits were compared to the 

participant’s own life-experiences.  The participants evaluated the similarities and 

differences between their own lifestyles and those of the local Chinese.  The visits 

“reminded them of their own lives” and the differences or similarities of “being a guest”, 

“etiquette and politeness”, “reciprocity and the giving of gifts” or “words of thanks” in 

China as compared with their “world”.  Depending on the participant’s perspective, 

some were seeking a “closer connectivity to the host”, others felt “indifferent” and saw 

“no aesthetic value”in this hosted situation. 
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4.1. Visits added quality 

As before, the tour participants perceived  the programmed activity of locally hosted 

visits differently.  Some tour participants found the functionally short but exclusive 

interactions with local Chinese people “intrinsically” rewarding, “insightful” and 

valuable.   To the majority, the “behind the scenes” experiences of the locally hosted 

visits provided aesthetic “pleasure” and “novelty” along with functional “learning”.  As 

previously mentioned, Bob “differentiates” his tours by incorporating aesthetically 

“unique” inclusions so the tour content “adds value” to the client, bringing them their 

own rewards, as recognised when Brodie commented: 

“I'm happy to say this, that that tour of China to this stage has been the 
best, I can't speak for Katie, but it has been the most rewarding tour 
experience I've ever experienced” - Brodie 

 

 

When asked what he meant by rewarding, Brodie continued: 

“Just what I got out of it.  Both with the personal interaction with the 
young people at the University, the old people that are retired in their 
villages and their apartment complexes etc, the Hutongs” – Brodie 

 

 

Exactly what Brodie “got out of it” is implied.  Throughout Brodie’s interview it was very 

clear he thoroughly enjoys “connecting” with people - people on the tour, other tourists, 

local tourism professionals, and local people.  This, to Brodie, is a very important 

pricality “value adding” element to his lived reality giving him a quality tourism 

experience.  For example he said: 

“And even when we were in Li Jiang we would be out walking around and 
families, you'd smile at them, I mean I have no trouble, I love people, and 
you'd smile at these people and they would just grab you and "could we 
take a photo?"  "Yes, of course"” – Brodie  

 

 

Other CTG members agreed the interaction between hosts and guests was critical in 

contributing to both the quality and the “nature” of the experience.  By personally 
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meeting people and gaining “insights” into their hosts’ lives, through their familiarity 

filter, the tour participants felt they had gained a more genuine understanding 

(compared with what Chinese and/or Australian media presents) of what it would be 

like to live in China.  Participants remarked: 

“Visiting the people and their lifestyle was important .  .  .  meeting people 
and social interaction, they're getting to know them.  I like things like that” 
– Rana 
 
“So the meeting the people in their homes and going to the little 
communities, that was great” – Katie  
 
“What made the tour special for ME was the interaction with the local 
people .  .  .  to me that [the interaction with the local people] that was 
the icing on the cake .  .  .  I really enjoyed speaking um with the whole 
three lots that we saw” – Zana 
 
“Yes that was the school.  I enjoyed that.  The little children were lovely” 
– Alice  

 
“We saw the school children and .  .  .  Oh that was lovely” – Rana  

 

 

In my tourist role and using my own aesthetic and familiarity filters, I commented:   

“My particular group went to visit another elderly gentleman who was a 
retired professor in library science at Hangzhou University .  .  .  and we 
had a WONDERFUL interaction and .  .  .  THOROUGHLY enjoyed that there 
was more conversation because Mr Wu could actually speak English quite 
well and I think that made a very big difference compared with the visit 
the day before to the gentleman that did the Tai Chi” – Fieldnotes, 24 
September  

 

 

Of note is that during these locally hosted visits, everyone noticed different points of 

particular and individual interest to them.  This demonstrates that meaning-making and 

sense-making, while a socially constructed experience, is a personal interpretation.  

The diversity of experience and interests reinforces the paradigm chosen to frame this 

study.  In the reflections of CTG participants’ perceptions, “hospitableness” emerged 
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as aesthetically genuine and“authentic”.  For example, the visit to the farmer with the 

apple orchard: 

“this farmer um who had very little in life's comforts and was so generous 
and wanted us to take an apple out of his orchard and I just I just loved all 
that” – Zana 
 
 “Yes, yes, the apple farmer and look what pleasure he had in us eating 
his rather hard apples.  I thought that was, I thought that was lovely” – 
Beau 
 
“Yeah, remember the fellow with the apple trees out the back without two 
front teeth uh he was quite contented there.  Offered us his apples.  He 
thought he was well off .  .  .  You and I wouldn't live like that.  We wouldn't 
last a fortnight” – JB  

 

 

Elements of functional “hospitableness” resonate in the texts of the tour participants 

either implicitly, as already noted, or explicitly as Mac comments on the 

“hospitableness”of the hosts that entertained his group for lunch: 

“So even though they might have very small homes, and that's what 
everyone would call them, they want to show the fact that they are not 
poor people .  .  .  And a good example was in the house we went to have 
lunch in, these people brought out a very expensive bottle of liqueur” – 
Mac 

 

 

And during this conversation Rana said she enjoyed sharing the “hospitality” and that 

if she was in their position she would be: 

“quite happy to do it because I love people.  And I would like to sort of 
entertain and make them feel to be in a friendly country” – Rana  

 

 

4.2. (Re)interpreting visits add quality 

The higher-order concept, locally hosted visits, raised the issues of “authenticity” and 

“staging”, that is, were the visits authentic or they were staged?  Some participants 

held the view that it was wonderful to have the functional opportunity to participate in 

the back-stage (Goffman, 1969), “behind-the-scenes” visits into the private homes and 
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everyday environments of the local people to see how they “really lived”.  To these 

CTG members the participatory nature of the lunchtime visits to family homes, the 

apple farmer, the calligraphy artists and the student lunch at the University presented 

an “authentic” snapshot of Chinese local life across a spectrum of lifestyles (i.e. 

retirees, students, middle-income city dwellers and a rural farmer).  That the tour 

participants had the opportunity to “immerse” themselves in the personal place and 

lives of local Chinese residents through one-on-one interactions, plus the fact that the 

hosts appeared aesthetically genuine, is what made these “experiences” “authentic”.  

Goffman’s idea of “back stage” is that of a private setting which, by denying entry to 

outsiders, cultivates a mantle of intrigue.  If the participants had not been on Bob’s 

tour, they would not have had access to these exclusive private settings and would 

not have been able to place themselves in another’s world to answer their own 

questions about how the Chinese people really live.  MacCannell (1973) develops this 

idea suggesting this sense of mystery is constructed around “natives” and motivates 

tourists’ desire to “see life as it is really lived” (p. 592).  Only as clients on Bob’s tour 

were the CTG participants invited into this back area to see the local Chinese “for what 

they really are” (592), that is, to experience the functional and aesthetic authenticity 

and realness of an everyday Chinese lifestyle.   

 

The majority of the CTG participants had never had the opportunity to visit “back 

stage”.  Their previous tours had included only staged authentic experiences (Dean 

MacCannell, 1973), experiences that were in public situations and theatrically 

performed such as cultural shows or a ‘highlight dinner’ at a local restaurant.  It may 

appear this section is biased towards the “authenticity” of the visits on the China tour, 

which in essence, are specifically designed for foreign tourists.  However, to re-quote 
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Thomas and Thomas (1928) if someone is seen to “define situations as real, they are 

real in their consequences” (p. 572).  Yet another influence toward authenticity is 

present.  Bob, as the mediator of the locally hosted visits, takes on an ambassadorial 

role.  He too, enjoys functional “relationship building” not only with his clients but also 

with his suppliers, the hosts.  On tour, he frequently displayed relationship-building 

behaviour, promoting friendship and connectivity between Australia and China.  

Through the visits, Bob was able to arrange a deeper, less superficial level of 

interaction than other larger tour operators where visits are a commercial element of 

that tour. 

 

Those participants who really enjoyed their locally hosted visits understood that most 

people in a host-guest situation would act differently when there was no guest present.  

However, within the interaction they felt an aesthetic “genuineness” and 

“hospitableness” (Telfer, 1996) from the hosts that elevated the visit to a quality 

experience.  To address these apparent contradictions, I first consider the strangeness 

of the host-guest situation and then the concepts of “genuineness” and 

“hospitableness”. 

 

It seemed the aesthetic “genuineness” and “hospitableness”, for the CTG participants, 

determined whether the brief locally hosted visits were “authentic” or “staged”.  

Everyone commented that the apple farmer seemed “genuinely” pleased to welcome 

us to his farm.  Those in my group who had lunch with a retired University librarian 

also commented on the “hospitableness” of our host.  These visits were very short, 

taking between one and two hours, so it was difficult to build a life-long relationship in 

such a short time.  Early studies agree that host-guest interactions are, in general, 
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brief and superficial in nature (Cohen, 1979; V. L Smith, 1989; Sutton, 1967).  As the 

researcher, I did notice the host-guest interactions appeared as a “series of 

encounters [between] visitors who are on the move to enjoy themselves . . . and hosts 

who are relatively stationary and who have the function of catering to these visitors 

needs and wishes” (Sutton, 1967, p. 220). That is, the two parties come together under 

a “condition of strangerhood” (V. L Smith, 1989, p. 44), meaning the interaction 

between the CTG participants and the hosts was usually short and on a “more general, 

impersonal level” (V. L Smith, 1989, p. 44).  It is because of this, neither party has a 

long-term vested interest in the other.  By interpreting the participant’s comments it 

can be seen that they, the participants, are aesthetically “oriented toward achieving 

immediate gratification rather than toward maintaining a continuous relationship” 

(Cohen, 1984, p. 379).  This feeling of stilted “strangerhood” would be a reason some 

participants felt the visits to be staged or authentically staged.   

 

It was also clear from the participants’ comments that it was the nature and fluidity of 

the interactions with the people involved in the Locally hosted visits, rather than the 

place or setting, which determined quality of “relationship” they experienced.  For 

example, some of the hosts spoke broken English, which made conversation possible 

and gave the participants some genuine sense of familiar “relationship”.  This agreed 

with Pearce and Moscardo (1986), who differed from earlier theorists by suggesting it 

was not particularly the tourist setting that attributed “genuineness” but the people 

involved in the interaction.  Others spoke no English, which meant the participants 

employed hand signals, charades or spoke through an interpreter to communicate.  

These methods of communication accentuated the feeling of “strangerhood” even 

though the hosts appeared “genuine”.  From my observations on the China tour, I 
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further suggest the degree of “genuineness” within the interaction is something 

constructed at the time and is dependent upon the aesthetic environment, functional 

motives and personal characteristics of the host and guest.  

 

For the CTG participants, it was the familiar and aesthetic “genuineness” of the locally 

hosted visits that determined its “authenticity” and it was the “authenticity” that deemed 

that the visits enhanced the quality of the group tour experience.  They identified the 

home lunches and the University afternoon as visits in which the hosts displayed true 

“friendliness”, the desire to please the participants and the joy of having guests enter 

their world (Telfer, 2000).  Telfer writes that in order to be “genuinely hospitable”, one’s 

motives to provide hospitality must be genuine.  As indicated above, the University 

students’ principle “concern [was] for the guests’ pleasure and welfare, for its own 

sake”  and this predisposition was the key to genuine hospitableness.  Thus, hospitality 

given with motives other than these loses its “genuineness” such that the recipients 

feel the experience is less “authentic”.   

 

Another angle I observed, during the interactions with the hosts, was how the 

participants managed the similarities and differences between cultures.  Bob had 

provided verbal and written communication on some of the expected differences in 

cultural behaviour, for example use the serving spoons not your personal chopsticks 

when serving yourself at a banquet.  Bob’s instructions before the event were to 

familiarise the participants that on occasion they needed to change their behaviour so 

as not to offend the locals.  Zana and Brent suggested “when in Rome do as the 

Romans do”.  Building on this concept, Lashley (2000, 2008) introduces the idea of 

“hospitableness” in a functional private/domestic domain within which broad socio-
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cultural customs are understood by both host and guest.  He suggests this is the 

situation where participants are invited into the unfamiliar personal space of the host, 

each party, based on their own functional knowledge of socio-cultural hospitality 

norms, aims to aesthetically please and not offend the other.  Such tentativeness (fear 

of offending) within the CTG participant-host interaction could also have added to the 

feeling of “strangerhood”.  On the other hand, the students at the University showed 

no such tentativeness but rather a genuine intrinsic “hospitableness”.  O’Connor 

(2005), like Telfer and Lashley, argue that genuine “hospitableness” is an intrinsic 

quality with which some people are gifted from birth and as a “skill or quality. . . that 

cannot be developed or grown over time” (p. 269).  O’Connor argued that guests who  

judge the “genuineness” of the hospitality they receive, easily detect this “naturalness”, 

or lack of.  As can be seen from the comments in the narrative above, the CTG 

participants felt that during the lunch visits and the visit to the University, as guests 

they did feel a personal, natural, and “genuine” “hospitableness” from the hosts and 

that it was this functional, aesthetic and familiar quality that made the locally hosted 

visit an “authentic” experience.  While some of the participants thoroughly enjoyed the 

locally hosted visits others in the group could take them or leave them. 

 

4.3. Visits for the giving and the taking 

In general, CTG participants did “value” and appreciate being hosted guests during 

the locally hosted visits.  From observing body language and listening to the nature of 

their questions, some were genuinely interested in what the hosts had to say, they 

“immersed” themselves in the occasion and aesthetically “connected” well with the 

hosts.  These participants also demonstrated genuine gratitude when leaving with 

words of thanks and small gifts.  For these participants, the visits did add pricality 
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quality to their tourism experience.  For other participants, the visits were more of a 

one-way interaction.  The locally hosted visits neither “added” nor “diminished” the 

pricality “value for money” of the tour to China.  The hosts gave and the guests took.  

I observed an aloofness as these participants asked questions out of a familiar 

“politeness” to fill a silent void.  Moreover, I observed others whose interactions 

appeared not to be based on a familiar “reciprocal exchange”.  These participants, in 

their role as guests, seemed to functionally engage in such events in order to satisfy 

their own “self focused” interests by finding out as much as they could about their hosts 

and life in China.  There seemed little “giving” of themselves to their hosts to encourage 

familiarity by way of “sharing” information or exchanging lifestyle details.  Of these 

participants, it seemed they took what they valued from the hosts rather than 

“reciprocating” to create a familiar relationship based on “sharing” (Field Notes – 23rd 

September).   

 

Whilst, at the end of many of the visits the CTG members gave the hosts a token of 

their appreciation, it was only a small display of “genuine” “reciprocity”.  A functional 

token  usually took the form of a small Australian souvenir or money.  I noted in my 

recorded diary: 

“We um tried to give the little elderly man some gifts and some money 
and he wouldn’t accept the money but he thoroughly enjoyed the little 
gifts that um, you know, we scrambled to get because we hadn’t really 
been warned about this.  I had a couple of those tacky little koalas and um 
.  .  .  one lady gave him a dollar coin with the kangaroos on it and 
apparently he was absolutely stoked with that” – Field notes 23September 

 

 

For some participants “gift-giving” did not come easily.  This functional action for some 

group members was undertaken to appear polite and fulfil “etiquette” obligations rather 

than the familiar giving of a genuine “gift of thanks”.  While still others felt gift giving 
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was unnecessary as the locally hosted visits were a pricality inclusion of the tour 

itinerary, implying they had already “paid” for the experience. 

 

However, when I discussed the subject of “gift-giving” several couples said they 

wished they had been told to bring gifts as, for them, the times when “gift-giving” to the 

hosts was appropriate, they felt a little aesthetically uncomfortable or embarrassed as 

they had nothing to give.  Mac and Rana said: 

“Yeah, but we didn't know anything about it” – Mac 
 
“Wish I knew, I would have taken some lollies.  Lollies would have been 
very nice, you know.  Children [at the school] like eating and so I could 
have taken those boxes of wrapped little lollies I would have given them, 
I love them, and to see the smile on their faces but I missed that one and 
everyone was giving little koalas and I was thinking, we stood back and I 
was wishing I knew sort of” – Rana  

 

 

Arguably, at the pre-tour function, Bob clearly recommended the bringing of small gifts 

to give to the hosts.  On the other hand, some of the hosts were generous enough to 

decline gifts.  This was Zana’s experience when she tried to pay the senior artist for 

the calligraphic work representing ‘happiness and peaceful mind’ that he had painted 

specially for her. His words translated to English said: 

“no, no no, no, no this was my gift to you” – Mr Zhou (pseudonym), artist. 
 

 

In contrast, Katie and Brodie, the couple who immersed themselves in locally hosted 

visits, “connecting” with people either at home or when overseas, always had 

something to “give”.  As previously mentioned, for Katie and Brodie, these interactions 

added an aesthetic “depth”, “intrinsic worth”and “value” to the quality of their group 

tour experience.  On the occasion when their room was not ready, whilst waiting in the 

lobby, they struck up a conversation with two small children, which grew into meeting 

the parents and then grandparents.  There was a further complication with the room 
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key and the Chinese father mediated with Reception to organise a new key.  At the 

end of this interaction Brodie said: 

“he [the Chinese father] came back up and came into the room, helped us in with our 
bags, and we had the little gifts and I said "don't go, don't go I've just got some little 
things I want to give you" so then the little brother came in so then the grandma got 
introduced to us so that was just fantastic” – Brodie 

 

 

Certain locally hosted visits evoked greater recall and “value” than others.  This may 

relate to a perceived lack of aesthetic“uniqueness” and “authenticity”in the visit and/or 

the participants wanting to distance themselves from a perceived aesthetically 

unpleasant experience.  Mac and Crystal reflected on one of the locally hosted visits, 

the dairy farm experience.  Both had forgotten it for different reasons: 

“the dairy farm I would have forgotten about.  Right?  I don't need to go 
to China to see a dairy farm [laughing] .  .  .  I could have missed the dairy 
farm” – Mac  
 
“Yes that was a, I’d forgotten about that one, um oh a horrifying way of 
keeping cattle, terrible” – Crystal  

 

 

4.4. (Re)interpreting visits for the giving and the taking 

In the section above, it is evident those participants who “immersed” themselves in the 

locally hosted visits and practised “reciprocity”, were rewarded with an enhanced 

quality to their tourism experience.  Those who did not follow familiar guest “etiquette” 

and partook of the hospitality without “reciprocity” appeared to receive less “intrinsic” 

“value” and a perceived lower pricality “value for money”.  

 

Locally hosted visits represent an inter-related experience between hosts and guests.  

That is, a people-to-people exchange occurs as hosts provide hospitality to guests.  

The participants who happily and sincerely involved themselves in the social occasion, 

for example Brodie and Katie, reported they thoroughly enjoyed functionally meeting 
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the local Chinese, learning of their way of life and familiarly “sharing” some of their 

ownAustralian way of life.  These interactions added functional, aesthetic, familial and 

pricality “value” to Brodie and Katie’s China tour, thus adding quality to their tourism 

experience.  Previously, Emmerson (1976) had suggested that at a fundamental level 

the idea of social exchange was aligned to basic economics.  That between parties, 

social exchange is simply a “transaction involving the exchange of utility or reward” .  

Each individual must give something to benefit the other (Searle, 1991).  Therefore, 

an optimum quality experience then is when each party receives as much “value” as 

the other.  Both parties need to give and receive for “a relationship to commence and 

to develop trust, loyalty and mutual commitment” (Crouch, Aronsson, & Wahlström, 

2001, p. 875).  Even if that relationship is only formed  for a couple of hours, as with 

the locally hosted visits, the beginnings, while reticent, soon show signs of friendship 

and trust.  That is, at the beginning of the interaction, the host could see guests as 

possible adversaries.   The host is still honour-bound to provide hospitality to the guest 

and in time both begin to feel more comfortable, accepting each other in friendship in 

the moment (Crouch & Desforges, 2003).  In the case of the tour to China, some 

participants felt the occasion was unnatural, such that the pricality “investment” 

required in forming a temporary relationship with someone, with whom they had no 

interest and are not likely to see again, was too high.  For these participants the locally 

hosted visits neither “added” to nor “diminished” their quality tourism experience. 

 

Still others of the group maintained their personal social “etiquette” standards.  Most 

of the CTG participants were sensitive to not offend their Chinese hosts, offering 

something, albeit a small token.  Some, like Beau and Zana, had come prepared to 

give gifts as a sign of appreciation of the hospitality.  The main hesitation of participants 
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was whether or not their gift was appropriate, or particularly “valuable” enough to the 

host, so as not to offend (Berno, 1999).  Berno studied the role of guests and their 

behaviour toward the host in a Cook Island society.  It was here she noted the focus 

of both host and guest was on generosity.  In Pacific Island society generous gift-giving 

is a guest obligation to reciprocate generous hospitality.  The functional generosity of 

the Chinese hosts was clear when each provided the best they could.  Some CTG 

participants did not expect such aesthetically open, “friendly”, “generosity” and ended 

up feeling awkward about their unpreparedness.  Perhaps this is why these 

participants did not feel the locally hosted visits determined the China tour as a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

Some CTG participants were happy to accept, without obligation, the hospitality given 

to them.  Several group members participated in the locally hosted visits as if they 

were visiting an attraction.  There appeared little engagement in the visits.  Some 

participants sat passively and appeared emotionally inactive.  These participants 

consumed and departed from the locally hosted visits without any “added” or 

“diminished” consequences on the quality of their tourism experiences.  Berno (1999) 

contrasted the Pacific Island and Western attitude to the host-guest relationship.  She 

described how the Western tourist felt “[t]he payment of money to purchase the tourist 

experience forms a discrete transaction, and tourist-host interactions, both social and 

economic, are entered into for specific, limited, and immediate purposes” (p. 657).  

This helps to explain how the non-engaging participants viewed the locally hosted 

visits.  Relatedly,  Aramberri (2001), in his study of the host-guest paradigm, stated 

that social values of today’s tourists capture the host-guest interaction as a commodity.  

Hosts are the suppliers of goods and services and guests are the customers.  This 
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resonates with Berno’s findings and, again, serves to explain why some CTG 

participants did not perceive the locally hosted visits as either “adding” or “diminishing” 

the quality of their China tourism experience. 

 

4.5. Visits added little quality 

Alternately, others, such as Mac, Rana, and Brent felt indifferent toward the locally 

hosted visits.  They appeared impartial and detached because they did not really feel 

the visits added quality to their experience in China.  Several reasons for this include 

there were functionally too many visits or the visits lacked “authenticity”.  For Rana, 

her own background included experiences such as visiting rural impoverished areas, 

so through her familiarity filter, she did not need to be “reminded of her past”.  Those 

that felt this way commented: 

“Personal feeling - should only have done it once.  Once was enough for 
me.  You know, but we did it twice .  .  .  I reckon that one, one of those 
two was enough for me.  I think the lunch one was really nice” – Mac  

 
“Coming from Indian background I have seen those similar types of things.  
So, I mean, it is okay for people who have not travelled very much to show 
what type of lifestyle they live and so forth.  One of those is enough.  Too 
much of those we did .  .  .  Too many people visited .  .  .  Well if you knew 
the language maybe alright you can sort of speak and laugh, whereas you 
see their lifestyle you have seen one lifestyle you've seen everybody's 
lifestyle” – Rana 

 
“I certainly don't mind kind of just seeing how they live and a few things 
like that but, you know, don't want to be there for too long” – Brent   

 

 

Still others felt the quality of the tour had “diminished”.  They felt the locally hosted 

visits did not add pricality “value for money” to their experiences because the visits 

were too “staged” and were not aesthetically “authentic”.  Again, emphasising the 

differing nature of experiences, the memory of the Hutong visit was more for its 

aesthetic “contrived phoniness” than with the engagement with the locals and their 
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traditional way of life.  This engagement purported as traditional life was pricality 

“devalued” by some participants because the host simply gave a narration (translated 

by the local guide) rather than an interactive experience of his everyday family life.  

CTG participants saw this visit as an aesthetically stylised and “unauthentic” touristic 

experience.  Alice and Crystal’s comments provide examples of this: 

“I went into the Hutongs, or whatever they were.  I didn’t get much out of 
that as an interaction, it was interesting to hear how they lived, but I sat 
down on his couch there and saw that he’d had Americans visiting in his 
visitors’ book - he didn’t ask us to write in his visitor’s book but maybe the 
Americans took it upon themselves to do it” – Alice  
 
“I felt travelling through the Hutongs was disappointing, the rickshaw ride 
was just a procession” – Crystal  

 

 

Given that Bob focuses on providing a quality China tour experience, these tour 

participants have provided feedback so Bob can refine the quality and nature of these 

visits.  Brent and Beau, JB and Crystal were less than excited about the locally hosted 

experiences because, as already intimated, they sensed there was the potential for 

functional and aesthetic “staging” of tourism experiences.  They felt there was the 

existence of “authenticity” issues associated with accessing back stage precincts.  For 

these, the inherent “authenticity” issues related to the functional and aesthetic 

“sanitisation” and “stereotyping” of the experiences, such that it affected the pricality 

“value for money” and quality of the visits.  Brent and Beau said: 

“I thought it was great this time that we, we actually did the local people.  
I know that we were kind of seeing, in lots of cases, the “sanitised version” 
of the villages and you know I, I think um but I still came away with a 
completely different perspective of China” – Brent  
 
“I think it did [make the trip better].  I thought it was going to be a bit 
“stereo-typed” and that they wouldn't um that they wouldn't react as well 
'cause it was kind of an organised activity but I think when we started to 
visit those communities and I think they relaxed a little bit more and so 
did we” – Beau  
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JB also felt that aesthetically, in this instance, he did not receive a quality tourism 

experience because he felt the visits were not “authentic”, not “genuine” and indicated 

so by stating: 

“That was interesting that's all.  Ahh it was um pretty artificial I thought” 
– JB  

 

 

To which I asked further: And does that make a difference?  Do you really think about 

things like the authenticity you are receiving?  Benchmarking via his familiarity filter, 

JB responded: 

“Oh yeah.  I do.  You feel like a real sucker if you, if you, if they've got 
something that they've worked out that this is something that this crowd's 
going to see and this is how we'll do it and if it's spontaneous it's much 
more meaningful to me” – JB 

 

 

As mentioned previously, Crystal also indicated a lack of “authenticity” when she said 

the locally hosted visits and the trip through the Hutongs to the household: 

“didn’t do it for me .  .  .  they didn’t appear to be Chinese, they were just 
people, you know, it was just a normal suburban environment to me” – 
Crystal 

 

 

Crystal went on to benchmark this visit with the familiarity of a previous visit she had 

made to southern China where she had experienced a locally hosted visit she felt was 

much more aesthetically genuine.  She said: 

“Whereas when I went to Guilin, .  .  .  we actually had morning tea with 
a family and we were in their house and it was out in the country and um 
the pigs were under, they were on the ground floor and we were up stairs, 
and the guide said “no make sure you only have a cup of tea”, because, 
you know, you really don’t want to catch anything.  And it was no 
windows, that was a real country” – Crystal  

 

 

From a pricality perspective, Beau said she still wanted the locally hosted visits to be 

included but also indicated she felt they had an element of falseness when she said: 
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“I know it was to a certain extent it was staged um and obviously the 
second visit that we did (I think you were in the group) but the daughter 
coming in and cooking the food, I mean obviously he wouldn't eat like that 
normally at lunch time.  But then again if we have visitors we put on a 
spread too so it's a similar kind of thing, isn't it?” – Beau 

 

 

These few participant’s perceptions of lack of “authenticity” with the locally hosted may 

be explained by a pricality comment from Brent.  He suggested: 

“Mind you they were getting paid for that .  .  .  Well it's good money for 
them” – Brent  

 

 

Brent’s pricality comment implies that because the locals are receiving remuneration 

for participating as hosts, this changes the functional“nature of the visit” into somewhat 

of a performance and, as such, it becomes a “staged” event.   

 

It seems that through their quality filters, most CTG participants viewed the familiarity 

of locally hosted visits as an aesthetically positive and “novel” opportunity not often 

found on other tours.  When asked if they had experienced such locally hosted visits 

on other tours both Brodie and Katie said “no”.  Most said the visits added pricality 

value for money” by providing the possibility to become familiar with the locals beyond 

simply interacting with them in public places or viewing the local tour guide as a 

representative of the local community.  Such positive comments include: 

“Maybe if you'd have done it by yourself you might have .  .  .  You might 
not get the opportunity by yourself that's the problem .  .  .  Not in the 
timeframe that we were there for.  You wouldn't get that opportunity” – 
Brent  

 
“And we met a few people you wouldn't meet if you were on another tour, 
for sure .  .  .  I mean the doctor that we saw, uh and the farm we went on 
to um and uh and the fellow with his apple trees and uh you know those 
things have to be arranged.  You can't just knock on the door and say "can 
we have a look".  So I mean that was a good part of the trip” – JB  
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4.6. (Re)interpreting visits added little quality 

For some in the China tour group, their perceptions of staged-authentic experiences 

of the locally hosted visits added little quality to the China tour.  Through their aesthetic 

and familiarity filters, Beau and Brent actually used the term “staged” because they 

felt the local hosts were recompensed and Crystal commented that the rickshaw ride 

through the Houtongs was hardly “authentic” because it was so pre-organised.  For 

others, staged-authentic visits included visiting the schoolyard and meeting small 

children, the medical centre visit and/or the escorted visit of the dairy farm.  While such 

visits provided privileged access and views of the workings of establishments, some 

CTG participants felt an aesthetic superficiality in what they were shown.  Further, they 

believed that what they had experienced (the school, the medical centre and the dairy 

farm) was regulated such that the bona fide “props and activities that might discredit 

the performance out front” (Dean MacCannell, 1973, pp. 590-591) remained 

concealed.  These three visits exemplify Cohen’s (1979, p. 26) categorisation of 

tourists’ impressions of the scene; a further development of Goffman’s work.  The visit 

to the rural town whereby the participants visited a school, medical centre and the 

dairy farm fits the ‘real staged’ classification.  These were not enjoyed as much 

functionally and aesthetically as the lunchtime home visits and the University visit 

identified above because these participants, Brent, Crystal and JB, felt there was an 

ulterior, perhaps economic or political pricality motive behind it.  They questioned the 

visit’s authenticity and were suspicious of “staging”.  The participants categorised the 

Hutong visit as ‘staged-staged’ (Cohen, 1979) in that it was clearly programmed, 

rehearsed and contrived.  One rickshaw followed directly behind the other in a long 

line, on a predetermined route, not allowing for photo stops.  Once at the destination, 

the host provided the participants with a practised recitation of his professional history.  
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Similar to O’Connor’s (2005) findings, in this study tourists who are travel savvy quickly 

and easily distinguish between locally hosted visits that are functionally and 

aesthetically “genuine”, real and “authentic” as against those visits that are superficial, 

contrived and “staged”.  

 

A journey interlude 

This chapter discussed the participants’ quality filtered perspectives of the second 

higher-order concept of the tour, locally hosted visits (Figure 4.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Benchmarking process of tour: Locally hosted visits 

 

Locally hosted visits were seen by most of the CTG participants as “adding value” to 

their China tour experience.  They evaluated the visits through their quality filters, 

namely, pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  From a functional 

perspective most participants felt there were just enough visits to maintain an aesthetic 

“novelty” and that it was a “unique” opportunity to go “behind the scenes” to experience 

the lifestyles of local Chinese.  Katie and Brodie “immersed” themselves “being” and 
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“living” the lives of the local Chinese “in-the-moment” of the visits.  However, for some, 

the issue of “authenticity” or “staging” made the difference between whether or not the 

visits, to some participants, added pricality value.  Some of the CTG members were 

indifferent about the visits and enjoyed them for their own self-gratification or fulfilling 

their own familiar guidelines of “politeness” and “etiquette”.  Only a few were cynical 

about the functional and aesthetic “authenticity” and “genuineness” of the visits 

indicating the locals’ motivation to host the CTG members was because of pre-

arranged remuneration or political advantage.  The central issue of “authenticity” 

versus “staged” locally hosted visits is augmented by the issue of “strangerness”.  That 

is, some of the participants did not see the pricality “value” in commencing a 

relationship that had no long-term prospects.   Others enjoyed meeting new people 

and “reciprocating” the “authentic” “hospitableness” with gifts and “genuine” 

“connection”.  Overall, everyone decreed that Bob keep the locally hosted visits as 

part of the China tour as, when benchmarked against other China tours, most 

participants evaluated, through their quality filters, that the visits added to their quality 

tourism experiences. 

 

Chapter 5 addresses the tour’s third higher-order concept, tour elements and the 

lower-order concepts accommodation, activities, tour operations and pre-tour 

experiences. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 
TOUR ELEMENTS 

 

 

"The way [Tour elements] play as a whole determines its [the tour’s] 

success. You may have the greatest bunch of individual [elements] in the 

world, but if they don't play together, the [tour] won't be worth a dime" – 

adapted from Babe Ruth 

 

This chapter presents Tour elements, the third higher-order concept of the quality 

mediator, the Tour.  Arguably, Tour leader and Locally hosted visits are Tour elements, 

however, the participant’s perspectives on these two were strong enough to identify 

them as higher-order concepts in their own right.  Regarding this third concept, Tour 

elements, when creating a fully escorted group tour, various elements are packaged 

together to create a seamless journey experience from the moment of inquiry at the 

travel agent until long after the journey is complete and  it is committed to memory 

(Clawson & Knetch, 1966; Craig-Smith & French, 1994; Kvist & Klefsjö, 2006).  The 

elements of a tour package are varied and tailored to each tour.  Some include pre 

and post-departure arrangements but most escorted group tour arrangements begin 

at the departure point of the tour, be that an airport, quay, or railway station.  The 

China Tour elements included the pre-departure bookings and arrangements with 

Travel Masters travel consultants, and the actual China Tour elements, which were 

also compiled by Travel Masters.  These elements included many forms of transport, 

accommodation, all meals, activities and attractions and local guides.  Figure 5.1 on 

the following page, indicates the higher-order concept, Tour elements, as it sits within 

the quality mediator the Tour. 
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Figure 5.1. Benchmarking process of tour: Tour elements 

 

The CTG participants identified accommodation, activities and attractions, tour 

operations and pre-tour experiences as lower-order concepts that particularly 

impacted on their quality tourism experience.  So it is these four lower-order concepts 

that are discussed in this chapter.  As with previous higher and lower-order concepts, 

the CTG participants used their quality filters, pricality, functionality, aesthetics and 

familiarity to benchmark the quality of this tour against their previous tourism 

experiences.  Table 5.1 below outlines this chapter illustrating the lower-order 

concepts that participants identified within the higher-order concept Tour elements.  

Each of the lower-order concepts are presented from the participant’s perspectives 

through their quality filters and (re)interpreted. 
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Table 5.1. Outline Chapter 5 Tour element 

Mediator 
Higher-order 

Concept 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpreting 

Tour 5.0. Tour 

elements 

5.1. 

Accommodation 

 

5.2 

(Re)interpreting 

Pricality 

 Rite of passage 

 Part of the tour price 

 Willing to pay a 
premium 

 Value adding 

 Evaluating value for 
money 

 Best quality available in 
town 

 Purchase cheaper 
themselves 

 Set expectation levels 

 Reduced value for 
money 

Functionality 

 Expected features of good 
quality 

 Star rating as an accepted 
measure of quality 

 Provide good night’s sleep 

 Sanctuary when things go 
wrong 

 Central location 

 Do not require 
augmenting facilities 

 Aesthetics 

 Clean 

 Tidy 

 Comfortable 

 Pleasant décor 

 Service recovery 

 Uniqueness 

 Finest accommodation 
available 

Familiarity 

 Similar features to other 
hotels experienced 

 Know what to expect 

 Gap between 
expectations and delivery 

 Satisfaction levels 

5.3. Activities 

and Attractions 

 

5.4 

(Re)interpreting 

Pricality 

 Part of the tour/cost 

 Value adding 

 Evaluating value for 
money 

 Number and type of 
inclusions 

 Promise fulfilled 

 No added value 

 Reduced value for 
money 

Functionality 

 Balance – pace/nature 
(e.g. 
shopping/history/culture/ 
scenic) 

 Experience 

 Differentiate 

 Go/visit/do/see 

 Icons 

 Information overload 

 Maximising opportunities 

 Flexibility/adaptability 
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Table 5.1. Outline Chapter 5 Tour element continued 

Mediator 
Higher-order 

Concept 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpreting 

Tour 5.0. Tour 

elements 

5.3. Activities 

and Attractions 

 

5.4 

(Re)interpreting 

Aesthetics 

 Novel 
opportunity/exciting 

 Promise 

 Individualised 

 Firsts 

 Shopping group 

 Delight/satisfaction 

 Materialisation of 
knowledge 

Familiarity 

 Recognition of icons from 

 media communications, 
school 

 Appreciation of different 
cultures 

 Personal interest 

 Nonchalance 

5.5. Tour 

operations 

 

5.6. 

(Re)interpreting 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Expectation v delivery 

 Promise 

 Value for money 

 High quality/standard 

 Reduced value for 
money 

Functionality 

 Content 

 Balance/pace/flow/individ
ual time 

 Daily notes  

 Flexibility/manage change 

 Local guides 

 Standard of elements 

 Timeliness 

 Organisation 

 Meal menus/sameness 

 Behind the 
scenes/seamless 
management 

Aesthetics 

 Novelty/uniqueness 

 Relaxation 

 Personal/individualised 

 Comfort/luxury/quality 

 Tolerance 

 Convenience 

 Confidence/Peace of 
mind 

 Independence/ 
exploration 

 Disappointment 

Familiarity 

 Experience 

 Comparison previous 
tours/travel 

 Food – Australian Chinese 
v Chinese Chinese 

 “Go with the flow” 
 

5.7. Pre-tour 

experiences 

 

5.8. 

(Re)interpreting 

Pricality 

 Cost 

 Contract 

 Expectation v delivery 

 Promise 

 Risk 

 Value for money 

 Reduced value for 
money 

Functionality 

 Managed 

 Communication gap 

 Flexibility/manage change 

 Service recovery 

 Problem solving 
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   Aesthetics 

 Disappointment/anger 

 Dis/satisfaction 

 Pleasant/helpful 

 Reliability 

 Reassurance 

 Valued client 

 Fairness 

Familiarity 

 Experience 

 Comparison previous 
travel 

 

 

5.0. Tour elements 

“If you work at the parts the whole will be a success” – Unknown  

 

As a cluster, Tour elements became the third higher-order concept that distinguished 

this China tour from the participant’s other travel experiences.  The following sections 

(re)interpret the CTG participant’s impressions of those Tour elements, the lower-order 

concepts, namely, accommodation, activities and attractions, tour operations and pre-

tour experiences.   

 

5.1. Accommodation 

Accommodation was an element of the whole tour the CTG participants identified as 

integral to providing a quality tourism experience.  These well-travelled participants 

had stayed in many four and five-star hotels in varying locations around the world, so 

they had developed their own quality filters with which to assess the nature of 

accommodation quality by benchmarking with other accommodation experiences.  

Simultaneously, they compared their perception of the quality of the accommodation 

in which they are staying with the reality of the accommodation experienced (Lovelock 

et al., 2001).   
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With regard to accommodation pricality, the participants identified a number of themes, 

some examples of which include: “rite of passage”, “part of the tour price”, ‘willing to 

pay a premium”, “value adding”, “evaluating value for money”.  This latter criterion 

incorporated consideration of the “best quality available in town”, and the ability to 

“purchase cheaper themselves”.  As experienced travellers, the CTG participants 

perceived they had attained a “rite of passage” (V. L Smith, 1989) over the course of 

their travel experiences.  Explicitly, having travelled to many parts of the world on 

different trips, in differing modes of travel, and gaining different travel experiences, 

they felt they knew the ropes and had earned the right to aesthetic “comfort” and 

“luxury.  They also understood the tour itinerary included smaller provincial towns, 

which meant that some of the hotels were the “best available” giving pricality “value 

for the money” they had paid. 

 

Accommodation functionality refers to the tangible facilities and features and the 

intangible services delivered by a hotel.  A hotel consists of tangible facilities (Kotler 

et al., 2010; Morrison, 2010; Reid & Bojanic, 2010), for example, a lobby, bar, guest 

rooms and a waterfall in the lobby, high definition televisions, and a rock-pool style 

spa.  A hotel’s intangible facilities and features are the personalised services provided.  

Provision of these services is most often by the frontline staff, those who come into 

direct contact with the customers, for example, concierge, front desk clerks and food 

and beverage service personnel.  Services provided by hotel staff back stage include 

room attendants, chefs, security, accounts and reservations.  Thus, the CTG 

participants utilise their quality filters to benchmark the accommodation’s services and 

facilities to assess the quality of the accommodation.  The themes identified within the 

theoretical constructs (the participant’s quality filters) include “expected features of 
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good quality” “star rating as an accepted measure of quality” “central location” and “do 

not require augmenting facilities”.  In considering quality, CTG members assessed the 

hotel’s location and star rating together with their lived experience of its products and 

services. 

 

Accommodation aesthetics is the subjective affective sensation a hotel guest expects.  

To the guest the functional products and services of a hotel are important, as it is what 

the guest feels and senses throughout their experience.  These feelings and 

sensations become the aesthetic quality filter through which the participants assess 

the quality of a hotel.  Tourism and hospitality, like many other industries, have had to 

evolve in what is now termed the experiential economy (Pine & Gilmore, 1998, 1999, 

2011), a time when customers are no longer satisfied with quality products and 

services but also want an experience, to feel a sensation through any or all of the 

senses (A. Williams, 2006).  For example, if a hotel is of a luxury standard, guests 

want to feel the luxury in the pile of the carpet underfoot and the rich texture of their 

bedspreads.  The themes presented in this section include “clean” “tidy” “comfortable” 

and “uniqueness”.  It was evident that aesthetics was an important quality filter for the 

CTG participants.  In general conversation, if they “felt” the hotel was nice and they 

“felt” they had a nice stay, then the hotel passed the aesthetics quality filter standard 

and was assessed as quality accommodation. 

 

Accommodation familiarity is an extension of the other quality filters.  Familiarity is the 

condition whereby a person has a sense of recognition and reduced vulnerability 

bringing comfort, the opposite of which is the unfamiliar, the unknown and therefore a 

possible risk. Cognitive psychologists Kaplan and Kaplan (1982) define familiarity as 
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the “relationship between an individual and something that individual has had 

considerable experience with” (p. 92).  Themes apropos familiarity that emerged 

include “similar features to other hotels experienced” “know what to expect” and “gap 

between expectations and delivery”.  On previous trips they had been to locations of 

similar development standard and so approximated that the China tour 

accommodation would be similar in terms of pricality, functionality and aesthetics.  

However, Bob knew that in some locations the accommodation would not be of five-

star standard so early in the tour he set about setting the tour members’ expectations.  

Bob’s comment “it’s all downhill from here” was key for the participants to adjust and 

reconfirm their own familiar standards and thereby reduced the likelihood of their 

dissatisfaction.  Table 5.2 shows how CGT participants benchmarked the quality of 

their accommodation to assess the quality of their tourism experience. 

 

Table 5.2. Quality filters to benchmark tour mediator: accommodation 

Pricality 

 Rite of passage 

 Part of the tour price 

 Willing to pay a premium 

 Value adding 

 Evaluating value for money 

 Best quality available in town 

 Purchase cheaper themselves 

 Set expectation levels 

 Reduced value for money 

Functionality 

 Expected features of good quality 

 Star rating as an accepted 
measure of quality 

 Provide good night’s sleep 

 Sanctuary when things go wrong 

 Central location 

 Do not require augmenting 
facilities 

Aesthetics 

 Clean 

 Tidy 

 Comfortable 

 Pleasant décor 

 Service recovery 

 Uniqueness 

 Finest accommodation available 

Familiarity 

 Similar features to other hotels 
experienced 

 Know what to expect 

 Gap between expectations and 
delivery 

 Satisfaction levels 

 

CTG participants evaluated their familial “expectations” of the China tour lower-order 
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concepts with their realities of the lived experience.  This evaluation in turn shaped 

their various levels of “satisfaction”.  Brodie’s comment shows: 

“Through China I was quite, having travelled to many different parts of 
the world and having seen good and bad hotels and different styles of 
accommodation, I was quite impressed [felt it matched his expectations] 
for the majority of it” – Brodie  

 

 

Crystal also thought that the hotels in a tour itinerary were important.  She linked this 

element of the tour with the overall price she had paid for the tour: 

“Yes, to me it is important [strongly].  If you’re paying for a holiday that’s 
not budget, then I expect to have good accommodation” - Crystal 
 
“Sets your level of expectations?” – Mary-Anne 
“Absolutely!  If you pay budget prices, you get budget accommodation.  
It’s as simple as that” – Crystal 

 

From the perspectives of CTG participants, quality accommodation meant different 

things to different participants.  However, in general, quality accommodation to these 

participants meant hotels that were aesthetically “clean”, “tidy” and “comfortable”.  It is 

familiarly “expected” that the hotels will have restaurants, bars and a level of service 

that is familiar to them that they have “come to expect” from 4 or 5 star hotels. Quality 

accommodation means that the hotel is functional in that it has the “required facilities” 

and provides for a “good night’s sleep”, thus complying with aspects of pricality and 

familiarity meaning that the participants are “satisfied” with the “price” paid and in 

return they received “value for their dollar”.  

 

Using the “price” one pays for a tour or a hotel night as one indicator of the quality 

level provided is not an unusual practice of consumerism in general (Kandampully, 

2007; Kotler, Bowens & Maken, 2010; Shoemaker & Shaw, 2007).  Alice said that after 

the destination, accommodation was the highest priority of her Tour elements.  This is 
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because she requires “comfort” to soothe her physical challenges.  Her friend JB was 

not so categorical but it was clear that the aesthetics of the accommodation was still 

a major factor in his evaluation of a quality tourism experience: 

“Yes.  I like to go into a nice hotel.  I don't necessarily want to go into the 
Hilton or the top hotels because you're only there, you're only walking 
through the foyer and you're having breakfast there and you're sleeping 
there.  You don't do much else but it's nice to have good quality 
surroundings” – JB  

 

 

Mac was also very definite in his belief that “top class” accommodation on a tour is 

important.  To Mac, in this context, “top class” means a hotel with a functional five star 

rating and “comfortable” rooms, deluxe restaurants and well-appointed lounge bars 

with “plush décor” exuding aesthetic “comfort”.  Mac even suggested that, for him, 

hotels might become part of service recovery: 

“I think that is one thing that you want to experience when you're away 
on holiday is good accommodation, because the good accommodation 
helps to make up for things that do go wrong” – Mac  
 

“So accommodation is important to you?” – Mary-Anne  
 
“Absolutely! . . . if the accommodation at the end of the day is not so good, 
then that turns a bad event into a really bad event.  So I believe from our 
experience that top class accommodation tends to make up for a lot of 
things” – Mac  

 

 

For Mac and Rana the quality of the accommodation was so important, they were 

prepared to pay an extra “price” to ensure their “satisfaction”.  Having a strong 

background in accounting, Mac often used the pricality filter when assessing the 

nature of quality by benchmarking against other accommodation, previous 

experiences and his expectation.  As noted above, he was of the general opinion that 

the “price” indicated the expected level of quality (of facilities and service).  Therefore, 

he deemed that a high “priced” hotel should give him superior accommodation.  So he 
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continued: 

“We are willing to pay more” – Mac  
 
“To have a good hotel?” – Mary-Anne  
 
“Absolutely” – Rana  
 
“It's worth paying a lot more . . . the difference in price between three star 
and say something which is a good four star is probably only fifty dollars 
if not less than that.  It's worth it” – Mac  

 

 

Having reached their life-stage most members believed they had “earned the right” to 

stay in higher standards of accommodation.  Having experienced lower standards of 

accommodation in their earlier travel days, all the participants concurred that they 

chose to stay in four and five star hotels where they familiarly “expected” aesthetic 

“cleanliness” and “comfort”.  If the functional star rating was lower, there had to be a 

good reason, for example, that the overnight stay was in a small town or village and 

that the three star hotel was the highest quality hotel in that area.  All the same it had 

to be “clean”.  Zana and Alec, Brent and Beau recalled that in their younger days, 

when money and time were limited, they preferred to travel staying in two to three star 

accommodation, rather than not travel at all. Now they have changed.  They chose to 

exercise their “rite of passage”: 

“You wouldn't go on a tour that had a standard that was two star?” – 
Mary -Anne  
“No we I think we've changed.  We because I think in the old days when 
we were younger” – Beau  

 

 

For the majority of the participants, the quality filters that constituted a quality hotel 

where aesthetic “cleanliness” and “comfort” rather than functional facilities such as 

mini bars in the rooms and tennis courts.  With continued emphasis, Rana and Mac 

went on to say: 
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“And going into a shower where the grouting is clean and you feel like the 
place has been cleaned properly the bath is not full of stains and the bed 
doesn't look like someone's never sort of washed the quilt or whatever . . 
. Clean room.  And just the, just the people that you can see entering.  I 
am not asking for gyms, swimming pool and all those things, I mean you 
don't use them anyway, but most of them have so you can't help it.  But 
the room is clean and tidy and nice and nice sheets, nice towels.  That's 
important for me” – Rana  
 
“Bar fridge, minibar?” – Mary-Anne 
 
 “No, no” – Mac and Rana 
 
“Not necessary” – Rana  
 
“Those things are a waste of time.  You know we like drinking, but bar 
fridges are overpriced, they're just a waste of time, overall.  I think they 
should be removed.  To get a five-star rating by providing things like that 
in the room is meaningless” – Mac  

 

 

Elka, requiring “cleanliness” and the “expected features” in a hotel room, used the 

same aesthetic and functionality quality filters when asked what she expected from a 

hotel stay: 

“What I really want of a hotel room is a clean bed and a clean shower 
[with emphasis] bathroom.  That's all I want of a room. I don't spend any 
time there.  Just sleeping and changing but I wouldn't spend too much 
money because it's top - no, but I say I wouldn't (undiscernible) whole 
Europe.  I better change the money on a trip than on a big hotel” – Elke  

 

 

When asked whether the variety of facilities and star rating made a difference to their 

evaluation of quality accommodation Brent and Beau exercised their functional quality 

filter and agreed with Mac and Rana: 

“Awe oh I don't think so, see it depends how long you're staying there, if 
you're only there just one night, you're there just to sleep and then you're 
on your way, if you're there for a little time” – Brent  
 
“Oh, I like, you know a certain standard of cleanliness” – Beau  

 

 

As mentioned above, because of her light frame and physical challenges, Alice felt 
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that “comfort” was the most important element of a quality hotel.  For example, the 

function of the hotel bed, being neither too soft nor too hard was to provide an 

uninterrupted night’s sleep.  This familiar level of “expected comfort” was the reason 

Alice usually stayed in five star hotels: 

“the hotel in Bejing . . . I have never slept on harder beds, they were 
unbelievable . . . It wasn't until later on we realised we could probably 
have asked for more things to lie on, but oh oh goodness it was shocking 
. . . I think it was one of the lesser hotels of what we stayed at but generally 
speaking they were four star and I usually travel five star” – Alice  

 

 

Those beds were particularly hard, a number of participants (including me) 

commented on these, so Alice was not alone in her assessment. 

 

Two other points mentioned by Brent and Mac that augmented the quality of their stay 

in hotels were the functional “location” and aesthetic “uniqueness” of the property.  

Travelling on an escorted tour with its fixed schedule means that free time at each stop 

was limited.  Brent was very aware that to be able to maximise their time at the 

attraction or town it was efficient to have the hotel centrally located: 

“I think the location of the accommodation is important too.  You know, 
um in the old days when we did a few bus tours, maybe the cheaper ones 
you know, you were so far out of town . . . on the last few organised trips 
we've done, the location of the accommodation's been very good.  It's 
been workable that you don't have to rely on public transport” – Brent  
 
 

To have to spend valuable sightseeing time travelling from the hotel to the focal points 

of that destination, to Brent, “reduced” the pricality “value for money” of the experience 

of that place.  Mac identified that if the accommodation had a particular “uniqueness”, 

meaning a theme or characteristic, this added the aesthetic quality to the tourism 

experience.  Whilst he enjoyed five star branded hotels, he indicated that a hotel such 

as a castle or palace added a special feeling of “difference” to the quality of his tour 
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experience, making it “unique”: 

“The only thing that differentiates is that some hotels look more like five-
star hotels um I can't remember the city we were in, but the one that was 
like an old castle . . . Yes, very nice style of hotel.  It’s more like living in a 
palace than an actual normal hotel.  I think those types of places were 
very nice.  The room may be similar to other the place but that one would 
get an extra star rating from me just its unique, something different” – 
Mac  

 

 

As one of the higher-order concepts mediating a quality tourism experience, the 

participants all thought Bob, the tour manager, had done his best to select the finest 

accommodation possible in each town.  They appreciated that not all towns had five- 

star branded tower hotels but that Bob had researched possible properties and, from 

a pricality perspective, included the “most appropriate hotel to suit his clients”. 

Comments of this appreciation include: 

“I think he probably chose the best hotel that he could.  I don't know if in 
some of the towns it WAS the best.  In some of the provincial cities I don't 
think there could have been higher standard.  There wouldn't have been 
a five star hotel so I think his choice of hotels was the best that he could 
do” – Mac  
 
“I think he makes a real effort with the accommodation and he uses that 
as a um . . . the standard of accommodation as one of the features of his 
trips” – Brent  
 
“But I think we do realise too that the top-of-the-range um then becomes 
not possible to run a group, you know, people can't afford to have the 
best, THE best accommodation, I don't think they can” – Beau 

 

 

Being savvy travellers, prior to the tour CTG participants often checked the “price” of 

the accommodation and found that Bob had negotiated well and that if they had 

travelled independently the price of the room would have been considerably greater.  

This then is another illustration where the pricality filter is clearly being used to judge 

the quality of the tour.  The participants were assessing whether or not they were 

receiving “value for their dollar” or whether they could have purchased the 
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accommodation “more cheaply” themselves.  Mac and Brent had done their research: 

“I looked at it, did a comparison to others.  It's hard to compare apples for 
apples because they don't do exactly the same stuff and you really I also 
looked at the hotels they had in both the packages, right, to see which one 
is providing really good accommodation because that puts the price up.  
But I felt so in a comparison I don't say he's not cheaper he's not whatever 
but um but I thought his pricing was quite reasonable for the standard of 
hotels based on the prices I could see on the Internet” – Mac  
 
“One interesting thing when we were on [an escorted] trip once and we 
had stayed at Baden Baden we thought this is lovely we'd like to go back 
and stay a couple of extra nights ourselves at the same hotel, the cost was 
astronomical so with travelling with the group often you get into hotels at 
a very reasonable price that you probably wouldn't pay yourself” – Brent  

 

 

A valuable note on which to end this section is that the entire CTG were conscious 

that Bob understood their accommodation requirements and managed the 

participants’ “expectations” skilfully.  He knew that his clients were familiar with and 

preferred “five star” accommodation and that in certain places along the itinerary the 

hotel standards were lower.  Brodie reminded me that the tour brochure clearly stated 

that the standard of accommodation would vary: 

“The ones that the brochure said were less than four star or three star or 
two star, they were and you knew that, you knew that in that town” – 
Brodie  

 

 

Whilst the other participants would have read the same brochure, time had lapsed 

between reading the brochure and the on-tour experience.  This means that it is 

possible to forget that one has been warned of the accommodation variation and thus 

be subject to disappointment.  To manage the potential pricality gap between 

expectation and delivery, upon arrival in China Bob employed an adept strategy.  He 

advised the group that the quality of the accommodation for the first few nights was 

“good” but that after that the standard would drop.  Every morning he reminded the 

group of this such that it became a tour group catch cry.  Several participants again 
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praised Bob’s management skills then recalled the catch cry: 

“It’s all downhill from here” – Katie, JB, Mac, Crystal, Alec 
 

 

Through this strategy everyone would benefit.  Setting the participant’s familiarity 

“expectations” at the appropriate level would minimise the likelihood of “dissatisfaction” 

making for a happier group and less pressure for Bob.  JB and Brodie acknowledged 

this: 

“I think if the expectation matches what you get, well you're ready for it.  And if what 
you get exceeds your expectation then you're delighted.  You think you've had a win” 
– JB  
 
“It's a classic and it's a way of reducing people's expectations and it’s a really, I mean 
he [Bob] is a very smart operator.  So you're not expecting Windsor Castle, and when 
you get there and you've got Balmoral Castle well you think "how good is this?!" – 
Brodie  
 

 

It seemed that Bob understood that the participants would be constantly benchmarking 

the mediating lower-order concepts of the tour, in this case the accommodation, to 

evaluate the quality of their group tour experience.  His strategies appeared successful 

as the CTG participants viewed the accommodation as being of a “good” standard 

thus evaluating the tour as a quality experience. 

 

5.2 (Re)interpreting Accommodation 

The participants stated that the standard and quality of the accommodation whenever 

they travelled was to be of four to five-star.  They were prepared to “pay a pricality 

premium” for hotels that provided nicely appointed functional facilities, for example 

bar, restaurant, and guest rooms.  The décor needed to be aesthetically pleasing and 

comfortable and match the benchmarked standard the participants had become 

familiar with when travelling.  However, the participants did understand that in some 
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of the smaller towns or villages, luxury accommodation was not available and were 

then prepared to accept a lower standard of accommodation that provides basic 

comfort as long as it was very clean.  In lowering their expectations, the participants 

maintained a perception of a quality accommodation experience. 

 

The International Hotel Organisation (IHO) and the World Tourism Organisation 

(WTO) have introduced hotel standard specifications with the aim of unifying 

standards worldwide.  The China National Tourism Administration (2001) aims to 

encourage foreign tourists and therefore requires local accommodation suppliers to 

provide “food, lodging and many other services according to international standards”.  

This means guests, such as the CTG participants, would receive accommodation 

experiences that are of a quality consistent with their familial “expectations”.  This view 

agrees with Liu & Liu (1993) who commented that the entry of  internationally branded 

chain hotels to China, such as Sheraton and Hilton, has put pressure on the domestic 

hotels to raise their standards considerably so that international visitors are delivered 

standards that match their expectations.   

 

Within the industry it is well known that the ‘official’ standard classifications may vary 

from one location to another.  This is why Bob’s aim was to provide the “best 

accommodation available” in that town at a “best fit” to the participants to meet their 

pricality, functionality, aesthetic, and familiarity quality filters.  Mac inferred that, rather 

than staying in luxury accommodation for one or two nights, he would prefer to stay in 

a hotel of lower standard classification if the expected compensation was that it was 

aesthetically unique, such as a castle (an example from a European tour), and the 

service he perceived was of a “high standard”.  From his perspective, he would still 
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classify this hotel as good quality and forego a “luxury” standard hotel.  In their study 

of Spanish hotels, Fernández & Bedia (2004) remarked that standards, quality, and 

facilities often did not match those stipulated by the official classifications found in 

marketing materials and that quality was  established by the “delivery of a [product 

and] service according to the clients’ expectations”  rather than meeting an established 

classification.  While universal standards classification is a valuable model for hotel 

managers to measure the provision of functional aspects of their hotel operations, 

CTG participants assessed quality external to standards, as was the case of tourists 

in López Fernández & Serrano Bedia’s (2004) study.  To clarify, if the three and a half 

or four star property had a unique feature such as a central location or physical 

characteristic and it was clean with attentive staff, the participants would prefer to stay 

in this style of property for one or two nights instead of a standardised five star branded 

hotel.  The participants would consider this “novel” hotel as adding pricality and 

aesthetic “value” to the quality of their tourism experience. 

 

5.3 Activities and attractions 

The second lower-order tour element the participants felt contributed to their quality 

tourism experience was the activities and attractions that were included in the itinerary.  

This section discusses the CTG participant’s quality filtered perceptions of the tour 

activities and attractions.   

 

Activity and attraction pricality focuses on “value for money”.  In my experience as a 

group tour designer, for tourists in general, the number and type of included activities 

and attractions in the group tour “price” is a purchase determinant.  Not only is the 

number important but the subtle differences between how tour companies deliver that 
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activity or visit to that attraction.  For example, the technical difference between “view” 

(to see as we pass by) and “visit” (to stop and enter).  The greater the participation in 

the activity, the greater is the perceived added value to the visitor (Martin & Mason, 

1993).  Pricality themes include evaluating “value for money”, “part of the tour cost”, 

and “promise fulfilled”.  The CTG participants had been promised in the tour brochure 

and therefore expected, certain activities and attractions 

as “part of the tour cost” for example, walking on the 

Great Wall and in Tiananmen Square, visiting the 

Terracotta Warriors and attending a cultural show.  

Unexpected activities, such as going to the top of the 

Shanghai World Financial Centre and into the Beijing Stadium Bird’s Nest, were 

bonuses that added to their pricality “value for money” and therefore their perception 

of the quality of the activities and attractions offered on the China tour. 

 

Activity and attraction functionality relates to the operational delivery of the visits.  

Participating in a group tour is not usually considered relaxing as the tourists want to 

see and do as much as possible in the allotted time for an appropriate price.  However, 

if the functional “pace” is too rushed, tourists will be dissatisfied. If too many activities 

were scheduled, and if they were all of the same nature, tourists would also be 

dissatisfied.  European group tourists often complain about visiting too many churches 

and cathedrals.  Similar themes emanated from the CTG participants, including 

wanting a “balance of pace and nature” regarding the activities and attractions.  For 

example, they desired shopping time, historical visits and cultural shows, along with 

viewing scenic vistas. Functional “balance” also included “maximising opportunities” 

through itinerary “flexibility and adaptability” but with an awareness of “information 

Terracotta Warriors 
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overload”.  “Iconic” attractions were expected and bonus attractions “differentiated” 

Bob’s China tour from competitor tours.  Bob had functionally and aesthetically 

“differentiated” his tour by providing “novel opportunities” or doing the same thing as 

other tour operators but in a different way, for example, ascending The Wall at 

Mutainyu instead of the touristic and crowded Badaling.   

 

Activity and attraction aesthetics are important to maintain so that the tourist retains a 

positive impression of that activity or attraction.  As mentioned previously, these 

participants wanted their senses stimulated.  The CTG participants expected their 

senses heightened when joining activities and visiting attractions.  Themes that 

evolved include “seeing v doing”, “novel/exciting”, ‘individualised”, 

“delight/satisfaction” and “materialisation of knowledge”.  The CTG participants 

wanted to functionally “go” shopping and “visit” iconic attractions.  They wanted to “do” 

and visit novel and exciting “individualised” activities and attractions that others on 

other tours had not had the opportunity to experience.  Activity and attraction 

aesthetics meant that the CTG participants recognised how they felt and how their 

senses were stimulated which added pricality “value for money” and therefore, 

increased the quality of their experience to the activities and attractions. 

 

Themes for familiar activities and attractions comprise of “recognition” of icons from 

media communications and school, “appreciation of different cultures”, “personal 

interest” and “nonchalance”.  During their lifetime, participants gained exposure to 

travel books, travelogues at the cinema, school projects, television travel shows and 

now the Internet.  Repetitive viewing over time of a country’s valued activities and 

attractions embeds them in an expectation list of “must do” or “must see” whilst in that 
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country.  The participants expected to see the familiar 

Great Wall of China and the Forbidden City about 

which they had learnt in school.  The media promoted 

the Terracotta Warriors to fame after their discovery.  

Travel books and television shows promoted the mist 

covered pinnacles at Guilin and the pandas as familiar “must see” attractions.  The 

CTG participants created “personal interest” when they learned the history and culture 

surrounding these Chinese icons and related this to their own history and culture. They 

then gained an “appreciation of different cultures”, building a familiarity bridge between 

themselves and China. 

 

Table 5.3 below identifies the main themes associated with the participants’ quality 

filters that were used to benchmark the activities and attractions in order to assess the 

quality of this China group tour. 

 

Table 5.3. Quality filters to benchmark tour mediator: activities and attractions 

Pricality 

 Part of the tour/cost 

 Value adding 

 Evaluating value for money 

 Number and type of inclusions 

 Promise fulfilled 

 No added value 

 Reduced value for money 

Functionality 

 Balance – pace/nature (e.g. 
shopping/history/culture/ scenic) 

 Experience 

 Differentiate 

 Go/visit/do/see 

 Icons 

 Information overload 

 Maximising opportunities 

 Flexibility/adaptability 

 Differentiation 

Aesthetics 

 Novel opportunity/exciting 

 Promise 

 Individualised 

 Firsts 

 Shopping group 

 Delight/satisfaction 

Familiarity 

 Recognition of icons from 

 media communications, school 

 Appreciation of different cultures 

 Personal interest 

 Nonchalance 

Guilin on Li River 

http://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www.china-cruise.com/Editor_PHP/uploadfile/200907271248668677.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.china-cruise.com/Attractions.php?CID=4&TID=14&usg=__0m9nS24IHDFJh63PBgGHKlnD1lE=&h=367&w=612&sz=92&hl=en&start=6&zoom=1&tbnid=J8iHBEqKrCpHbM:&tbnh=82&tbnw=136&ei=FVVDTsyfGceNmQWS89G8CQ&prev=/images?q=li+river+cruise&hl=en&sa=X&rlz=1T4ADFA_enAU370AU370&tbm=isch&itbs=1
http://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www.china-cruise.com/Editor_PHP/uploadfile/200907271248668677.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.china-cruise.com/Attractions.php?CID=4&TID=14&usg=__0m9nS24IHDFJh63PBgGHKlnD1lE=&h=367&w=612&sz=92&hl=en&start=6&zoom=1&tbnid=J8iHBEqKrCpHbM:&tbnh=82&tbnw=136&ei=FVVDTsyfGceNmQWS89G8CQ&prev=/images?q=li+river+cruise&hl=en&sa=X&rlz=1T4ADFA_enAU370AU370&tbm=isch&itbs=1
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 Materialisation of knowledge 

 

 

According to the World Tourism Organisation (2009), the most popular activity that 

tourists undertake is “shopping”.  On this China tour everyone shopped for some 

memento of the trip.  Alice said:  

“I'd rather see things but I still like shopping, you know.  And I enjoyed the 
shopping experience in China and I don't think I shopped well but I got a 
few things” – Alice  

 

 

She said she purchased a small doll from the opera.  JB purchased some wall 

hangings and others bought various different souvenirs.  Rana and Mac, Beau and 

Brent, Zana and Alec, became a group I dubbed the Social Six.  On different occasions 

Julienne, Crystal or I would tag along with the Social Six looking for souvenirs and 

bargains.  The Family Four group, Katie, Brodie, Robert and Carina, also enjoyed 

perusing the retail outlets but were not as ardent as the Social Six.  Shopping for these 

participants was an activity that added a functional, aesthetic and familiar quality to 

their tourism experience.  Because the itinerary was filled with other activities, to these 

participants, there seemed not enough time for shopping.  When time was allotted to 

shopping the Social Six felt that Bob was always hurrying them.   

“Oh, yes, right, well had a lovely time shopping in might have been Guilin, 
no we got off the boat in one spot and there was great shopping.  Because 
Bob never gave us time to go shopping” – Crystal 
 
“From a female's point of view, I guess, the tour could have allowed a little 
more time for shopping and for because I know women like to shop and 
so do I sometimes.  (Both Zana and Alec laugh)” – Alec  
 
“when the ladies wanted to do their shopping and stuff like that.  There 
was a rush in some places and we needn't have to rush” – Mac  
 
“And also when we went to that silk factory everybody spent hours on the 
quilt and no one told us on the back of the building there was a dress shop 
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. . . then I said to Maggie [the national guide travelling with us] . . .   Oh 
she said there are dresses at the back and we had to rush in five minutes 
to buy things there” – Rana  
 
“See Bob is not a shopper, for him is waste of time.  I mean as you can see 
his shoes were falling apart and he was wearing the same shoes every day 
so he's definitely not a shopper . . . and should have taken a bit more 
interest with the women like shopping so this is what has to be done” – 
Rana  
 
 

Bob admitted that he was not a shopper.  His priority and “passion” was to show his 

clients as much of China as a destination, a culture and as a developing nation as 

possible.  He felt quite justified that he had allowed enough shopping time.  In this 

instance, the participants felt that his “passion” had taken precedence over their wants.  

For a short period there was low-level angst among the Social Six but this was soon 

overcome as Bob recognised the importance of shopping time to this group and made 

provision for more shopping time in the latter part of the itinerary.  This was yet another 

example of Bob’s functional “responsiveness”, “personalisation” and “customer focus” 

to ensure the participants received a quality tourism experience. 

 

China has many historical “iconic” attractions, to name just 

a few: The Great Wall, the Terracotta Warriors, the 

Forbidden City, Temple of Heaven, Tiananmen Square, 

Sun Yet Sen’s Mausoleum and the Nanjing Museum.  Then 

there are the more natural attractions such as the many 

created gardens, Jade Dragon 

Snow Mountain, Black Dragon Pool, and seeing the pandas.  

Tour operators understand the functional importance of 

providing participative activities (as well as “seeing” a 

Sun Yet Sen’s 
Mausoleum 

Silk Factory 
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destination’s attributes).  Thus, activities in this itinerary included locally hosted visits, 

visits to a silk factory, brocade museum and tea plantation.  Additionally, the CTG 

group participated in cruises on a canal, rivers, and lakes, plus evening cultural 

performances.  Given that individual CTG members had their own focuses and 

interests, overall, the participants felt that the activities and attractions were well 

selected and appropriately executed throughout the trip.  This gave the tour “balance” 

and quality.  Brodie, Brent and Beau noted this: 

“But again, you put twenty people together and the diversity of their 
interests are going to be so vast that.  I think it was basically was very well 
balanced so I think that's the term” – Brodie  
 
“each region had its own special offerings, say for example like your 
pandas, you had the Olympic games in Beijing, you had um the terracotta 
warriors, you had different themes like that . . . yes, I think there was a 
good balance of activities” – Brent  
 
“yes, I thought the last trip was well balanced.  Because there were 
obviously places, famous places like the terracotta warriors and you know 
Tiananmen Square but we also went into the villages and we met the 
people and one of the highlights to me was going to the university” – Beau  

 

 

Along with “balancing” the activities and attractions, providing opportunity for aesthetic 

“novelty” is also important in tour itinerary creation.  As previously mentioned, Bob was 

able to provide his clients with “individualised”, “exciting opportunities” that were 

aesthetically “unique” to his tour operation.  For example, 

entry to the observation platform in the new Shanghai World 

Trade Centre, entry to the Beijing Stadium Bird’s Nest in the 

Olympic precinct, ascension of the wall at less crowded 

Mutainyu rather than the usual point at Badaling and a 

private boat cruise from the Imperial Pier to Gongcheng Bridge, the oldest part of the 

Grand Canal.  

Shanghai World 
Trade Centre  
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“going up the top of the Shanghai World Trade Centre . . . and going into 
the Birds Nest were excellent” – Mac  
 
“I thought going into the arena in Beijing was quite exciting too” – Alice  

 

 

As mentioned previously by Brodie: 

“But none had been to Mutainyu for the wall visit, they had all been to 
Bada, Badaling” – Brodie  
 
“of the 'firsts' it was interesting to be the first into the Birds' nest” – JB  

 

 

As a strategy to stimulate enthusiasm in the group and to bolster the importance of 

these unique activities and attractions, Bob repeatedly referred to them as “firsts”.  This 

would be the “first” time a non-Chinese group had been up the 

Shanghai World Trade Centre, or inside the Bird’s Nest, or on 

the oldest part of the Grand Canal.  While Bob may have been 

excited at being “first”, as previously mentioned, the 

participants were more excited that Bob showed functional 

“flexibility” by going out of his way to negotiate the “novel” and “individualised” activities 

and attractions into the itinerary. For example, stopping for lunch at Xitang, a canal 

village that has remained unchanged for hundreds of years.  The 

CTG participants were aesthetically “excited” when they found 

themselves 100 floors above Shanghai in the SWTC or walking 

along the Olympic running track or in the centre field of the Bird’s 

Nest.   As previously said by Angus: 

“Um oh to me the novelty that we were in there, the fact that we were the 
first, second, or third really did'nt make much difference . . . The fact he 
made those arrangements to make it happen, obviously at a very late 
stage, is quite impressive really” – Mac  

 

 

The name of this tour was “The Best of China Highlights” and was designed for first 

Olympic Birds’ 
Nest 

Xitang Canal 
Village 
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timers to China.  It was therefore functionally imperative that the “iconic” attractions 

and activities were included in the itinerary.  When speaking to Bob before the tour at 

the Focus Group he mentioned, “of course everyone wants to see the “iconic” features 

of China like the Great Wall, the Forbidden City and the Terracotta Warriors”.  The 

Focus Group confirmed this when the participants agreed that on their first trip to China 

a pricality “promise” was made, and so they “expected” to “see” these three features.  

Several participants said they wanted to “see” pandas and others said they wanted to 

walk along the Bund in Shanghai.  For the CTG participants the inclusion of the “iconic” 

tourist attractions and activities was an “expectation”, functionally “part of the tour”, 

included in the tour pricality “cost” rather than an augmentation of the participant’s 

quality tour experience.  Of the activities listed above, excluding the locally hosted 

visits, several of the CTG participants recalled the cruise on the Li River.  This activity 

was a four-hour cruise on a large, well-known river through picturesque landscapes of 

mist covered limestone hills.  Elke and Crystal felt this “experience” was, of all the 

activities, particularly lovely: 

“Yes, lovely, but China to me was the river cruise on the Li [River].  
Outstanding.  That's China to me” – Elke  
 
“Yes, yes.  That Li River cruise was lovely” – Crystal  

 

 

In contrast, JB, with the engineering background, found the cruise on the Yangtze 

River through the three gorges dam more interesting and 

“experiential”.  He referred to the Li River cruise as “a nothing 

trip” and clearly disliked the mass tourist approach of the 

operators.  From a pricality perspective, he felt this “devalued” 

the excursion when, if organised differently, would have had 

the reverse effect to create a “value added” activity giving participants a higher quality 

Li River 
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tourism experience: 

“It was a long trip and again we had a, we didn't have the boat to 
ourselves, when we went down to, and of course China everything they do 
is based on a lot of people, we uh we went down to the jetty and there 
were about four boats all tied up together, and we were told which was 
ours and for a while there was a bit of shuffling around and we didn't 
really know what was going on but finally we were told we were leaving 
and we turned around and there were every hundred yards or so was a 
boat exactly like the one we were in.  And uh so it wasn't the sort of thing 
that you thought "oh this is really great, a pity a lot of other people can't 
see it".  A lot of other people were looking at the same thing.  And uh it 
didn't change the scenery, all these boats in line didn't obstruct the view 
at all but uh it took away the uniqueness of it.   If you drifted down there 
on your own you'd think this is really something special” – JB  

 

 

For those participants whose travelling interest is familiarly “appreciating different 

cultures”, including cultural activities such as traditional performances fulfilled their 

need.  The itinerary included three evening performances in which the participants 

experienced artists in traditional dress performing traditional dance, music, opera, and 

acrobatics.  At the time I recorded in my field notes, the participants, both men and 

women, seemed to enjoy these evenings and these activities added to the quality of 

their China tour, however, when recalling these evenings during interviews, there 

seemed to be less enthusiasm, for example, Crystal expressed: 

“there were a few and yes, they were fine, they were entertaining, yeah” 
– Crystal  
 
“Just entertaining, it wouldn’t bother you if they weren’t part of the 
itinerary?  I’m sort of trying to divide out what is really special from what 
is expected or ordinary” – Mary-Anne 
 
“Uuummm, no they were different, I mean, that changing faces one was 
quite spectacular and the juggling . . . but I mean . . . um, yeah they were 
entertaining” –Crystal  

 

 

The significance of this is that whilst on tour and living the experience, the participants 

displayed a response of “delight and “satisfaction” but with the passage of time, the 
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enthusiasm and recall seems to decline.  There are several theories including 

Ebbinghaus’ (1885) Forgetting Curve, Luchin’s (1957) primacy-recency theory and 

McGeoch’s (1942) interference competition theory that can explain this occurrence.   

These theories are discussed later in this chapter in section 5.4. (Re)interpreting 

activities and attractions. 

 

The need for the included activities and attractions to be “balanced” with the “novel”, 

unscheduled inclusions has already been stated.  This balance must also be in the 

form of variety e.g. historically, culturally, naturally, participatory and observatory.  As 

noted before, the CTG participants recalled the same “iconic” attractions and activities.  

This selection procedure, itself, indicates the presence of a quality filtering process.  

The point of this section is that when recalling which attractions and activities provided 

them with a quality tourism experience, the participants did not mention many of them, 

some of which were “iconic”.  Suvantola (2002) stated “[w]hen we recollect and 

reconstruct our past experiences, it is natural to be selective and imaginative” (p. 248).  

He suggests this selectiveness or quality filteredness guides the participant’s entire 

knowledge, including stereotypes, previous exposure to images and earlier dreams 

prior to the experience.   

 

It is only after clustering the collection of the empirical materials that this notion 

becomes evident.  The list of included activities and attractions 

not specifically recalled included: Shanghai Museum, Tea 

plantation, lake cruise, waterbus/Grand canal, Sun Yet Sen 

Mausoleum, Humble Administrator’s garden, Nanjing Museum, 

Brocade Research Institute, Forbidden City, Temple of 
Dragon Well Tea 

Plantation 
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Heaven, Cloisonné factory, the Grand Mosque, Chinese 

Medical Centre Guilin, Baisha Village and Yufeng Temple with 

its local choir and an old monk who 

looked after a 500 year old Camellia 

tree.  Reasons for not recalling these 

attractions, such as functional “information overload” and “a 

full database” may be the same reasons introduced above 

when the participants’ recall of the cultural shows was limited.  

Again, further explanation of these reasons is in section 5.4, (re)interpreting the tour 

activities and attractions. 

 

Apart from functional “information overload”, participants may have lacked familiar 

“personal interest” or were familiarly “nonchalant” toward the attraction/activity. That 

is, as an individual, the participant had no particular aesthetic interest in a particular 

activity or attraction.  For example, according to members of the focus group, to see 

the collection of Chengdu pandas was an “expected” pricality feature on any tour to 

China, yet only Crystal recalled this attraction specifically, her smiling face indicating 

her “personal interest” in these animals as she said: 

“The pandas were fabulous” – Crystal  
 
“Was that a highlight?” – Mary-Anne 
 
“Yes, that was a good one” – Crystal 

 

 

Another example of personal interest versus general interest activities and attractions 

is the inclusion of a four-day cruise along the Yangze River and through the Three 

Gorges Dam series of locks.  To the Chinese this is a magnificent feat of engineering 

and progress, yet JB with his interest in engineering was the only participant to recall 

Chengdu Pandas 

Yufeng Temple 
Choir 

Far right Monk who 
looks after this 
Camellia Tree 
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the activity.  Other participants recalled the cruise when discussing the weather as it 

rained most of the time.  Beau and Brent through their familiarity filter, showed they 

have a “personal interest” in the natural environment and scenery and therefore 

recalled this experience specifically saying: 

“Well I think it was interesting seeing the Three Gorges, the dam this time 
because that made you think about the” - Beau 
 
“That was amazing” - Brent 
 
“environment and what they're doing to it.  We, oh, oh I love to protect 
the environment but um” - Beau 
 
“You see that, that was good.  We saw the Olympic, we saw all that but 
um the scenic beauty of some of those areas too that they're mind-
blowing” – Brent 

 

 

In summary, the participants enjoyed the attractions and activities throughout the tour.  

Several of them recalled easily while others were not specifically mentioned.  Of note, 

however, is that no one mentioned any activities or attractions that were not enjoyed 

or that should be deleted from the itinerary. 

 

5.4. (Re)interpreting activities and attractions 

Bob’s business philosophy is to provide functionally and aesthetically “differentiated” 

quality tours with a “customer focus”.  The CTG participants believed he lived this 

philosophy by including tour activities and attractions that addedpricality “value for 

money” and aesthetic “uniqueness” they could not find on other tours.  For this attribute 

they were prepared to pay the higher pricality tour “cost”.  The participants on Bob’s 

tour, like consumers elsewhere, did have a price-quality linkage (Cathy H. C. Hsu, 

Killion, Brown, Gross, & Huang, 2008).  Customers perceive higher priced products 

and services as a signal to “expect” higher quality.  From the participant’s comments 
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above, they chose a more expensive tour on the basis that for the pricality “money 

they paid”, they knew Bob would give them a functionally, aesthetically, and familiarly, 

higher quality standard of tour. 

 

This tour had an aesthetic “personalised” focus with quality activities and attractions 

that were aesthetically “different” from other tours to China.  As an element in the 

quality of the tour, the CTG participants are seeking an aesthetic sensory experience 

in the activities and attractions that meets or exceeds their expectations.  Deliza and 

MacFie’s (1996) literature review finds that consumer senses can inform expectations 

thus becoming sensory expectations.  Market research recognises that the fulfilment 

of consumers’ sensory expectations influences product and brand acceptance (Mittal, 

1988; Spence, 2012). 

 

Can there be too many included activities and attractions?  The participants mentioned 

functional “information overload” and “a full database”.  In the first instance, the 

itinerary, particularly the first week, was extremely busy.  Each day filled with visiting 

attractions or travelling to another location.  There was so much happening that it is 

reasonable to posit that only attractions of greatest uniqueness, personal interest or 

of highest Chinese national prominence were recalled.  Any one or all of the following 

theories can explain why the participants only recalled certain activities and 

attractions.  In 1885, Ebbinghaus (1964[1885]) introduced his “Forgetting Curve”, with 

the premise of his study being that, even people with healthy minds forget in time if 

not reminded regularly.  As one ages, the Forgetting Curve becomes steeper.  Jersild 

(1929) studied the effects of primacy and recency on the ability of his participants to 

recall information they had been given.  Luchins’ (1957, 1958) built on this work by 
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introducing his primacy-recency theory which suggests there is an order to our 

memory, forgetfulness and power of recall.  He suggested that if we are subjected to 

a series of occasions, unless reminded regularly, we tend to first forget what happens 

in the middle then the most recent occasions and our memory/recall of the first 

occasion stays with us the longest.  The third theory to explain the CTG participants’ 

reduction in recall and enthusiasm of certain activities and attractions relates to 

interference theory, in particular, competition.  McGeoch (1942) proffered that the 

power of memory/recall was hindered by competition.   Meaning, memories are difficult 

to recall if additional information is introduced on top and is therefore ‘competing’ for 

brain space.  It is possible any or all of the above theories explain why the CTG 

participants found it difficult to recall some of the attractions or activities.  As tourists 

in their 60’s and 70’s, perhaps their Forgetting Curve was becoming steeper.   

 

In general, package tour itineraries are busy.  Their design is to maximise the most of 

what a destination has to offer in the shortest time.  Therefore, it is likely the CTG 

participants remember the activities and attractions at the beginning of the tour, 

primacy, and then at the end, recency, but the ones in the middle fade in their 

memories unless the participants are given memory triggers such as theatre tickets, 

brochures or photographs.  Szmalec, Verbruggen, Vandierendonck, and Kemps 

(2011) explain this as when one’s working memory reaches capacity, then in order to 

continue processing material the brain prioritises the material according to need.  

Additionally, with large amounts of new information provided daily, details compete for 

the participant’s recall.  One participant quipped, “I’m glad Bob has given us these 

notes.  I wouldn’t be able to remember all of this.  The database is full”.  This meaning 

that the activities and attractions were competing for memory recall priority in the 
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participants’ minds.  To further illustrate the theories discussed above, participants 

mentioned that the demanding tour pace, along with the large amount of new 

information given daily, made it difficult to assimilate the material and recall all they 

had seen within the relatively short time of the tour. 

 

Differentiating the China tour from its competitors is key to its success.  Some of the 

activities and attractions on the China tour which had been identified as unique, 

included going to the observation level in the Shanghai World Financial Centre, the 

Bejing Statium Birds’ Nest, ascending the Great Wall at Mutainyu instead of Badaling, 

and the private boat cruise on the Grand Canal.  According to the participants’ quality 

filtered perspectives, a product and or service that stands out from its competitors, is 

clearly “different” and adds pricality “value for money” enhancing the quality of their 

tourism experience.  To the participants, these “innovative” and “unique” additions to 

the extensive list of included activities and attractions, when benchmarked with their 

other travel experiences, made this China tour a quality tourism experience.  

 

5.5. Tour operations 

The third lower-order tour element that participants benchmarked for quality was the 

tour operation.  Operating a tour is a multifaceted task where many individual sectorial 

suppliers are individually dealt with, then integrated to create a holistic 

“experience”(Arnould & Price, 1993).  Bowie and Chang’s (2005) study of international 

tourists on a Scandinavian tour highlights the sectorial complexity of package tours 

and the fact that each and every facet must fulfil the tourists’ “expectations” in order to 

deliver them a quality tourism experience.  The CTG participants “expected” this 

multifaceted tour to be presented as a seamless group tour (Arnould & Price, 1993), 
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which through their quality filters, satisfied their needs and wants.  The CTG 

participants identified the following tour operation factors as important.  These factors 

include: being well-organised and managed, flexibility in order to manage changes, 

“differentiated” itinerary planning (content, pace and individual time), local guides, and 

included meals.  Table 5.4 below, highlights the main themes clustered into the quality 

filters: pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity used by the participants to 

evaluate a quality China group tour.  Each of these is now overviewed. 

 

Table 5.4. Quality filters to benchmark tour mediator: tour operations 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Expectation v delivery 

 Promise 

 Value for money 

 High quality/standard 

 Reduced value for money 
 

Functionality 

 Content 

 Balance/pace/flow/individual time 

 Daily notes  

 Flexibility/manage change 

 Local guides 

 Standard of elements 

 Timeliness 

 Organisation 

 Meal menus/sameness 

 Behind the scenes/seamless 
management 

Aesthetics 

 Novelty/uniqueness 

 Relaxation 

 Personal/individualised 

 Comfort/luxury/quality 

 Tolerance 

 Convenience 

 Confidence/Peace of mind 

 Independence/exploration 

 Disappointment 

Familiarity 

 Experience 

 Comparison previous tours/travel 

 Food – Australian Chinese v 
Chinese Chinese 

 “Go with the flow” 
 

 

Pricality to the participants is their evaluation of whether or not the China tour was 

worth the “money” they had paid.  Pricality elicited themes such as “value adding”, 

“value for money” (or “reduced value for money”) and “promise” which is “expectation 

versus delivery”.  For the participants, their pricality filter benchmarks their perception 
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of standard and quality against their investment in the tour be that a financial, temporal 

or emotional value investment.  For example, all the components had to be delivered 

because that is what the CTG participants had “paid” for.  Flights, airport/hotel 

transfers, hotel rooms needed to be of a high standard to equate to the pricality “paid”.  

Local guides were expected to be professional, friendly knowledgeable and fluent in 

English. 

 

Functionality of the tour operations was important to the participants.  The participants 

expected each moment of the tour to flow, to be organised and efficient.  Themes 

illustrating these perceptions included “balance/pace/flow/individual time”, 

“flexibility/manage change”, “standard of elements”, “timeliness”, “organisation”, 

“meal, menus/sameness”, and “behind the scenes/seamless management”.  These 

themes relate to how the participants saw Bob’s functional design and delivery of the 

tour.  How he functionally brought together all the local tourism related suppliers 

(trains, boats, planes, buses, attractions, activities, guides and security services).  The 

participants assessed that the “behind the scenes seamless management” endorsed 

the functionality of the tour and raised its quality. 

 

The CTG participants identified that the aesthetic “smooth operation” of the tour was 

key to their assessment of a quality tourism experience.  As mature travellers, the CTG 

participants sought a travel experience that was “challenging” yet within their limits of 

capability.  They therefore did not want any worry, anxiety, stress or “disappointment”.  

To the contrary, the aesthetic themes that presented included “novelty/uniqueness”, 

“independence/exploration”, “relaxation”, “personal/individualised”, “comfort/luxury/ 

quality”, “tolerance”, “convenience”, and “confidence/peace of mind”.  The CTG 
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participants who saw themselves as young-at-heart enjoyed the “novel” and “unique” 

surprises Bob produced, for example ascending the SWTC and going into the Bird’s 

Nest.  They also enjoyed the functional “independence” and “exploration” time 

scheduled into the itinerary.  This reinforced their self-perception of youthfulness, also 

known as subjective aging (Muller & O’Cass, 2001).  Subjective ageing means one 

often thinks and feels younger than their actual years.  On the other hand, beneath 

this desired self-perception of youthfulness, the participants did understand the reality 

of their age and the imposed constraints.  Therefore, the participants sought the 

aesthetics of “comfort”, “tolerance”, “convenience”, and “peace of mind” in the 

operation of the tour.  These aesthetic themes are a result of the successful functional 

seamless operation of the China tour. 

 

Familiarity to the CTG participants in relation to the China tour operation meant 

comparing this tour with the operations of previous group and independent travel 

experiences.  Through this familiarity quality filter, the participants were assessing the 

degree of smoothness of functional tour operations and how this made them 

aesthetically feel.  Themes that emerged included “experience”, comparison to 

previous tours/travel” and “go with the flow”.  Even in relation to the food on tour, the 

participants were comparing the Chinese meals they were experiencing with the 

familiar Australian Chinese cuisine at home.  Crystal said that Chinese customers on 

other tables appeared to receive more authentic Chinese food than the CTG from 

Australia. 

 

Well-designed and managed tour 

For the CTG participants, a well-designed and managed tour was very important in 
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their assessment of a quality tourism experience.  Having travelled extensively, this 

group was familiar with group tour “experiences” with which to benchmark this China 

tour.  The participants thought their quality filtered “expectations” should be met and 

these “expectations” ranged across all aspects of this group tour experience to China.  

Specifically, in relation to the operation of this tour, participants expected to receive 

the quality tour they had been pricality “promised” in the tour brochure and by Bob at 

his pre-tour function.  When asked his interpretation of “quality” Brodie pointedout: 

“I think a couple of things.  One is expected quality . . . and [two is] 
delivered quality” – Brodie  

 

 

He goes on to give an example: 
 

“Say if you do an Insight, for example, an Insight [slower paced] tour which 
is the up top end [pricality] of any tour, you do expect a certain level of 
“relaxation” and “quality”.  Then if you choose Trafalgar, or Globus or 
Cosmos, you should have the same expectation, but sometimes what’s 
advised as to your actual experience . . . comparing that experience, it 
varies as to what your [pricality] expectations were before you left home 
to what you actually received” – Brodie  

 

 

When asked if it was important that all the elements were of a pricality “high standard” 

and worked well so the tour aesthetically “flowed seamlessly”, JB, Brent and Beau, 

Brodie and Katie were very clear in their views: 

“Yes I think so, um because you want to go off with a bit of confidence . . 
. no everything went like clockwork” – JB 
 
“I'm naturally a very organised person and I REALLY like the 
“organisation” done for me . . . that's where I'd hate to do the job that 
Bob does . . . And trying to keep, not necessarily just the bus crowd in 
check, but the porters and all that, that they've got to be on their toes just 
to get things working” – Beau 
 
“Oh yes.  I think they do.  It's nice to have things running um according to 
plan” – Brent 
“[Flow] A very important topic.  It’s absolutely critical” – Brodie  
 
“Very, very.  'Cos it can ruin their experience if they are not” – Katie  
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Beau, through her pricality and aesthetic filters, reminds us that because of their travel 

familiarity and their ability to afford more aesthetically “luxurious” travel “experiences”, 

their expectations have changed toward a “higher standard”: 

“our expectations have changed as we've got older, we like a few more 
creature comforts” - Beau 

 

 

This functional “seamlessness” and “flow” were very important for the sense of 

“convenience” with the tour operation.  Unlike when travelling independently, these 

participants traded a pricality “price” to have the arrangements made and executed on 

their behalf, as Brodie, Beau and Brent described: 

“doing a group tour where someone drives you to your hotel, gives you 
the key to your room, you get up in the morning go down your breakfast 
is there, at night you don't have to worry about your meals because, you 
know the majority of them are included.  When you're on an independent 
tour, you wake up in the morning and you get the book of maps out and 
say "where are we going?"  One person sits there looking at a map, the 
other person drives, you miss everything that you're there to see . . . come 
night time you've got to find a B & B so, again, you're driving round in 
circles trying to find places and then you unpack your bags have a shower, 
"well what do you want for dinner?"  "Oh I don't know oh well let's go 
down town", so you drive downtown, park the car, and walk around 
aimlessly trying to find food!  And that's your day.  The experience really 
isn't about - it's surviving” – Brodie 
 
“And you think how easy it was when we used to arrive at some of the 
airports and stations [on the China trip]” – Beau  
 
“And all your luggage was taken care of . . . You don't have to check your 
own stuff in . . . Especially for older people, I mean we're old to but I mean 
older than us.  I think it was great that that was all taken care of” – Brent  

 

 

Zana and Alec also reflected that, functionally, good “organisation” on tour is important 

but recognised that not everything can “flow seamlessly” all the time and that tour 

participants must understand this.  Zana and Alec found themselves in situations 

where arrangements had not been executed exactly as planned and made allowances 
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for this so as not to lessen their quality tourism experience: 

“Organisation in general, whether it's yourselves, whether it's an 
organised tour things like flight schedules, operations of things, is that 
important?” – Mary-Anne  
 
“Absolutely! “ – Alec  
“So when it goes wrong, does that detract from your experience?” – Mary-
Anne  
 
“No, not at all” – Alec  
 
“We've, no you you sort of just go with the flow” – Zana  
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Flexibility to manage changes 

In order to incorporate the more “novel” and “unique” features into the tour, Bob had 

to make some last minute changes to the published itinerary.  Bob accommodated 

such changes to enhance the participants’ aesthetic tourism experience.  To enable 

the group to gain access to the Bird’s Nest, two day’s sightseeing had to be rearranged 

so the group still accomplished what was “promised” in the brochure and also 

managed to include the bonus activity.  Participants noticed Bob and his national 

guide, Maggie, worked tirelessly to affect the changes with the least interruption or 

inconvenience to the participants and without eliminating any of the “promised” 

activities and attractions.  Mac, Rana and Beau made particular comment at how well 

this was done: 

“The one that Bob did in China was a lot more difficult because there's a 
lot more moving around, a lot more complexity in what he's trying to 
arrange and change day by day because things need to be changed, the 
sequence need to be changed” – Mac  
 
“And they handled that very well” – Rana  
“And these things we didn't experience because they handled it so from 
our point of view you notice things but you don't have to do anything 
about it so you just carry on in your own way.  So I felt he did that very 
well” – Mac 
 
“I think there was a little bit of flexibility when we had to change a few 
things” – Beau  
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Differentiated itinerary planning 

The functional “pace” and aesthetic “balance” and “flow” of a tour can certainly make 

a difference to how participants perceive a quality tourism experience.  What is meant 

by “pace”, “balance” and “flow” in this context is where the participants aesthetically 

feel the lower-order concepts of the tour merge smoothly and that there is not too 

much of any one element to cause uneasiness or “dissatisfaction”.  For example, travel 

times between tour points were not too long or drawn out, that the daily itinerary was 

full without being exhausting, and that attractions and activities were different and 

appropriate in number and genre.  Mac proffered that even though he was on a tour 

to a new destination, he was also wanted some “relaxation” to aesthetically feel he 

was on a holiday: 

“we also want something which covers a fair bit of ground but it’s not one 
where you’re on the go twenty four hours a day . . . Some of his [Bob’s] 
days were very busy and we all would agree to that, but I think some days 
were quite relaxed as well.  So it was a variety a mixture of busy and more 
relaxed so it seemed like a holiday” – Mac  
 
 

Later Mac added: 

“we like the idea of having some nights, consecutive nights, in the same 
hotel.  Because when you’re moving every day it’s tiring.  So some parts 
of the trip had more than one night in an hotel, we thought was a very 
good plan” – Mac  

 

 

Brent and Beau were one of the couples who had more energy than many of the CTG 

couples and so looked for an itinerary with functional “content”; days filled with lots 

“seeing” and “doing”.  They also appreciated that there were functional and aesthetic 

limits to how much can be included in an itinerary before the tour becomes unpleasant: 

“we were looking at an Indian trip um and to India and, you know, when 
we looked at it looked dreadful compared to the China one” – Brent  
 
“It didn’t have enough content, did it?” – Beau  
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“Didn’t have enough content, there was not enough variation” – Brent  
“So you see, you’re kind of damned if you do and damned if you don’t 
because you want to see as much as you can in a short time without being 
exhausted” – Beau  

 

 

Another couple, Katie and Brodie, wanted to capitalise on every moment of the tour, 

maximising pricality “value for money”.  They too were looking for a tour itinerary filled 

with functional “content” and felt satisfied when remembering the day’s schedule: 

“you look at the itinerary that Bob sent to us after the tour was over, the 
highlights of what we’ve seen, what we did and where we went, and you 
look at what you did on some days and oh “did we fit all of that in a day” 
– Katie  

 

 

Katie acknowledged that China is a large country with a very long history, and 

therefore offered so much to “see” and “do” that some “content” had to be left out: 

“we went with the view of seeing things and doing things.  I mean the 
country and the surrounds are great, um but because there’s so much 
history in China and their whole culture, that’s what we were interested 
in seeing, and I’m sure you could double that tour and still enjoy it” – Katie  

 

 

In benchmarking this China tour against other tours that Katie had done, she 

exemplified how Bob managed the aesthetic “pace” and “flow” his customer group 

needed.  She praised him for the way he organised the end of each touring day: 

“one of the things I really liked about this tour, in comparison to any other 
touring we’ve done in groups, is Bob’s ability to, when we’re moving from 
town to town, get us into a hotel mid-afternoon, get our keys, allow 
people to have a half an hour to an hour, if they want to put their feet up 
on the bed, have a shower, change, get into new clothes or whatever, then 
go out and do other things before we go out to dinner so he actually gave 
us that little afternoon break, rest, whatever you want to call it . . . Put 
your feet up and just recover a little bit, especially on the days we’d been 
doing a lot of travelling or flights.  I’ve never ever experienced that on any 
other tour” – Katie  

 

 

To further emphasise the importance of designing group tours such that the lower-

order concepts melded to suit the participants, Crystal gave an example of a 
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functionally poorly designed tour.  That tour had an extremely long travel time to the 

destination.  Group members were fatigued upon arrival.  This was followed by touring 

days that were too hectic, exhausting group members.  Those tour members did not 

enjoy the tour: 

“Yes it was a terrible schedule.  Um and we got in at 01:00 am and we had 
to be on the coach at 09:00 am the next day, now the majority of the 
people were [long pause] in general sixty five plus.  Majority, no most of 
them would have been well over seventy.  We were all absolutely 
buggered for about three days.  We just couldn’t recover, we needed 
twenty four hours . . . To get yourself back together again, you know, and 
that is so important . . . [p]articularly with a long trip, um, but we didn’t 
have that problem with the China trip that was fine” – Crystal  

 

 

Several participants also raised the issue of the aesthetic daily “pace” and how an 

itinerary that was either too hectic or too dull would “reduce” pricality “value for money” 

from their quality tourism experience.  Beau gave an example from the China tour 

where the itinerary was functionally and aesthetically too slow, which to some extent 

could not be avoided as it involved a flight delay, however this was  her perspective: 

“we were staying at the most beautiful hotel, and it wasn’t his fault that 
the plane was late but the next day we were filling in time when we went 
to the um fish area where we were looking at the sturgeon, yeah, and we 
were filling in time to then go to that beautiful restaurant um we could 
have been doing so many more things then before we went on the three 
gorges.  That day that you left, that particular time was a real fill in day 
and I, and Carina and Robert were saying the same thing” – Beau  

 

 

She continued later: 

“I think there wasn’t enough to do but I think maybe if they could have 
looked at arriving later and catching the other one [flight] earlier rather 
than going virtually straight to our hotel because we drove round and 
round and we looked at the fish and crocodiles and things that we actually 
have at home but we spent quite a few hours there and that was a bit silly 
wasn’t it?” – Beau 

 

 

Some of the participants on this tour were more concerned that the functional “pace” 
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was too hurried.  Comments in the second Quick Thinks toward the end of the second 

week indicated some members felt the functional “pace” of the tour could have been 

slower.  For example, Alice said she aesthetically “enjoyed” the excursions but with 

her physical challenge the daily schedule was taxing: 

“No I liked the little side trips . . . as I’ve gotten older I would say that I am 
seeing things, previously I would like to have participated, be a participant 
. . . and this one was planned to the n’th degree.  Yes every minute, which 
in retrospect was a little bit overpowering for me” – Alice 

 

 

However, she did acknowledge that whilst she would have preferred a functionally 

slower “pace”, perhaps others in the group did not seem to find the schedule quite so 

arduous: 

“I think it needs to be a little bit more leisurely, for me.  But you’ve got to 
remember that I’m not indicative of that group.  And that group seemed 
to cope very well with what Bob had to offer” – Alice  

 

 

A characteristic of group tour design understood by tour operators was also noticed 

by Brodie.  He noticed that a tour itinerary is slightly quicker “paced” at the beginning 

of the tour when group members have more energy then, as the group tires, so the 

itinerary becomes less intense and slower paced.  Brodie said: 

“he [Bob] did that early in the stage [the days were busy] and as your 
energy levels and reserves are running down you are just fitting less in and 
it was very well programmed in that regard” – Brodie   

 

 

Through my industry lens I also made note of this: 

“The pace of the tour is something else that has been mentioned.  We 
seem to be not quite so active and quite so rushed um . . .  The types of 
activities we are doing require less energy which gives the perception of 
not being so rushed.  For example yesterday the group went on a four-
hour cruise of the Li River in Guilin . . . [s]o the activities we are doing are, 
are definitely a lot more gentle” – Field notes, (03 October) 

 

 

As a researcher, tour designer and marketer, I was surprised a customer/ participant 
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would consider this factor.  In reflection, this should not be surprising as experienced 

tourists are savvy and better informed.  It is, therefore, worthwhile that all group tour 

product designers are reminded of this important functional point. 

 

Along with being mindful of the functional aspects “content” and “pace”, and aesthetic 

“balance” and “flow”, participants voiced that it was also important to include the 

appropriate amount of “individual time” into the itinerary so individuals could exercise 

“independence” to do whatever they wanted or needed.  Beau mentioned several 

times that even though she and Brent liked the group activities, aesthetically they also 

wanted quality “time to themselves”: 

“Bob said to me once that we were like sponges we soaked up the 
information but there does come a saturation point too, I think you also 
need your free time, your down time to spend the way you want it . . . 
sometimes I think I would like a little bit more free time to explore” – Beau  

 

 

And in the Quick Thinks: 

“Lack of free time (however this is difficult as tour leader wants us to see 
as much as we can in the given the time)” – Beau  

 

 

Zana concurred stating: 

“Insufficient free time (not necessarily shopping)” – Zana  
 

 

Again Brodie and Katie offered this insightful view that functionally not everyone wants 

“independence” to go off “exploring”.  Some may simply wish to aesthetically rest or 

“relax” in order to regain some energy and to create their own sense of “balance”.  Yet 

others may feel they have “paid” a pricality “price” for all things to be included, and yet 

others may not have the “confidence” to go away from the familiar group to create their 

own experiences.  Brodie commented: 

“To have a bit of individual time too rather than being just this group 
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going everywhere all day long, because I think whether you're with, we've 
been on tours with forty five people or forty people, thirty people, twenty 
people.  We've toured with friends that might only be two couples, three 
couples, and everybody had got their different ways of wanting to do 
things, but what's important, I think, you also need time . . . I think because 
of having so much to do and see there probably wasn't [enough free 
time]” – Brodie 

 

 

Benchmarking again, Katie compared herself with others on tour who were  less self-

assured: 

“but then other tours we've been on where you are given free time, and 
the less um experienced people find it a challenge, where as we wouldn't, 
we'd go "oh great, let's take off" and we'd walk from one end of the city 
to the other and if you get lost you've got a map and hopefully you can 
find your way back.  Where as a lot of people we've been on tour with 
won't leave the safety of their little hotel or where they're familiar with” 
– Katie  

 

 

As shown with the narrative above, of all the other lower-order concepts, the functional 

design of the overall itinerary and daily schedule was of great importance in the 

participant’s perspectives of a quality group tour experience.  The participants clearly 

indicated that the design of the itinerary needed to functionally have sufficient 

“content”, be executed at an appropriate “pace”, plus aesthetically “flow” and be well 

“balanced”.  The itinerary also needs to “balance” “content” and “individual time” so 

that participants could have time to themselves to explore or simply rest. 

Local Guides 

Some CTG participants mentioned that the local guides featured as a functional lower-

order concept and augmented the quality of the group tour experience.  Bob was the 

tour leader from Australia.  Maggie was the Chinese national guide. She travelled with 

the CTG and assisted Bob with all the background arrangements and changes.  At 

each major city airport, the CTG was introduced to a local guide, which the group later 
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learnt, was a Chinese Government requirement.  This system connects international 

tourists to local experts regarding knowledge about cities and their surrounds. It also 

provides localised employment. The China Tour included five cities: Shanghai, 

Souzhou, Nanjing, Beijingand Lijiang, each with a local guide. As Rana pointed out: 

“The majority of them were okay” – Rana  

 

When asked if, for her, the functional inclusion of the local guides over and above Bob 

and Maggie “added pricality value” to her tour “experience”, Rana replied: 

“tour guide was good.  It's sort of different.  I mean [to] say if I did not like 
Maggie or Bob I'd say oh not again seeing the same, whereas each day 
different one [guide] if you did not like one, next day was different one” – 
Rana  

 

 

Mac agreed with her: 

“I thought um the fact that there was a variety, most of them were really 
interesting people, and all different I mean one was different from the 
other completely” – Mac  

 

 

Beau reflected that the guides were functionally “well chosen” by Bob for their 

knowledge and personality.  Bob works with a Chinese ground tour supplier to 

orchestrate the Tour elements.  From this ground operations tour supplier, Bob selects 

the local guides and thereby satisfies the Chinese Government’s requirement.  The 

guides Bob selected were able to answer any question a CTG participant asked and 

managed to have people on the coach laughing from time to time.  Brodie again 

suggested this was the aesthetically “differentiating” factor as he and Katie had been 

on another tour where the local guide was, at best, “dissatisfying”.  He said: 

“And the tour guide was a local long term tour guide from Alaska but there 
wasn't anybody I don't think that left that nineteen or twenty day tournot 
UTTERLY disappointed” – Brodie  
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Comments from the participants about the local guides were positive, although JB 

offered a functional recommendation that could be useful to tour organisers.  JB was 

very interested in all he “saw” and “learned” in China but he did voice a point of 

annoyance in relation to the presentations of some of the local guides.  He said: 

“I think the thing about the guides that did irritate me is that they had a 
pre-prepared, not itinerary . . . they had been told or trained to talk about 
the history of the place so people have to know then what it's all about 
but you're telling us all this stuff as we're driving along and seeing 
interesting things out of the window.  I wonder what that is? I wonder 
what that is? And they're yak-yakking away telling us about the emperor 
or someone who did certain things and I mean it's historical but it's in one 
ear and out the other whereas when you are looking at something and 
they explain to you, it's there to stay and every one of those guides, there 
may be one or two exceptions, but it think it was everyone did exactly 
that” – JB  

 

 

All other comments were complimentary and indicated that the local guides did add 

pricality, functionally and aesthetically “value” to provide a quality group tour 

“experience”.  Beau, Elke and Zana reflected: 

“Local guides?  Well they make it better um they certainly enhance the 
experience . . . I thought Maggie was a fantastic guide” – Beau  
 
“I think they're experienced.  They really put some work and thought into 
those talks” – Elke  
 
“Local guides, were excellent and they gave you an insight.  I mean if we 
didn't have the local guides you wouldn't have known too much about 
China, because they really gave me an insight into how things operated in 
various cities, it gave us the history of China from sort of way, way back” 
– Zana  

 

 

Zana further explained she enjoyed having the aesthetic “convenience” of local guides 

as this saved her having to do the research, she admitted: 

“Oh local guides are good . . . I'm too lazy to research much before I go” – 
Zana 

Alec, using his functional filter added: 
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“local guides would be far superior than even though we could do some 
research . . . Lonely Planet that's very good, and we have used that on 
occasion but I think local guides um It's nice to sit down and listen to them 
. . . personal touch” – Alec 

 

 

I concurred with the participants believing a pleasant knowledgeable local guide added 

pricality, functional and aesthetic quality to a group tour experience. 

I noted: 

“George our Guide and he is VERY different from the girls we’ve had 
before, Miranda and Opal, um George is VERY good indeed, he’s very clear 
and tells us about the buildings and things that we’re passing so he’s a 
true guide, and there’s very much a difference” – Field notes (26 
September) 

 

 

This comment also connects with JB’s comment above about being told a whole lot of 

history which, while interesting, means that we may be missing details that are more 

relevant to tourists at the time.  To illustrate this point further, one local guide, Sunny, 

stood out above the rest.  Not only did she point out places of interest with enough 

time for participants to get their cameras ready, she informed the group of the history, 

culture, and daily lifestyle of the area but she also had a wonderful personality.  Sunny 

engaged the participants (while travelling on the coach between places of significant 

interest) in the participatory activity of “learning” some simple Chinese symbols that 

would functionally help them to recognise signs such as ‘Exit’, ‘Ladies’, ‘Mens’.  This 

lesson was aesthetically “novel”, interactive, interesting and showed how much history 

is in each written Chinese character.  Everyone enjoyed Sunny, the local guide in 

Beijing and JB said it succinctly: 

“there was one girl there [Sunny] that held up these sheets and said these 
were characters for different things and then from then on I was able to 
recognise the exits. . . That was [fun], that was interesting and it made me 
understand, I appreciated uh the written language from that time on.  Not 
that I could understand it but I could see it wasn't just a jumble of strokes 
and it was a real uh complicated language” – JB  
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The difference was Sunny made her presentation aesthetically “individualised” and 

relevant to the participants so they could functionally use the material on their China 

tour and thereby added pricality “value for money” and augmented the quality of their 

group tour experience. 

 

Meals on tour 

The following is a short comment in relation to the participants’ perspectives of the 

meals included in the tour itinerary.  Most CTG participants said they enjoyed the 

breakfasts because they were pricality “value for money” and functionally of a “high 

standard” and there was aesthetically a great variety, of both familiar Western and 

unfamiliar Chinese foods.  For Crystal, the functional and aesthetic “convenience” of 

having a good breakfast included was “valuable” to her: 

“Breakfast is very important to be included.  I don’t like the idea of 
thinking about what I’ve got to do for breakfast” – Crystal 

 

 

In relation to the on-tour lunches most felt their inclusion was a pricality benefit 

because they had already “paid” for these inclusions as part of the tour “price”. Plus 

there was the functional and aesthetic “convenience” in that the participants did not 

have to think about finding their own lunch.  However, those who were more 

“independent” would have preferred aesthetically to have more choice, meaning they 

preferred, functionally, to have been given “individual time” so they could “explore” and 

find their own lunchtime experience.  Brent and Beau mentioned that rather than sitting 

down to a large lunchtime meal, they would have aesthetically preferred to find their 

own snack and interact with the local people: 

“I don't necessarily think, if I'm on a bus trip, I prefer not to eat their lunch, 
you know lunch provided.  We found one time we were in Ireland, Scotland 
and Wales and as soon as the bus arrived at its destination for lunch, we'd 
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go the opposite direction to the group.  We'd sort of go and discover our 
own place to have lunch didn't we? . . . And they'd have a three course 
lunch where as we'd prefer to have one course then go exploring” – Beau  

 

 

Brent added: 

“Yeah, we might just go down to the local little hotel you know and they 
might have just a little counter lunch or something like that, yeah . . . and 
you meet a couple of the locals at the same time” – Brent  

 

 

Several CTG participants commented that functionally and aesthetically the meals 

were too much the same.  Culturally, when many Chinese people gather for a meal 

the format is a banquet style where eight people are seated around a circular table at 

which a three course meal is served.  The main course consists of several dishes 

served to share.  Crystal voiced the opinions of many of the participants suggesting 

there was too much aesthetic “sameness” and not enough variety on the meal menus.  

Through her familiarity filter, she also felt that the meals provided were not “authentic” 

compared with some of the dishes she saw on the tables where Chinese were eating 

or that she had tasted on her previous trip to China.  She said: 

“I think we probably could have had one or two European type meals 
because we were all getting fed up with the same food coming out day 
after day . . . And always virtually the same ingredients, you know, the 
same thing . . . rice, but generally the same, and the dumplings and that 
but, no I would have liked something a little more varied” – Crystal 

 

 

And: 

“I think they didn’t give us what they [Chinese] eat.  I think . . . if you looked 
at the restaurants that we were in, the tables of Chinese eating were 
eating different food to us” – Crystal  
 
 

But, overall the CTG participants were pricality satisfied with the meals provided, as 

Mac indicated: 
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“No we were well looked after.  I've got no complaints about that [the 
meals]” – Mac 

 

 

In summary, Bob continually functionally “managed” the tour, making changes to 

create aesthetic “unique” experiences for his clients.  He ensured that each tour 

element functionally and aesthetically “flowed” together to create a holistic tour 

“experience” which indicates his intense desire to satisfy his tour participants.  He and 

his team worked tirelessly on tour in China and the tour participants recognised and 

appreciated this effort.  Beau and Brent recollect: 

“it was pointed out to us just because the trip has finished for us for the 
day it's not finished for the tour people . . . It's not just Bob, there’s Maggie 
and all the others” – Beau  
 
“I honestly don't know how Bob does it.  Amazing.  No because he's doing 
the trip and yet he's still running the office back here, ah he's got so much 
staff that he's got to look after and as he said every second day he's got 
to check into the office” – Brent  

 

 

And JB aesthetically and functionally sums it up: 

“your question was about the organisation and um I would class it as first 
class.  When you think of the coordinating [that had to be done] and the 
quality of the local guides at each city.  To be at the airport to meet the 
plane, take over from then on and stay all the time . . . Beth said that there 
would be someone to meet you and there was.  And they took us right 
from one place to the other.  We couldn't have done it on our own . . . 
Anyway I think that organisation followed us right through.  There were 
no hiccups, not that we know about” – JB 

 

 

As mentioned throughout this thesis, particularly at the beginning of this tour element 

section, it was the aesthetic “seamlessness” and functional “high standard” of 

“organisation” along with the pricality “difference” between Bob’s tour and other travel 

experiences that made a quality tourism experience. 
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5.6. (Re)interpreting tour operations 

Subsequently, a tour that functionally flowed smoothly, was well organised and 

managed, had an itinerary that was well balanced and paced, together with pleasant 

local guides and good meals, were factors that participants deemed important for a 

tour to be a quality operation.  According to Wicks (1997) a well operated tour is the 

culmination of much planning and the orchestration of many elements.  Planning 

includes extensive research of customer and destination characteristics, appropriate 

product/service suppliers, processes and procedures (e.g. costing, customs and 

immigration, etiquettes and protocols).  The orchestration of Tour elements also 

involves the negotiation and engagement of suppliers and the provision of their 

products and services at the required time at the required standard.  Figure 5.2 below 

illustrates the basic systems theory of inputs + transformation = outputs which can 

also be applied to a tour as a product/service operation (Johnston & Clark, 2008). 

 

 

Source: adapted from Johnston, R., & Clark, G. (2008). Service operations management: improving 
service delivery. Essex, UK: Pearson Education Limited, pp. 5-7 

 
Figure 5.2. The tour operation system 
 

For example the inputs are Bob’s time, resources, knowledge and the tour element 

suppliers which when crafted, shaped and melded are transformed into a group tour 
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product to be ‘consumed’ by the participants.  The output then becomes the tourists’ 

satisfaction, their perception being a tour of quality, leading to repeat business and 

positive word of mouth.  A more customer service than operational approach is taken 

by Yilmaz and Bititci (2006) in their study of the provision of tourism products.  They 

apply the principle of the value chain stating customers expect a “seamless operation” 

of their tour that requires suppliers to work together.  It is this customer service 

approach throughout the tour more than the operation system approach (Figure 5.2), 

that is the focus of Bob’s business and his passion to provide his customers with a 

pricality, functionally, aesthetically and familiarly quality tourism experience. 

 

The tour also had to be manageable for the participants.  Whilst most of the 

participants were in their late 60’s and 70’s, there were differing levels of fitness. For 

example, Beau and Brent led physical lives with regular games of tennis.  On the other 

hand, Alice, Elke, May and Norm had physical challenges.  The CTG participant’s 

quality filtered judgement of this China tour has determined unanimously that it does 

represent a high quality tourism experience.  Resulting from this high level of 

satisfaction, Bob’s customers demonstrate their loyalty with repeat business and 

regularly spreading positive word of mouth to other potential customers. 

 

5.7. Pre-tour Experiences 

Participants not only benchmarked the quality of the on-tour experience but also the 

pre-tour experience when evaluating the quality of this China group tour. As briefly 

mentioned previously in Chapter 3, section 3.6 Service recovery, two couples 

registered their “dissatisfaction” with how their arrangements were handled before 

departing Brisbane for China, while a third couple expressed their “satisfaction and 
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appreciation”.  In recounting their stories, the participants used their quality filters to 

benchmark the pre-tour “experience” as an element of the whole group tour 

experience as shown in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5. Quality filters to benchmark tour mediator: pre-tour experiences 

Pricality 

 Cost 

 Contract 

 Expectation v delivery 

 Promise 

 Risk 

 Value for money 

 Reduced value for money 

Functionality 

 Managed 

 Communication gap 

 Flexibility/manage change 

 Service recovery 

 Problem solving 
 

Aesthetics 

 Disappointment/anger 

 Dis/satisfaction 

 Pleasant/helpful 

 Reliability 

 Reassurance 

 Important client 

 Fairness 

Familiarity 

 Experience 

 Comparison previous travel 
 

 

 

Pricality for the participants before their tour began is linked with “expectation” and 

anticipation.  They had “paid” an above average pricality “cost” for the tour and 

“expected” treatment befitting above average clients.  Pricality themes include “cost”, 

“contract”, “expectation versus delivery”, “promise”, “risk”, “value for money” and 

“reduced value for money”.  By paying the tour price, they believed they had entered 

into a contract to receive what was “promised” in order to attain pricality “value for 

money”.  For example, the airline rescheduled requiring additional accommodation.  

This the participants believed was not their pricality “cost” as it, in their mind, breached 

the “promised” “contract” and “reduced” the pricality “value for money” (Rousseau, 

1989) of the tour.  That they were asked to pay the additional “cost” of the 

accommodation created a pricality difference in the level of service “expected” and the 

participant’s perception of the quality of service delivered. 
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Functionality relates to how the incidents were “managed”.  Whenever there is a 

service failure, it is in the best interests of the organisation to “recover” the failure 

expeditiously and to the customers’ satisfaction (Lovelock et al., 2010; McColl-

Kennedy, 2003).  Successful service recovery is an opportunity to retain current 

customers.  Functionally, the participants wanted this “problem solved”, stating simply 

that the airline changed the schedule so they should pay.  Themes in this section 

included “managed”, “communication gap”, “flexibility”, “manage change”, “service 

recovery” and “problem solving”.  The participants “expected” the issue to be 

functionally “managed” in their favour. 

 

Aesthetically, “disappointment” can reduce the perception of quality.  When one does 

not receive the service they think they should, this may result in “disappointment” and 

“dissatisfaction” (P. G. Patterson, 1993; L. W. Porter & Steers, 1973).  Aesthetic 

themes included “disappointment/anger”, “dis/satisfaction”, “pleasant/helpful”, 

“reliability”, “reassurance”, “important client” and “fairness”.  The participants, in this 

section, felt they had received “unfair” treatment and were, therefore, not necessarily 

a “valued client”.  They questioned the “reliability” of the agency and sought 

“reassurance” that the rest of the trip would not bring similar experiences. 

 

Familiarity again means the participants benchmarked this service failure against 

previous service failure experiences.  Once a customer has experienced a service 

failure, then when faced with a similar situation they hope they do not experience the 

same thing again (Maxham  & Netemeyer, 2002).  The themes evident from the 

participants include “experience” and “comparison with previous travel”.  These 

participants, having travelled widely and frequently were familiar with the likelihood of 
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changes and deviations from their original plan.  However, in this instance they 

compared the functional “managing” of these itinerary changes with a previous 

experience with which they were familiar.  On this occasion they felt the quality of the 

“management” was lacking. 

 

As previously identified, the CTG participants understood that when arranging travel 

components there is an element of risk that plans can go awry.  In order to minimise 

such pricality “risk” the tour participants chose to “contract” the task to the qualified 

travel consultant who, by delivering this service, affects a pricality “promise” at a 

pricality “cost” to the participant.  This all-inclusive China tour was more expensive 

than other available tours so the participants “expected” the travel consultant and other 

element suppliers to deliver on that pricality “promise”. Being experienced travellers, 

Mac, Rana, Brodie and Katie understood sometimes unforeseen circumstances arise.  

They still “expected” the outcome of any changes to be reasonable and preferably in 

their favour, that is, to avoid their aesthetic “disappointment” changes could be made 

but at no additional pricality “cost” to them.  Unlike the previous discussion that 

illustrated Bob understood the importance of good functional “service recovery”, his 

agency staff may not have known that aesthetic “reliability” and “reassurance” were  

fundamental elements of service quality and were required when affecting functional 

“service recovery”.  As an ex-manager, Brodie understood that this was missing at the 

agency, stating: 

“The professionalism and the “reliability” of being “reassured”, and 
actually having that happen, doesn't happen” – Brodie  
 

Mac and Rana, through their pricality filter were of the opinion that they were not 

culpable for the change in arrangements so the additional “cost” incurred was not their 
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liability.  They felt they had been quoted a total “price” and that either the airline or the 

agency should have accepted responsibility:  

“They had already quoted a price for us . . . But if the Singapore Airlines 
changed Travel Masters has to that's their problem, they shouldn't charge 
us . . . a good travel agent wouldn't do that they would sort of [thing], and 
I wasn't happy” – Rana  

 

 

And Mac added: 

“That's the point, I guess . . . from Travel Master's point of view, when you 
look at the cost of the trip, for a hundred and twenty dollars or whatever 
the cost of the accommodation, I would think they should have just said 
look, we'll absorb that . . . I don't think that was really that smart of them 
. . . it left us with a bad taste in our mouth right at the beginning . . . so 
you're starting from a negative point of view.  So Bob had to do a lot of 
work to overcome that and to his credit he did because we found that he 
did an excellent job” – Mac  

 

 

This incident tainted Mac and Rana’s enthusiasm toward the rest of the tour.  Their 

level of trust in the future arrangements was lowered and the incident left them with 

an aesthetic feeling of “disappointment”.  Brodie and Katie, had made a reservation 

with Travel Masters for a trip the year before and had had a situation where lack of 

attention to detail resulted in an error with the booking.  The recovery of this error was 

not handled particularly well.  However, the China trip appealed to them so, with 

uncertainty, they decided to give this agency another chance: 

“Well our expectation we just hoped that there wasn't going to be examples of 
that let-down that we experienced so often, during the lead-up process” – Brodie  

 

 

Brodie and Katie’s source of angst related to the same flight reschedule but from two 

different points.  The first point relates to the same pricality liability of payment issue 

and the second relates to a functional “communications gap” between Katie and the 

travel consultant.  Firstly, they had already paid for a three-night stopover in Singapore 

at the end of the tour.  Now, because of the flight reschedule, were expecting a refund: 
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“so I just rang the office and said "look I just noticed on the group itinerary 
that they're having a night in Singapore now, so does that mean because 
of the flight changes, and the flight changes affected us as well, that we 
now only have to pay for two nights rather than three?" and the girl said 
"no, that doesn't affect you".  I said "well it does, because we're part of 
this group", she said "no you booked that independently and your tour 
group stops in China" and I went "oh okay" anyway I just accepted it” – 
Katie  

 

 

Secondly, having been denied, and accepting this, Katie went  on to raise the second 

communication issue on behalf of others in the group: 

“the other thing I just wanted to make you aware of is that this is now 
happening so the people are getting later than they were originally 
expecting, do you know whether or not the group's been told this or the 
people who have been affected have been told because, just from a 
customer's perspective, we weren't told at the group meeting where we 
all got handed our, our tickets and stuff, so it might just pay you to check 
these people may need to be called"  I said "because if it was me, I'd want 
to know" and she just said "oh well Beth's looking after that. I don't know 
what she's doing about that and she's away" – Katie  

 

 

Katie and Brodie felt attention to detail was missing and did not feel “reassured” that 

other details may also have been overlooked.  They again questioned the credence 

quality (Naumann, 1995) of the service they received.  Voicing their concerns with the 

Manager upon her return, in their minds, they received a similar rebuff: 

“her reaction has been quite off hand . . . she was quite, like to Katie she 
was quite off hand and saying sort of "take it or leave it" sort of thing” – 
Brodie 

 

 

Mac and Rana also experienced a functional communication gap related to arranging 

their seat allocation on the aircraft.  When booking independently on line this facility is 

available.  However, without further explanation the travel agent said: 

“No you can't do that.  I was surprised.  I mean she's in the travel business, 
she should know that.  And of course when we went to make, on the front 
of the line, to choose a seat, the lady said oh you should have done that 
before.  And I said well we were told by the travel agent that we couldn't.  
She said of course you can” – Mac  
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Had the consultant been genuinely service-oriented and taken time to explain the 

actual reason, Mac would have had the additional information when conversing with 

the check-in officer that would have changed the check-in officer’s response and this 

whole situation would never have arisen.  This breakdown in functional communication 

again made Mac and Rana feel both aesthetically “disappointed” and “angry”: 

“But we weren't too happy with it right at the beginning, that first day, so 
when we checked in our luggage then we decided we'd just walk off by 
ourselves because I really was a bit narky - yeah turned me off a little bit” 
–  Mac 

 

 

On the other hand, another couple showed they handled problems differently.  Alec 

and Zana “managed” problems in that they suggested they negotiated in and around 

the issue to find a mutually satisfactory solution or result.  Zana said: 

“Even travel agents can do the wrong thing . . . I don't know, doesn't 
matter but we've had a few hiccups but you just deal with it . . . Um a lot 
of people get all upset but you can't let it worry you it just happens” – 
Zana  

 

 

Conversely, most of the participants aesthetically had a “pleasant” pre-tour experience 

with the agency.  JB and Alice were very grateful at the handling of their uncertain 

situation.  Just one week prior to departure, due to a serious medical episode, JB and 

Alice thought they would have to cancel their journey which would mean they would 

forfeit the entire pricality “cost” of the trip.  Rather than have this occur, it was 

suggested that arrangements be postponed.  Ultimately, JB and Alice joined the tour 

a week later and JB commented on how aesthetically and functionally “helpful” the 

agency was in trying to “solve their problem”: 

“Once the doctor said flying is out of the question it's just too dangerous 
for many reasons to fly, I rang Beth and she said "oh well we'll just", and 
I said it was uncertain what the outcome was going to be, and so she just 
put things on hold and she cancelled the flight but in such a way that she 
could get it again and she did that without any hassle, no complaints, no 
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fuss.  I was really pleased with the way she just fitted in with what we 
needed . . . the tickets arrived in time, all our passports were returned [in 
time]” – JB  

 

 

These examples illustrate the tenuous nature of the relationship between the tour 

participants and the service provider.  It shows how easily and quickly a customer can 

be lost if they believe they have not received the pricality, functional, aesthetic and 

familiar quality of service they perceived.  For the CTG participants, when providing a 

service, it is important to understand the nature and characteristics of a service such 

that elements of the service can be adapted to suit individual “markets of one” (Gilmore 

and Pine, 2000).  The intangible nature of a service means participants perceive 

pricality “risk” associated with purchasing and therefore need to believe the service 

provider.  That is, the travel consultant can be aesthetically “relied” upon to deliver the 

pricality “promise” to the participants’ “expectations”, and if something goes wrong, the 

participants can be aesthetically “reassured”  that the their  satisfaction is primary.  The 

details of Bob’s handling of the matter were not made public but the evidence of his 

service recovery skill was that both couples said they would definitely travel again with 

Bob, an outcome again highlighting the importance of quality service recovery and the 

criticalness of the correct handling of pre-tour experiences. 

 

5.8. (Re)interpreting pre-tour experiences 

The final lower-order concept of the tour operations that requires theoretical 

consideration is the pre-tour experiences.  In the two cases mentioned above, the two 

couple’s expectations had not been met.  After particular interactions with staff 

members, these participants received outcomes that were different from what they 

aesthetically believed they should have been.  That is, there was a gap between the 

service outcome expected and the service outcome delivered, as they perceived it.  
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The extended Gap Model (A. Parasuraman et al., 1991; A. Parasuraman et al., 1985b) 

clearly illustrates how customers construct “expectations” from previous word-of-

mouth or other marketing communications, past experiences and personal needs.  

When these “expectations” are not equal to or exceed the perceived service delivered 

then there is a differential or gap.   

 

Both couples, Mac and Rana and Brodie and Katie, had the pricality “expectation” that 

the airline would pay for the required additional accommodation.  Since the travel 

agent made them pay, the couples felt a pricality and aesthetic gap between the 

service outcome they perceived and their “expected” outcome.  Because of the 

intangible characteristic and the high level of human participation in services, 

discordant incidents are almost inevitable and keeping a customer’s business is 

dependent on how the business responds to the incident (Kandampully, 2007, p. 265).   

Both couples were prepared functionally to take their business elsewhere had the 

incident not been so close to departure and all pricality “monies paid” were therefore 

non-refundable.   

 

As these well-travelled participants have past travel experiences as reference points, 

at any point in the travel experience customers are interconnecting their perceptions 

of that experience (Arnould & Price, 1993; Craig-Smith & French, 1994) and its quality 

(K. Andereck, Bricker, Kerstetter, & Nickerson, 2006).  Brathwaite (2007) exemplifies 

connected experiences citing when a service failure occurs upon check-in at a hotel it 

can nullify an otherwise quality experience at that hotel.  To avoid these CTG 

participants nullifying their otherwise quality tourism experience, Bob had to practise 

his well-honed service recovery skills.  When Bob was dealing with Katie and Brodie 
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he checked with them several times to ensure the issue was finalised and would have 

no further negative influence on the rest of their China tour experience. 

 

Savvy tourists are very much aware of an organisation’s attitude towards customer 

service.  Zemke and Bell (1990) also point out customers pick up on an organisation’s 

real commitment to service by the way in which that organisation functionally and 

aesthetically responds to discordant incidents.  Much of the literature that discusses 

the expectation/perception gap agrees with Parasuraman et al (1991) in that this gap 

has a strong correlation with the intangible SERVQUAL variables: reliability, 

responsiveness, assurance, and empathy (Kandampully, 2007; Kotler et al., 2010; 

Reid & Bojanic, 2010; Zeithaml et al., 1993).  That is, through their quality filters, the 

CTG participants perceive the travel agency’s reliability is vital to building aesthetic 

trust.  They anticipate the functional receipt of prompt attention and to aesthetically 

feel confident their experience will functionally proceed as they expect, and that their 

perspective is understood and respected.   

 

Many authors agree that basic strategies for successful service recovery include 

encouraging complaints, actively listening to customers, acknowledging errors, 

responding quickly, training/ empowering frontline employees on how to manage the 

incidents, and applying appropriate compensation (Kandampully, 2007; Kotler et al., 

2010; Reid & Bojanic, 2010; Zemke & Bell, 1990).  Based on the reported experiences 

of these CTG participants, they did not believe that successful recovery occurred at 

the time of their pre-tour service failure experiences.  However, it is clear that Bob, 

with his functional experience of the successful management of discordant incidents, 

was the one to recover the couples’ pre-tour service failure.  In the words of Zemke 
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and Bell (1990), Bob showed that by understanding the participants’ perspectives and 

by empathising and assuring them with a prompt response and appropriate 

compensation in one way or another, he retained his customers such that they became 

even more loyal and continued to spread positive word of mouth. 

 

Satisfying every customer is unlikely.  As shown in the Quality filtering of mediators 

model, the CTG comprised of individuals.  Individuals who had similarities in age, life-

stage and travel interests but who were essentially hertogeneous, that is, no two 

people had  exactly the same  characteristics and or behaviour (Banzhaf & Jawahar, 

2005; Oh, Fiore, & Jeoung, 2007).  Some people may have similarities or points in 

common but it is universally accepted that everyone is different.  Marketing literature 

identifies differences in customer segments according to demographics, 

psychographics, geographics and behaviour (Kotler et al., 2010; Morrison, 2010; Reid 

& Bojanic, 2010). Differences can be by demographics, such as age, lifestage, 

education level and status.  People are psychographically different by lifestyle, 

interests, attitudes and motivations.  Other influences that create individuality include 

a person’s past experiences and any impacting environmental or situational factors, 

such as marketing communications, politics and economics, technology and social 

trends.  The point of this preface is that because customers as individuals are different, 

100% customer satisfaction is unlikely, so organisations aim to satisfy the majority of 

their clientele. 

 

Conversely, customer segments that are too small can be unprofitable.  Bob’s tours 

are designed for small groups of up to twenty-five compared with many tour groups 

consisting of forty-five passengers.  However, from experience, every tour design has 
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a break-even point whereby it is unprofitable to run with passenger numbers below 

that point (Davies & Downward, 1998).  For most tourism organisations, satisfying 

individual customers would incur costs of production above what the customers would 

be prepared to pay or it would force a compromise in quality.  In today’s experiential 

economy, tourists seek individualised and personal experiences (Pine & Gilmore, 

1998, 1999, 2011), however catering to “markets of one” can only be achieved to the 

point of mass customisation (Gilmore & Pine, 2000).  Technology has reduced costs 

of production to a certain extent but for tourism organisations, not enough to run tours 

for an individual.  As has been stated several times throughout this thesis, Bob’s tours 

are customised and individualised to ensure a quality tourism experience for his 

clients, while also balancing sustained profitability. 

 

A journey interlude 

In summary, this chapter has presented Tour elements (other than the tour leader and 

locally hosted visits), which the participants identified as mediators of their quality 

tourism experience.  As part of the CTG, the individual participants have come to this 

tour with a set of “expectations” constructed from previous lived experiences over an 

extended period.  As shown in Figure 5.3 below, they have developed certain criteria, 

or filters, through which to benchmark, these Tour elements. 
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Figure 5.3. Benchmarking process of tour: Tour elements 

 

In this chapter, each of the identified lower-order concepts, accommodation, 

attractions and activities, tour operations and pre-tour experiences, were as important 

as each other.  Quality, in relation to accommodation meant functionally a four to five-

star rating, aesthetic “cleanliness” and “comfort” and it had to match their familiar 

“expectations”.  For participants this represented pricality “value for money”.  To qualify 

as quality attractions and activities, these needed to be functionally “balanced” in type 

and number and “difference”.  They had to be aesthetically “novel” and “individualised” 

yet include the familiar “icons” seen in media communication and learnt about at 

school.  The participants assessed the attractions and activities as enhancing the 

quality of the tour if they “fulfilled promises”.  Similarly, the tour operations were 

deemed quality operations because what was “promised” was delivered.  Again a 

functional “balance” in “pace” and “flow” was important to provide participants 

aesthetic “uniqueness”, “comfort”, “convenience” and “independence”.  The familiar 

“experience” was compared with similar experiences on other travels to assess the 

quality of the tour operations on this China tour.  Lastly, the pre-tour experiences 
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contributed to the quality of the tour.  The functional way in which Bob “managed” and 

“solved problems” with service failures displayed aesthetic “reliability” and 

“reassurance” so as to reverse participants’ aesthetic “disappointment” and 

“dissatisfaction”.  Pricality-wise, the participants anticipated their “expectations” would 

be “delivered” as part of the “contract” to give them “value for money”.  Having their 

service failures recovered to their satisfaction meant the participants retained the 

perception that the China group tour was a quality tourism experience. 

 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have interpreted three of the six higher-order components that the 

participants identified as mediators of their quality tourism experience. Thus far, the 

participants have deemed the China group Tour elements as providing a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

Chapter 6 Tour group discusses the CTG participants’ perspectives of the tour group 

and its lower-order concepts, group as a whole, its unusual structure, and 

individuals.  Again the participants use their quality filters to benchmark this tour 

group against other tour groups to assess the quality of this tourism experience. 
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Chapter 6 

Tour Group 

 

 

“True happiness arises, in the first place, from the enjoyment of 

one’s self, and in the next, from the friendship and conversation 

of a few select companions” – Joseph Addison 

 

6.0. Tour group 

The fourth higher-order concept within the quality mediator, the Tour, is the tour group.  

The CTG participants identified that the social “interaction” between themselves within 

the tour group added to the overall  quality of their tour experience.  Both the focus 

group members and the China tour group participants said when travelling to more 

exotic destinations (Chapters 1 and 7) they chose to travel on a group tour.  Apart from 

the safety and security concerns associated with more exotic destinations, they 

enjoyed the aesthetic “social connectivity” and “fun” when travelling with familial 

“others of like mind”.  Functionally, they enjoyed “meeting new people” and forming 

new “friendships”.  This element of functional, aesthetic, and familial socialisation also 

made the tour pricality “value for money”.  Often friendships made in this temporary 

environment were sustained post-tour, adding quality to life at home. 

 

The Quality filtering of the mediators model shown in Figure 6.1, reminds the reader 

that this higher-order component, the Tour Group, was quality filtered by the CTG 

participants using their pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity filters.  As the 

participants had previously travelled on group tours they then benchmarked their 

filtered perspective of this group against other groups.  It was this filtering and 
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benchmarking process that enabled the participants to assess whether this tour group 

delivered a quality tourism experience. 

 
Figure 6.1. Benchmarking process of the tour group 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, The China tour participant profile shows the group 

consisted of five single women and eight couples who were drawn together by the 

desire to visit China.  A visit that would have them travelling together for up to twenty 

five days.   As individuals, despite their idiosynchracies, they all had points in common.  

Specifically, the CTG participants had similar demographics. They were retired 

residents of the Gold Coast, of similar age, life stage and socio-economic status.  

Psychographically, they had similar values and belief systems that stemmed from an 

anglo-saxon heritage and they led similar lifestyles (Kaponen, 1960). They had all 

travelled extensively  using a variety of modes, for example, group tours, 

independently and cruises.  The CTG participants all enjoyed travelling and had similar 

purposes and motivations, for example, self education and self-actualisation. These 

motivations accord with motivation literature such as Maslow, Frager, & Fadiman 

(1970). 
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When travelling on an organised tour, individuals connect with each other and stages 

of forming a group (Tuckman, 1965) become evident.  By functionally travelling, eating, 

and “interacting” together over this relatively short period, the CTG participants got to 

know each other and formed a temporary pseudo-community.  Within this higher-order 

concept, Tour group, there are three lower-order concepts: the group as a whole, 

cliques, and individuals.  The complex nature of the composition of this tour group 

made it valuable to introduce a sociogram.  Loomis (2011) first used a sociogram in 

1942 to illustrate a group’s composition and the relationships between members.  It 

has become common practise to use sociograms in several disciplines including 

sociology, science, engineering and electronics.  The innovative use of the sociogram 

in this study, shown in Figure 6.2 on the next page, is useful to assist the reader’s 

understanding of the following discussion on the tour group.  It illustrates the unusual 

relationships that existed at the commencement of the tour between some members 

of the China Tour Group, for example the “Circle of Friends” and the “Family Four”. 
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Figure 6.2. Sociogram of the tour group 
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The first lower-order concept, the group as a whole, interprets the individual CTG 

participant’s perspectives of the group as a whole.  The initial impression the CTG 

participants had of the China tour group was positive.  However, almost immediately 

they identified two familiarity sub-groups, or cliques, who knew each other well before 

the commencement of this tour.  The second lower-order concept discusses three 

cliques, two formed before the tour began and the other formed during the tour.  The 

first of the pre-formed cliques comprised of two couples who were related as cousins 

and so named the Family Four.  The second, comprised of three other couples who 

had previously travelled together on Bob’s tours, so were named Circle of Friends.  

The clique that formed during the tour included members of the Circle of Friends and 

one other couple, Mac and Rana and this sub-group was named the Social Six. 

Members of the cliques said they made some attempt to connect with the unaffiliated 

participants.  Most unaffiliated participants were content with this and said the cliques 

did not affect the quality of their China group tour experience.  Mac and Rana, 

however, did find the cliques exclusive and rejective, even between themselves and 

the Circle of Friends in the Social Six clique, and this “diminished” the pricality quality 

of their China group tour experience.  The third lower-order concept was the 

individuals themselves.  Each brought to the tour group their individual distinctiveness.  

For example, one single woman often chose to go off exploring and photographing on 

her own.  To the group, this presented her as an aesthetically “aloof” character and 

somewhat “unapproachable”.  Another presented herself as difficult to get along with, 

having strong opinions which made her appear “prickly”.  In general, the participants 

felt the group was a “good” quality tour group when benchmarked against other 

groups. 
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As is consistent within these theorising chapters, a chapter outline illustrates to the 

reader the structure and content within this chapter.  Table 6.1 below demonstrates 

the flow from the higher-order to the lower-order concepts and the link between the 

lower-order concepts and the (Re)interpretion constructs that are representative of the 

quality filters. 

 

Table 6.1 Chapter outline 

Tour 

Mediator 

Higher-order 

Concept 

Lower-order Concepts (Re)interpretation Constructs 

Chapter 6 

 

Tour Group 

6.1. The 

group as 

a whole 

5.1.1. Group as a 

whole 

 

6.1.2. Group dynamics 

 

6.1.3. Challenges in 

the group 

 

6.1.4. Operational 

opportunities 

 

6.1.5. Getting along 

with others 

 

6.1.6. (Re)interpreting 

the group as a 

whole 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Good group 

 Tour price 

 Investment 

 Value for money 

 Value 
diminishment 

Functionality 

 Meet new people 

 Make new friends 

 Group size/ smaller 
group 

 Levels of fitness 

 Flexibility 

 Conforming “safe” 

 Help & assistance 

 Group 
norms/expectations 

 Punctuality 

Aesthetics 

 Social interaction 

 Sense of belonging, 
connectivity 

 Friendliness/ 
harmony/ 
atmosphere 

 Companionship 

 Safety/assurance 

 Fun/spark 

 Pleasure 

 Difference/tension 

 Inflexibility/ 
whinging 

Familiarity 

 Similar background/ 
characteristics 

 Like-minded 

 Comfort/easiness 

 Sharing 

 Travelling interests 

 Life stage 

 Place of residence 

 Lifestyle 
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Tour 

Mediator 

Higher-order 

Concept 
Lower-order Concepts (Re)interpretation Constructs 

Chapter 6 

 

Tour Group 

6.2. Cliques 

within 

the 

group 

6.2.1. (Re)interpreting 

cliques in the 

group 

Pricality 

 Price 

 Value added  

 Value for money 

 Personal gain 

 Value 
diminishment 

Functionality 

 Gravitation/sub-
groups 

 Family/relations 

 Affiliations 

Aesthetics 

 Relationship/ 
connectivity/friend
ship 

 Circle of friends 

 Welcoming 

 Sharing  

 Divided/united 

 Rejection/ 
marginalised  

 Inclusive/exclusive 

 Secrecy 

Familiarity 

 Previous tours 

 Travel interests 

 Things in common 

 Shared experiences 

 Bonds 

Chapter 6 

 

Tour Group 

6.3.  

Individuals 

within 

the 

group 

6.3.1. (Re)interpreting 

individuals 

within the 

group 

Pricality 

 Price  

 Value added  

 Value for money 

 Personal gain 

 Value 
diminishment 

Functionality 

 Health/physical 
disposition 

 Attitude 

 Confidence 

 Travel skills 

Aesthetics 

 Refined/cultured  

 Individualistic/ 
collective 

 Assistance/help 

 Empathy 

 Adventure 

 Negativity/ 
complaining 

Familiarity 

 Self interest 

 Selfishness/ 
consideration 

 Expected behaviour 

 Acceptable/Deviant 
behaviour 

 Past group travel 
experience 

 Social norms 

 Manners/ politeness/ 
rudeness 

 

 

6.1. The group as a whole 

For the participants, one of the first features to consider in taking this group tour to 

China was that it would mean travelling with at least twenty three other people for 
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several weeks.  All the participants had previously travelled independently, with friends 

in groups of four or six, and on all-inclusive group tours with up to forty five other people 

so they understood the interrelational experiences of each travel mode.  The marketing 

of functionally “meeting new people” and forming “new friendships” has long been 

promoted as one of the benefits of group tours.  Along with the positives of travelling 

in a group, such as the aesthetic “interaction”, “friendliness” and “sense of belonging” 

there are also the negatives, for example, having to functionally “conform” to a tour 

schedule and “group norms”.  Many tours are designed around a specific target market 

whereby those joining the tour are likely to experience familiarity demographically and 

with perhaps similar “backgrounds” and “travelling interests.  Table 6.2 illustrates  

these themes, along with others,  as the criteria the CTG participants quality filtered 

when benchmarking this tour group against previous tour group experiences.  Overall, 

they agreed that this China tour group did fulfil their “social” needs and therefore 

contributed to their quality tourism experience. 

 

Table 6.2. Quality filters to benchmark tour group mediator: Whole group 
 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Good group 

 Tour price 

 Investment 

 Value for money 

 Value diminishment  

Functionality 

 Meet new people 

 Make new friends 

 Group size/smaller group 

 Levels of fitness 

 Flexibility 

 Conforming 

 Help & assistance 

 Group norms/expectations 

 Punctuality 

Aesthetics 

 Social interaction 

 Sense of belonging, 
connectivity 

 Friendliness/harmony/ 
atmosphere 

 Companionship 

Familiarity 

 Similar background/ 
characteristics 

 Like-minded 

 Comfort/easiness 

 Sharing 

 Travelling interests 
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 Safety/assurance 

 Fun/spark 

 Pleasure 

 Difference/tension 

 Aloofness/ unapproachable 

 Prickly 

 Inflexibility/whinging 

 Life stage 

 Place of residence 

 Lifestyle  

 

The following section briefly the participants’ use of their quality filters: pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity. 

 

Pricality, to the CTG participants is their assessment of the “value” they receive from 

the tour group compared with their “investment” in the tour group experience.  The 

participants had paid a higher “price” believing that other members of the tour would 

be familiarly “like minded” and share “similar characteristics” and “interests”.  The 

participant’s self-image was one of quality, meaning that their lives had supported 

them both financially and health-wise, and they expected the same for  the other tour 

members.  From this pricality perspective a “value for money” tour was expected to 

deliver a quality group experience.  This meant participants expected their group 

experience to include aesthetic “fun”, “friendliness” and a sense of “belonging” and 

“connection”.  There was a strong expectation that the intangible functional, aesthetic, 

and familial factors associated with interacting with other tour group members would 

complement the pricality “value for money” perspective thereby deeming the group as 

contributing to a quality tourism experience.  

 

Functionality, to the participants means several things.  The “group size” determines 

the level of intimacy.  That is, in larger tour groups, members tend to factionalise more 

and there is less opportunity to “make new friends” on more than a superficial basis.  

Also, on this tour group there were varying “levels of fitness”, which on occasion 
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curbed the pace of some participants when visiting attractions and doing activities.  

Additional functional perspectives included “meeting new people” and “making new 

friends”.  Also, they indicated that knowing functional “help” and “assistance” was 

available was a positive construct.  Less positive constructs included having to be 

“flexible” and managing “expectations” within the boundedness of a group, such as 

“conforming” to “group norms” like “punctuality”.  The tour group had to function to the 

participant’s satisfaction in order to qualify as a quality tour group experience. 

 

The aesthetics of tour groups is about the feelings and the implicit and explicit 

environment within the group. Being part of a group is about interpersonal 

relationships to gain an aesthetic “sense of belonging” and “connectivity” during the 

“social interaction”.  Again, positive constructs that emerged were  “friendliness”, 

“harmony”, “safety/assurance”, “fun/spark” and “pleasure”.  But not everyone may get 

along as best friends so there may be some “inflexibility”, “differences”, “tension” and 

“whinging”.  In order to maitain aesthetic “harmony” within the group, some participants 

felt they were often negotiating and compromising, which rather lessened  their 

perspective of the quality of the group.  Some participants in this group indicated that 

while it was a “good” group, they had experienced better quality groups in which the 

overall group sense of “fun” and “connectivity” was much stronger.  

 

Familiarity are all the things individuals recognise from their life histories.  As 

mentioned above, the participants expected the China group to comprise of members 

from “similar backgrounds”.  They were all retired and financially independent enjoying 

the freedom and ability to choose their daily activities, rather than being shackled with 

work and family obligations.  As they were all Gold Coast residents, they had a familiar 
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“place of residence”.  Travel Masters is very specific in their target market and attract 

clients with similar “travelling interests”, “life stage”, and “lifestyle”, so the participants 

could see in others familiar characteristics and “like-mindedness”. 

 

6.1.1. The whole group 

Group travel has its advantages and disadvantages.  In general, travelling in a tour 

group delivered pricality advantages akin to the economic term “economies of scale”, 

meaning that if a number of people travel together the overall “price” per person is less 

than if participants purchased each travel item individually.  The higher price of this 

China tour was because it was a small group of up to twenty one and while it visited  

iconic Chinese tourist attractions, as discussed in Chapter 5, there were also many 

exclusive features and attractions.  Being able to afford such a trip was  an indication 

that everyone travelling in the China tour group was at least in a comfortable financial 

position, giving the group a point of relative pricality commonality.  

 

From the negative functional perspective the CTG members found that travelling in a 

group meant, on occasion, they found themselves “conforming”, waiting for other 

members, which either lengthened the day or made the group late on that day’s 

schedule.  There were also moments when “interactions” between participants were 

less amiable and group members had to functionally “manage” themselves.  From a 

positive functional perspective, there was always someone to help, even in the 

smallest way, like asking another group member to hold a bag in order to take a 

photograph or whilst visiting the bathroom.  Or there was always someone to do things 

with, for example go shopping or have a coffee.  Smith (1989) named tour groups as 

“tourist bubbles” and Van den Berghe (2002) saw them as “capsules” within which 
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members were provided for and kept safe.  This theory relates to the China tour group 

in that the members could go shopping or have coffee and feel aesthetically “safe” in 

their functional capsule or bubble.  “Assurance” and “safety” within a tour group comes 

from knowing other group members are functionally looking out for  other group 

members, being ready to “help” and “assist” a member in need.  As they were  

travelling in “exotic” China, knowing that other group members are near was  important 

to the participants, and was  indicative of a quality group. 

 

Aesthetically, participants enjoyed the familial feeling of “sharing” the China tour and 

all its experiences with “new-found friends”.  Even though this in-situ group was formed 

for only three weeks, the group soon developed an aesthetic “sense of belonging” that 

heightened their “being” in their “lived experience”, which members said enriched the 

quality of the tour group and, therefore, the quality of their tourism experience.  This 

“belongingness” in the group as a whole had a strong foundation of familiarity in that 

the participants were at a similar “life stage”.  That is, their children had left home, they 

were grandparents, and many were retired or semi-retired.  Further, they were all 

“residents of the Gold Coast”, Queensland, and therefore had a general understanding 

of each other’s “lifestyle” and some even had mutual acquaintences or friends.   Added 

to this, they had a familiar destination, “travelling style” and “travelling interests” in 

common.  These are examples of attributes of a quality tour group as viewed by the 

CTG participants.  The following section presents the CTG participants’ quality filtered 

perspectives on the tour group as a whole. 
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Most CTG participants acknowledged that by travelling in a group they “met people” 

that were not acquaintences or in their current friendship groups.  Katie felt this was 

an “additional benefit” that added quality and Brodie agreed: 

“I mean the bonus is, with a group tour, you do get to meet some really nice 

people that you would never have met.  Now you may not keep in contact with 

them after the tour, but they do enhance [your tour]” – Katie 

 

“Yeah, they do” – Brodie  
 

Alice and JB were very positive about the group members: 

“Yes I thought they were a really nice group . . . I thought the people on the tour 
were some of the nicest as a group I have travelled with . . . And everybody was 
very nice to me” – Alice  
 
“that it was a good group” – JB  
 
 

Brent said he enjoyed the aesthetic “social exchanges” in the group, that he could be: 

“interactive with them” – Brent 

 

 

Whereas, Mac and Rana clearly felt the quality of the aesthetic “social interaction” they 

received from this group as a whole was not as great as a previous group experience.  

Their interpretation of a quality tour group, like the other concepts of the China group 

tour experience, was evaluated against their perception of pricality “value for money”.  

It was as if they expected individual members of the China group to bond to such an 

extent that the group became an “all-encompassing” embodied experience.  Rana 

recalled that previous group tour: 

“I like the company . . . we had a group there it was a bus tour going around.  Oh 
that was one of my really best holidays.  It was like a big happy family the whole 
bus.  Oh it was lovely.  It was wonderful” - Rana 

And whilst this China group as a whole group was satisfactory, to Mac and Rana it 

was not the most closely bonded group: 

“It didn’t stand out as being one you would say was a good group.  There was 
good people there” – Mac  
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“But not all” - Rana 
 
“But did it work as a whole group?  And the answer is I don’t think it did . . .Not 
all groups click together as a whole group.  I think many people could click 
together but as a whole group, it just didn’t work.” – Mac  

 

 

Mac’s reasons for this are discussed further in section 6.2 Cliques.  When asked if it 

was important to have a quality group, Alice felt it was and added that functionally 

forming new “relationships” and “connecting” with other couples augmented the 

aesthetics of the group experience: 

“Yes I think it matters.  I mean you can’t hand pick the people when you go 

through a group . . . [but] we usually come out of these group situations with 

about two or four people that we keep in contact with” – Alice  

 

 

6.1.2. Group dynamics 

Group dynamics played a significant part in what participants felt made a quality tour 

group.  Participants indicated that group dynamics, such as the functional size and the 

aesthetic “social interaction”, were constructs that added to the quality of the China 

tour group experience.  In relation to the group, when asked what represented quality 

to them, Brodie and Mac said: 

“the small group” – Brodie and Mac 
 

 

Even though it states above that Mac and Rana did not feel the China tour group as a 

whole was a quality group, Mac was meaning here that the smaller number in this 

China tour was preferable to the mass tourist groups of 45 passengers found in many 

destinations.  Through their functional filter Mac, Beau, Brent and Brodie found 

travelling in the “smaller group” of twenty one was much more aesthetically 

“pleasurable” than travelling in the larger groups of forty five passengers.  In their 

words: 
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“fact that it was a small group, I think [made the difference] . . . I think that would 
be one of the differences between him and say Wendy Woo on other tours the 
bus would have been full” – Mac 
 
“well that’s why we we quite like Bob’s tours because he does restrict the size” – 
Beau  
 
“I think the bigger the group the less flexibility . . . Small tour groups are good” – 
Brent  

 

 

And as the observer, I had made the following notation in my field notes: 

“And the other thing that was commented on was the fact that we were a 
smaller number of people, so that was important, because again people could 
get to know each other quite quickly and it made a big difference” – (Field notes, 
24/09/08) 

 

 

The difference referred to here was the fact that with smaller tour groups there is more 

opportunity for relationship building and bonding with functionally “newfound friends”. 

This bonding reinforced their sense of aesthetic “connectivity” and enhanced their 

“lived experience”.  In her study of package tours in Europe, Quioga (1990) also found 

more cohesion and group interaction in smaller groups than in larger tour groups. 

 

To Alice, JB and Brodie, it was the “friendliness” and “harmony” within the group that 

created the aesthetic dynamics: 

“it was a friendly and harmonious group” – Alice  
 
“Well everybody was friendly to everybody” – JB  
 
“[it was] a friendly group” – Brodie  

 

 

To Crystal, a group that included members who had a bit of zest improved the 

aesthetic quality of her group experience: 

“you need a few people that have got a bit of spark and spirit” – Crystal 
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And Katie and Brent found group members with whom they could have “fun”, which 

contributed to the aesthetic quality of the group and therefore the China tour : 

“everbody in the group were having fun, that’s when all the boys bought all those 
watches and the girls bought all their scarves” – Katie 
 
“on a bus trip or something like on a group tour, there’s always a lot of people 
you have a lot of fun with” – Brent 

 

 

These postive reflections above are countered in the next section 6.1.3. Challenges in 

the group. 

6.1.3. Challenges in the group 

According to the CTG participants, travelling within a group was not without its 

challenges.  Whilst there were similarities among group members, as individuals there 

were also functional and aesthetic “differences”.  Some people were functionally 

difficult to converse with, linguistically or relationally, and some were “aloof” or avoided 

others making it functionally difficult to engage. Aesthetic “differences” became 

aparent when personalities “differed” and the aesthetic feeling and environment in the 

encounter was, at best, cool.  Beau reflects: 

“I think you try to get on with everybody because you realise when you are 
travelling in a group, obviously we’re not all going to like the same things, and 
even like the same people and some people are shy and  some people are 
extroverts” – Beau  

 

 

JB concurred: 

“we”re all different” – JB 
 

 

Beau continued that on occasions the whole group had to make allowance for those 

who were slow-moving: 

“with an organised trip you are governed by the slowest person” – Beau 
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Being one of the fittest CTG participants, Beau found her functional “compromising” 

often left her a little bothered.  She found the functional “difference” in participant’s 

“level of fitness” impacted on her perspective of a quality group, saying: 

“I sometimes I find that [slowness] frustrating because I’m fairly active and I like 
to do things and then move on to the next thing” – Beau  

 

 

Such frustrations served to generate “value diminishment”.  Other relatively fit 

participants also implied those in the group with lower functional “levels of fitness” 

should have reconsidered taking the trip.  Whilst not explicitly stating the slower 

members functionally diminished the quality of their group experience, Zana and 

Alec’s comments suggest it: 

“I don’t think I would have gone if I was in [Alice’s] position.  I wouldn’t have 
gone . . . she certainly wasn’t well enough to go on that tour.  And I think you’ve 
got (emphasis) to be in good health to travel.  And if I wasn’t in good health I 
would not” – Zana 
 
“There were a few people on that trip that were not up to THAT sort of trip” – 
Alec 

 

 

This is no reflection on Bob’s participant selection process.  At the information evening 

prior to the trip, Bob made everyone aware that the itinerary was demanding and that 

members were “expected to keep up”.  Within the overriding boundaries of Duty of 

Care legislation, discrimination laws prevent Bob from excluding participants who may 

be a little less fit than others. 

 

In a similar vein, for some CTG members, those who were functionally “inflexible” and 

“whinged” also impacted the aesthetics of the group as a whole, as they contributed 

to  “value diminishment” for  themselves and others.  In general, most participants 

suggested that because they were travelling in a group, they understood there would 

be familiarly different personalities and characteristics and so “compromised” and 

tolerated the small irritations to maintain an aestheticly positive disposition for the sake 
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of an aesthetically affable group environment and a quality group tour experience.  

Alec and Zana and Brent and Beau exemplified this by saying: 

“Aawe, there were a couple of little irritations, but not enough to upset my 
holiday . . . They weren’t irritating enough” – Alec 
 
“There’s bigger and better things to worry about, yes.  Just get over it . . . I mean 
in the big scheme of things, very little upsets us, really,does it?  You just get over 
it you know” – Zana 

 

 

They continued: 

“You must be flexible to enjoy yourself otherwise you can be miserable, 

absolutely miserable” – Zana 

 

“I think there were a few people on the China trip who were miserable because 

they weren’t flexible.  My summation anyway” – Alec  

 

 

In a group situation, Brent and Beau have already said they try to get on with everyone, 

but even they identified some participants who verbalised their dissatisfaction at what 

the group as a whole considered to be negligible issues.  Brent said: 

“They can complain, [and] they whinge” – Brent  
 
“Yeah, I think eventually they’re the ones that miss out and I felt even on, even 
on the trip in China, there were probably two or three that stood out as . . .” – 
Beau  
 
“Oh there’s a few whingers in that, you know.  Oh you always get em” – Brent 

 

 

Another functional challenge identified by Brodie was to ensure everyone understood 

how to behave in a travel group and what group members expected of each other in 

relation to abiding by functional group “norms” and “expectations”.  The CTG 

participants had all travelled on several group tours prior to the trip to China and so 

were familiar with the expected behaviour on tour.  Although discussing it in economic 

terms, Young’s (2007) idea that “norms coordinate expectations” applies to the CTG 

participants.  That is, because the “group norms” are familiar to the participants, they 
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“expect” that everyone on tour would know how to behave on tour.  For example: 

“punctuality”, being on time at appointed places and following Bob’s instructions.   

“They’re the sort of things I take [notice of], I then take time to reinforce with 
other people in the group, that this is the reason he [Bob] gives us these 
conditions and sets these rules because if any of us don’t follow, we’re letting . . 
. the rest of the group down, you know.  And really, I think, other people in the 
dynamic need to reinforce what he’s saying andpresent it from another angle” – 
Brodie 

 

 

During various casual conversations throughout the tour, “being late” seemed to be 

the functional misdemeanour that most irritated other group members.  They felt it was 

inconsiderate to the group and Bob, and disrupted not only the arrangements but also 

the aesthetic “atmosphere” at the time.  However, notably it was only if the lateness 

was by the same person/people and became habitual that it began to impact on the 

quality of the participants’ tour group. 

 

6.1.4. Operational opportunities 

Establishing “group norms” early in the tour can minimise interpersonal challenges.  In 

order to minimise these functional and aesthetic group challenges the participants 

recognised a couple of instances before the tour, and early in the itinerary, where Bob 

had deliberately included activities to establish the functional unwritten group norms 

he expected on his tours.  His aim was to also set behavioural “expectations” relating 

to group travel and to quickly meld the group once the journey began to create a quality 

group tour experience.  I recall the pre-departure evening Travel Masters had 

arranged.  The purpose of this meeting was to get to know fellow group members who 

had also booked on the China tour.  It was also the forum at which Bob advised us of 

behavioural “expectations” that would enhance the participants’ group experience and 

told stories to illustrate unacceptable behaviour.  This was his way of establishing 
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“group norms” particular to his tours.  Everyone enjoyed the evening and throughout 

the trip casually recalled the event and remarked on its usefullness to “get the group 

going”.  For example, when group members arrived to check in at the airport, they said 

they felt an element of familiarity when they recognised faces they had met at the pre-

departure evening. 

 

Another use of this technique was on day five in Hanzhou.  The afternoon was spent 

on a private cruise around West Lake.  The boat was large enough to walk around or 

to just sit in the saloon cabin and absorb the scenery and chat to other participants, 

getting to know them.  As recorded in my field notes, two days later over breakfast, 

Crystal, Zana, Alec, Julienne and I chatted about how functionally successful the 

cruise was in bringing the group together: 

“I had breakfast with [Crystal] and [Zana], [Alec] and [Julienne] and 
comment was made that the boat trip at the beginning of the trip had 
actually helped to meld the group a lot more “cause they can just mix 
around and get to know each other” (Field notes, 24/09/08) 

 

 

From the Quick Thinks conducted toward the end of the first week of the tour, 

suggestions were that there could be a few more occasions that could have been 

arranged so group members could bond: 

“Group meetings say cocktail hour with the tour director helps to cement 
relations, rather than group breaking up having drinks in hotel rooms.” 

 
“More time to enjoy the people experience when travelling in a group situation.” 

 

 

Arranging such activities early in a group tour is a successful strategy to allow 

members time to get to know each other and to establish an aesthetic culture and 

“atmosphere”.  Participants agreed that an aesthetically “friendly”, “fun” and 

“harmonious” group is indicative of quality to them. 
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6.1.5. Getting along with others 

As the preceding discussion has noted, part of the reason the participants chose to 

travel on a group tour was because of the functional “social interaction” and 

“connectivity” that promises a quality group tour experience.  It can take some time, 

however, for individuals to begin social exchanges with a group of people they do  not 

already know.  When checking in at the airport, I observed the initial signals of 

interaction such as a smile, shaking of hands (mainly the men) and then the self 

introductions of one person to another.  The conversations then consisted of 

exchanging aesthetic “pleasantries” about the recent weather and the trip to the airport 

(some had been given a lift, some by home/airport transfers and others by a direct 

service train).  After checking in, couples seemed to stick to themselves indicating they 

were not quite ready to become a group.  Single ladies soon found couples with whom 

to chat and tag along. Two couples were familiarly related and named the Family Four 

and three couples had previously travelled together, named the Circle of Friends as 

shown in Figure 6.2, the Sociogram, so these sub-groups were already “connected”.  

From this time, the participants very quickly made their quality filtered assessments of 

individuals and the sub-groups.  Brodie and Katie recall their experience on a previous 

European group tour:  

“I think the European trip was an example, very quickly there were at least, a 

minimum of three couples, on the European tour I'm speaking of, where we 

quickly um assessed other members of our group, and ensured that we stayed at 

the opposite end of the coach” – Brodie  

 

“the couples behind us and in front of us were Aussies and all got on really well 
so we kind of moved around the coach together . . . but if you'd been near one 
particular, well there were two couples that really stood out that were just hard 
to please.  Nothing was ever right and it was very negative .  If you were sitting 
beside that all day listening to them go on it would be very very difficult . . .And 
I think that's just human nature” – Katie  
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Beau and Brent were one of the three couples in the Circle of Friends who may not 

have experienced this initial “getting-to-know-you” process in the same way as those 

who were unaffiliated.  Beau and Brent acknowledged they had to make the functional 

effort to mix with others because they were on a group tour.  In reality, on this China 

tour they already had their aesthetic “social interaction” and “connectivity” with the 

other two couples in the Circle of Friends, Alec and Zana and Dad and Gladys, who 

had become friends from previous trips together: 

“and, you know, I think that you’ve got to . . . I try to get on with everyone, but 

you find that after you’ve been travelling a few days the ones that you have the 

most in common with . . .” – Beau 

 
 

And Brent finishes her sentence: 

“You gravitate towards them” – Brent  
 

 

JB again agrees: 

“and some people you got on with better than others” – JB 
 

 

6.3.1 (Re)interpreting the group as a whole 

“Social connectivity”, particularly for seniors, is a favoured motivation for people to 

travel.  The functionality of “meeting new friends” and connecting with locals in a social 

setting was identified by the CTG participants, which when benchmarked against other 

tours made the China group a quality tour group experience.  “Social connectivity” was 

identified by early psychologists and socio-psychologists as a strong aesthetic 

motivator.  Murray’s (1938) system of needs identified twenty personal needs including 

affilliation.  His research was the precursor to McClelland’s (1965) three needs theory 

that focuses on affilliation,  achievement, and power.  Similarly, Maslow (1943) 

identified that in general humans desire “belongingness” and “social connectivity”.  
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Barnes (2011) discusses the terms ‘connectedness’ and ‘connectivity’ in relation to 

mathematical Graph Theory but often relates the terms to the sociological context of 

relations between people.  More recently, and specifically applied to tourism, “social 

connectivity” is described as the “provision of spaces and opportunities for social 

interactions between travellers, host-community members, and travel providers as 

well as various mixes of these” (Jennings et al., 2009, p. 65).  Jennings et al also 

identified social connectivity as a determinant of quality tourism experiences in their 

study of Generation Y travellers and their expectations of quality in an adventure 

tourism experience.  It is this aesthetic sense of being “connected” with other travelling 

companions that, in general, brought a familiar “comfort” to the tour group as a whole.  

That enriched the quality of the group as a whole as they took part in the daily group 

tour activities.  For some participants, this tended to “value add” to their “lived 

experience”, which heightened their quality tour group experience. 

 

For the CTG participants, the tour group context provided for much social interaction.  

That is, the participants were  retirees with a plethora of life knowledge, skills and 

experiences to share.  They also had many things in common such as place of 

residence, social standing, life stage, and travel interests.  Ragheb and Griffith (1982) 

found when seniors participated in leisure activities such as travelling,  socialising and 

conectivity contributed to a large part of their satisfaction.  Studies today still agree 

that the social/connectivity aspect of travelling provides satisfaction (Alegre & Garau, 

2010; Gallarza, Saura, & Moreno, 2013; J. Huang & Hsu, 2009).  Katie, Brodie, JB, 

Beau, Brent and Rana all indicated that travelling with other people and “meeting new 

people” aesthetically complemented  pricality “value”  and this added to the quality of 

their group tour experience.  Early tourism researchers found that “to socialise” was a 
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very strong travel motivator (Beard & Ragheb, 1980, 1983; Crompton, 1979, 1981; 

Iso-Ahola, 1983; Pearce, 2005; Pearce & Caltabiano, 1983; Ragheb & Tate, 1993).  

Latterly, Devesa, Laguna and Palacios (2010) still maintain social interaction is a 

strong motivator for tourists.  Several CTG participants stated “making new friends” 

was one of the many functional reasons they enjoyed travelling. 

 

The CTG members, like other senior tourists, have aesthetic “social interaction” and 

“connectivity” as one of the key motivating and satisfying themes of their travel 

experience.  The fact that the CTG members chose to travel on another group tour 

indicates they are very satisfied with the social context and “connectivity” assocciated 

with group travel.  Tourism literature shows “social interaction” to be one of a series of 

key elements contributing to tourists’ satisfaction (Beard & Ragheb, 1980; Gallarza et 

al., 2013; Pearce & Caltabiano, 1983; Ragheb & Griffith, 1982; Reisinger & Turner, 

2000).  Similarly, as evidenced in extant literature, for the CTG participants, the role 

of social connectivity was an integral lower-order concept when benchmarking this 

China tour against other group tours to assess the quality of their tourism experience.   

 

Seeking social interaction as ‘kinship’ has also been highlighted by several 

researchers (Crompton, 1979; R. J. Fisher & Price, 1991; Pyo, Mihalik, & Uysal, 1989; 

Yuan & Mcdonald, 1990) as a strong functional motivator even across tourists of 

different nationalities.  The two couples who were related, Family Four, and the three 

couples who had taken Bob’s tours before, Circle of Friends, are examples of people 

whose family and friends can become familiar travelling companions.  Studies have 

found tourists, in particular senior tourists, enjoy travelling with others such as family 

and friends (Guinn, 1980; Stowe Shoemaker, 1989).  More recently Onyx and Leonard 
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(2005) in their study of Grey Nomads, also found seniors derive great pleasure in 

travelling with friends and/or family.  Crystal and Elke, single women on the China tour, 

chose a group tour to China for the functional social interaction and aesthetic 

friendliness of other group members.  Within the safety “tourist bubble” (V. L Smith, 

1989) “capsule” (van den Berghe, 2002) of the group, these women said it was easier 

to mix with other familiarly “like-minded” travellers in a tour group than with “strangers”.  

Stone and Nichol (1999) found that for women travelling on their own, “social 

interaction” was an “integral part of the holiday experience” (p.15).  To the CTG 

participants, a key determinant of the quality of the group tour was travelling with 

others and having “social interaction” with members of the tour group. With this group 

configuration and commentaries on group members, “cliques” emerged, which is the 

topic of section 6.2. Cliques. 

6.2. Cliques within the group 
 

Considering the context and comments above, this China tour group had societal 

characteristics that differed from most group tours.  Most group tours are made up of 

singles or couples all of whom are  functionally “unaffiliated”.  At its commencment, 

the China tour group of twenty one participants consisted of two functional “sub-

groups” dubbed the “Family Four” and the “Circle of Friends” who already knew each 

other.  For some who were not members of these “sub-groups”, it created a perception 

that the whole group was almost bilaterally “divided” into those who aesthetically had 

a “Circle of Friends” and those who had to make one.  Several participants felt this 

tour group had two definite “cliques” and that the situation was a little “divisive” and 

“exclusive”.   
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To iterate, group tours rarely commence with cliques but cliques can develop as the 

tour progresses.  Within this tour group collective were individuals who had more 

familiarly “in common” with certain other members in the group,  forming cliques and 

“bonding” more quickly than members who were “unaffiliated”.  As the researcher, I 

observed that for some non-members of either clique it appeared the functional 

“gravitation” of the “Circle of Friends” impacted on the non-member group tour 

experience.  On the other hand, the “gravitation” of the “Family Four” “sub-group” was 

acceptable and did not impact on the non-member tour group experience because it 

appeared that “family relations” supersede friendship relations.  Those China tour 

group members that aesthetically shared an “affilliation” had developed a certain 

familiarity “bond” by having the same “travel interests” leading to previous travel 

together from which “shared experiences” were constructed and this aesthetic 

“sharing” augmented “connectivity”.  For those CTG participants who felt 

“marginalised”, the quality of their China Tour experience was influenced by the 

pricality “value for money” of the tour group experience.  Meaning that because of the 

aesthetic “divisiveness”, some participants did not “enjoy” their time as much as with 

other tour groups.  They felt this tour was a lesser experience and, therefore, less 

“value for money”.  For some, the cliques gave an aura of aesthetic “divison” and 

“exclusion” rather than “unity” and “inclusion”.  An air of “secrecy” made Rana feel 

“rejected”.  In contrast, several participants suggested everyone was “welcoming” and 

“friendly” and overall considered the group quite “united”.  These non-clique members 

did not seem to feel “marginalised” and did not feel these cliques impacted on the 

quality of their tour group experience.  The remainder of this section details each of 

the quality filters used by the CTG participants. 
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Use of the pricality filter in this section mirrors the explanation in the previous section 

with one addition.  To reiterate, the CTG participants who felt “marginalised” “enjoyed” 

this tour group experience less than other groups and therefore  felt the China tour 

returned less “value for money”.  Additionally, “personal gain” adds a further 

(re)interpretation to pricality.  In this section Mac and Rana, even though they became 

members of the Social Six, felt there was no “personal gain” by forming relationships 

on tour because of the temporary nature of tour groups.  Very rarely had any of their 

on-tour relationships extended into their at-home lives. From their perspective, pricality 

“investing” time and effort building short term relationships with other tour group 

members will not bring the expected “return” of a long term aesthetically “meaningful” 

friendship.  Therefore, they input sufficient pricality effort to on-tour relationships that 

returned aesthetic “fun” and “companionship” whilst on tour.  They were content with 

this level of relationship quality from the China tour group. 

 

Functionality is the participants’ perspective of the tour group structure.  At the 

Brisbane airport introductions, participants quickly identified couples who knew other 

couples.  As couples arrived and saw familiar faces, a functional “gravitation” towards 

each other became noticable and the “sub-groups” formed.  “Affilliations”  by “family” 

or as familiar past travelling companions “divided” the tour group at the beginning.  For 

those within the cliques, this “social connectivity” enhanced  the quality of their tour 

group experience, providing them with a heightened sense of “enjoyment”.  In contrast, 

for those outside the cliques, this aesthetic “marginalisation” negatively impacted on 

the quality of their experience.  While Bob usually had the task of melding the tour 

group together, in this instance because of the cliques, to complete the task 
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successfully was essential to ensure a quality experience for all in the China tour 

group. 

 

A segmented tour group had an aesthetic effect on group members.  Overall, 

individuals and couples felt aesthetically “welcome” and enjoyed the “connectivity” and 

“friendship”.  As the cliques formed, polarising themes emerged.  Those within their 

functional “Circle of Friends” felt an aesthetic “inclusive”, “united”, “friendship” and 

“sharing” whilst those on the outer, especially as the tour progressed, felt an aesthetic 

air of “secrecy” that “excluded”, “rejected” or “marginalised” them. The group tour is an 

example of a Western-world microcosm in that it is a small mini world in which 

participants interact and the cliques create their own attitudes and behaviours within 

this mini world.  This example is similar to the example given by Leonard, McKnight 

and Spyrou (2012) when they describe the behaviour of Palestinians living in a small 

village on heavily contested land in the West Bank.  They contend this village is 

representative of the contentious ‘world’ of the Palestinians as a whole.  Likewise, the 

China tour group is a microcosm of westernised Australia. 

 

Familiarity in the China tour group defined the group’s relational structure.  As outlined 

above, the group as a whole had much in common, particularly their “travel interests”.  

Other familiarity “bonds” included “shared [life] experiences” and activities such as 

shopping led to the formation of the Social Six clique.  Familiarity themes about the 

cliques included “previous tours” and “shared experiences”.  These “bonded” those 

within the cliques.  Together, the quality filters, shown in Table 6.3 over the page, 

enabled the CTG participants to assess the tour group element, benchmarking this 

group against other tour groups as a mediator of a quality tour group experience. 
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Table 6.3. Quality filters to benchmark tour group mediator: Cliques 

Pricality 

 Price  

 Value added  
o Value for money 
o Personal gain  

 Value diminishment 
 

Functionality 

 Gravitation/sub-groups 

 Family/relations 

 Un/Affiliations  

 Circle of Friends 

 Family Four 

 Social Six  

Aesthetics 

 Relationship/ 
connectivity/ friendship 

 Welcoming 

 Sharing  

 Divided/ united 

 Rejection/ marginalised  

 Inclusive/ exclusive 

 Secrecy 

Familiarity 

 Previous tours 

 Travel interests 

 Things in common 

 Shared experiences 

 Bonds 

 

Whilst they acknowledged the cliques, not all the participants were prepared to 

comment on their observations of them.  As a researcher I knew this was a 

sensitive topic so pursued only those participants who were prepared to share 

their perspective on the topic.  Mac and Rana, appearing to belong to the Social 

Six “sub-group”, seemed most aesthetically affected.  Rana particularly, even 

though she joined the shoppers, seemed to feel a personal “rejection”, expecting 

all members on a group tour to be “inclusive” and offer their “friendship” rather 

than being “secretive” and “exclusive”:  As previously mentioned, because of this 

“marginalisation”, Mac and Rana did not have a sense of communitas within the 

Social Six or the group as a whole. 

“I think there was a . . . there's a small cliquey group there.  Um and I'm not 

saying that negatively as some of the people in the group were very nice, but 

they knew each other very well.  Um and they sort of stuck together as one “sub-

group” – Mac 

 

“And they secretly organised going out, they didn't want others to join them and 

that sort of thing . . . I think, I think that's not very good when you're in a group.  

If I meet certain people who are going in a group, I would really advertise that 
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we are going to such and such and if you want to join, please join. . . . 

[undiscernible] then if you didn't want to join, that's fine.  It's not a really good 

thing in a group situation.  I personally wouldn't do it” – Rana  

 

“It was a bit strange but again, you get people that know each other very well 

and they tend to hang round together and it's, there's nothing much you can do 

about it” – Mac  

 

“Cliquey group is really not very good.  You come into your group at night and 

after they want to be cliquey, that's fine.  They want to have a private little lunch 

together that's fine.  I mean you are all day with the group, you want to be left 

alone but it's during the day if you're going to Great Wall they some of them 

didn't want you to be walking with them” - Rana  

 

 

The “Family Four” “sub-group” did not seem to affect Mac and Rana so much.  Rana 

seemed more accepting of this group because the “connection” was functionally a 

closer “family relationship” rather than a “friendship relationship”.  Also, the “Family 

Four” mixed more freely and aesthetically “welcomed” other CTG members to join 

them on occasion. 

“there was [Katie and Brodie and Robert and Carina], they also knew each other 
very, well they were cousins or something . . . but they mixed well though” – Rana  

 

 

As a member of the “Family Four”, Katie’s perspective was that on any group tour 

couples find other couples with whom they aesthetically “connect” and other people 

they choose to avoid.  She gave an example from her experience on a large European 

group tour. 

“with the European tour they did the moving the seats, rotation, so we were a 
bit fortunate that when we first hopped on the coach, and we didn't know, the 
couples behind us and in front of us were Aussies and all got on really well so we 
kind of moved around the coach together” – Katie  

 

 

Brodie and Katie did not feel that, by travelling with cousins Carina and Robert, they 

had formed a “sub-group”.  Brodie was such an outgoing and “inclusive” person, he 

liked to mingle and chat with anyone and Mac recognised this: 
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“Brodie preferred not to be [considered part of a sub-group”].  He was trying to 

avoid it” – Mac 

 
 

Beau and Brent of the the “Circle of Friends” explained how the three couples came 

to travel together: 

“I suppose as far as Alex and [Zana] they were our kind of friends and we kind of 
talked” – Brent  
 
“But we didn't really they weren't our best friends” – Beau   
“No, no but we kind of suggested that they might be interested, bang, they're on 
it . . . we get on well . . . it was interesting with Dad, Dad and Gladys we've done” 
– Brent  
 
“four [trips together]” – Beau  
 
 “But it was interesting when we said we were going on this trip um Beth [travel 
agent] said "do you mind if I tell Gladys and Dad that you're going" and that was 
one of the reasons why they went [to China] . . . And we get on well, you know” 
– Brent  

 

 

From their conversation, they were aware of the “sub-group” and were comfortable 

with that.  Beau admitted she inclined toward the people with whom she was familiar: 

“I . . . I think sometimes, you know, when on the China trip there was a bit of 
sameness, you know you were either going to sit with that big group over there 
or that big group.  And we were a bit naughty many times because you tended 
to . . . sit with the same people” – Beau  

 

 

Brent reconsidered his former comment adding: 

“[We do] Gravitate, although we chose to spread ourselves around” – Brent  
 

 

From this point, they seemed to want to justify their behaviour to each other: 

 
“Yeah we did a bit, didn't we?” – Beau  
 
“Parts of each group we liked, you know.  Wasn't it?” – Brent  
 
“And you know there was a couple of people that we  . . . didn't want to sit beside 
certain people” - Beau 
 
“Drive you mad” – Brent  
 
“and that becomes um very tricky”- Beau  
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Conversley, JB, whom the group considered a very gracious and affable man, did not 

feel that “cliques” were a major issue.  He did identify the two “sub-groups”, “Family 

Four” and “Circle of Friends” but classified them more as aesthetic “associations” 

which did not impact on either  the aesthetic or pricality filtered quality of his group tour 

experience 

“No there wasn't, not real ones.  There was a little associations and a number 
had travelled with Bob and it made no difference to Bob, we were all the same” 
– JB  

 

 

Similarly, as a CTG member and the researcher, whilst I acknowledged cliques 

existed, it did not affect the nature of the quality of my group experience: 

“there is the group of four, [Katie and Carina, Brodie and Robert], because they 
knew each other from before [cousins], and the other group of six, which is [Dad 
and Gladys, Brent and Beau, Zana and Alec] and they knew each other from 
before.  But definitely they all mix and mingle and are very “welcoming” so I think 
the group, group’s doing quite well” – Mary-Anne  

 
 

Overall, the emergence of “sub-groups” impacted on the general quality of the group 

experience for some individual group members while for others, “sub-groups” had no 

effect on the quality of their tour group experience. 

 

6.3.1 (Re)interpreting cliques in the group 

Participants said they enjoyed the company of most CTG members but that from the 

beginning, the tour group was not aesthetically holistic rather it was functionally 

fragmented into cliques.  Mac was definite about this saying “did it work as a whole 

group?  And the answer is I don't think it did”.  It was established in the previous 

theoretical reflections, that tourists in general, and more particularly senior tourists, 

who chose to travel in group tours enjoyed the “social interaction” and “connectivity” 

affoarded by group tours (Beard & Ragheb, 1980, 1983; Crompton, 1979; Gallarza et 
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al., 2013; Iso-Ahola, 1983; Jennings et al., 2009).  However, as mentioned above, 

some “unaffiliated” CTG members found the functional “gravitation” of other members, 

for example, the “Family Four”, “Circle of Friends” and “Social Six” diminished the 

pricality “value for money” of their group tour experience.  For these participants , in 

this higher-order quality mediating concept, Tour group,  in their minds, they had paid 

an above-average tour “price” which was to include a quality tour group experience.  

However, they perceived that for the “price”, they did not receive the pricality “return 

on their investment” of aquality experience they had achieved with previous tour 

groups.  This therefore influenced the quality of their tour group experience from a 

pricality perspective. 

 

In group tours of thirty five to forty passengers with a duration upwards of three weeks 

it is not unusual for cliques to develop.  Katie had experienced this on another tour 

when she, Brodie and two other couples “all got on really well so we kind of moved 

around the coach together”.  Social psychologists defined a clique as a subset of more 

than two people in a social group who relate more closely together as friends than with 

the remaining members of their group (Doreian, 1969; Hubbell, 1965; Luce & Perry, 

1949; Peay, 1974).  This definition explains the functional, aesthetic and familial 

feeling of “rejection” and “marginalisation” felt by Mac and Rana in relation to the 

“Social Six”.  Rana felt “socially excluded” from this group because she was not invited 

to “join in” on some of their activities.  The “Social Six” and “Family Four” cliques, while 

made up of individuals who were very pleasant and “inclusive” when not in the clique 

situation, seemed not to go out of their way to invite other members of the CTG ‘into’ 

their familiar group when going to dinner or shopping.  Only when individuals (Rana, 

Crystal, and myself) asked if we could join their activity, were we welcomed to ‘tag 
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along’.  Again, from the social psychology literature “marginalisation” or social 

“exclusion” is where one finds one self in the ‘out-group’ for any reason that does not 

“evaluatively favour the ingroup” (Hogg & Abrams, 1988, p. 74).  These out-of-group 

experiences were not conducive to the aesthetics of a cohesive tour group and 

reduced the deegree of embodiment experienced by some of the CTG participants. 

 

Functionally, from its outset, the “bounded together” structure of the group was 

different from most tour groups in that the functional factions within made aesthetic 

uniform group cohesion difficult.  Upon reflection it is reasonable to suggest this group 

was not an aesthetically “dynamic whole” (Lewin, 1948, p. 84) because of the “Family 

Four”, “Circle of Friends” and “Social Six” cliques.  The “Social Six” would happily take 

themselves shopping without consideration of the aesthetic “exclusive” effect this had 

on other tour group members.  Similarly, the “Family Four” and the “Circle of Friends” 

cliques would often make free-tour-time or dinner arrangements without inviting other 

group members to join them.  This illustrates Hogg and Abrams’ (1988) idea that 

individual’s wants and needs were greater than the shared objective and level of 

interdependence required to develop a cohesive group.   Thus, the CTG was a loosly 

connected aggregate of individuals “divided” into cliques which, for some participants, 

as already noted, reduced the qualityof their tour group experience. 

 

Within the tourism literature, there is a definite paucity of research examining the effect 

of cliques on outsider members of the larger tour group.  In the literature, the topic of 

“marginalisation” or social “exclusion” is addressed from the perspective of tourists or 

tour groups to a destination or host communities but not from the perspective of intra-

tour group behaviour or interaction.  One of the few are Levy and Getz (2012) whose 
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study of students on a sightseeing tour addresses the issue that cliques in tour groups 

are “devisive”. This study’s contribution to the literature is to document the CTG 

participants’ perspectives on the intra-tour group behavour that exemplifies some 

members’ aesthetic feelings of “marginalisation” or “exclusion”.  Quiroga (1990) 

commented on cliques from the viewpoint that interpersonal proximity was a stronger 

determinant in the formation of cliques than demographic characteristics such as age, 

gender, nationality. Tucker (2005b) studied two coach tours in New Zealand 

addressing narratives of place and self.  Whilst he observed cliques within the groups 

he made no mention of their effect on groups as a whole or on individuals as “others” 

or outsiders.  Lastly, Heimtun (2011) made comment that some of the women on her 

‘Red Hatter’ tour formed “temporal or heirarchical cliques” but made no further 

comment as to their impact on the group as a whole.  The study of the effects of cliques 

within tour groups presents significant future research opportunities. 

 

6.3. Individuals within the group 

Some of the CTG participants reflected that certain characteristics and “behaviours” 

of individual tour group members were “not acceptable” and thus affected their tour 

group experience.  Others, on the other hand, remained unaffected.  In this instance, 

the participants had travelled on previous group tours and had adopted what was 

generally considered the “acceptable behaviour” whilst on tour.  However, individuals 

on group tours may be unaware or choose not to accept those “norms”.  This breaking 

of the rules (Pons, 2003; J. Small & Darcy, 2011) can sometimes lead to the offender 

being chastised or even “marginalised”. 
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The CTG participants, as individuals, again assessed the quality of their tour group 

experience through the four quality filters, each with their various themes as illustrated 

in Table 6.4 below. 

 

Table 6.4. Quality filters to benchmark tour group mediator: Individual 

Pricality 

 Price  

 Value added  

 Value for money 

 Personal gain  

 Value diminishment  
 

Functionality 

 Health/physical disposition 

 Attitude 

 Confidence 

 Travel skills 
 

Aesthetics 

 Refined/cultured  

 Individualistic/ collective 

 Assistance/help 

 Empathy 

 Adventure 

 Negativity/ complaining 

Familiarity 

 Self interest 

 Selfishness/ consideration 

 Expected behaviour 

 Acceptable/Deviant 
behaviour 

 Past group travel experience 

 Social norms 

 Manners/ 
politeness/rudeness 

 

Whilst this was a group touring China, CTG members were aware it was made up of 

individuals with “individual” characteristics and “behaviour”.  In general, everyone’s 

“behaviour” was accepted as familiar “expected” “behaviour” on tour, in a group 

setting.  It was only on occasions that individuals were noted to display aesthetic “self 

interest” “behaviour” being “inconsiderate”, “selfish”, “negative” or “complaining”.  But 

at the time it was this “behaviour” that aesthetically alienated some group members 

and made others feel the quality of their tour group experience “diminished”.  

Philosophically, Katie understood the concept of “individualism” within a group when 

she said: 

“It's like when you work with people, or at school, there's always going to be the 
people you get on with and the people you don't, or not get on with, you just not 
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your style of people but at the end of the day, you're going there as a group, on 
a group tour” – Katie 

 

 

“Whinging” and “complaining” were two “behaviours” several CTG members noted as 

“negative” elements of human “behaviour” that could aesthetically affect others in the 

group.  Participants described one such couple in this way and yet underneath this 

assertion was “empathy” to their situation.  The following exchange between Brent, 

Beau and myself illustrates how, as rational adults we do know how to respond to 

people who seem to “whinge” and “complain”, however, if we allow it, it could 

aesthetically affect the quality of an individual’s tour group experience.  Brent began:  

“Well you know I'll tell you what.  Who are the worst, the whingers . . . you know 
but I quite like them but he [Norm] just whinged all the time” – Brent  
 
“It was very interesting you should say that, because, just a little bit from me 
here because I'm a tourist too” – Mary-Anne  
 
“Yes, yes” – Brent and Gloria simultaneously 
 
“Oh, they really rubbed me up . . . Negativity in my life, I don't need it, I don't 
want it.  And then I thought to myself, Mary-Anne you're a researcher you have 
to talk to these people, and I had breakfast with them one day and from that day 
on, [click of the fingers] turned it around.  Absolutely.  [Brent and Beau nodding 
and agreeing all the way through]  And they [Norm and May] were SO interesting 
and she never whinged in front of me again” – Mary-Anne 
 
“See I think that's it.  Sometimes you've got to make the effort and I always say 
I like to surround myself with positive people, but you do [become affected by 
negativity], and then sometimes when you make the effort, even though you 
probably don't want to.  Sometimes they're very lonely” – Beau 

 

 

My research notes also reflected my initial interpretation of this couple’s behaviour: 

“unfortunately our older couple, [May] and [Norm], poor [May] still doesn’t have 
a terribly positive thing to say about much and uh seems very, very difficult to 
please” – (Field notes, 23/09/08) 

 

 

As individual’s perspective of other individuals, Mac and Rana, on the other hand, did 

not experience this negative behaviour from May and Norm.  Mac and Rana said: 

“the older couple, there was it . . . Very nice people” – Mac  
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“They were lovely” – Rana  
 

 

Further observations and casual comments from participants revealed that May was 

not well and whilst Norm was fitter, both were octogenarians and dealing with their 

various health challenges.  However, to some, travelling on what was generally 

considered a taxing three week organised tour of China when one’s functional 

“physical disposition” was compromised could be considered aesthetically “selfish”.  

Seemingly, these people did not consider how their personal challenges could 

aesthetically impact the quality of the group’s dynamics and individual’s quality of a 

group tour experience.  Unintentionally, these participants did not consider that their 

negativity might reduce the level of “enjoyment” of other tour group individuals.  As 

mentioned earlier, Alec said: 

“There were a few people on that trip that were not up to THAT sort of trip” – 
Alec 

 

 

And Beau commented: 

“Maybe have[ing] time to reflect on that but a couple of times we found it a bit, 
not dissatisfying, but I tried to be patient because when you're travelling with a 
group you have to be, but a couple of times I felt that perhaps we could have 
seen a little bit more if we hadn't have waited for some of them” – Beau 

 

 

She then went on to say: 

“and then you get people that are not necessarily “whingers” but they are 
“selfish” and, you know, there's probably one particular one who stands out in 
my mind who wanted things her own way and it didn't work out, you know, she 
would either not go or not join in, and you're always going to get some of those 
people.  Um and then sometimes, once again, if you chat to them and you find 
there's a reason why they're like that” – Beau  

 

 

Aesthetic “inconsideration” towards others in the group and “selfishness”, both leading 

to unacceptable, even “deviant”, group behaviour, were other familiar traits that upset 

some CTG members.  Rana and Mac, along with those in the Social Six, were very 
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conscious of hygiene particularly at meal times so were understandably upset when 

Elke did not “consider” others by following protocol with her chop sticks management 

at the banquet dinner table, even though we had all been told what do do.  Rana and 

Mac noted: 

“[Elke], she was putting her chopsticks from her mouth [into the serving dishes 
for everyone] so people are trying to avoid sitting at her table.  So people were 
sort of rushing away from her because that's I did not really appreciate” – Rana 
 
“I mean she wouldn't listen to any instructions.  No, just trying avoid having 
contaminated food” – Mac 

 

 

Elke also had difficulty with her cabin baggage and looked for functional “help” on 

several occasions which, to Mac, was an imposition: 

“When we were going through airports carrying that heavy bag, she couldn't 
carry it so someone else had to carry it for her, even though she was kept being 
told to get one with wheels on it she said I got one with wheels on it at home, 
I'm not buying another one.  She expected other people to get her out of her 
strife all the time.  Therefore when you say was the group good as a whole, if 
you've only got one or two bad apples in the group you can't say the whole group 
is good” – Mac 

 

 

Conversely, JB was not so condemning of Elke, seeing her in a different light. 

 
“[Elke] we saw her the other day.  Now she appeared to be a grumpy person 
because she couldn't hear . . . We saw her in Australia Fair, she was delighted to 
see us and she was pretty independent but everybody took turns in looking after 
her to some extent” – JB  
 
 

On many occasions when I spoke to Elke, as both a fellow tourist and as the 

researcher, I found her to be no different from many older citizens who were facing 

their own personal challenges and challenges with other individuals on the tour.  Elke 

was feeling functional and aesthetic relationship difficulties, citing her roommate’s 

“inconsideration” and “selfishness” about using and managing the hotel room and 

bathroom facilities.  Elke had shared rooms with strangers on previous group tours but 

had not experienced behaviour that deviated so much from group protocols. 
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One’s opinion of another’s manner or characteristics is also dependent on the viewer’s 

perspective and observation lens.  As their exchange illustrates, Rana and Mac found 

Zana to be forthright to the point of “rudeness”: 

“I really did not like Zana’s attitude.  She was a bit “rude”.  So I did not like her 
attitude. Then again I didn't have to mix with her . . . She was “rude” and 
arrogant on day one and I just did not have anything in common with her.  No 
matter how nice she would try to be to me, I just wanted to avoid her.” – Rana  
 
“No, she was quite outspoken and tact was not one of her strong points . . . Her 
husband, he was good” – Mac 
 
“He was lovely.  And she was “rude” to him too” – Rana  
 
“Yes, yes.  But there's nothing, with individuals, there's nothing you can do about 
it” – Mac  

 

 

On the other hand, Alice had a more gentle interpretation of Zana’s behaviour.  She 

noticed some discord, but put it more diplomatically when she said: 

“Yes and then . . . what's her name, the girl who had lovely personality and she 
seemed to clash with Bob a lot, only in a joking kind of way but there was 
something underneath there” – Zana  

 

 

Other comments about individuals were all positive.  Rana and Mac said of Alice and 

JB: 

“The other couple [Alice] and her husband they were a lovely couple” – Rana  
 
“Very nice people” – Mac 

 

 

And they said of Dad and Gladys: 

“another lovely couple” – Rana and Mac  
 

Alice said of Marion: 

“Oh yes [laughing], she's [Marion] a sweet thing really.  She really is.  And she 
was very concilliatory towards me, you know” - Alice 

 

 

A final point in this section presents how the CTG members functionally manage 

themselves in situations when the characteristics or “behaviour” of other group 
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members is “not acceptable” to that individual.  That is, individuals came to the tour 

group with their own set of “manners”, with familiar “behaviours” they considered either 

“polite” or “rude”.  CTG participants appeared to be conflict-averse so when placed in 

situations where other members’ characteristics or “behaviour” displeased them, most 

chose to “avoid” rather than confront the non-conforming member.  To them, this 

strategy was the most “polite” and the one most likely to maintain aesthetic “harmony” 

within the group.  Brodie, Katie and Brent had this very definite strategy: 

“we stayed at the opposite end of the coach or what ever it might be, the canal 
cruise” – Brodie 
 
“So you made a, a, very . . . a concentrated effort to move away from them” – 
Mary-Anne 
 
“Where we could” – Brodie  
 
“Yeah” – Katie  
 
“Yes, absolutely.  Yep” – Brodie  
 
“You, you just don't associate so much with those people who don't tune into 
your own system” – Brent  

 

 

As did Crystal: 

“I don’t think I have met anyone that has marred a holiday . . . you just avoid 
them, you know [or] [y]ou just don’t go out of you’re way” – Crystal  

 

 

More particularly of Norm and May she said: 

“I didn’t have very much to do with them because, because of that negativity . . 
. No, I just avoided them because I, they didn’t give the right vibes for me” – 
Crystal  

 

 

Every CTG participant had an individual perspective, which often differed from 

another’s perspectives. In the CTG, this was connected to an individual’s 

characteristics, their relationship between individuals, “past travelling experience”, 

knowledge of group “norms”, which in this case is “acceptable” on-tour “behaviour” – 
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“refined” and “cultured”.  The CTG participants responded differently to individual’s 

behaviours.  Some were affected and others choose not to allow inappropriate group 

behaviour to impact on the overall quality of their tour group experience. 

 

6.3.1 (Re)interpreting individuals within the group 

Individuals of the CTG were brought together because of a shared goal to visit China 

on a tour of a particular quality standard, travelling with a familiar group of like-minded 

people.  This CTG conforms with a concise social psychological definition of a group 

in that it is a temporary collection of individuals with similarities and differences, 

bounded together for a shared purpose and with an element of interdependence 

(Tajfel, 1982; Wilder & Simon, 1998), a transitory pseudo-community.  This definition 

suitably describes the CTG because the group was brought together by similar 

aspirations yet individuals had their own agendas and they travelled together for only 

a short time. 

 

While the CTG members differed, they also had connective similarities in their values 

and belief systems.  For example, the values and beliefs from their anglo-saxon 

heritage, age, life stage, socio-economic status and lifestyle were common to all the 

participants.  They all now had (individualist) life-choices and enjoyed doing what 

interested them while following long-instilled etiquettes and sociabilities that bring 

friends and association (cooperators) together.  Offerman, Sonnemans and Schram 

(1996) discuss a nomenclature that links value orientation to levels of “collectivism” or 

“individualism”.  In this study I apply these authors’ terms to the participant’s 

personality types rather than character role, that is, agressors, competitors, 

individualists, cooperators and altruists. As in their study, the majority of the CTG 
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participants are “individualists” who want the best for themselves but who cooperate 

practising mutually satisfying behaviour.  Jenkins and Pigram (2003, p.506)  stated 

that in today’s world, burgeoning with modernisation and consumersim, “individualism” 

is becoming a societal predilection exemplified in leisure travel.  Today’s travellers, 

including the CTG participants, are offered more choice, convenience and excellence 

and, therefore, have learnt to anticipate that their expectations will be satisfactorily 

met. 

 

The CTG participants understood explicit and implicit protocols of behaviour whilst on 

a group tour.  The normative “deviant” is one who knowingly or inadvertantly breaks 

the group rules (Pons, 2003; J. Small & Darcy, 2011) as was the case with Elke and 

her use of chopsticks and Marion as roomate to Elke.  Overall, quality was impacted 

by a discrete tension between fulfilling aesthetic “individualistic”, familiar 

“expectations” and considering others in the group by conforming to “collective” 

protocols and group tour “social norms”. 

 

When considering terms such as “individual” and “collective” researchers often turn to 

Hofstede.  It was appropriate in this case also.  In general, Hofstede is associated with 

cultural dimensions across nationalities whose customs, behaviour and traditions 

become the culture of that particular society (Hofstede, 1984).  Whilst Hofstede’s work 

has merit, this study also recognises literature which states that with globalisation and 

technological advances, nations previously identified as collective or somewhat 

“individual” may be shifting toward Western-style “individualism” (Devesa et al., 2010; 

Gallarza et al., 2013; J. Huang & Hsu, 2009).  These studies suggest that research 

undertaken in traditionally collectivist societies such as China, India, Yemen and 
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Sudan may return perspectives similar to studies in Western societies because 

modernisation is turning these societies more “individualistic”. 

 

The CTG participants have a monocultural anglo-saxon, western world background 

living on the Gold Coast, Australia.  Hofstede(1985) has identified Australia, and 

therefore its residents, as bounded with an “individualistic” value system and culture 

as a basis to their behaviour.  To further this idea, the CTG participants, while bounded 

as a tour group, forming group norms that influence ways of behaving within that 

group, they still had very “individualistic” tendencies, such as wanting to go shopping 

or wanting to “do their own thing”. Although Hofestede identified nations and 

organisations as bounded societies that have their individual cultures to which his 

dimensions are applicable, and which influence the expected behaviour, this study 

adds a caveat. 

 

Hofstede suggests that bounded communities behave more “collectively”.  However, 

this study suggests that “individualistic” individuals within this transitory, pseudo-

community tour group, while travelling together as their own mini-society and 

observing tour group “norms”, still generally put their own “individualistic” needs before 

that of the tour group’s needs.  For example, when participants found themselves in 

group activities such as moving around an attraction, being entertained at a cultural 

show, or simply travelling as a group, “collective” “order” and “security” prevailed.  

However, when opportunities presented themselves, the majority of “individualistic” 

CTG members showed “self-confidence”, “autonomy” and “independence” by taking 

themselves off shopping, finding their own evening meals, and exploring when given 

free time.   
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“no I like the group interaction, but I still like my own space, I like to get away by 
myself at night, and I think Brian and I are lucky that we like kind of doing things 
together still, so we like to escape.  Whilst we like company, we still like to have 
the occasional night by ourselves or day by ourselves, don't we?” – Beau 

 

 

Other studies have found that within “collectivist” societies behaviour can be situational 

(Gudykunst, Yoon, & Nishida, 1987).  Alternatively, Brew and Cairns (2004) found that 

in a multicultural workplace, “individualistic” Australians would modify their behaviour 

toward “collectivist” Asians.  But this is not the same as Australian “individualistic” tour 

group members modifying their behaviour toward other “individualistic” Australians.  

Beau’s comment indicates this: 

“you try to get on with everybody because you realise when you are travelling in 
a group, obviously we're not all going to like the same things, and even like the 
same people” – Beau  
 
 

In this situation, the CTG participants would adopt a more negotiable cooperative 

behaviour toward each other, the aim being to satisfy each participant’s “individual” 

needs (Offerman et al., 1996).  Koshar (2000) studied German travellers and also 

observed a dichotomous oscillation “between dispersal and concentration, 

individualism and collectivism, ‘the many’ and ‘the one’” (p. 19), which stemmed from 

an entrenched social history.  This means he detected an aesthetic tension that group 

travellers feel between their own “individualistic” wants/needs and the more “collective” 

protocols of group ‘norms’.  Therefore, the more fitting descriptor for the CTG 

participants is that of “individualistic” co-operators. 

 

As mentioned previously, the CTG members had several points in common, 

particularly social status, with which comes knowledge of aesthetic, familiar and 

functional behaviour values such as decorum, etiquette and civility.  Not only did this 

knowledge apply at home but also on a group tour when as a pseudo-community, the 
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participants were all expected to get along by following group social norms.  For 

example, at meal times when the group was together partaking in a banquet style 

Chinese meal, individuals were considerate of each other and adhered to their familiar 

“social skills” of “politeness”, “sharing” and “good manners”. 

 

Group social norms are conventions devised within the group to effect harmony.  A 

‘norm’ is defined as “the established ways of society that control the social relations of 

its members” (Kaluger & Unkovic, 1969, p. 253).  Hackman (1976) described group 

norms as informal rules influencing behaviour, rarely written down but to which group 

members were expected to conform.  Put another way, Feldman (1984) described 

norms as the unofficial rules that the group adopts to self-regulate.  He suggested that 

the explicit and implicit rules founded are relevent only to that particular group and are 

unconsciously designed to deliver the best group outcome leading to individual 

satisfaction with as little personal (or group) discontent as possible.  The China Group 

members understood the pricality “value” of group social norms, as Brodie confirms: 

“this is the reason he gives us these conditions and sets these rules because if 
any of us lets we're letting the other group, the rest of the group down” – Brodie  
 

 

Hanmann (2001) suggested group norms and rules are made and applied within the 

group and are not necessarily applicable outside the group.  In his letter to his son 

titled “The fine gentleman’s etiquette”, Lord Chesterfield (1776) advised that inclusion 

and acceptance into a group sometimes requires one to adapt one’s rules of 

behaviour.  When an individual was “deviant”, so did not adhereto this “collective” 

behaviour, it upset certain participants such that they “avoided” the offending group 

member on most occasions.  As mentioned above, this avoidance action was taken 

so as not to diminish the quality of their tour group experience. 
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A journey interlude 

In summary, this chapter considered the Tour group, one of the five higher-order 

quality mediating concepts identified by the China group tour participants.  Within this 

component the CTG members determined three lower-order concepts: the group as a 

whole, cliques, and individuals, that when benchmarked against other group tours 

enabled the participants to evaluate the quality of the China group tour as is shown in 

Figure 6.3. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Benchmarking process of the tour group 

 

As a whole group, the participants enjoyed the aesthetic “interaction” and 

“connectivity” with other group members, “meeting new people” and finding they had 

much in common.  Functionally, they also enjoyed the “small group size” that brought 

with it a certain familiarity and closeness.  Mac and Rana, however, did not feel 

functionally the group was a whole, instead perceiving two “gravitational” cliques: the 

“Circle of Friends” and the “Family Four”, plus the Social Six that formed on tour, and 

unlike most other CTG members, this negatively effected  the quality of their group 
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tour experience.  The cliques were evident from the tour outset and were noted by 

some for their aesthetic “exclusivity”, whilst others did not find this unusual 

configuration in any way effected the quality of their tour group experience.  Clique 

members discerned a sense of increased “friendship” within their cliques which 

heightened quality of their tour group experience.  On the other hand, clique outsiders 

experienced “value diminishment” when marginalised.  With the third lower-order 

concept, individuals, participants spoke about how “individualistic” “behaviour” within 

a group tour was inconsiderate and irritating thereby “diminishing” the quality of 

participants’ group tour experience.  Such “behaviour” included displaying aesthetic 

“negativity” and “whinging” and exhibiting functional bad “manners” or not complying 

the the temporarily established group “norms”.  “Deviant” behaviour by these 

participants “value diminished” the tour group experience of other participant’s.  For 

CTG members, adherence to group social “norms” contributed to the enjoyment of a 

quality tour group experience. 

 

Next is Chapter 7 Tour destination.  The chapter will provide the Focus Group 

members and CTG participant’s perspectives on how they determine the quality of 

their tourism experience in relation ot the choice of destination.  The two higher-orders 

include Where in the world and China in particular. These perspectives are then 

(re)interpreted to provide meaning. 
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CHAPTERSEVEN 

Tour Destination 

 
 

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the [places] you didn’t 
[visit] than by the ones you did [visit]. So throw off the bowlines, sail away from 
the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.” 
– Mark Twain 

 

The fifth higher-order concept CTG participants specifically identified as mediating 

their overall quality of a tourism experience was the destination.  As mentioned 

throughout this thesis, the CTG participants had travelled extensively having visited 

many destinations during their travelling careers.  The destination, as a mediator of a 

quality tourism experience, was also the focal point of the pre-tour focus group (FG) 

discussion.  Thus, it is only in this chapter that material from the focus group discussion 

is included and interpreted, along with the CTG participants’ perspectives of the 

destination choice and its contribution to a quality tourism experience.  To distinguish 

the views of the CTG participants from the focus group, any empirical materials and 

verbatim quotes will be clearly identified. It should be noted here that Crystal, Brodie 

and Katie participated in both the focus group and the China tour. It will become 

apparent that their criteria to visit previous destinations were the same as their criteria 

to visit China. 

 

Whether or not destinations represented quality to these travellers depended on 

whether or not the destination fulfilled the tourists’ criteria for choosing that destination.  

This chapter, similar to  the preceding chapters, contributes to the tourism literature by 

presenting an in-depth understanding of how tourists process their perceptions of a 

quality destination using one or more of their quality filters: pricality, functionality, 
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aesthetics and familiarity.  Figure 7.1 illustrates the benchmarking process that 

enabled the participants to evaluate China as a quality destination, augmenting the 

overall quality of their individual tourism experiences. 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Benchmarking process of tour: tour destination 

 

As with the previous higher-order concepts of the Tour, the participants identified 

lower-order concepts.  As shown in the following chapter outline, Table 7.1, two lower-

order concepts  emerged.  One being other destinations around the world, named here 

as ‘Where in the world’ and the other ‘China in particular’. 
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Table 7.1. Outline of Chapter 7 - Tour Destination 

Tour 

Mediator 

Higher-order 

Concepts 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpreting 

Chapter 7 

 

Tour 

Destination 

7.1 Where in 

the world 

7.1.1. Destination 

choices of focus 

group members 

 

7.1.2. Destination 

choices of CTG 

participants 

 

7.1.3. Destinations – 

dreams and 

aspirations 

 

7.1.4. Destinations – 

explore, discover 

and learn 

 

7.1.5. Destinations – 

other reasons to 

travel there 

 

7.1.6. Destinations – the 

travel brochure 

 

7.1.7. Destinations – the 

anomaly 

 

7.1.8. (Re)interpretation 

of world 

destinations 

 

 Pricality 

 Value adding 
 Currency/finance/ 

price/cost 
 Value for money 
 Exclusivity 
 Expectation 
 Promise 
 Value 

diminishment/ 
dissatisfaction 

 Functionality 

 Social connectivity 
 Meet new people/ 

friends 
 Participation/doing/ 

experiences 
 Features/attractions 
 See/view 
 Explore/discover 
 Education/learning 
 Bucket list 
 Fulfil 

goals/ambitions 
 Facilities/attractions 
 Travel brochure 

 Aesthetics 

 Rite of passage 
 Esteem 
 Elite/prestige/ 

demarcation 
 Self-actualisation/ 

development 
 Fulfilment 
 Desire/wish 
 Achievement/ 
 success 

 Experiences 
 Pleasure enjoyment 

 Familiarity 

 Pictures/stories 
 Marketing material 
 Travelling interests 
 Similarities/ 
 differences of place 

 Commonality 
 Shared 

stories/experiences 
 Memories/dreams 

7.2 China in 

particular 

7.2.1. The dream of 

China 

 

7.2.2. Explore, discover 

and learn in 

China 

 

7.2.3. (Re)interpretation 

of destination 

China 

 

 Pricality 

 Value adding 
 Value for money 
 Value 

diminishment/ 
unsatisfied 

 Price/cost 
 Expectation 
 Satisfaction 
 

 Functionality 

 Education/learning/ 
curiosity 

 Fulfil 
goals/ambitions 

 Bucket list 
 See/view 
 Participate/ 

involvement 
 Explore/discover 
 Experience/ 

immersion 
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    Aesthetics 

 Esteem/pride 
 Elitism/prestige 
 Self-fulfilment/ 
 humanness 
 Achievement/ 
 success 

 Experience/ 
connection 

 Deep 
understanding 

 Beauty/splendour 
 Real/authentic/ 
 staged 

 Mystery/forbidden 

 Familiarity 

 Pictures/stories 
 Similarities/ 

differences 
 Memories/dreams 
 Shared stories 
 Commonality 

 

This chapter first focuses on the CTG participants’ perspectives of the quality of the 

higher-order concept, Tour Destination,  as applied to all destinations and then to 

China as a particular destination.  Having seen and experienced many destinations 

around the world the CTG participants each had their own quality filtered reasons for 

choosing destinations.  Each of their quality filtered perspectives is considered in turn.  

For example, all the participants expected a destination to offer unique scenery, 

activities and attractions to “add value” to their collection of destinations and represent 

pricality “value for money”.  For some participants, exploring new landscapes and 

locations also fulfilled the functional need for “education”.  Discovering something 

about themselves or successfully traversing a walking track or climbing a natural 

attraction met their aesthetic aspirations for “self-actualisation” or “achievement”.  

Additionally, seeing  a place for themselves that was so familiar in their childhood 

schoolroom photographs or recurrent “dreams” materialised those “memories” and 

“dreams” into reality as a lived experience for the participants. 
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The following section presents the FG and CTG participants’ perspectives on various 

destinations around the world and how they were benchmarked to evaluate the quality 

of their China tourism experience.  

 

 

7.1. Where in the world 

"I haven't been everywhere, but it's on my list." - Susan Sontag 

 

The tour operator, Travel Masters, targeted a specific  customer segment because 

they have relatively homogeneous characteristics.  As identified in Chapter 6 Tour 

Group, they are financially independent, have discretionary time and are discerning in 

their travel interests and standards. These criteria, plus the list of destinations already 

visited became the aesthetic “rite of passage” into a self-determined select group of 

familiar “like-minded travellers”.  In other words, the participants have the ability to take 

regular long-haul trips, some travelling business class, and staying in four and a half 

to five star hotels.  These participants, at their mature stage in life, feel they have 

earned the right to enjoy a level of luxury available only to those in a higher socio-

economic position than most.   Within this “elite” group, it seemed there was a list of 

destinations, each needing exploration and discovery, but  once visited they were 

ticked off the list because they had been  aesthetically “achieved”.  Since the launch 

of the 2007 movie “The Bucket List”, it has become common for mature aged people 

to have a list of things they would like to achieve before “kicking the bucket” or 

becoming unable to travel.  The FG members and CTG participants also referred to 

destinations on their “Bucket List” as places they wanted to visit while they were 

physically able.  Alice of the CTG stated: 
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“The older you get, the less able you are to handle pressure in a trip . . . as I’ve 
gotten older I would say that I am seeing things, previously I would like to have 
participated, be a participant” – Alice 

 

 

Because of Brodie’s medical condition Katie said: 

“we don't think we'll probably ever get back to China” – Katie  
 
 

This concept presents an opportunity to tourism marketers.  This large market of 

travellers, the Silent Generation in their 70’s and 80’s and the Baby Boomers in their 

60’s, are not staying at home saving capital to pass to their children.  They are 

spending the children’s inheritance on generally accepted “indulgent” items such as 

luxury cars and travel.  Marketers have the opportunity to ‘push’ these potential 

travellers to travel while they can and not to leave it until it is too late.  The following 

comment by Zana  illustrates this time pressure as one ages and shows that these 

participants are endeavouring to aesthetically “achieve” as many “experiences” to 

quality tourism destinations as possible: 

“And I think we are now at the situation where we're trying to do the holidays 
that are energetic now while we're healthy and younger and leave the cruising 
until we can't do the other. I mean I still want to cruise but I think we must take 
advantage of doing things like Africa and South America whilst we're able” – 
Zana  

 

 

From the FG and CTG participants’ comments, the destinations visited became a tacit 

level of entry into this select group of travellers – a form of pricality “exclusivity by 

destination”.  It became apparent that the more exotic (unusual), remote and less 

visited the destination, the higher the aesthetic “prestige” within the group.  For 

example, at the focus group, the destination was a conversation starter that became 

the point of either familiar “commonality” and bonding or aesthetic demarcation. During 

the China tour, the conversation about a destination brought familiarity, igniting 

“memories” of past trips for those who had visited the same destinations, consolidating 
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their “rite” as a member of this select group.  For those participants who had not yet 

visited a particular destination, the conversation provided a functional “learning” forum 

whereby those participants who had been to a particular place passed on their 

knowledge/experience to those wishing to visit that place on future trips.  To clarify, 

the “rite of passage” was the hurdle to become members of this select group, the group 

of wealthier, discerning, like-minded travellers.  The hierarchical division to further 

“prestigious” levels within this group was very subtle and had little effect on the quality 

of either group or individual tour experiences but it was observable and did influence 

the choice of destination.  To explain, within the group, there were some people whom 

other CTG participants considered very wealthy.  These “very wealthy” members had 

experienced some of the most luxurious tourism and hospitality experiences, for 

example, travelling by Concord, on the Orient Express, staying at the Burge el Arab in 

Dubai and travelling to Antarctica.  However, despite this difference, all the FG 

members and  CTG participants applied the same four quality filter criteria, pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to evaluate a destination and benchmark it 

against other destinations in order to evaluate the quality of that destination and, thus, 

their tour experience.  Similar to the previous theorising chapters, Table 7.2 below 

summarises the criteria within each quality filter as used by the participants (and in 

this chapter the FG members). 
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Table 7.2.Quality filters to benchmark destination mediator: Where in the world 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Currency/finance/price/cost 

 Value for money 

 Exclusivity 

 Expectation 

 Promise 

 Value diminishment/ 
dissatisfaction 

 

Functionality 

 Social connectivity  

 Meet new people/friends 

 Participation/doing/experiences 

 Features/attractions 

 See/view 

 Place connectivity/engagement 

 Education/learning 

 Explore/discover 

 Bucket list 

 Fulfil goals/ambitions 

 Facilities/attractions 

 Travel brochure 

Aesthetics 

 Rite of passage 

 Esteem 

 Elite/prestige/demarcation 

 Self-
actualisation/development 

 Fulfilment 

 Desire/wish 

 Achievement/success 

 Experiences/connection 

 Pleasure/enjoyment 

Familiarity 

 Pictures/stories 

 Marketing material 

 Travelling interests 

 Similarities/differences of place 

 Commonality 

 Shared stories/experiences 

 Memories/dreams 
 

 

To explain, pricality refers to the “financial” “cost” or “currency” outlaid to visit the 

destination and the “return on that investment” in the form of perceived “value” 

(“added” or “diminished”).  The destination’s functionality is evaluated by its ability to 

facilitate “meeting new people” or “friendships” and, through its provision of “activities” 

and “attractions”, as a forum for aesthetic self-“education” or the fulfilment of “goals” 

and “ambitions.  The aesthetic feeling gained is one of “achievement” having ticked off 

another destination on the list.  Lastly, the destination provides a link of familiarity 

between the participants.  It gives them a reference point of “commonality” for those 

who have been to the destination such that they can “share stories”, “experiences” 

and “memories”.  Those participants who had not yet been to the destination shared 

their familiar “dream” or “interest” to travel there to explore and discover the place so 
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they too could mark another tick off the “bucket list” and move higher within the 

“prestigious” group. 

7.1.1. Destination choices of Focus Group members 

Focus Group member interactions and conversations began easily when someone 

asked ‘have you been to . . .?’  The majority had been to most parts of Australia, all 

the FG members had functionally “achieved” visits to popular and accessible 

destinations such as New Zealand, the Pacific Islands, South East Asia, UK, Central 

Europe, Canada, and the USA and some had made  repeat visits to these destinations.  

As if in an elimination round, about half of the group said they had visited one or more 

of the following: East and South Africa, Egypt, Turkey, South America’s main touristic 

spots, Russia and Japan as destinations that were “a little bit more off the beaten 

track”.   Seemingly, further elimination took place when only a few said they had been 

to more remote (meaning the destination required several flight changes to get there) 

or exotic (meaning unusual, mysterious, exceptional) destinations such as Namibia, 

Scandinavia, India, parts of the Middle East (Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, United Arab 

Emirates) and parts of Central America (Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua).  Thus, 

with these functional “achievements”, an aesthetically “elite” hierarchical order was 

consciously or unconsciously established.  For some, the hierarchical order was more 

consciously but covertly designed.  Their desire for aesthetic “elitism” and “exclusivity” 

to satisfy their self-esteem was demonstrated by their willingness to recount their 

extensive destination list to those whose list was fewer in number. 

 

Several members standing around with refreshments after the focus group discussion 

mentioned a country (or city or location) and the conversation ignited with this point of 

familiar “commonality” as they compared “memories” and bridged their 
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acquaintanceships as familiar “like-minded travellers”.  In their conversations, the FG 

members  not only reminisced about their explorations and discoveries but also 

functionally introduced themselves to the others and validated their aesthetic “rite of 

passage” into the “elite” group by way of their “achieved” list of travel destinations and 

“experiences”.  Reflections included: 

“Moscow in 1970 let me tell you it was unbelievable and . . . when I got down 
to Hungary was Budapest . . . the 1970’s the rift between the East and the West 
it was just fantastic to be there” – Brodie 
 
“In 1989 before the fall of the Berlin Wall . . . we thought Russia was forty years 
behind anyone else . . . the houses were like huts” – FGB1 
 
“and the roads had all holes in them and the buses were all old” – FGM1 
 
“It wasn’t any better in 1999” – Crystal 
 

At this FG function, the functional term “bucket list” was used when discussing the 

choice of destination.  Most of the people at the function were septuagenarians, with 

the occasional sexagenarian, who felt they still had quite a bit of travelling to do before 

health and physical ability prevented them from visiting the more remote and exotic 

destinations.  Such trips of exploration and discovery required good levels of physical 

fitness to manage the travelling to and from the destination, plus the ability to cope 

with the demanding daily schedule.  Additionally, they said their general health had to 

be good to deal with the new destination and the  changes in environment, 

temperatures, food and water. At their age, sickness when travelling is harder to cope 

with because they are not in their usual surroundings with access to familiar doctors, 

medication and health facilities.  In Chapter 6, Tour Group, the CTG participants also 

proffered the need for physical and mental fitness.  The FG members’ “bucket list” 

plans were organised so that travel to far distant “exotic” destinations was scheduled 

before travel to more “common place” and closer-to-home destinations, such as, south 
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east Asia, west coast Canada, the USA and Australia. These latter destinations were 

scheduled for later as FG members’ travelling capacity diminished.  Members 

reflected: 

“I’m going to go to Tibet while I still can [still physically able]” – FGR4 
 
“I’m pleased I went to India then, it would be too hard physically and 
emotionally seeing the beggars” – FGA5 
 
“I don’t think I could manage Antarctica now, too cold” – FGJ2  

 

 

The FG member’s lists included distant “exotic” places they still “dreamed” of visiting 

such as South America, Kenya to do a game safari, Scandinavia, parts of Asia such 

as Cambodia and Myanmar and even Iceland.  To these discerning travellers it was 

the alluring functional “exoticness” and “remoteness” of destination China that would 

provide a quality tourism experience. 

 

7.1.2. Destination choices of CTG participants 

Similar to the FG member’s conversations, whilst on the China tour, the CTG members 

talked of past and future destination visits.  During daily travels on a coach, train or 

boat, where conversations between participants flowed easily, the topic often turned 

to destinations, those visited and those yet to visit.  Alec reflects on this in his 

comment: 

“Destination is important and probably destination comes through talking to 
other people and knowing their experiences in that particular area that you're 
researching” – Alec  

 

 

An East African safari exploration had been functionally “achieved” by Brent and Beau, 

Crystal, Dad and Gladys, and me (I was born in Kenya so to me, visits to the game 

reserves were Sunday outings).  Brodie and Katie, Marion, Alec and Zana all said that 
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this trip was on their “bucket list” and savoured the other participants’ advice and 

reflections.  Beau, Brent, Dad, Gladys and Crystal, who had all functionally 

“discovered” exotic South America, again shared their familiar “memories” of 

experiences, attractions, activities and events.  Because they had all travelled to this 

destination and had similar aesthetic “experiences” there was a familiar “commonality” 

or functional point of “connection”. They commented that the destination was 

physically taxing, particularly the trek to Machu Picchu and that they were pleased 

they could functionally tick South America off their “bucket list”.  Zana showed her 

desire to become part of this pricality “exclusive” and aesthetically “prestigious” group 

who had visited South America when she said: 

“I wouldn't mind doing South America.  I've never wanted to [before] but having 
spoken to various people now I think oooh yeah.  I mean, we've done the Incas, 
we've done the Myans fairly extensively in Central America in Mexico 
particularly, and that was a very interesting trip to do but again they weren't 
the main big Cusco . . . but I can't understand Ellis not wanting to do it for South 
America” – Zana 

 

 

The functional ticking-off-the-list approach to destination choice and the pricality 

“exclusive group-by-destination” status is clearly evident when Zana says “we’ve done 

the Incas, we’ve done the Myans” and now she wants to “do” South America, 

particularly Cusco and Machu Picchu, to “achieve” another tick toward inclusion in the 

select group.  Alec countered that he was not interested in travelling to South America 

because of the physical exertion required, he said: 

“The destination is definitely important to me, because there are certain places 
in the world I don't want to go (laughs).  I'm not that fussed about South 
America.  I'm thinking that maybe I've got to hike up bloody mountains with 
lack of breath when you get up there” – Alec 

 

 

However, his wife Zana may change his mind: 

“Ellis is, you must understand that my husband is the sort of person who can be 
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persuaded, and if he can't you do it anyway and then he joins you and enjoys 
it” – Zana 

Also creating an air of familiarity, Beau, Brent, Crystal, JB and Alice “shared” their 

“stories and experiences” of their river cruise exploring Central Europe where they 

visited many different countries including, Russia, with its perpetuating image of a 

suppressed population suffering under a communist regime.   Bob’s travel brochures 

foster this image, promoting Russia as “fascinating, formerly isolated behind the Iron 

Curtain . . . relatively undiscovered . . . [and] with a turbulent history” (Travel Masters, 

2011).  To each other, their familiar “shared experience” entitled them to belong to a  

select group.  To those in the CTG group who were listening and who had not yet 

visited Russia, Russia must be visited and functionally ticked off the list to qualify entry 

into the select group.  Of all the CTG participants, Crystal seemed to attain the highest 

“prestige” when we all learned of her explorations to Namibia, and Central America.  

She had “achieved” the greatest number of “bucket list” ticks.  She particularly enjoyed 

the aesthetic sense of “achievement” after completing an East African safari and the 

trip to Central America.  She said: 

“African safaris, the middle of Guatemala, you know, it’s a bit . . . I like [the] 
challenge, I prefer a bit of a challenge” – Crystal 

 

 

She further displayed her membership entitlement to the “exclusive” group-by-

destination with her snippet of a comment as to why she had traveled to “prestigious” 

destinations: 

“Because I can” – Crystal 
 

 

Within the context of the conversation and the intonation in her voice, Crystal 

conveyed that she has the ability to travel to exotic, distant and remote destinations 

because of her socio-economic status, good health, well-being and relative freedom 

from obligation.  These provided her with the pricality financial ability to afford the “cost” 
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of travel and aesthetic “self-esteem” as a “rite of passage” to the “elite” group.  Overall, 

the CTG participants agreed that it was the destination’s exoticness, distance from 

home and infrequent visitation by everyday tourists that created, for them, a quality 

destination that would augment the quality of their tourism experience. 

 

As well as reminiscing about destinations already explored and discovered, the 

participants also storied destinations still on their functional “bucket list” that they 

familiarly  “dreamed” of visiting while they were still physically able.  JB and Alice had 

chosen a cruise along the coast of Asia to visit Cambodia and Vietnam, two Asian 

destinations they had not yet explored and wanted to discover how different these 

destinations were from the already functionally “achieved” and familiar Malaysia, 

Thailand and Japan.  Crystal had already booked to do a cruise on the east coast of 

Canada, travelling up the St Lawrence River, not only because she thoroughly enjoyed 

the particular brand of cruise but also because she had not yet explored the far 

northeast areas of Canada as a destination.  On this trip she would functionally 

“achieve” all she wanted to see of Canada.  In addition, she was familiarly “dreaming” 

of another “prestigious” trip after that, she says: 

“I’d love to go to Syria and do all . . . Antiquities are I loved Egypt and Greece 
and Turkey.  Turkey’s antiquities are fabulous and their ruins are so much better 
than anything in Greece” – Crystal 

 

 

At the time of this field work the Middle East, including Syria, as a destination was still 

considered relatively safe.  The recent conflicts had not yet escalated. 

 

While some members specifically identified  which destinations on their “bucket list”  

they intended to travel to next, most participants had several destinations to which 

they still familiarly “dreamed” of travelling.  What became clear from these examples, 
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and as stated above, was that the determinant of a quality tourism experience was 

that destinations had to be unusual, exotic, distant and less visited and, therefore, 

“prestigious”. 

 

7.1.3. Destinations – dreams and aspirations 

Two of the “like-minded travellers”, Julie and Elke, chose travel destinations for more 

personal reasons associated with familiarity. Julie, a FG member, shared that when 

she was a young girl, her Grandfather had relayed many stories about his lengthy time 

and lifestyle in India.  She had long “dreamed” of visiting India to materialise those 

familiar “dreams” and see for herself the places where  her Grandfather had lived.  

Julie reflected: 

“He had lived there for many years . . . and I had always wanted to see what 
the place was like” – FGJ2 

 

 

India had become a destination that Julie functionally needed to visit.  From a pricality 

perspective, Julie was now “financially” positioned, so decided that while she was 

physically able, she functionally needed to travel to India.  By ticking that destination 

off her “list”, she would fulfil that familiar life-long “dream” and feel a sense of aesthetic 

“achievement”.  For her, India was a destination to fulfil that “dream” and that would 

generate a quality tourism experience . 

 

This same sense of personal aesthetic “achievement” occurred for  Elke, a CTG 

participant.  Now approaching eighty years old, Elke had familiarly “dreamed” of 

travelling ever since she was a little girl in school.  She reflected on her schoolroom 

experience and the inspiration her teacher gave: 

“she [the teacher] has been everywhere what she was speaking of and that all 
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the photos on the window . . .  I think from there really started.  She made it so 
interesting.  I think that's where it started.  I think through her” – Elke 

From these photos, Elke had wanted to travel to make these familiar images real and 

functionally to see the places for herself.  Thus, her teacher had become a human 

mediator and, through the stories and photographic stimuli, had unconsciously 

awakened in Elke a desire to travel to many parts of the world.  Elke’s actual moment 

of “dream” fulfilment is (re)interpreted later in this chapter as it more particularly and 

appropriately relates to section 7.2.1 The dream of China. 

 

7.1.4. Destinations - explore, discover and learn 

Many of the CTG participants benchmarked the quality of the destination through their 

functionality filter, wanting not only to “see” or “view” iconic sights but to also “learn” 

and “educate” themselves about many aspects of that destination.  Brodie and Katie 

wanted to explore, discover, and learn, they explained: 

“to experience everything the place had to offer” – Brodie  
 
 

Their enthusiasm to functionally, aesthetically and familiarly “get to know the place” 

deeply was different from the rest of the CTG.  Their conversation indicated that 

wherever they went they wanted aesthetic “experiences”.  Whether that “experience” 

was positive or negative to them was not the point, the fact that they had realised the 

opportunity to visit China enhanced their quality tourism experience.   

 

Crystal travels functionally to “learn” about a destination’s history and particularly to 

enjoy its “antiquity”: 

“Yes, I’ve always been curious about the rest of the world . . . It [is] the antiquity 
of things that I appreciate” – Crystal 

 

 

Functionally, to “learn” reenergised Alice, she said: 
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“when I go away I want to “learn” about other places and experience things 
differently.  I don’t go back to the same place over and over every time I go 
away.  I am looking for something new” – Alice  

 
 

Alice and JB were one of the couples conscious of their limited travelling future, 

therefore they wanted to functionally “explore”, “discover” and “learn” about as many 

different countries of the world as  they could, while they could.  To the participants, 

travelling to these more exotic and distant destinations fulfils their functional need for 

“education” and “learning”.  By fulfilling the participant’s needs, the destination creates 

a quality tourism experience. 

 

7.1.5. Destinations – other reasons to travel there 

The various other reasons expressed by the CTG participants for travelling to exotic 

destinations included aesthetic “enjoyment”, functionally “seeing” scenery, “learning” 

about the destination’s history and shopping, amongst others.  Rana indicated that 

she travelled aesthetically “to just enjoy”.  In particular, she “enjoyed” the functional 

“social connectivity” of travelling with others in a group.  She added that she wanted 

the functional “facilities” and “attractions” of that destination to satisfy or exceed her 

quality filter standards when benchmarking with other destinations.  In this way, the 

destination would positively mediate a quality tourism experience. As introduced 

earlier in this chapter, some CTG members mentioned their reasons to travel to a 

destination included functionally to “see” the scenery, to “learn” the history and culture, 

to shop for curiosities, and to visit iconic tourist attractions.  Alec said: 

“I like the scenic stuff and doing all things” – Alec  
 

 

He meant that he particularly enjoyed functionally “participating” in activities and 

excursions rather than just being told about something.  This links to the “lived 
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experiences” and the personal connectivity to the destination.  Rana and Zana 

considered a destination as a quality tour component if functional “social” shopping 

opportunities were abundant.  They said they particularly enjoy functionally “visiting” 

local markets to buy items indicative of that destination’s culture or local art.  For them, 

a destination that provided functional shopping opportunities contributed to the quality 

of their tourism experience. 

 

Mac’s idea of a quality destination was from an aesthetic and pricality perspective.  He 

wanted aesthetically to “experience” all the iconic attractions of a destination whether 

they were   natural geographic features or built places of interest.  To him, this pricality 

“expectation” was because the tour pricality “cost” “promised” to include these items.  

His comment reflects this: 

“these are the things the country is known for” and I feel I have paid for these 
inclusions” – Mac 

 

 

Brent and Beau choose a destination for its functional content (the number of 

“experiences” encountered), which then satisfies their need for aesthetic “fulfilment” 

and “achievement”.  They recognise they are a physically active couple, meaning that 

they enjoy functionally “exploring” and “discovering” by walking and getting out-and-

about rather than sitting on a bus all day driving through the countryside.  So when 

planning their trips they choose destinations that offer functional variety and plenty of 

things to “do” and “see”.  In this section, CTG participants identified their various 

reasons for selecting destinations, which for them mediated the quality of their tourism 

experience.  
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7.1.6. Destinations – the travel brochure 

The last reason participants gave for choosing a destination was because the travel 

brochure aesthetically roused their “desire” to functionally “explore”, “discover” and 

fulfil their familiar “dreams”.  The participants mentioned that they were on the Travel 

Masters’ mailing list, thereby receiving regular emails with portable document format 

(.pdf) brochure attachments that promote exotic, remote and distant destinations.  

Participants stated they also received promotional material from the travel agent in the 

form of “personalised” leaflets or brochures sent by mail or given personally when 

visiting the agency and that this information influenced or confirmed their aesthetic 

“desire” and, therefore, the destination choice.  For the discerning CTG participant, the 

travel agency’s brochure of the proposed China tour became an important mediator to 

functionally stimulate their aesthetic “desire”, influence and reconfirm their choice of 

destination.  Brent and JB said that the destination decision, China, was certain and 

the brochure was a pricality validation not only of their choice of destination but also 

their choice of tour provider and specific tour.  Rana, Alice, and I reflected on how the 

tour brochure aesthetically stimulated our “desire” to visit China and functionally 

influenced our choice of tour provider and tour departure: 

“she [the travel consultant] gave me the brochure and said this is one of the 
best tours and you do this, this, this, so we thought okay we'll go.  And we 
booked there and then” – Rana 
 
“when the leaflets came through after our Russian trip they [the travel agency] 
bombard you with things all the time . . . it came through [by email] that he 
[Bob] was giving a presentation [on China]. . .  That's when we went, it solidified 
our thoughts that we would like to go [to China]” - Alice 
 
“Sue and Ellis were both saying that China was not on their list but when they 
read the brochure and saw what was included, they said quote unquote “we 
could not afford to miss it” which was really nice” – (Field Notes, 29/09/08) 
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To Alice, the travel brochure was a functional reconfirmation to purchase a group tour 

to China.  That is, when searching for information about a destination and the various 

group tours available, if the travel agent did not provide her with a tour company’s 

brochure, not only may she have changed destination but she would also decide not 

to travel with that tour provider.  For Alice, the tour brochure was an integral tool in her 

travel decision-making. 

“I made enquiries about that and they didn't send me the brochures so I didn't 
persue it any more” – Alice 

 

 

As previously mentioned in Chapter 5, Tour elements, the CTG participants were  

prepared to pay a higher pricality “cost” for a tour in return for new functional 

“experiences” and “education” that satisfied their aesthetic need for “achievement” 

“prestige” and “fulfilment”.  With any form of travel there are associated risks.  The 

participants are aware that venturing to exotic destinations increases the number and 

likelihood of pricality, functional, aesthetic and familial risks eventuating.  Risks 

associated with functionally “exploring” and “discovering” destinations include pricality 

and aesthetic “dissatisfaction” because of a destination’s lack of expected pricality 

features, facilities and benefits and the resulting aesthetic feeling of “disappointment”.  

However, a travel brochure contains tangible representations of the destination’s 

benefits, features, and facilities and, therefore, becomes a destination-mediating risk 

minimisation tool for the CTG participants.  The purpose of a brochure’s text and 

graphics is to set pricality “expectations”.  With a travel brochure, participants 

evaluated and confirmed that their quality filtered destination choice, for the pricality 

“cost” outlaid, should provide a positive “return on their investment”.  To them, the 

destination would thereby deliver a quality tourism experience.  Brodie spoke of how 
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a brochure aided in setting his pricality “expectation” of the “value for money” quality 

of a destination: 

“So for me it's, it's what you're expecting from what you read and what you're 
paying for and if it marries up with what you're told then that's fine because 
you knew that's what you were told up front” – Brodie  

 

 

Functionally, brochure text and image representations of destinations did influence 

CTG participants’ selection of a destination.  The destination pricality “promises” 

attracted the participants’ attention.  If reasons to select a destination match the 

destination brochure’s pricality “promise”, participants are likely to choose that 

destination.  During and after the tour the participants also referred to the brochure to 

confirm that they had received what was pricality, functionally, aesthetically and 

familiarly “promised”. 

 

7.1.7. Destinations - the anomaly 

In Chapter 5 Tour Elements, the CTG participants specifically talked about how mixing 

with and getting to know the local people functionally enhanced the quality of their tour 

experience.  However, no one mentioned that the reason they chose a destination was 

functionally to “meet the local people”.  In expressing their reasons to functionally 

“explore”, “discover”, and familiarly “dream”, “getting to know the local people” did not 

emerge as a criterion for choice of destination.   To clarify, promotional material, 

television travel shows and in the personal selling banter of travel agents, “to meet the 

local people” is usually one of the focal features used to attract tourists to a destination. 

The anomaly here is these CTG participants did not choose a destination in order to 

“meet the local people”.  Yet, after experiencing China, this very same experience was 

recalled by participants as the second strongest mediator of their quality tourism 

experience.  During the post-tour interviews, the participants recollected through 
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quality filters, that functionally “interacting” and “socially connecting” with local Chinese 

people contributed aesthetic “pleasure” and “enjoyment” to the quality of their tourism 

experience in destination China.  Two possible explanations for this anomaly may 

have been because, one, it was a group tour and two, organised local functional 

“interaction” opportunities were  a relatively new concept within a tour itinerary.  Firstly, 

in a group tour, much of the functional “socialising” is done with the other group 

members rather than with the locals.  Secondly, the majority of group tour time is 

functionally organised with travelling and activities.   During any social time, for 

example meeting for drinks before going to dinner, individuals and couples were 

interacting within the group rather than “connecting” with locals.   

 

The inclusion of specific tourist/host interaction opportunities in group tours is an 

emerging concept.  Over my twenty plus years (mid 1970 – 2000) of being employed 

in various sectors of the travel industry, tour group itineraries included places to see 

and provided for staged tourist “visit” activities.  That is, tour companies differentiated 

themselves by promoting, the number of iconic attractions (natural or built) that they 

either “viewed” or “visited” and the number of cultural shows or “specialty dinners” that 

were included.  It is this style of group tour itineraries that had been the norm for the 

CTG participants as they chose their destinations and collected their travel 

experiences.  Provision for tour groups to actually functionally “see” or “participate” in 

the daily lives of locals was not usual.  It is only in recent years that I have seen 

itineraries include “home visits” or “spend a day with [local people]”. Consequently, as 

the CTG participants have travelled for many years without exposure to this depth of 

functional “social connectivity” with the host community, “mixing with the locals” 

(Chapter 5) was not a primary reason to select a destination. 
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To summarise this section, the choice of destination by FG members and CTG 

participants is determined by their quality filtering and benchmarking processes.  To 

attain a quality tourism experience, both groups used their quality filters to select a 

destination that would fulfil their pricality, functionality, aesthetic and familiarity needs.  

For some the choice of destination was based on an aesthetic “desire” to belong to an 

aesthetically “prestigious” “exclusive by destination” peer group.  For these, the more 

destinations they had aesthetically “achieved” by ticking them off their functional 

“bucket list”, the more aesthetically “prestigious”  their membership became.  For most 

of these individuals, the choice of destination was guided by their functional need for 

“social connectivity”, “education” and the fulfilment of “goals”.  Another reason 

participants mentioned for selecting certain destinations was to materialise familiar 

“memories” and “dreams”, particularly from their childhood.  The last reason 

participants gave for choosing a destination was because a travel brochure pricality 

“promised” the destination would fulfil the individual’s need to functionally “explore”, 

“discover” and familiarly “dream”.  It was to fulfil these same quality filtered needs that 

CTG participants chose to travel to China.  

 

7.1.8. (Re)interpretation of world destinations 

For the FG members and the CTG participants, the choice of destination was one of 

the higher-order mediating concepts of a quality tourism tour experience.  These 

experienced travellers had in common, among other things, time and the financial 

capacity to “explore”, “discover” and realise familiar childhood “memories” and 

“dreams” of destinations around the world.  They also realised their travelling days on 

functionally strenuous individual or group tours were numbered.  CTG participants, 

Katie and Alice, said: 
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“When the time comes when we get into our seventies, if we get there touch 
wood we will, um I wouldn't I don't think that we will be subjecting ourselves to 
that intense level of travel at that age” – Katie 
 
“The older you get, the less able you are to handle pressure in a trip” - Alice 

 
 
Fleischer and Pizam (2002) in their study of Israeli senior citizens identified reasons 

that influenced their choice of travel type, length and destination.  As in this study, 

these authors found that for senior citizens, time, and for some, money are not 

constraints to travel to a particular destination.  Rather, functional failing health 

reduces their travel duration and increases their need or aesthetic desire to remain 

close to home.  For some FG members and the CTG participants, future excursions 

were likely to be of a cruising nature and of a shorter duration.  As CTG participants 

JB and Zana commented:  

“we had considered going to South Africa but um there seemed to be too 
much flying for there, and [Alice] wasn't really in a fit state to be in and out of 
planes so we scrapped that idea” – JB 
 
“And I think we are now at the situation where we're trying to do the holidays 
that are energetic now while we're healthy and younger and leave the 
cruising until we can't do the other.  I mean I still want to cruise but I think we 
must take advantage of doing things like Africa and South America whilst 
we're able” – Zana 
 
 

Zimmer, Brayley and Searle (1995) suggest older travellers choose destinations closer 

to home because, as Pennington-Gray and Lane’s (2002) participants found, “long 

distance travel is more of a hassle than a holiday” and because of the “inconvenience 

of poor health” (C.H.C. Hsu, Cai, & Wong, 2007, p. 1267).  Therefore, the CTG 

participants were maximising the opportunity to travel to as many destinations as 

possible, ticking each off their functional “bucket list” as the visits were aesthetically 

“achieved” and utilising their quality filters to evaluate whether or not that destination 

was a quality destination providing a quality tourism experience. 
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Other reasons the participants chose certain destinations were to “explore”, “discover” 

and “learn”.  The participants wanted to see for themselves what they had seen in 

school or from what other travellers had said.  Not only did the participants want to 

functionally “see” the scenery, “learn” the history and collect souvenirs but they wanted 

to pricality “immerse” themselves in what the place had to offer, “live” the experience 

and personally engage or connect with that moment.  Schütz (1967) as part of his 

explanation of “lived experience”, suggested a “lived experience” was a “stream of 

consciousness by its very nature has not yet been caught up in the net of reflection” 

(p. 42).  Applied to the participants, this means that they enjoyed the involvement  at 

that moment such that they were concerned with nothing else.  Jennings and Weiler 

(2004, 2006) further this idea of “engagement” suggesting that the participants in an 

experience were, in fact, constructing their realities via such experiences.  The 

participants’ functional “engagement” with the place, albeit fleetingly, left them with an 

aesthetic sense of “connection” to the destination (Bricker & Kerstetter, 2006; Jennings 

et al., 2009; Bob McKercher, 2002) from that momentary “experience”.  Dickenson 

and Lumsdon (2010) in their book on slow travel identified that “engagement” with a 

place and its offerings becomes part of the experience of that place or destination and 

can add to its aesthetic “enjoyment” and appeal. 

 

Having considered reasons the FG members and CTG participants chose to travel to 

various destinations, the next section discusses the CTG participants’ perspectives on 

why they chose China in particular. 

7.2. China in particular 

The CTG participants chose China as a destination for several of the same reasons 

mentioned above.  That is, to gain “prestige” but also to “explore”, “discover” and 
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“learn” appeared to be stronger reasons.  Further, the participants wanted to gain 

knowledge and satisfy a “curiosity” and “achieve” a personal “goal” by realising a 

childhood “dream”, thereby attaining a sense of “fulfilment”.  Elke’s reason was to fulfil 

her childhood “dream”.  The participants used their quality filters: pricality, functionality, 

aesthetics and familiarity when considering China as a destination.  For the CTG 

participants China “fulfilled” functional “goals” and “ambitions” by providing 

“educational” “experiences”.  Aesthetically, China was the place in which “learning” 

and personal “pride” gave participants a sense of “self-actualisation” through 

“achievement” and the “fulfilment” of familiar “dreams”.  Whatever the reason, 

individual participants also evaluated the pricality of China, the destination.  If China 

added “value” to their quality group tour experience in ways they individually 

“expected”, then the participants felt the destination provided “value for money”.  Table 

7.3 below illustrates these criteria. 

 

Table 7.3.Quality filters to benchmark destination mediator: China 

Pricality 

 Value adding/detracting 

 Value for money 

 Price/cost 

 Expectation 

 Satisfaction 

Functionality 

 Education/learning/ 
curiosity 

 Fulfil goals/ambitions 

 Bucket list 

 See/view 

 Participate/involvement 

 Explore/discover 

 Experience 

Aesthetics 

 Esteem/pride 

 Elitism/prestige 

 Self-fulfilment/ 
humanness 

 Achievement/success 

 Experience/connection 

 Deep understanding 

 Beauty/splendour 

 Mystery/forbidden 

Familiarity 

 Pictures/stories 

 Similarities/differences 

 Memories/dreams 

 Shared stories 

 Commonality 
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These criteria are individual and aesthetically “meaningful” to each participant.  That 

is, the participants never mentioned choosing China because it was a socially 

fashionable destination offering popular attractions and attributes.  They chose China 

because of the deeper more personal aesthetic “desires” of self-improvement and 

“prestige”.  As the CTG participants had paid a higher pricality “price” for the tour, their 

pricality “expectation” was that functionally iconic attractions and attributes were 

included in the tour of China.  Functionally, they wanted “education”, “experiences” 

and to “fulfil” their lifelong “ambitions” with familiar “like-minded travellers”.  Further, as 

they were travelling with Bob, they trusted his China tour would functionally include all 

the iconic tourist sites, plus additional activities and attractions other tours did not 

provide, thereby adding quality to China as a destination. 

 

The printed itinerary later confirmed their pricality “expectations” showing that 

participants would see the Terracotta Warriors, visit the Forbidden City and stand in 

Tiananmen Square.  As Crystal said: 

“China was much more than I expected” – Crystal 
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These were just some of the “expected” attractions and activities on the tour but were 

not the participant’s primary reason to visit China.  Only one person, Alec, mentioned 

that wanting to see the aesthetically “beautiful” scenery 

was his reason for going to China.  Zana, Beau, Rana and 

Katie mentioned that they enjoyed functionally shopping but 

that shopping was not the main reason for their choice of 

destination.  There was general agreement among the CTG participants that the 

aesthetically “beautiful” scenery and the function of shopping could be reasons for 

choosing a destination but that, for this group, they were not the primary reasons for 

choosing China as a destination.  When asked if the participants would be 

disappointed if these icons were left out, their reply was a unanimous “of course” 

because, from an overall pricality perspective, they felt they had paid the “price” for 

their inclusion, but again there were other reasons to visit China than to functionally 

“see” iconic Chinese attractions and “participate” in usual tourist activities.  This, for 

them, represented a destination that would provide a quality tourism experience. 

 

7.2.1. The dream of China 

Along with functionally satisfying “curiosity”, some members chose China as a 

destination functionally to “achieve” a personal “goal” and aesthetically to “succeed” in 

building their “self-esteem”.  Personal “goals” can have many and varied origins.  Elke 

reflected that to realise a familiar childhood “dream” became her reason to travel to 

China.  During the in-depth interview, we spoke about her aesthetic “achievement” of 

her goal and how this “achievement” made Elke feel “self-fulfilled”: 

“You wanted to go on that wall. You told me , that's why you went.” – Mary-
Anne 
 

West Lake, 

Hangzhou 
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“And that's why.  I say I love Bob for ever.  It was he know more than me how 
much it would mean [to me] to stand up there.  That's why he pushed.  I would 
never [emhasis] have done it.  I would have NEVER but he made it. I did it.” – 
Elke 
 
 

As introduced earlier, through the pictures from her teacher, and the teacher’s stories, 

Elke formed very clear images in her mind that ignited a familiar “dream” to one-day 

stand on the Great Wall of China.  Elke has carried this familiar “dream” through her 

life until, as an octogenarian, she decided to visit China functionally to “walk on the 

Wall” and “achieve” her “life-goals”.  This driving force became strong enough for her 

to overcome her physical condition (age and “tired heart”) to attempt to “fulfil” her 

“dream”.  With Bob on one side of her and me on the other, gradually Elke climbed 

onto the wall.  Her pride and sense of aesthetic “self-esteem” and “pride” in the 

“achievement” was explosive.  She excitedly repeated: 

 “I’ve done it” “I don’t believe it” “I’ve done it” – Elke 
 

 

By realising her familiar childhood “dream”, she had attained an aesthetic sense of 

“achievement” and “fulfilment”, or “humanness”.  She said: 

“I will certainly never, never forget this experience.  This was my dream” – Elke 
 

 

So China, through Elke’s quality filters, became a quality destination and a tour 

component that positively mediated Elke’s quality tourism experience. 
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7.2.2. Explore, discover and learn in China 

While the CTG “expected” to visit China’s more iconic attractions and participate in the 

usual Chinese touristic activities, their primary reasons for choosing China as a 

destination were more personal and at an aesthetically “deeper” level.  It is this 

“deeper” level that again illustrates an “immersion” the CTG participants are seeking 

in their travel destination.  Their reasons for choosing 

China as a destination linked to “intrinsic worth”, such as 

wanting to satisfy functional “curiosities”, “achieve” “goals”, 

and “fulfil” familiar “dreams”.  They wanted to functionally 

“explore” and “discover” to “learn” and “experience” the 

destination beyond the usual touristic highlights and large cities: beyond texts in travel 

brochures and guidebooks. 

 

For China to qualify as a quality destination, it needed to give pricality “value for 

money” in its distinctive scenery, and its political and economic 

development juxtaposing the rustic rural villages that most tourists 

miss.  Aesthetically, Brodie and Katie wanted holistically to 

“experience” the places to which they were 

travelling.  They wanted more than a pricality 

“return on their investment” and an aesthetically 

“beautiful” country that had familial “differences”; they also 

wanted an affective experience.  Together with functionally 

“learning” and “exploring”, feeling the aesthetic “connection” with the destination, they 

wanted an experience that was memorable of the destination.  Katie reflected: 

“we went with the view of seeing things and doing things.  I mean the country 
and the surrounds are great, but because there's so much history in China and 

Visit to calligraphy 

artists 

Local farmer 

north of Xian 

Bejing 

Media 

Tower 
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their whole culture, everything, that's what we were interested in” – Katie  
 

Brodie and Katie further explained that they had a general understanding of the 

country, but now wanted an aesthetically “deeper level of understanding”.  They 

wanted functionally to “learn” how China’s history, culture and former politics 

influenced China’s operation today. 

 

By exploring and discovering China, Brent, Brodie and Katie, Alice, Crystal, and JB 

wanted functionally to “learn” something new from their visit.  Alice and several others 

(from comments made whilst on tour) wanted their “curiosity” fulfilled.  Crystal said: 

“I wanted to see outside the big cities to see how the Chinese people really 
[emphasis] lived” – Crystal  

 

 
Crystal, Beau and Brent had been to mainland China before.  They also now wanted 

functionally to “achieve” an aesthetically “deeper understanding” of what they knew 

about China.  Several years ago, they had taken a short introductory tour, entering 

China from Hong Kong (then a British colony and a very popular destination or 

stopover to Australian travellers), and visited the three cities of Beijing, Shanghai and 

Guangzhou.  On this first-time trip, the participants said they functionally saw “only 

what the Chinese wanted us to see”.  Therefore, this trip to a transforming China gave 

them the functional opportunity to “explore”, “discover” and 

“learn” more of the aesthetically “real”, “authentic” China.  That 

is, functionally to “see” and “experience” what is not 

aesthetically “staged” and to know authentic Chinese life as an 

aesthetic “lived experience”.  Functionally, such an 

“experience” satisfied their “curiosity” and enhanced their “education” and determined 

that China, as a destination, provided a quality tourism experience.  JB was particularly 

The water village 

of Xitang 
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“curious” as he considered a China previously barred from tourist visitation.  He 

demonstrated his functional “curiosity” as he reflected: 

“China had always seemed to be quite untouchable, unavailable . . . the fact 
that it was somewhere we hadn't ever seen was one of the reasons I wanted to 
go” – JB  
 
 

This comment during JB’s interview, together with casual pre-dinner drinks 

discussions with other group members during the tour, reminded me that the age 

range of the members was early sixties to early eighties and that for the majority of 

their lives China had been “off limits” to tourists and visitors in general.  Thus, to these 

people this unknown and aesthetically “forbidden” destination held an element of 

“mystery”.  Now that China has become accessible this group, and 

many tourists of this generation, have chosen to travel to this 

destination to satisfy their “curiosity” and “educate” themselves 

about enigmatic China.  The CTG participants, within a tour group 

of familiar “like-minded travellers”, were comfortable functionally 

to “fulfil” their “ambitions” satisfy their “curiosity”.  They aimed to attain aesthetically 

“deeper understanding” by going to smaller towns and villages not visited on the usual 

tourist itinerary.  Brent said: 

“I always wanted to know” – Brent  
 

 

and JB pondered: 

“I have often wondered about” – JB 
 

 

Likewise, Alice had heard others speaking of China and the functional “achievement” 

of climbing onto the Great Wall.  This stimulated her “curiosity” to find out what others 

already knew.  She said: 

“Everyone that goes to China talks about it [the Great Wall] so it was something 

Participants 

exploring the 

streets of Xitang 
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I would have hated to have missed out” – Alice  
 

 

Prior to their trip to China many of the CTG participants had an unresolved 

“educational” issue, which, because of this trip to this destination, was resolved.  The 

participants felt pricality “satisfaction” and “value for money” 

because China was no longer “mysterious”.  For these 

participants, had they not functionally “achieved” a visit to 

China, their “curiosity” or “ambition” for “education” about this 

destination may have remained “unfulfilled”, leaving 

them somewhat pricality “unsatisfied” and incomplete.  Thus, 

by functionally “exploring” and “discovering” China, the destination, these participants’ 

functional “curiosity”, “learning” and “experience” is pricality “satisfied”, meaning these 

participants view China as a quality destination that “added pricality value” to their 

quality tourism experience. 

 

7.2.3. (Re)interpretation of destination China 

Most of the CTG participants identified the functional reason to travel to a destination 

was to “dream”, “explore”, “discover”, and “learn” thereby further “educating” 

themselves about other parts of the world and China in particular.  Andre Gide once 

said "[i]t is only in adventure [explore, discover, learn and dream] that some people 

succeed in knowing themselves - in finding themselves".  Through their pricality filter, 

Katie and Brodie said they wanted an in-depth “experience” – everything China had 

to offer.  Crystal, JB, and Brent wanted to explore and discover China to satisfy their 

long-held functional “curiosity”.  This was contrary to Lehto, Jang, Achana and 

O’Leary’s (2008) study of the tourism experiences sought (reasons to travel to a 

destination) by  the  Silent Generation and Baby Boomers.  They found that older 

Learning of 

China’s past – 
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travellers preferred a more passive holiday to rest and relax or to visit friends and 

family.  Perhaps because that study was limited to domestic travel, the reasons to 

travel differ from this study’s more active and participatory findings of “learning” and 

“education”.  In fact, “learning” and “education”, as a reason to travel to a destination, 

has long been discussed in the literature (Beard & Ragheb, 1983; Cohen, 1972; 

Crompton, 1979; Iso-Ahola, 1983; Pine & Gilmore, 1999; V. Smith, 1978) and 

remains a primary reason in tourism literature.  Horneman’s (2002) study agrees with 

research from the 1980’s that “education” and “learning” is an “important motivational 

drive and benefit sought by senior travellers” (p. 24).  “Education” was found to be the 

second most important travel preference in Pennington-Gray and Lane’s (2002) study 

of silent generation Canadian travellers.  This thesis recognises that for nearly half a 

century a key reason for tourists to visit various destinations is to “learn” and 

“educate” themselves. This study reframes this as a component of functionality. This 

self-“education” sets in train aesthetic “self-fulfilment”, which in turn from a pricality 

perspective “adds value” and “intrinsic worth”. 

 

Hsu, Cai and Wong’s (2007) senior Chinese participants also traveled to learn and 

“discover” as a way to gain self-respect and to be viewed with admiration.  Similarly, 

Jang and Wu’s (2006) Taiwanese seniors expressed their motivations to travel to a 

destination included knowledge seeking and ego-enhancement.  Knowledge-seeking 

and ego-enhancement were also important reasons to travel in Sangpikul’s (2008) 

study of Japanese senior travellers.  The empirical material in this study illustrates a 

similarity with the literature.  That is, the CTG participants also chose China as a 

destination with the opportunity functionally to “learn” and “educate” themselves.  With 

this additional knowledge, plus the fact that they can tick China off their bucket list, the 
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participants functionally “achieved” higher “self-esteem” and a qualified place in the 

“elite-by-destination” travel group.  

 

A journey interlude 

To summarise the chapter, for FG members and the CTG participants, the destination 

was one of the higher-order concepts, which when benchmarked against other 

destinations, served to mediate a quality tourism experience.  The CTG participants 

benchmarked China against other destinations previously visited and through their 

four quality filters: pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  See Figure 7.2 

below.  In their benchmarking and quality filtering processes, China needed to be a 

destination that offered pricality “value-for-money” in its scenery, activities and 

attractions.  Most participants wanted to functionally “learn” and develop themselves 

through “education”, others wanted to feel aesthetic “elitism” and “prestige” or to 

functionally “achieve” and “experience”, while others aesthetically “connected” with the 

familiarity of “memories” from previous visits to China or with childhood “dreams”.  It is 

clear, even with this small tour group, that the individual participants had different 

motivations and desires when choosing a destination to visit.  It is therefore, important 

for tour operators and marketers to remain vigilant and customise their products, even 

the tour destination, as much as possible. 
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Figure 7.2. Benchmarking process of tour: tour destination 

 

It is also important to remember that the tour destination is but one of the five higher-

order quality mediators.  The Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, Tour 

group and Tour destination. The lived experiences of the China Tour, at any one point 

in time, demonstrated that each of the quality mediators variously contributed to the 

determination of a quality tour experience.  Whilst the representation and discussion 

of each mediator has been discrete in nature, the complexity, interconnectivity and 

fluidity of the benchmarking processes must be re-emphasised, along with the social 

and individual characteristics that influence a participant on an ever-changing daily 

basis.  

 

The next chapter is Chapter 8 Hosting, and it addresses this study’s second aim, 

namely, the CTG participants’ propensity to host or not to host international tourists 

who visit the Gold Coast.  The reason the second aim has not been addressed until 

now is that the previous four chapters relate to the mediator, the Tour.  So it was 
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appropriate to cluster these before addressing Hosting.  Chapter 8 considers the 

concept of “reciprocity” in relation to the hospitality the participants received and 

whether or not the CTG participants were prepared to return this hospitality. 
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Chapter Eight 

Guests as Hosts 

 

 

“One might well say that mankind [sic] is divisible into two great classes: hosts and 

guests. People are either born hosts or born guests” – Max Beerbohm 

 

 

Prior to their travel to China, CTG participants were exposed to pre-tour brochures 

that advertised “meet the locals”.  Despite such advertising, “meeting the locals” was 

not identified by participants as a  reason for selecting a particular destination, as  

previously stated in Chapter 7, The Destination.  That said, most participants stated 

they really enjoyed “mixing with the locals” after the visits to the calligraphers, the 

homes of different Chinese locals and the university.  Chapter 5, Tour group also noted 

this. Further, most participants in the post-tour interviews acknowledged that Bob’s 

unique, locally-hosted visits were one of the highlights of the tour, as  discussed in 

Chapter 4, Locally hosted visits. These “meeting the locals” visits were deemed to 

have contributed to the overall quality of the group tour experience. 

 

By functionally visiting Chinese residents in their local “behind the scenes” 

environment, the participants enjoyed the functional “social connectivity” and aesthetic 

“hospitableness” that “added depth”.  Prior to the China tour, CTG participants’ 

understanding of “mixing with the locals” was at a cursory functional level 

representative of engaging with locals in a shop or at the front desk of a hotel.  

Perspectives from the focus group and participants early in the China tour did not 

identify “meeting the locals” as a key determinant in choosing a tour or destination.  As 

also mentioned in Chapter 4 Locally hosted visits, it was only after experiencing the 
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intimate and more “authentic” visits on Bob’s tour that the locally hosted visits became 

a strong indicator of a quality tourism experience.  Following the tour, participants 

found they had functionally “learned” much more and had begun to personally 

understand the local Chinese on an aesthetically “deeper” level.  Given their locally 

hosted experiences had added quality to their China experience, would the 

participants, then, be prepared to “reciprocate” and provide “hospitableness” to 

international tourists visiting the Gold Coast?  Based on their China group tour 

experience, would they be willing to participate in such familial “sharing” in order to 

provide a quality tourism experience for other tourists?  From the participant’s quality 

filtered perspectives, this chapter answers these questions and fulfils the second aim 

of this study. 

 

With regard to hosting tourists, the CTG participants again used their four quality 

filters, pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  They considered the 

functionality of “current tourist facilities”, the “logistics” of making arrangements and 

the “social connectivity” of “meeting new people”.  There seemed to be an oscillation 

between the aesthetic “pride” of representing one’s country to visitors with the un-

familiar “uncertainty” of “meeting someone new” and bringing “strangers” into their 

homes.  They also deliberated on the consequences of stepping out of their “comfort 

zone” and away from the familiarity of their “own lifestyles” and “routines”.  The majority 

of participants would not contemplate hosting and were definite about their decision 

without considering pricality.  Participants deigned this activity as being outside their 

life-boundary, almost as if it would be a distasteful experience.  Those participants 

who did contemplate hosting weighed up the personal pricality “cost” in time and effort 

against the return or “added value” they would receive.  Figure 8.1 below, illustrates 
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the benchmarking process applied by the CTG participants to Hosting, the second 

quality mediator.   

 

 

Figure 8.1. Benchmarking process of Hosting - Guests as hosts 

 

This final interpretive chapter follows the same structural format and stylistic devices 

as the previous five chapters.  The quality mediator is Hosting within which the 

participants identified two higher-order concepts and two lower-order costs.  The 

higher- order concepts are: Not to host and To host and the lower-order concepts are: 

Reasons why not to host and Reasons to host.  Table 8.1 provides an overview of this 

chapter. 
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Table 8.1. Outline of Chapter 8 Guests as hosts 

Quality 

Mediator 

Higher-order 

Concepts 

Lower-order 

Concepts 
(Re)interpretation constructs 

Chapter 8 

 

Hosting 

8.1 Not to 

Host 

8.1.1. Reasons why not 

to host 

 

8.1.2. (Re)interpreting 

why not to 

host 

 Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Cost – financial, time, 
effort 

 Return/benefit/ 
reward 

 Value diminishment 

 Functionality 

 Current tourist 
facilities, activities 
and attractions 

 Stay away from tourist 
areas 

 Social connectivity 

 Meet new 
people/friends 

 Language barriers 

 Participation/ doing 

 Aesthetics 

 Pride/esteem 

 Uncertainty/concern 

 Strangerness 

 Fulfilment 

 Hospitableness 

 Reciprocity 

 Familiarity 

 Own lifestyle 

 Activities/routines 

 Comfort zone 

 Tourists are strangers 

8.2 To Host 8.2.1. Participants’ 

recommend-

ations on 

hosting  

 

8.2.2. (Re)interpreting 

hosting 

 Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Cost – financial, time, 
effort 

 Return/benefit 

 Functionality 

 Social connectivity 

 Hospitableness 

 Meet new 
people/friends 

 Interaction 

 Aesthetics 

 Willingness/ 
enthusiasm 
pride/esteem 

 Uncertainty/concern 

 Self-actualisation/ 

 development/fulfilm
ent 

 Enjoyment/pleasure 

 Hospitableness 

 Reciprocity 

 Familiarity 

 Own lifestyle 

 Routines 

 Comfort zone 

 Like-minded travellers 

 Travelling interests 

 Commonality 

 Shared stories/ 
experiences 

 

On the China tour, the participants experienced familiar “hospitableness” of local 

residents.  Chinese hospitality in many ways was the same as Australian hospitality.  

The style of “hospitality” in their daily life on the Gold Coast to which the CTG residents 

were familiar included behaviour such as “going out of one’s way to make sure the 
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guest was comfortable and happy”, “acts of kindness”, being proactive and offering 

the guest whatever they may expect before they asked for it.  During the locally hosted 

visits , for example, to families in larger towns, an apple orchardist and university 

students, the CTG participants experienced this kind of behaviour that was familiar to 

them.  On each hosted occasion, the Australian tourists had been functionally taken 

“behind the scenes” into the environment of the locals and shown elements of their 

daily life.  Unlike other China tours at the time of this study, locally hosted visits were 

a unique inclusion on Bob’s tours.  Bob had worked with local tour operators and 

community elders to foster relationships so that these unique encounters could take 

place and provide a more “interactive” experience for the CTG participants.  To 

reiterate, in Chapter 4, Locally hosted visits, the participant’s reflections of the locally 

hosted visits were generally very positive because they influenced the overall quality 

of  the China tour and enhanced the quality of their tourism experiences.  Before 

discussing the preparedness of CTG participants to host tourists on the Gold Coast, I 

provide an insight into the CTG participants’ perspectives of the Gold Coast as a 

tourism destination.  Specifically, how do they see the current Gold Coast tourism 

infrastructure and offerings for tourists?  This is important as it provides background 

context, which explains their filtering with respect to quality. 

 

8.1. Current Gold Coast tourism industry 

CTG participants’ perspectives of the current Gold Coast tourism industry coalesced 

into three concepts: as residents, the participants normally did not go to tourist areas; 

there were  plenty of resources for tourists already; and tourists were  resourceful and 

would do their own thing.  Given this context, CTG participants felt it was not their 
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responsibility to host international tourists and that the Gold Coast tourism industry 

was well developed and catered to tourists’ experiential needs. 

 

In relation to the first concept, participants specifically chose functionally to avoid the 

tourist areas, unless they were entertaining visiting family or friends.  This was 

predicated by their family life cycle or life phase.  Alice, JB and Brodie voiced the 

opinion of many of the participants: 

“Well to me Surfers Paradise doesn't hold [pause] what Surfers paradise has to 
offer doesn't appeal to me” – Alice 
 
“I don't move in the circles where there are tourists” – JB  
 
“We wouldn't go into Surfers.  Only because we don't find anything there now, 
might have lived there when we were young, and always been over on the 
weekend and great time, but there's nothing that we would find inviting about 
Surfers Paradise” – Brodie 

 
 

Katie suggested that because Australia’s population is now so diverse, it is difficult to 

discern a tourist from a resident.  Overall, the participants suggested that many 

residents are not tourist-centric and do not go to Surfers Paradise: 

“possibly in Australia is it because we find it difficult to pick who are tourists 
and who are locals because we've got such a wide range of nationalities living 
here. Or, because we're on the Gold Coast, we think oh those people could be 
from Melbourne?  You know they could be Australian residents but from a 
foreign nation originally, and they could just be internal tourists . . . not a lot of 
Gold Coasters go to the areas where the tourism is really happening” – Katie  
 

 

In general, the participants find Surfers Paradise unappealing because of the touristic 

focus.  They mentioned that whilst some rejuvenation of central Surfers Paradise has 

occurred, there is much still much upgrading required to some arcades and shops, 

particularly as Brent called them, “the tacky souvenir shops selling Australian gifts and 

mementos all of which are made in China”.  This perspective is not unique.  In my 
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previous research related to Gold Coast residents, they too avoided the tourist areas 

for similar reasons.  The significance of this perspective is important when mediating 

the connection between residents and tourists.  The chapter revisits this point Later. 

 

The second concept, that tourists were well catered for with plenty of attractions and 

a well-established infrastructure, was based on limited or non-existent knowledge. 

Most CTG participants did not know how the Gold Coast tourism industry worked:   

“I don't know what people do for tourists here . . . I don't even know where the 
information centre is, I've never been there.  Is there one?  I don't know enough 
about tourism to contribute” – JB 
 
“I mean, not that I would know where they are, we obviously have got tourist 
information centres on the Gold Coast, who runs them are they volunteers or is 
it the council?  Where are they?” – Katie  
 
“Awe I think the media and the Government look after all that [the tourists]” – 
Brent 

 

 

When asked who they believed was responsible for tourism on the Gold Coast, Alec 

and Zana replied: 

“[the] Council?  No I don't think so. I really don't know that I can answer that 
question” – Alec 
 
“Is there a local tours division of the Council? “ – Zana 

 

 

Other participants felt that tourists came to the Gold Coast primarily because of the 

weather, beaches and the well-established attractions, as Angus states: 

“if you're coming as a tourist, my personal opinion, is um you're really coming 
just for the climate or for the so called tourist attractions whether it be the 
theme parks or whatever” – Angus  

 

 

Alice felt that because of the three factors she mentions, the Gold Coast draws 

families: 
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“I think it is a lovely family atmosphere because they've got the beach, Seaworld 
and Dreamworld and all those places which are wonderful for children and the 
parents enjoy it too when they go” – Alice  

 
 

She also remembered the 1970’s and 1980’s when the largest tourist market to the 

Gold Coast was the Japanese: 

“I know that the Japanese used to come for golf, and there was a terrific 
amount of golf courses built to accommodate them” – Alice 

 

 

Alec agreed that the tourism industry and infrastructure was robust and that tourists 

had access to many facilities and activities, saying: 

“I personally think the Gold Coast is very well structured for, for people to be 
able to do whatever they want to do . . . They can play golf, they can hop in a 
sailing boat and go up to Stradbroke Island . . . There's heaps of, of um tour 
type things that they can do if they want to” – Alec 

 

He continued: 

“My feeling is that the Gold Coast, because it is a very touristy type of spot, 
adequately provides for people coming in here” – Alec  

 

 

Zana and JB felt  Gold Coast hotel and apartment staff played an important part in 

providing tourists with information about the facilities and attractions available: 

“hotels are all pretty well organised for [assisting tourists]” – Zana 

“if you got a knowledgeable concierge at the hotel that can make a huge 
difference” – JB 
 
“when we first came up here . . . we were living in Sydney and we came up here 
. . . I thought the people running the complexes were really terrific the way they 
helped and the way they would suggest things and then when we bought our 
own apartment up here and we used to stay in it, even then you know, the 
people, the management were, I just thought they were very helpful” – Brent 

 
 
This leads to consideration of the third concept regarding the Gold Coast tourism 

industry, namely, that CTG participants felt that tourists to the Gold Coast were  able 

to independently source information and plan their own holidays.  Alice and JB 
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maintained that most tourists to the Gold Coast wanted to “do their own thing” rather 

than participate in group-tour activities.  To facilitate this, they said that the Internet 

and accommodation lobbies provided plenty of information on all tourist attractions, 

activities, accommodation, food and beverage and transport available on the Gold 

Coast.  Alice and JB said: 

“I thought the people who come here were generally self-sufficient in what they 
want to do” – Alice  
 
“I suspect they're left to their own resources to find something on the counter 
at the hotel and read up what's on  . . . people are left to their own resources” 
- JB 

 

 

Alec agreed that information was plentiful for those tourists who are Internet savvy but 

those who were  not would still rely on the staff of tourism suppliers, stating: 

“providing they know where to go to flush all that information out . . . They've 
just got to be able to source it [otherwise they have to ask]” – Alec 

 

 

It was important to understand the level of knowledge the CTG participants had of the 

tourism industry on the Gold Coast.  This understanding provides context upon which 

the CTG participants used to interpret their quality filtered reflections on whether, or 

not, they would personally host tourists to the Gold Coast as per their hosted 

experience in China. 
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8.2. Not to host 

"People are . . . born guests" – Max Beerbohm 

As already intimated, the CTG participants were not inclined to host international 

tourists to the Gold Coast.  Having reflected on this concept through their quality filters 

as shown in Table 8.2 below, the participants gave three reasons why they were not 

willing to host international tourists.  One, as  residents, they did not functionally 

“frequent tourist areas” and therefore, did not find themselves “meeting” or 

“connecting” with tourists.  Two, for the participants, the tourists were un-familiar 

“strangers” and mixing with “strangers” would put the participants out of their familiar 

“comfort zone” creating an aesthetic feeling of “uncertainty” and “concern”.  Thirdly, 

participants preferred their familiar “lifestyle”, “activities” and “routines” and, at this 

stage, had no thought of hosting.  Functionally, they were not interested in 

“participating” in the Gold Coast tourism industry.  They felt that “doing” things with 

international tourists was not their functional responsibility and did not fit with their 

familiar lifestyle.  Pricality, whether related to “cost”, “return on investment” ” or 

“intrinsic worth”, was not a consideration.  The idea that the “cost” be that financial, 

time or effort would bring the “return” of “adding value” to their lives as well as to the 

tourists’ Gold Coast visit, thereby creating a quality tourism experience for both parties, 

never entered the participants’ minds. 

 

Table 8.2. Quality filters to benchmark the not to host mediator 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Cost – financial, temporal, 
resources, effort 

 Value for money 

 Return on investment 

Functionality 

 Current tourist facilities, activities 
and attractions 

 Stay away from tourist areas 
 Social connectivity  
 Meet new people/friends 
 Language barriers 
 Participation/doing/experiences 
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 Hospitableness 
 Reciprocity 

Aesthetics 

 Pride/esteem 

 Uncertainty/ concern/anxiety 

 Strangerness 

 Fulfilment 

 Esteem 

 Elite/prestige/demarcation 

 Self-
actualisation/development 

 Fulfilment 

 Experiences/connection 

Familiarity 

 Own lifestyle 

 Activities/routines 

 Comfort zone 

 Tourists are strangers 

 Risk 
 

 

A unique contribution this study provides is that have never before has research 

examined whether or not Australian residents would choose to mediate the quality of 

an inbound tourist’s experience by hosting them.  The following section identifies some 

organisations involved in hosting but their services are different from providing Locally 

hosted visits.  In Australia, residents often host international students in home-stays.  

AussieHost (sic) is an organisation that provides training courses for hospitality and 

other organisations to increase the quality of service and level of professionalism to 

their customers.  Thereby, these organisations create their point of difference (Cassia, 

1999).  There are several opportunities worldwide to partner with destination 

management organisations (DMO’s) to host conferences and events, for example, 

Toronto Tourism promotes a hosting programme (www.seetorontonow.com) but this is 

a different concept from hosting individual tourists.  The concept of hosting 

backpackers has been around since the 1960’s (Hampton, 2009, 2010).  Hampton 

(2009, p. 11) provides the example of budget conscious backpackers  staying with 

local residents in the Kampung because it was cheap which in turn enabled that 

kampung to develop and prosper. 
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Today, such hosting has grown and backpackers, as well as hosts, have the 

opportunity to participate in hosting opportunities by joining a web-based database, 

such as, www.workaway.info.  Workaway acts as a mediator between hosts and 

backpackers.  Such interactions are based on exchange theory, where  the guest 

volunteers for local activities or around the host house and in return, the host provides 

hospitality and the opportunity for the tourist to have a “behind the scenes” experience. 

This hosting is work-based, an alternative is, for example, 

https://www.warmshowers.org/. This database facilitates tourist cyclist stays with local 

residents.  Both Workaway and Warmshowers mediate host/tourist stays worldwide, 

meaning that tourists can find hosts all over the world whether the exchange currency 

is labour or money.  Other companies through their webpages, such as, Homestay 

Finder, http://www.homestayfinder.com/ , provide options for interactions between any 

tourist and hosts.  This company is a self-managed database for both host and guest, 

whereas the Hospitality Club, http://www.hospitalityclub.org/, is a more closely 

managed association between parties as it requires membership and the provision of 

a profile. 

 

Lastly, Friendship Force, http://www.friendshipforce.org/, is a worldwide organisation 

that has established worldwide local ‘branches’.  It has been promoting friendship and 

goodwill through traveller homestay exchanges since 1977.  Friendship Force is a 

structured, more direct link between guest and host.  Friendship Force facilitates 

host/guest relations exchange between its localised clubs.  For example, the Gold 

Coast Club hosts visitors from the Madrid Club, which then reciprocates this exchange.  

Despite the previous examples of a level of host-guest interactions, the concept of 

hosting tourists is new to Australian tourism research as it is to the CTG participants.  

http://www.workaway.info/
https://www.warmshowers.org/
http://www.homestayfinder.com/
http://www.hospitalityclub.org/
http://www.friendshipforce.org/
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As the researcher, I felt that because participants were posed this question 

unexpectedly, with little time for reflection, their instinct was to decline any involvement 

to host.  As with the Quick Thinks, I felt a short time for reflection meant that the 

participants’ responses would be their “honest reflection” (Blunden, 2012, p. 11; 

Salzberger & Koller, 2012, p. 1311).  The three reasons identified previously, namely 

did not frequent tourist areas, felt uncomfortable with “strangers” and were involved in 

their own lifestyles, were their justifications for their initial responses not to host.  These 

reasons are now further discussed. 

8.2.1. Reasons not to host 

The CTG participants’ reflections provided their reasons why, as Gold Coast residents, 

they would not host visiting international tourists.  To reiterate the opinions of the 

majority of participants, Alice, JB and Brodie said that as residents, they functionally 

rarely “frequent the tourist areas”. Beau and Brent concurred and echoed that 

residents have chosen aesthetically and familiarly to develop their own lifestyle in their 

communities: 

“I think we tend to, as locals, kind of divorce ourselves a bit from tourists, don't 
we?” – Beau  
 
“this is one of the reasons we live here [northern Gold Coast] and not in Surfers, 
because um you want to be really living in this suburban community as opposed 
to the tourist area.  And we quite often say "look Surfers is for the tourists"” – 
Brent 

 

 

Brent went on to hint that tourists are transients whereas residents were more 

permanent and sought longer lasting encounters.  The participants felt quite strongly 

about the idea that the “tourists were strangers”, they were un-familiar and there was 

an aesthetic air of “uncertainty” and “concern” because you “didn’t know who they 

were”.  With these “strangers”, there is also often a functional “language barrier”.  All 

of which reduced the interest in “engaging” or “immersing” themselves with unknown 
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international tourists.  Rana and Mac said of international tourists near their home with 

whom they come in contact: 

“There's a language barrier . . . and they don’t talk” – Rana 
 
“Half of them only know two words of English” – Mac  
 
“You look at them and say "good morning", they say "good morning . . . [but] 
we are strangers and they don't talk.  I mean, wouldn't you when you go 
overseas, you wouldn't stand there and talk to the strangers, and the people 
we talk with have been warned don't talk with the strangers sort of, don't go 
there or so you have to be careful" – Rana 
 
“It's different if something is organised like it was with the China trip but you 
couldn't do it by yourself with people that don't know you” – Mac  

 

 

Alec and Zana also commented that language could be a functional “barrier” to 

interacting with international tourists:  

“You may not speak their language, how are you going to get round that 
problem?” – Alec  
 
“Well I'd have to have an interpreter, I’m sure hotels have interpreters and they 
[the tourist] would pay.  However in this day and age, people are a bit reticent 
to intermix with people who are strangers, people they don't know, I guess” – 
Zana 

 

 

I asked Brent if he would put his name on a list to host somebody for a dinner, and 

again he showed aesthetic “concern” that the tourists would be “strangers”: 

“No, um no not unless they were friends no” – Brent 
 

 

Later, I asked him if he would consider hosting international tourists if it was organised 

by an official agency, for example, the tourist bureau but he was firm with his 

“strangers” versus “friends” position: 

“I'd say no thank you.  [silence]  You know as I said, happy to do it for friends 
more so” – Brent 

 

 

JB also felt that inviting an unfamiliar “stranger” into his home would be inappropriate 
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for him: 

 “I wouldn't say come home and have a meal with us, that's going a bit too far 
[laughs nervously]” – JB  
 
 

When I suggested that we could introduce lunch at a local home on the Gold Coast, 

Rana responded: 

“I don't think they're [tourists are] interested” – Rana 
 
 

Alice thought the same thing: 

“I don't know that they're [tourists are] looking for it, myself” – Alice  
 

 

The CTG participants were all functionally active and “socially connected” members 

within their communities.  Over the years, they had worked hard, from a pricality 

perspective, to build their “lifestyles” and now, in retirement, were reaping the 

functional and aesthetic “reward” of choice.  They could choose to be as uninterrupted 

as they wished or as active as they were able, “participating” in various sporting or 

special interest community groups and serving as volunteers.  Most were very busy.  

Crystal, Rana and Mac enjoyed regular bridge club.  All participants were regular 

travellers so were often away either domestically or internationally.  In their familiar 

“comfort zone” they were with “friends” and aesthetically enjoyed “fulfilling” lives.  Beau 

and Brent shared a little of their lifestyle: 

“You know we like to be helpful but we still like to do our own thing.  And I mean 
we're in retirement mode (cough, cough, laugh) so to speak, I think I'm busier 
now than I ever was.  It's not that you want to be left alone but I think you feel 
that you want to do your own thing and having said that we're in so many 
groups it doesn't matter” – Beau  
 
“And that's life, I mean you've got Rotary and all these other types of things to 
join, we've got our tennis, you've got bowls, you could um join your floral arts 
and you're you know and you've got your meals-on-wheels so there's a lot of 
sort of community groups around but not necessarily for the tourists.  You know 
we're looking after our own community” – Brent  
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When asked directly, these participants declined to host visitors to the Gold Coast: 

“No.  [Pause then a little wistful]  Not now.  Those days have gone for me now” 
– Alice  
 
“No, not really” – JB 
 
“No, too much trouble” – Alec  
 
“No, no way” – Crystal 
 
“No, um no not unless they were friends no” – Brent 

 

“No, I don't know whether I feel that it's my role.  I'd certainly be helpful to 
tourists if they asked me questions, but I guess we don't go out seeking them” 
– Beau 
 
 

This question did start Beau thinking about the concept of “reciprocity” and 

“hospitableness” but it was not enough to convince her to host.  She thought pensively: 

“Yes, because when we go somewhere we expect the locals to, yes that's right, 
yes that is interesting, that's a good . . . it's true, we go over go to some place 
and we say oh weren't the people wonderful” – Beau  

 

 

Katie and Brodie, the very “socially connected” couple were very definite when asked 

if we do enough hosting and “reciprocating” of “hospitableness”: 

“NO!” - Brodie 
 
“No, no” - Katie 
 
“No Australians don't.  I don't know what it is but we seem to be reticent about 
doing it and I think it's a personality thing” – Brodie  
 
“Well people don't like to get involved” – Katie  

 

 

Katie and Brodie would love to host visitors to the Gold Coast, particularly international 

visitors.  As the following section shows, in certain situations, others who earlier 

declined to host visitors may have changed their mind. 
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8.2.2. (Re)interpreting reasons not to host 

The idea of residents as hosts connecting with the concept of quality tourism 

experiences is a unique facet of this multifarious study that contributes significantly to 

the tourism body of knowledge.  Studies focusing on the impacts of tourism on resident 

communities and resident interactions with tourists have provided understanding 

about residents and their relationships with the tourism industry.  However, there is a 

paucity of literature studying the contribution of a personally hosted visit provided by 

local residents and whether these visits add to tourists’ quality tourism experiences.  

Chapter 4 Locally hosted visits detailed the “added value” these visits brought to the 

CTG participants so why were these participants reluctant to give others the same 

quality experience?  Within the CTG discussions, the themes of stranger-ness, 

individualism, reciprocity and reward resonate.  

 

During the initial discussions about whether to host or not to host, the majority of 

participants said that they would not be interested in hosting tourists to the Gold Coast, 

be that in their home or at any other venue.  As an overall concept, hosting tourists 

was an idea for others, not these participants. It was not that the act of hosting was 

repugnant, rather the idea was not suitable to them and that others should/could be 

hosts.  With this view, there appears an underlying theoretical idea.  Philosopher Max 

Beerbohm (as quoted in Pritchard, 1981) and quoted at the beginning of this chapter 

“people are either born hosts or born guests”.  O’Connor (2005) furthers this point with 

his argument that a ‘natural’ hospitableness is within everyone but for some it is a 

strong personal characteristic while for others it is almost latent.  These viewpoints 

could explain why very few CTG participants were prepared to host international 

tourists.   
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Another explanation comes from how the CTG participants perceived international 

tourists.  Instead of using the word “tourists” the participants referred to these un-

familiar people as “strangers” and it is this determinant that warrants scrutiny.  Beau 

and Brent stated candidly that they welcomed visitors who were friends and would 

happily host them but would not entertain the idea of hosting “strangers”.  Zana was 

clear with her comment:  

“However in this day and age, people are a bit reticent to intermix with people 
who are “strangers”, people they don't know” – Zana 
 
 

Historically, there is good reason for this.  In Georg Simmel’s early twentieth century 

work “The Stranger” (Wolff, 1950), he describes travellers as “wanderers” who are 

“often perceived as a danger and a threat” because of their outsider-ness.   This work 

primarily discusses the case of strangers that “come and stay” within a community 

under their own terms and conditions rather than “come and go”.  However, he 

maintains the position that because of the uncertainty surrounding their background, 

differences in behaviour and culture and their length of stay, the “strangers” take on a 

mystical characteristic stirring wariness and suspicion within the insider community.  

Similarly, Herzfeld (1987) found the Greeks have a similar distrust of kseni, meaning 

foreigners, outsiders, “strangers”.  The CTG participants, however, had never before 

considered the question of whether or not to become a host to tourists.  When posed 

this question their initial body language and comments conveyed a very clear aesthetic 

“uneasiness”, uncertainty and suspicion at the prospect of receiving un-familiar 

international tourists into their homes or communities.  Upon reflection, it was not so 

much that the participants saw these tourists as individual “strangers” but rather a 

generalised un-familiar group of tourists, who were “strangers”.  This key point 

separates this study from much of the stranger-host research that looks at the 
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relationship between individual tourists and hosts.  To clarify, the CTG participants 

stereotyped all tourists as “strangers” irrespective of the ethnicity or circumstance of 

the individual tourist.  Simmel (1950) also made the observation that a clear tension is 

present when hosts realise that what they have in common is outweighed by the 

stranger-ness of tourists.  He goes on to explain that hosts see this “uncommonness” 

not as individual stranger-ness but stranger-ness of the tourist type.  As previously 

stated, these participants did not view international tourists visiting the Gold Coast as 

individuals, but instead that they were all simply international tourists. With this 

perspective came the blanket notion that hosting would be difficult because of multiple 

functional and familial differences rather than points in common. The introduction of 

an intermediary could serve to mitigate this risk and is the focus of the small business 

opportunity discussed in section 9.4 of the next chapter. 

 

It was only after further discussion with the participants that their conversation shifted 

from the generalised to the more specific.  The participants’ conversations included 

Mac and Rana’s specific instances of interactions with tourists on the Gold Coast as 

well as possible activities available should Alec, Zana, Brent and Beau choose to 

become hosts.  At this point in the discussions, the consensus was that most 

participants would still not consider hosting international tourists because they were 

“strangers”. For these participants the un-familiarity or stranger-ness was because 

they had never met these people before (Gudykunst, 1983; V. L Smith, 1989; Wood, 

1934), and because of the widely accepted differences that presented as barriers to 

social interactions, such as differences in language, culture, status (Allison, 1988; 

Donahue, 1998; Ham, 1979; Hunter, 2001) and expectations (Gudykunst & Mody, 

2002). Attributes stressing uncommonness and un-familiarity tended to steer the CTG 
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participants away from the positives of hosting. 

 

Here Hofstede’s (1980a) individualist-collectivist idea of society duality has 

implications for the way the CTG participants’ viewed hosting and “stranger-ness”.  

Australia, being a developed capitalist country, is identified as having an individualistic 

society (Hofstede, 1980b, 1984, 1985, 1986).  On the Hofstede Centre’s (2013) 

Individualism scale Australia rates 90 out of 100, meaning that Australians are very 

independent and focus on ‘I’ rather than ‘we’.  However, I posit that it is more the 

character and personality of the individual that determined their viewpoint on stranger-

ness, rather than the challenge of language, culture, status, or an “individualistic” 

versus “collective” society upbringing and enculturation processes. Nevertheless, 

there is a general consensus that Australians are “individualistic” in mind-set.  Griffith 

University (2002) and Queensland University (2006) have done further research and 

include additional characteristics such as directness and favouring equality which are 

also indicators of an “individualistic” disposition. 

 

Local hosts participate happily in ski host programmes around the world, UK, Europe, 

Furano (Japan), Canada, and USA.  These hosts seem to vary in their demographic 

backgrounds with the common characteristic being their passion and ability to snow 

ski.  From the photos on related web pages such as Work away and Warmshowers, 

some of the hosts appear similar to some of the CTG participants.  Why do these hosts 

appear comfortable with “strangers”?  I posit, firstly, these hosts are not entertaining 

tourist guests within the intimate, “behind-the-scenes” personal space of a home or 

property and secondly, they are representative of a formal organisation, whether paid 

or voluntary.  In these instances, being a member of an organisation shields the host 
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from “stranger-ness” and the risks associated with hosting.  Thus, the host is more 

open to functional “hospitableness” and a degree of functional “interaction” 

constrained by not visiting tourist areas, being uncomfortable with “strangers” and 

being involved in their own lifestyles, as noted by the CTG participants.  However, a 

question remains unanswered.  Given the homogeneity in the CTG group based on 

life-stage, status, culture and interests, why is it that some CTG participants were 

prepared to host while others were not?  This question presents an opportunity for 

further hosting research, specifically considering the effect of personal characteristics 

on the concepts of hospitableness, reciprocity, moral obligation and national pride, a 

topic discussed in section 8.2 of this chapter. 

 

There is a plethora of literature that discusses the motives and reasons for residents 

to host, namely economics, socialisation,  education (John. Ap, 1990, 1992; 

Nickerson, Black, & McCool, 2001), and ambassadorship (Tucker, 2005a), however 

motives and reasons as to why not to host seem unexamined, providing another area 

for further research. The CTG participants admitted that another reason not to host 

was an aesthetic anxiety of failing to fulfil the un-familiar tourist’s expectations because 

they were from a different country and culture.  Shani and Uriely (2012) studied the 

impacts on residents hosting visiting friends and relatives, particularly in the home.  

These hosts experienced anxiety and stress at the prospect of being unable to fulfil 

the expectations of their familiar visitors.  If some hosts are anxious about hosting 

guests they know because it may result in “diminished” “intrinsic worth”, it is 

reasonable to understand the anxiety felt by the CTG participants about hosting people 

who are “strangers”. 
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Another concept the participants raised as a reason why not to host was their belief 

that the tourists would not be interested in locally hosted visits.  Alice said, “don’t think 

they’re looking for it, myself” and others felt that visitors to the Gold Coast knew what 

they wanted to do and were independent.  This also indicates a type of familiarity, in 

that the participants assumed themselves as the tourists to the Gold Coast.  The 

interpretation of the context of the conversation was that the participants would not 

particularly want locally hosted visits if they were visitors to the Gold Coast so they did 

not think tourists would either.  Kraemer (1973) identified this as projected cognitive 

similarities (familiaritiy) whereby people assume others would think like them if they 

were in the same situation.  In Barna’s (1985) discourse on intercultural 

communication he identifies six stumbling blocks to successful intercultural 

communication, the first of which he calls assumption of similarities which suggests 

that individuals may view “strangers” from a simplistic view that we are all people with 

similar natural and social needs, but with very different cultural needs.  This familiarity 

resonated with the CGT participants who assumed the social needs of tourists visiting 

the Gold Coast were the same as their own and thus the tourists would feel the same 

about locally hosted visits as they did.   

 

The second concept participants unveiled as a reasons not to host is that tourists to 

the Gold Coast are well catered for.  This relates to their perspective of self and their 

lifestyle.  Functionally, they saw the Gold Coast tourism industry as providing for 

international tourists and did not see hosting as their responsibility.  Aesthetically, 

hosting international tourists was not part of their foci and was outside their familiar 

“lifestyle” and environment as a Gold Coast resident. From the discussion earlier in 

the chapter about the participant’s perception of the Gold Coast tourism industry, it 
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appears that the CTG participants did not have a clear functional appreciation of how 

the industry works and what it takes to attract tourists to the destination.  From their 

perspectives, the local council, private enterprise and volunteer organisations were 

the specialists who catered to the functional needs of the tourists.  Alec said Gold 

Coast tourists were “adequately provided for” and both Alice and JB felt tourists were 

self-sufficient and used their own resources, as if the participants felt that enhancing 

a tourist’s experience to the Gold Coast was functionally not their responsibility.  The 

participants appeared to be more focused on looking after their own interests and 

those of their immediate family (Hofstede, 1984), a characteristic of a society that 

fosters individualism.  It is through this lens that the participants not only see the 

boundaries of their responsibilities but have constructed their aesthetic self-image and 

familiar lifestyle, which is not supportive of providing experiences for and with tourists.  

 

The CTG participants, being members of either the pre-WWII Silent Generation (Egri 

& Ralston, 2004) who have endured the hardship of the war and depression years, 

worked and saved hard (X. Y. Lehto, S. Jang, F. T. Achana, & J. T. O'Leary, 2008), or 

the more active, affluent and engaged Baby Boomer generation (Xinran Y. Lehto et 

al., 2008) now feel they have earned the right to freely enjoy their savings and 

affluence.  From a lifestyle perspective, the empirical material has not indicated any 

cultural or East/West philosophy to suggest these may be reasons why not to host.  

As self-funded retirees who enjoy relatively good health the CTG participants have 

developed aesthetic lifestyles that suit their individual desires and participate in 

functional activities for which they have planned for a long time.  During casual on-tour 

conversations between the participants, I observed that their aesthetic lifestyle was all 

about them: what they wanted to do or not to do and with whom they wished.  They 
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were very clear about their self-image and wanted to remain within their resident Gold 

Coast lifestyle.  Most had families that were independent, which left these 

grandparents and great grandparents free to live lifestyles with a self-focus.  Their 

relatively good health, financial independence and autonomy had given these 

participants an observable self-assured self-image and self-positioning within their 

society.  Elsewhere, Fisher (1992) studied successful ageing and life satisfaction 

within a cohort of elderly people from an activity centre. He noted that defining 

“successful” and “satisfaction” was difficult due to the subjective nature of the terms 

and the multivariable characteristics of individuals. However, Fisher’s (1992) findings 

demonstrate that for seniors, health, finances and autonomy were key indicators of 

success and satisfaction, leading to a self-assured self-image. With this aesthetic 

ipseity, most of the CTG participants did not see their lifestyles extending to include 

hosting international tourists. 

 

8.3. Or . . . To host 

“People are . . . born hosts” – Max Beerbohm 

The CTG participants who felt they would enjoy hosting visitors to the Gold Coast were 

very definite about it.  These CTG participants were Brodie, Katie, and Zana,  and to 

a lesser extent, Rana who said she would host visitors to lunch.  Using their quality 

filters, they felt strongly that they “enjoyed” the functionality of “social connectivity”.  

That is, “meeting new people” and “making new friends”.  Aesthetically, they felt 

“pleasure” and a sense of “pride” and “esteem” by showing off Australiana and the 

Gold Coast to visitors.  Because of their love of people, these participants felt a 

“pleasurable” familiarity in mixing with “like-minded travellers” and “sharing” “stories” 

from their “travel experiences”.  By “adding value” to  international tourists’ experiences 
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of the Gold Coast, they gained “intrinsic worth” with regard to pricality.  The acts of 

“hospitableness” and “reciprocity” “benefited” the residents with a greater pricality 

“return” on the “cost” of their time and effort.  Thus, for these participants, hosting 

visitors had provided a quality tourism experience not only to the visitor but also to the 

resident host as is illustrated in Table 8.3 below. 

Table 8.3. Quality filters to benchmark the hosting mediator 

Pricality 

 Value adding 

 Cost – financial, 
temporal, resources, 
effort 

 Value for money 

 Return on investment 

Functionality 

 Current tourist facilities, 
activities and attractions 

 Stay away from tourist 
areas 

 Social connectivity/ 
interaction 

 Meet new people/friends 
 Language barriers 
 Participation/doing/experie

nces 
 Hospitableness 
 Reciprocity 

Aesthetics 

 Pride/esteem 

 Uncertainty/ 
concern/anxiety 

 Strangerness 

 Fulfilment 

 Esteem 

 Elite/prestige/demarcati
on 

 Self-development 

 Fulfilment 

 Experiences/connection 

Familiarity 

 Own lifestyle 

 Activities/routines 

 Comfort zone 

 Tourists are strangers 

 Risk 

 Like-minded travellers 

 Travelling interests 

 Commonality 

 Shared stories/experiences 
 

 

Some participant’s comments clearly show their aesthetic “willingness” and 

“enthusiasm” at the idea of hosting international tourists to the Gold Coast.  Brodie has 

always felt a familiar “commonality” with visitors and he is well known for approaching 

anyone he thinks is a visitor: 

“I mean it would be something I would love to do, when we’re home.  It’s 
something I’d be glad to say righty-oh” – Brodie  
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With a comment from Katie, Brodie continues: 

“[Brodie] only has to hear an accent and [he says] "where are you from"” - Katie 
 

“I only have to hear an accent and I'll say "Are you from Switzerland?" or "Are 
you from Austria?" or "Are you from so-and-so?" And I try and make them feel 
welcome because I know how much I appreciate it when I'm in another country” 
– Brodie 

 

 

Brodie aesthetically “enjoy” “interacting” and “engaging” with international visitors to 

“add value” to their tourism experience: 

“I just look for every opportunity to try and add, might sound a bit immodest 
but it's not, just trying to add something to people's lives if you can, make their 
life better for some reason, even if it's only just that extra, "that guy told us, 
wasn't it great that that guy told us about such-and-such, none of the books 
mentioned that"” – Brodie 

 

 

He also takes “pride” in representing his country, knowing that Australia is part of a 

global community: 

“Oh that's good, a photo of the two of us here, and it's just things like that.  And 
you know that they just think “isn't that lovely” . . . and that's important 
because again what we experienced in the world isn't always governments, or 
defence departments or whatever it is, if we can make people's experience at 
the bottom level good, there's less likely us getting into conflicts.  Even if it is 
politically developed, later on in life, I think they might say "well no Australians 
aren't like that", "when I was in Australia, they were really friendly people" . . . 
so there is such a lot of other aspects as to why I think we should do it, it's not 
to just improve our tourism marketing, and the dollars coming in, it's to improve 
our understanding and their understanding of Australia and our understanding 
of their culture etc, etc  because gradually we're just becoming one global 
village “ – Brodie 

 

 

Rana said that she would happily host international visitors for a meal to show them 

Australians were “hospitable” and welcoming: 

“I'm quite happy to do it because I love people.  And I would like to sort of 
entertain and make them feel to be a friendly country” – Rana 

 

 

Beau said she has considered hosting in a volunteering role in New Zealand, and 
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Brent picked up on her sense of “pride”: 

“Sometimes I've thought about being a volunteer for, well, they had a New 
Zealand association or something” - Beau 
“Hold your flag up” – Brent  

 

 

By this comment, Beau meant that as there was a formal association arranging 

volunteer work she was prepared to consider volunteering.  And their interaction 

continued: 

“in a situation like in China I would do that.  If someone asked me to be host” – 
Beau  
 
“Would you?” – Brent  
 
“Yes, I would host a dinner.  That wouldn't worry me” – Beau  

 

 

This conversation is an example of when I initially broached the subject of hosting, 

that is, the response was negative but with time and reflection, Beau and Brent 

became open to the idea as long as it was on a semi-professional basis.  That is, 

organised through the appropriate agencies.  Alec had actually discussed the concept 

of hosting with Beau and said of her: 

“You see someone like [Beau] now, 'cos she and I have talked about this.  She 
said 'I'd love to just to take them if they play tennis, take them to tennis for the 
day” – Beau 

 

 

Alec and Zana showed an understanding about hosting as they had already 

experienced hosting international tourists.  Their children, when travelling round the 

world and meeting other people, promoted their parents as contacts back in Australia.  

From this, Alec and Zana received visits from these people when they toured Australia.  

Zana recalled: 

“I think we definitely like the local flavour but we also enjoy it when people 
come here.  We've seen a fair few people visit Australia because of our kids have 
lived overseas, and they say 'oh you must go and visit Mum and Dad when you 
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go to Sydney in Australia or the Gold Coast . . . So, so we were quite used to 
having people ring up and we'd pick them up from the airport or whatever and 
show them all around the town and we love doing that” – Zana 

 
While Alec said he would not become a host, Zana would readily be a host as she 

gained great “fulfilment” and “pleasure” “connecting socially” with people and “making 

new friends”. Zana demonstrated that one of the greatest “pleasures” and “benefits” 

of hosting international visitors is the “reciprocity”.  By hosting a visitor in their house, 

that visitor “reciprocated” with an offer of welcome when they visited his country.  Alec 

and Zana had  the opportunity to visit Spain, and were hosted in return. They 

remembered that experience: 

“Jose, he was a friend of a friend at tennis” – Zana 
 
“And we were going to Spain, so we said [to Jose] you'll have to come out for a 
meal” – Alec  
 
“Going to Spain, look up Jose” – Zana 
 
“So we had him out here and we had an Aussie-type meal, except nobody ate 
the pavlova (everyone laughed)” – Alec  
 
“Then when we went to Spain” – Zana 
 
“When we went to Spain he invited us down to his place and we had the paella” 
– Alec 
 
“Oh we had a lovely (with emphasis) day at his place and we just take 
advantage [of the tennis connection], we're not using [him] because we like to 
repay the situation, but we do like the interaction with people” – Zana 

 

 

Zana had a very sociable personality with a business background and she readily 

noticed the idea of hosting tourists, suggesting that it was a service that was needed 

on the Gold Coast: 

“I would love to do that but I've never got round to doing anything.  Yes, I think 
there is a need for something like that . . . for women, especially women on 
their own.  A lot of them are travelling on their own and they don't want to go 
and do all these things that are just in the tourist guide [books] by themselves”- 
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Zana 
“It would be nice if you were in Paris and you could ring up some sort of outfit 
[organisation] that says we'll show you around and that sort of thing.  But you 
know, there’s also money involved sometimes [meaning there would be a cost 
to the tourist].  If you'd want to do that in Paris it would be money” – Alec  

 

 

Zana continued: 

“I'd love, I'd love for there to be an association or a group that was available to 
. . . take a tourist for a day, and do their thing - bring them into their home, take 
them out, find out what they wanted to see and just, you know” – Zana 
 
“Like the China thing” – Alec  
 
“Yes, [that] would be great, would be really good.  I mean 'speciallyfor um 
business men who bring their wives.  They've got nothing.  They just have to sit 
on the beach or do the shops, whereas if there was a little, if there was a phone 
number - this is the hospitality club, or whatever you like to call it, um and 
whoever's on call gets a phone call.  Yep, okay I'll pick you up from your hotel 
and we'll go and have lunch together and I'll tell you - whatever, they might just 
want to chat.  I think that's something that's lacking” – Zana 

 

 

As evidenced in the previous discussions, some CTG participants were firm in their 

position that they were content as tourists to be hosted but were not prepared, as Gold 

Coast residents, to become hosts to inbound international tourists.  Others like Rana 

and Beau would consider locally hosting visitors providing the event was functionally 

organised through an official tourist agency.  Katie, Brodie, and Zana felt strongly that 

there was a familiar social need and an aesthetic personal opportunity to “reciprocate” 

the “hospitableness” that they had received in other countries and provide 

opportunities for similar experiences to international tourists. That is, to give back to 

the countries and people who have shown them “hospitality”.  Further, such a concept 

has the potential to enhance the image of the Gold Coast as a tourist destination.  A 

destination that provides a quality tourism experience because the locals are 

aesthetically “friendly”, “welcoming” and “hospitable” people capable of increasing the 

level of “lived experience” for international tourists when they visit the Gold Coast. 
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8.3.1. Participant’s recommendation on hosting 

As mentioned in section 8.1, if the CTG participants were to become open to the idea 

of hosting international tourists to the Gold Coast, one of the obstacles to overcome 

was the notion of accepting “strangers” into their lifestyle.  Because of their life histories 

(some experience of WWII) and life-stage the participants would require functional and 

aesthetic reassurance of their safety when hosting “strangers”.  If a third party 

professional organisation mediated the host/guest encounters, more participants 

would be open to the idea of hosting.  This section documents some of the 

recommendations offered by the CTG participants that may enable hosting 

international tourists become a reality. 

 

Zana suggested functionally creating an agency that vets hosts and coordinates locally 

hosted visits 

“Well my friend in Sydney did that with her husband for quite a while um they 
had some contact with a American firm and I think they worked out in advance 
something that the people wanted to do and then she picked them up from the 
plane or their hotel or something.  She would give them a tour of Sydney before 
she came back to her apartment, which was at Balmain, and her husband 
would be at home and he would have seen that everything was going okay in 
the kitchen, which she had put together, and then she'd bring the people in and 
they'd spend an evening.  She did that for a long while” – Zana 
 
 

Zana continued: 

“Oh they loved it.  Yeah they loved doing it.  I think that could be done here if 
[pause] if somebody would have to set up an agency of some kind.  They loved 
it.  She's got friends all over the world” - Zana 

 

Brodie suggested that other agencies such as Gold Coast Tourism could functionally 

play a part in this opportunity: 

 

“Yes.  And I mean the tourism board could contribute something toward that, 
they're never going to cover the cost of it but they could contribute something 
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towards it and there are people that would just love that.  I mean would love 
the opportunity to do that” – Brodie 

 

Katie suggested that communities could become involved, intimating there would be 

familiar “safety” in numbers.  She thought progressive meals would be an idea: 

“Do like China's doing.  Getting the communities involved.  Having, even there 
are so many lonely people living in houses that could, you know, if I don't know, 
they were on a group tour or individuals they have people come to their homes 
or see how we live or that type of thing” – Katie 
 
 

Brodie agreed: 

“Yeah, good idea, yeah” – Brodie 
 
 

Katie went on: 

“We could do progressive Barbies” – Katie 
 
 

I recalled a recent visit to Norfolk Island where the tourist activity of progressive dinners 

is offered.  There, the residents live very close to each other so functionally each 

course of the dinner can be served in another resident’s home.  If executed well it can 

provide tourists with aesthetically authentic insights into the lives of locals, just as on 

the China tour.  I added: 

“we didn't end up doing it but we spoke to a number of the tourists that were 
there and they thoroughly enjoyed it.  I asked 'was it a little bit contrived, was 
it a bit commercial?' and they said no it wasn't at all it was very genuine” – 
Mary-Anne 

 
Alec and Zana also thought this idea had merit: 

“A progressive pub crawl would be better wouldn't it? (Cheeky)” - Alec 
 
“No!” – Zana 
 
“Maybe, . . . maybe as a local community you could have progressive dinners?” 
– Mary-Anne 
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“Yeah I suppose that's a good idea” – Alec 
 
 

Katie and Brodie became quite aesthetically excited and began offering creative ideas 

whereby some activities could provide international visitors with opportunities to 

become functionally more “participatory”.  Katie suggested: 

“And like at the moment with what's happened with the oil slicks is just terrible, 
people can't use the beaches and it's all negative and they've stopped their 
tourism promotions because of it because people aren't . . .  Well, hey, turn it 
around - they can't go to the beaches, well what else can they do?  Even if you 
have a community get together in a park at Southport and had an Australia 
type day, where tourists would come and see different things even if it's just 
products” – Katie 
 
 

I added: 

“I was just chatting to someone else and I said "well . . .?" "no, I wouldn't have 
them come into my home, no I can't be bothered" I said "okay, that's fine, but 
you love fishing, you love golf, what about being part of a bank and if 
somebody's a particular golfing fanatic you go along with a friend of yours, and 
you've got someone from Turkey and someone from Mexico and you just have 
a day" – Mary-Anne 
 
 

Brodie continued: 
 

“But you [Mary-Anne] saying about taking someone golfing, you know like, that 
would be fabulous.  I mean I know there's plenty of retired people that's 
virtually all they do.  Four days a week they golf, and you know, they would just 
think that's fabulous, they'd love the opportunity, I mean they'd take it as a 
great opportunity . . . But also the people, when you go overseas to different 
countries, I think England do it quite well, where they'll do the local tourist 
bureau will have a volunteer guides that will walk you round the historic parts 
of the city, well it doesn't have to be the historic it could be um taking a group 
of tourists out to the botanic gardens and feeding the ducks and having 
morning tea and having a bit of a chat about the Australian lifestyle and what 
we do and all kinds of things” – Brodie 
 
 

The discussion broadened with another point that could add to the quality of 

international tourists’ visits to the Gold Coast.  Zana introduced the idea that by 

providing such hosted opportunities,  international tourists would not only meet local 
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residents but also meet other tourists from other countries of origin providing the 

opportunity for networking. 

“But that's a formalised thing.  Something that they can come and just go and 
have a game of golf with the local person” – Zana 
 
“And there might be a foursome, you've got two locals and you've got a guy 
from Mexico and a guy from Germany and its a social day rather than” – Mary-
Anne 
 
“I think that's great” – Zana 
 
“Yep, yep.  I wouldn't disagree with that” - Alec 
“You wouldn't disagree?” – Zana 
 
“I'll go along with that” – Alec 
 
“As long as someone else does it! [laughs]” – Zana 

 

Zana’s last comment seems to sum up the general response from the CTG 

participants.  Most participants could see the functional, aesthetic and familial 

opportunities in providing such an experience and acknowledged that they would 

enhance the quality of tourists’ experiences of the Gold Coast.  Possible opportunities 

for increasing the level of experience not only to the tourists but also to the hosts were 

not grasped by the participants.  This is another area where the tourism industry could 

promote potential experiences that “value add” “intrinsic worth” and “interaction” for 

not only tourists but also hosts.  Overall, participants could see the small business 

opportunity but most were not prepared to be the hosts. 

 

8.3.2. (Re)interpreting reasons to host 

As previously stated, after some discussion, two CTG participant couples began to 

see some aesthetic merit in hosting international tourists to the Gold Coast and one 

CTG couple was very open to the idea.  As part of the interview discussion on this 
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topic, as noted in Chapter 4 Locally hosted visits, we as tourists enjoyed the Chinese 

locally hosted visits and that for many of the group, they actually became a tour 

highlight.  Therefore, would it not be in the aesthetic essence of “hospitableness” to 

“reciprocate” the hospitality (Aramberri, 2001; Jennings & Weiler, 2004; Searle, 1989)?  

It is of value to reiterate the meaning and context surrounding the term “hospitality”.  

Although the term is used in many different contexts, thus giving nuances to its 

definition and no general consensus (Ottenbacher, Harrington, & Parsa, 2009), shared 

opinion is that hospitality means to provide a guest (away from their usual place of 

residence) with food, beverage, accommodation, and entertainment within a warm, 

social and secure environment by a host who is friendly, courteous and welcoming 

(Hepple, Kipps, & Thomson, 1990; King, 1995; Lashley, 2000; Ottenbacher et al., 

2009; Reuland, Choudry, & Fagel, 1985). Beau and Rana suggested that they may 

consider entertaining tourists for a meal but the tone of voice and body language still 

indicated an aesthetic concern.  Zana began to become quite aesthetically 

enthusiastic about the idea of hosting, provided a legitimate and professional agency 

mediated the connection between herself and the tourist.  She suggested that vetting 

the tourists, to ensure her security and theirs, was essential.  Brodie and Katie were 

very open to the idea, suggesting “there was not enough of it [hosting] on the Gold 

Coast”.  This stemmed from their intrinsic philanthropic philosophy.  Telfer(1996) 

maintains that the quality of “hospitableness” relates to  a personal value in those who 

have chosen an altruistic philosophy. She continues that while the deed of hospitality 

can be learned, hospitableness is unaffected (Telfer, 2000). Throughout the tour, 

Brodie and Katie’s genuine philanthropy toward other human beings was notable.  

Katie recounted several occasions when Brodie approached tourist “strangers” and 

demonstrated genuine hospitableness (Lashley, 2000, 2008) and “generosity of spirit” 
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(Kupfer, 1998).  In his commentary, Kupfer identifies three dimensions that qualify one 

as having a “generosity of spirit”.  These dimensions are generous-minded, generous-

heartedness, acting with a generous spirit.  Subsequently, in this study, those CTG 

participants with a benevolent philosophy demonstrated aesthetic virtues of 

“hospitableness” (Telfer, 2000), genuineness (Lashley, 2008) and a “generosity of 

spirit”. These participants would be more likely to host international tourists, with their 

only motivation being sincerely to enhance the quality of tourists’ experience. 

 

A further concept that may differentiate between those of the CTG participants who 

would not and those who would host international tourists was their motivation or 

perception of reward.  The CTG participants who would not adopt the role of a host 

gave reasons, which on the surface, were valid to them.  However, theorising the texts 

further, the participants believed they were not going to receive any pricality gain.  

Reasons such as communication barriers and little time to build relationships, plus the 

investment of time, money, resources and opportunity costs, translate to these 

participants through their pricality filter, that to host international tourists was just not 

worth it.  The majority of the CTG participants felt that if they were to host international 

tourists, the encounter would be so brief that there would be little opportunity to form 

more than a polite exchange of pleasantries. This was because it was likely that the 

participants and the hosted tourists would never meet again, therefore, there seemed 

little pricality point in the exercise.  The participants had not considered technological 

methods as means to stay in touch after the meeting.  These Silent Generation and 

Baby Boomer participants were somewhat techno-savvy in that they used computer 

software, the Internet, email and mobile phones.  However, they had not yet ventured 

into the social media world of blogging, tweeting and Facebooking as a means of 
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maintaining connectivity with their hosted tourists.  MacCannell(1984) discussed 

relationships between locals and tourists and described the encounters as “transitory” 

“fleeting” and “superficial”.   McKercher (2006) also considered the transitory nature of 

host/tourist interactions in his description  tourists’ experiences in a tourist city.  Also, 

Coser (1975) in her study of placing and displacing children, uses the term “fleeting” 

in her brief description of the relationship between tourism travellers such as airline 

pilots and sailors and tourists.  For the CTG participants, it was this “transitory” 

“fleeting” and “superficial” nature of the hosting encounters that detracted from 

“interaction”.  Additionally, the lack of pricality return on their invested time, money and 

energy to host international tourists was less than attractive.  The position of Crystal, 

Mac, Rana, Brent, Beau, JB and Alice differed from the position adopted by Brodie 

and Katie, and to a lesser extent Alec and Zana.  Brodie and Katie would invest gladly 

and freely because of their “generosity of spirit”.  They also delighted at any 

opportunity, even if fleeting or transitory, to begin a relationship with tourists because 

of their “hospitableness” and “desire” for an opportunity of functional “interaction”.  

Brodie and Katie did not consider these encounters as “superficial” because their focus 

was not inward on themselves but outward to provide the tourist with an enhanced 

quality tourism experience. 

 

A journey interlude 

In summary, this chapter has interpreted the comments of the CTG participants in 

relation to their propensity to host international tourists to the Gold Coast.  The quality 

filters of pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity informed their perspectives.  

The majority of the participants chose not to host for reasons that included tourists 

were un-familiar “strangers”, functional difficulties with communication, and tourists to 
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the Gold Coast were functionally independent and adequately provided for so 

consequently would not be interested in locally hosted visits.  Aesthetically, these 

participants were absorbed in their individualistic lifestyle and had developed a self-

image that did not include hosting international tourists.  One aesthetic aspect that 

clearly differentiated the participants who would not host from those who would was 

their life-philosophy and the impact of this on their perceptions of their own lifestyle as 

a Gold Coast resident.  The participants who would host demonstrated aesthetic 

characteristics of “hospitableness” and “generosity of spirit” and sought to enhance 

their quality tourism experience within their “lived experience” on the Gold Coast. 

These participants gave no thought to receiving any gain from the relationship with the 

tourist or the pricality investment required to host international tourists.  Figure 8.2 

illustrates how in this study, individuals of the CTG use their quality filters, particularly 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to benchmark the quality mediating factor, to 

host or not to host, in order to determine a quality tourism experience. 

 

Figure 8.2. Benchmarking process of Hosting – Guests as hosts 
 
This chapter is the last that outlines how the participants used their quality filters to 

benchmark the quality mediators (the tour, the group, the destination, and hosting) of 
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their China tour to determine their quality tourism experience. Chapter 9 End of the 

road, is the next chapter.  As the concluding chapter of the thesis, it revisits the aims 

and contributions of this study, identifies a new small business opportunity and 

reconstructs the Quality filtering of the mediators model. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

 
END OF THE ROAD 

 

 

“The end is where we start from” – T. S. Eliot 

 

As this chapter signals the conclusion of this study so it heralds further research 

opportunities and industry applications.  The purpose of this chapter is to reiterate the 

aims and unique contributions of this study.  The first unique contribution is the Quality 

filtering of Mediators Model, which became the framework of the study by underpinning 

the study’s central construct, quality tourism experiences.  Within this chapter the 

multi-faceted nature of the study is recapped to demonstrate how each facet of the 

research methodology and methods were integral in the assembly of the 

(re)interpretation of the CTG participants’ perspectives of their quality tourism 

experience.  The (re)interpretation chapters, Chapter 3 to Chapter 8, are briefly 

summarised showing how each connects the participants’ perspectives with the key 

construct of this thesis.  Later in the chapter, several research opportunities are 

revisited and a Gold Coast tourism industry small business initiative is presented. 

 

9.1. In the beginning 

The opportunity for this study stemmed from the work of Gayle Jennings, my 

supervisor, on quality tourism experiences.  My parents had taught me about quality 

saying it was always better to pay a little more for something that lasts longer.  

Throughout my working life I have strived to be a quality employee giving more than 

was required and I have appreciated a similar philosophy in others.  This topic 

resonated with my philosophy, my pricality “intrinsic worth” and with my marketer’s 
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knowledge that in the delivery of tourism products and services, we are in an 

experiential economy that demands high standards.  As a point of difference, tourism 

organisations market quality products and quality services some with little knowledge 

of what this actually means from the customer’s point of view.  A valuable contribution 

to literature and industry would be to provide insights into some of the perspectives of 

tourism  customers.  This idea led to the development of this study’s three aims. 

The aims of this thesis were to: 

 interpret Gold Coast residents’ perspectives of quality tourism experiences as 

tourists and as hosts to tourists, 

 establish the CTG participants’ propensity to host international tourists to the 

Gold Coast, and 

 provide information to industry that can be applied during the decision-making 

process to assist tourism planners, developers and managers to advance 

strategies to better manage tourism interrelationships, particularly between 

residents of host tourism communities and  tourists 

 

9.1.1. The Quality filtering of Mediators model 

The central construct of this study was quality tourism experiences.  This construct 

underpins the perspectives of the CTG participants.  Interpretation of their 

perspectives produced the theoretical framework for the thesis, namely the Quality 

filtering of Mediators model illustrated in Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1. Quality filtering of Mediators model 

 

The model shows four elements which are: the individuals on the China group tour, 

their quality filters, pricality, functionality, aesthetics, and familiarity, the two quality 

mediators, the tour and hosting, and finally the central construct, quality tourism 

experience.  Within the mediator the tour, five higher-order constructs emerged, 

namely, Tour leader, locally hosted visits, tour elements, tour group, and the tour 

destination.  Within the mediator hosting, to host and not to host were two emergent 

higher-order constructs. 

 

The first element, the China tour group, which comprised of individuals, acknowledged 

that whilst the participants were members of a group on tour, they were very much 

individuals with their own histories, expectations and perspectives.  In this study, their 

benchmarking of a quality tourism experience therefore incorporates their 
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perspectives as individuals and also, how being part of a group effected their 

assessment of a quality tourism experience.  The second model element, the quality 

filters, was  the criteria the participants used to benchmark the quality mediators to 

assess the quality of their tourism experience.  Pricality was  the filter used to assess 

the overall “value” or benefit received from the China tour as a return on the 

“investment” in the tour “price”.  If the “value” outweighed the “price” the participants 

assessed the China tour as a quality tourism experience.  Functionality, aesthetics 

and familiarity were  parts of the participants’ assessment of Pricality.  Functionality 

related to the operational aspects of the tour and whether they were performed to the 

participants’ expectations.  Examples included that the hotels were “clean” and the 

service received was “friendly” and that the activities and attractions were well “paced” 

and that Bob the tour leader was “organised” and “customer focused”.  The aesthetics 

filter related to the emotions and feelings of the participants.  The CTG participants 

assessed quality not only by the tangible aspects of the tour but by the delivered 

“experience”.  They expected to feel “special”, “important” and to experience 

“surprise”, “novelty” and “challenge”.  They felt “social connectivity” and 

“hospitableness” at the locally hosted visits and these experiences contributed to the 

quality their tourism experience.  The final quality filter was  familiarity.  This criteria 

was important to the participants because it represented “safety”, “security” and what 

was “known” to them.  Most of the participants considered China to be an exotic, 

frontier destination implying adventure and risk.  So on this tour, experiencing things 

that were familiar to them enabled the participants to mitigate the risk to an  acceptable 

level.  This assurance enhanced the quality of their tourism experience. Additionally, 

the CTG participants’ motivation to travel to China was to “learn” and “experience” 
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something new albeit within the safety of the group tour.  This meant that they were 

also seeking the “unfamiliar”, “different” and “novel”. 

 

9.2. The study’s contribution 

This study provides theoretical, methodological and practical contributions to literature 

and the tourism industry. That is, it provides several unique theoretical contributions 

to the central construct quality tourism experiences.  This study presents a theoretical 

model that evaluates the quality of a tourism experience.  It has observed a tour group 

from within, and identified the process of understanding the CTG participant 

perspectives through their quality filters.  Additionally, the study identified key concepts 

within a group tour that were mediators of quality and revealed the decision-making 

process of the CTG participants’ propensity to host tourists on the Gold Coast.  The 

methodological contributions include the use of a qualitative methodology, the 

blending of two traditions of inquiry, phenomenology and ethnography, introduced a 

new technique to collect empirical material, Quick Thinks and has presentsed the use 

of a sociogram.  Lastly, an applied contribution is that the study provides  industry with 

evidence of stainable business practise and a small business opportunity.  The 

following section expands on these contributions. 

 

.  This study brings five unique theoretical contributions to tourism literature: 

1) From theorising the empirical materials, the Quality filtering of Mediators model 

emerged.  This model illustrates how China tour group individuals applied their 

quality filters of pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity, to benchmark 

the China tour mediating quality concepts Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, 
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Tour elements, Tour group, destination, and Hosting to evaluate a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

2) By employing participant observation, observations of intra tour group 

dynamics were made.  This method highlighted the tour group’s unique make-

up and in particular, allowed understanding of the interaction between group 

members.  These observations enabled a more in-depth interpretation of the 

participants’ perspectives, along with the effects of the tour group dynamics on 

the quality of the individual CTG participants’ tour experiences. 

 

3) Construction of an in-depth understanding of how tourists process their 

perceptions using one or more of their quality filters evolved from the research 

processes and the empirical materials used. 

 

4)  Key concepts within a group tour experience that were  important to an 

individual participant’s perspective of quality were identified; and 

 

5) Introduces the (re)interpretations of the decision-making process of residents 

in relation to hosting tourists. 

Methodologically, this study offers four contributions and those are: a qualitative 

approach, blended traditions of inquiry, the Quick Thinks and the sociogram.  Tourism 

literature still favours quantitative or a mixed methods approach to research.  

Qualitative studies remain limited and utilise a single tradition of inquiry.  To fulfil the 

aims of my study, as an interpretive constructivist, it was fitting to blend 

phenomenology and ethnography.  Phenomenology was appropriate as I was 
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observing participants as they constructed their realities, their “lived experiences”, to 

understand and make meaning of their perspectives.  Ethnography was appropriate 

because I was with the participants and observed them in their “every day” 

environment.  Even though they were on tour in China, the CTG participants were 

“living” their lives as “every day” tourists.  Being with the participants, I was able to 

gather empirical material of this social phenomena “live” and from both emic and etic 

positions. 

 

To collect empirical material spontaneously I introduced the technique of Quick Thinks.  

The situation was when the group were together and waiting, the first time to check in 

to a hotel and the second time, waiting for a flight.  The intent was to capture the CTG 

participant’s immediate responses to two questions.  The immediacy, I intended, would 

return honesty.  By conducting the Quick Thinks at the beginning and end of the tour, 

I was able to assess whether there had been any change in the participant’s 

perspectives of a quality tourism experience.  This collection method is similar to the 

post-positivistic experimental pre and post-testing data collection method but used 

differently in this study.  Similar in that it is designed to identify a change, however 

different in the sense that experimental design intends to quantitatively ‘measure’ the 

data, whereas the Quick Thinks captured qualitative perspectives that may have 

changed over the duration of the tour. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 6 Tour Group, this tour group was unusual in its configuration.  

As mentioned above, the use of a participant observation method enabled me to 

understand the intra-group dynamics and interactions, which had an effect on the 

quality of the CTG participants’  tourism experience.  To clarify and show 
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understanding of this, I introduced the use of a sociogram, a diagrammatic 

representation of the relationships and connectivity between members of the China 

tour group.  Sociograms are frequently used in science disciplines, such as physics, 

chemistry and engineering, and in social science areas of psychology and sociology 

but are not largely evident in the tourism literature. 

 

Lastly, this study makes a significant contribution to the tourism industry.  My study 

intended to provide information to industry stakeholders to aid with decision-making in 

the development and management of the Gold Coast tourism industry and its 

interrelationship with the local community.  I believe the study has accomplished this 

aim.  In addition, from the CTG participant’s perspectives a small business opportunity 

emerged.  In conjunction with the Gold Coast City Council and inbound tour operators, 

there is the opportunity to provide a  facilitating service for locally hosted visits for 

tourists to the Gold Coast.  Specific details of this are presented in section 9.4. 

 

9.3. The research journey 

This section reviews the content of chapters 2 through to 8 of this thesis, manifesting 

my research journey step by step.  To achieve the research aims, the first step in the 

research journey was to learn the part I was to play in this process: how I could utilise 

the skills I had, yet be mindful of my weaknesses.  I then planned an appropriate 

research design.  As the journey progressed I gathered the empirical material, 

interpreted the CTG participants’ perspectives and reported them. 
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9.3.1. The researcher that was 

I wish to briefly share a reflection of my own journey.  In doing this, I aim to share my 

perspective for future PhD students.  For me this journey was one of learning, 

journeying and personal growth that has added overall quality “value” and “intrinsic 

worth” to me in all the facets of my life: travel industry professional, educator, tourist, 

citizen and, of course, researcher.  Like most PhD students, this research has been 

an endurance test, which without the support of my supervisors, I would probably not 

have succeded.  I have learnt many new skills but the one I needed to learn was the 

practise of criticality.  While I thought I understood and applied critical thinking, critical 

writing and a critical perspective, often I was focusing on what I wanted to see.  I was 

not good at actually stopping and considering the multiple perspectives of others and 

their situations even though I knew they existed.  This is a skill I now need to continue 

to develop and practise because, as with qualitative research, it is so important to 

highlight and understand the multiplicity of perspectives and experiences.   

 

9.3.2. The thesis chapters 

Chapter two – Make a Plan, outlined and justified the design of the research.  This 

chapter was one of reflection, a reflection on the actual research journey, which, in 

turn, is a reflection of this thesis.  I briefly considered what I learnt about myself 

academically as a researcher.   Ontologically, I acknowledged and understood there 

are multiple viewpoints of the world Epistemologically, I knew that I would be very 

much a part of this study and would offer an “insider” viewpoint, in varying roles as 

participant, observer, researcher, theoriser.  Methodologically, I knew that I was 

studying individuals who had personal histories and experiences and who had come 

together in a group situation in a country with different societal values and cultural 
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mores.  This generated a complex research  setting, one that required a qualitative 

methodology to enable an inductive holistic interpretation of the participants’ 

perspectives.  My insider-ness and values, therefore, could not be separated.  Thus, 

my axiological subjectivity was recognised and tempered by engaging in constant 

reflexivity to maintain a participant focus and participant checking to ensure that my 

interpretations were driven and grounded in the participant perspectives. 

 

Paradigmatically, the best match for an inductive, holistic, multiple perspective 

worldview was achieved by my alignment with an interpretive constructivist tradition of 

inquiry, a social science paradigm predicated on building meaning.  This paradigm 

together with the nature of the topic quality tourism experiences pointed to a blending 

of phenomenology and ethnography as traditions of inquiry.  In keeping with an 

interpretive constructivist’s “goodness of fit”, I chose qualitative empirical material 

collection methods.  Firstly, my participants were garnered with the assistance of Bob 

Malcolm of Travel Masters.  He felt the study had merit so provided access to a 

purposive sample of his clients.  We held a focus group in his travel agency.  This 

focus group provided indications of what some Travel Masters’ clients considered to 

be quality tourism experiences.  Bob then agreed that, provided the participants 

approved, I could come on his tour to China as a passenger/ researcher. 

 

The participant observation of the CTG participants on tour provided perspectives that 

were in-the-moment and clearly contextualised within a group tour and in China.  To 

reiterate, two impromptu Quick Thinks presented the participants’ views at the 

beginning of the tour and again at the end of the tour.  From these, temporal similarities 

and differences in the participants’ perspectives of a quality tourism experience were 
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constructed.  Post tour, the participants had time to reflect on their China tour 

experience.  During post tour in-depth interviews, participants considered all the 

higher-order concepts of the tour, benchmarking it with their other travel and group 

tour experiences. 

 

The emergent higher-order concepts were Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour 

elements, Tour group and Tour destination.  Throughout the study, empirical materials 

were collected using manual and recorded notes, recorded diary notes in the field, 

photographs and video recordings.  Transcripts were uploaded into Nvivo software to 

facilitate coding andcategorising. A process of iterative successive approximation was 

used to interpret the empirical materials. This process identified recurrent quality 

filtered themes relating to quality tourism experiences.   The themes were then 

compared and contrasted and subsequently grouped into lower-order concepts. 

These lower-order concepts were the basis for the theorising process, which 

constructed meanings from  the participants’ perspectives.  The iterative process of 

reviewing the participants’ perspectives showed they were assessing each of the 

lower-order concepts according to their criteria.  These criteria developed into the 

quality filters, pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity.  These filters enabled 

the CTG participants to benchmark the lower-order concept with other tourism 

experiences to assess the quality of this China tour and what, for them, constituted an 

overall quality tourism experience.   

 

Chapter two ended with a reflection of the research design to ensure synergy and 

“goodness of fit”.  I used the quality research checklist (Chapter 2, section 2.5.) to 

ensure this study fulfilled the criteria of quality research.  That is, that the research was 
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credible, meaning that I had adhered to quality research protocols and processes.  

This study was transferable, meaning that other research could be conducted in similar 

situations using similar methodology and be considered practicable.  Research that is 

dependable means that it has been overseen and monitored for authenticity and 

truthfulness throughout the research process.  Lastly, to be confirmable means that at 

each step in the research process, evidence, if required, could be produced for 

scrutiny.  Such evidence could include original interview recordings, transcripts, or 

photographs.  This study complied with the four criteria of quality research, these being 

credible, transferable, dependable and confirmable. 

 

9.3.3. The China tour’s quality mediators 

The (re)interpretive chapters three to eight presented the CTG participant’s 

perspectives as higher and lower-order concepts of the two quality mediators, the tour 

and hosting. Each chapter is complex.  The multifaceted nature of the chapters 

resonates with the multifaceted nature of the methodology.  Each chapter presents the 

CTG participants’ perspectives on the higher- and lower-order concepts they 

identified.  Their perspectives were (re)interpreted through the same quality filters.  

However, the representations of quality are different for each higher- and lower-order 

concept, therefore to synthesise the (re)interpretive chapters at a micro level is not 

possible.  Theoretical synthesis occurs at a macro level when the interpretive chapters 

are viewed holistically.  To clarify, the theorising chapters vary from each other in 

content in relation to how each mediating concept enhances the quality of the 

participants’ tourism experience.  Holistically, however, the Quality filtering of 

Mediators model illustrates the quality filtering process used to identify and assess the 

components.  The following section précises each of these chapters to reiterate their 
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individual characteristics and to emphasise the complexities associated with defining 

quality tourism experiences. 

 

Chapter 3 Tour leader discussed the lower-order concepts, going above and beyond, 

customer focus and personalisation, professionalism, differentiation, personal 

characteristics and service recovery.  The quality filtered themes within each of 

concepts include pricality “value for money”, “differentiated product”, aesthetically “feel 

important”, “individualised”, “personalised” and “uniqueness”.  Functionally, Bob “paid 

attention to detail” and was “highly experienced” and “knowledgeable”.  The familiarity 

filter included “know what to expect”, “trustworthy” and “connectivity”.  For the 

participants, when viewed through their quality filters, each theme represented quality 

in relation to a tourism experience. 

 

The individuals on this China group tour used their quality filters to benchmark the tour 

leader, in this case, Bob.  They assessed his skills, attributes and personal 

characteristics against other tour leader experiences to determine the quality of Bob 

and his ability to provide the CTG participants with a quality tourism experience.In this 

study, the tour leader role clearly is associated with the quality of the group tour 

experience in that the leader must have strong organisational and technical skills along 

with the generic personal characteristics such as helpfulness and a sense of humour.  

However, this study not only identifies that Bob excels not only in these generally 

expected skills and characteristics that have been identified in the existing literature, 

but he also possesses the X-factor.  It is acknowledged that as the business owner he 

has a vested interest in the success of his tours.  Even so, Bob exhibits one personal 

characteristic that is not prominent in the literature but which made the difference to 
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the CTG participants.  This X-factor was Bob’s functionally “going over and above”, 

providing the participants with much more than the widely accepted high quality of 

service.  It is this X-factor that “differentiates” Bob’s tours from other tours.  Identifying 

this X-factor and understanding its significant contribution to a quality tourism 

experience differentiates this study from other research. 

 

Chapter 4 – Locally hosted visits discussed the CTG perspectives of this higher-order 

concept.  A variety of visits into the “back stage” worlds of local Chinese residents 

were unique activities included in the China tour.  These visits were again a way that 

Bob made his tours functionally “different” from those of his competitors.   When 

selecting between tours, the CTG participants reflected that these visits were not a 

factor that determined their choice.  However, after the tour, the majority of the 

participants felt these visits added aesthetic, functional, familiar contributions towards 

a quality tour experience that also complemented their tour pricality-wise, representing 

“value for money”.   

 

Three lower-order concepts emerged, Visits add quality, Visits for the giving and taking 

and Visits added little quality.  The difference of perspectives between those who felt 

the visits added quality and those who felt the visits added little quality was associated 

with “authenticity” and “staging”.  The participants who acknowledged the visits were 

genuine and not the organised, commercial, mass tourist visits offered by other tour 

operators, engaged with the hosts and felt the experience enhanced the quality of their 

tourism experience.  For some, the intimacy and opportunity to “connect” with resident 

Chinese in their everyday lives gave these participants a sense of an “in-the-moment” 

experience.  This further enhanced the quality of their tourism experience.  Those 
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participants who felt the visits added little quality suggested they were “staged” 

because the hosts were being recompensed for providing the experience.  Some 

participants displayed the attitude that the visits were for the giving and the taking, the 

third lower-order concept.  These participants took the visits as simply a tour inclusion, 

a tour activity for which they had paid.  They were spectators rather than participants 

during the visits “taking” what was given but not “reciprocating”.  The attitude of 

“reciprocity” did not appear important to the “takers” and those who felt little “value 

added”.  They did not appear to connect the need for social exchange (theory) through 

“reciprocity”.  As the activity was deemed part of the tour “price”, they “took” the 

hospitality but did not give of themselves either by participating or by  giving gifts.   

 

The role of locally hosted visits in the overall quality of the China Group Tour highlights 

a micro connectivity between hosts and guests, which is not yet widely discussed or 

researched and the value of which has not yet been appreciated.  If tour operators 

offer “authentic” personalised locally hosted visits with the intent of promoting social 

exchange and building international “connectivity” and “reciprocity”, then over time, 

this could impact world relations.  Bob has captured this intent with his locally hosted 

visits, which in turn has created another point of “difference” with his tours.  The key 

to the quality filtered success of these tours, however, is ensuring their “authenticity” 

and hosts’ ‘generosity of spirit’ plus the promotion of tourist “reciprocity”.  This then, 

for both parties, creates a quality tourism experience.  This raised the opportunity to 

introduce a dual perspective of CTG participants as hosts to tourists, hence this 

study’s second aim, establish the CTG participants’ propensity to host international 

tourists to the Gold Coast, which was addressed in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 5 – Tour elements, quality filtered accommodation, activities and attractions, 

tour operations and pre-tour experiences  played a role in contributing to the overall 

nature of the quality of the China Group Tour.  Through a pricality filter, participants 

expected the tour elements to fulfil the “promises” made by Bob and in the brochure.  

For the participants, this meant creating greater “value” in terms of “satisfying” 

“expectations” and minimising “risk” such that the percieved “cost” of the tour was 

deemed the tour “value for money”. Functionally, the participants expected the 

accommodation to be “centrally located” and between three 3½ to 5-“star rating”.  They 

expected a balance between “iconic” attraction visits and “unique” activities, a 

“balanced” itinerary and a “flowing”, “well organised” tour operation.  Lastly, that 

negative pre-tour experiences were satisfactorily “managed”, “solving the problem” to 

the customer’s satisfaction.  Aesthetically, the accommodation needed to be “clean”, 

“comfortable”, the activities and attractions were to be “novel”, “individualised”, 

“experiential” and “entertaining”, the tour operations needed to balance individual 

participant’s need for “independence” and “exploration” with group “convenience” and 

“peace of mind”, and the pre-tour experiences needed to provide “satisfaction” and 

“reassurance”.  Finally, using their familiarity filter the participants were comparing 

their previous tourism experiences with that of the China tour.  They expected the 

accommodation to be of a “similar standard” to  other corresponding star-rated hotels.  

They expected to see iconic attractions and do activities they “recognised” from 

previous research or school days.  They compared the way this tour was operated 

with previous tours by “comparing” inclusions, itinerary design, and being well 

travelled, the participants understood that being a little “flexible” and “go with the flow” 

was required because when travelling often there are operational glitches that require 

management.  
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As in other studies the CTG participants identified important quality elements within 

the tour.  The distinction between the role of the tour elements in the extant literature 

and in this study is that this study ascertained the process and the deeper meaning of 

how and why these tour elements contributed to the CTG participants’ perceptions of 

a quality tour.  The CTG participants reiterated they had certain functional and 

aesthetic “expectations” because of the higher pricality “price” they had paid for the 

tour.  This meant that through their quality filters, they “expected” a certain standard 

of accommodation, that they would visit the iconic Chinese attractions, that included 

meals were authentic and that the tour would flow seamlessly and be well managed.  

However, because they had paid the higher pricality “cost”, they also expected 

functional “differentiation” and aesthetic “novelty” and “uniqueness” in all the tour 

elements. 

 

To be deemed quality, the accommodations not only had to provide appropriate 

amenities and be spotlessly clean but also have an element of “uniqueness” in their 

location, style, or service level.  Likewise, the attractions and activities, when quality 

filtered, needed to be functionally “different” from other China tours.  Bob ensured this 

“uniqueness” by including firsts such has entering the Beijing Stadium Bird’s Nest, 

ascending the Shanghi World Financial Centre and a private cruise on the oldest 

section of the Grand Canal.  Similarly, the CTG participants assessed the other 

elements of the tour as quality because of the seamless operation and management 

of the daily arrangements.  Several participants commented they observed Bob 

working tirelessly with Maggi, the national guide, and communicating with ground 

operators to ensure all arrangements flowed without interruption.  This also links with 
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Bob’s “unique” characteristic of “going above and beyond” to ensure his clients had a 

quality tourism experience. 

 

Chapter 6 – Tour Group illustrates a noteworthy “difference” between this study and 

the extant tourism literature.  To date there has been little research or discussion on 

intra tour group dynamics, social connectivity, or the impact of cliques on other tour 

group members.  This study not only initiates research of these topics but also reveals 

the CTG participants’ perspectives of how, through their quality filters, these issues 

effected their assessment of a quality tour group.  Additionally, this study introduces 

to tourism literature the use of a sociogram to map relationships between group 

members.  The make-up of the China tour group was unique in that there were three 

sub-groups, or cliques, of people who knew each other before coming on the tour, 

namely, Social Six, Circle of Friends and Family Four.  A sociogram was used to clarify 

the unusual complexity of the relationships within this tour group.  

 

With regard to the quality of the China tour group as a whole, the participants used 

their quality filters to gauge whether the members of the CTG group “added value” to 

their individual tourism experience.  “Value” was added because the tour group was 

functionally “small”, which easily facilitated functional “friendships” and “affiliations”.  

Aesthetically, they wanted to have “fun” and “connect” with other members and feel 

“safe” knowing there was someone to “assist” them.  What members disliked was the 

“inflexibility” and “whinging” of some, which generated “discomfort” for the other group 

members.  The participants related to each other because they had familiar things in 

common.  They were “like-minded” travellers at a similar “life stage” and participated 

in similar “life styles” and understood group “social norms” and “expected behaviour”.  
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In relation to the cliques, however, some outsider participants felt aesthetically 

“divided” and “marginalised”. These participants experienced “exclusion” and 

“secrecy” from insider clique members, which somewhat effected their perception of 

the quality of the tour group and the overall quality of their tourism experience. 

 

A tour group is a ‘closed’ group, that is, the members are ‘bound together’ for a short 

time into their own pseudo-community.  The participants did not choose the other 

group members but, as a tour group, were brought together for three weeks by the 

common desire to visit China.  The pricality “investment” in the tour was too high to 

leave in the event of minor conflict so participants had to manage group dynamics and 

individuals’ characteristics.  This tour group with its cliques also highlighted how 

marginalisation, and feeling like an “outsider”, can impact on a group member’s tour 

experience.  Participants reflected on how an individual’s inconsiderate or ‘deviant’ 

behaviour can also adversley impact the overall quality of their tourism experience. 

 

The emergence of the role of the tour group itself, as a measure of quality, emphasises 

the need for tour operators and tour leaders to become aware that intra tour group 

dynamics can greatly affect the perceived quality of the overall tour.  As yet and this 

has not been considered in the broader field of western tourism and hospitality 

research.  

 

Chapter 7 – Tour destination.  The CTG participants had travelled to many other places 

in the world and also had a “Bucket List” of destinations yet to visit.  To distinguish 

between China and other places the signifiers ‘Where in the world’ and ‘China in 

particular’ were used respectively.  Travel to various destinations was pursued in order 
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to “explore”, “discover”, “learn” and to “fulfil life-long dreams”.  Similarly, China as a 

destination enabled the fulfilment of “dreams” as well as to “explore”, “discover” and 

“learn”.  Again, the CTG participants used their quality filtered perceptions to assess 

the quality of China, as a tour destination. 

 

From a pricality perspective, participants felt it was a quality destination if the invested 

“cost” of the trip to that destination was perceived as less than the perceived “added 

value”.  This experience was then considered “value for money”.  Functionality was 

centred on the individual participant’s reasons to  travel to the chosen destinations.   In 

general, they wished to fulfil goals and ambitions, to “learn” through “discovery” and 

“exploration” and to meet new people (other tour members). With the onset of older 

age, the participants realised a certain urgency to visit  distant, exotic destinations 

while their fitness and health permitted long-haul travel.  The participants wanted to 

see and do as much as possible at the destination.  All wanted to “tick” as many 

destinations off their “bucket list” as they could before their travelling days ended.  

Aesthetically, the more remote and exotic the destination, the more it represented 

“elitism”, “privilege” and “prestige”.  The participants felt that having successfully dealt 

with life’s challenges, they had earned their “rite of passage” to become members of 

this elitist group-by-destination.  In addition to building self-esteem, the CTG 

participants also wanted to experience a sense of “achievement” by fulfilling 

challenges and “self-actualisation” through self-development and philanthropic acts of 

ambassadorship to promote positive world relations.  Familiarity stemmed from the 

“like-mindedness” of the CTG participants as travellers.  They had chosen to visit 

distant, exotic destinations  that were unique or different from the mass tourism 
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packaged deals.  They enjoyed commonality by “sharing” memories and experiences 

of destinations they had visited and the places they had yet to visit. 

 

China as a quality destination for a group tour highlighted the interrelationship between 

self-development, self-actualisation and the importance of social connectivity.  This 

interrelationship has had limited application or consideration in the field of tour group 

experience research.  This paucity presents the research opportunity to further 

understand how the interrelationship between a tourists quality filtered perspectives of 

a destination and the attributes it offers can be maximised to provide the tourist with a 

quality tourism experience.  This study reiterates the importance of destination 

custodians, that is, policy makers, tourism industry decision-makers, destination 

marketers, and citizens, to maintain the “unique” attributes of the place in which they 

live so as to provide tourists with a qualitydestination experience. 

 

Chapter 8 - Guests as hosts.  The locally hosted visits were the second most important 

mediator of the quality China tour group experience.  Many of the participants 

recognised that these hosted visits “added value” to the quality of their tourism 

experience. Despite recognising that the visits and hosts increased the quality of their 

China tour, most CTG participants said they were unwilling to act as hosts to 

international visitors to the Gold Coast.  

 

The quandary of Not to host or To host was determined through each of the 

participants’ quality filters.  From a pricality perspective, the “cost” in time, finance and 

effort was too high a “price” to pay.  The participants were busy in their lifestyles and 

rarely frequented Gold Coast tourist spots, believing the Gold Coast tourism industry 
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“catered well” for tourists.  Functionally, most participants stayed away from tourist 

haunts and felt the language barriers were too difficult to deal with.  The strongest 

point participants voiced was the fact that the visitors would be aesthetic “strangers”.  

They did not at all feel comfortable inviting “strangers” into their homes.  These people 

were un-familiar and the fleeting time spent with them was insufficient to find “points 

in common” and to build friendships.  The few participants who would consider hosting 

felt they would gain pricality “intrinsic worth” and that the “investment” far outweighed 

the “cost”.  Functionally, they loved “connecting” with and “meeting new people”.  

Aesthetically, these participants felt “pride” and “fulfilment” in being able to 

“reciprocate” and show “hospitableness”.  They were only too happy to create 

familiarity by “sharing stories” with “like-minded travellers”. 

 

The significance of hosting tourists,  that this study illuminated was again two-fold.  

Hosting tourists can enhance the quality of a tourism experience for both the tourist 

and the host.  Additionally, as mentioned above, if “authentic” locally hosted visits are 

arranged with the altruistic intent of enhancing host/guest tour experiences and 

promoting ‘generosity of spirit’, “connectivity” and international relations, Hosting could 

change the lives of many individuals, worldwide.  This furthers the work on host/guest 

relations by recognising the individual nature and characteristics of both hosts and 

guests and the concerns voiced by the CTG participants in relation to “stranger-ness” 

and the limited ability to form lasting relationships because of the transient nature of 

tours and tourists.  However, notwithstanding the necessary caveat of “authenticity” 

and altruism, tour operators have an opportunity to enhance the quality of their 

customers’ tourism experience by including quality hosted experiences.  Similarly, 
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Gold Coast residents also have the opportunity to provide and receive a quality tourism 

experience by hosting visitors to the Gold Coast. 

 

9.4. Research opportunities 

As mentioned earlier, this study applied elements of phenomenology and ethnography 

to interpret the perspectives of the CTG participants in their assessment of a quality 

tourism experience.  For tour group members, tourists, travel agents, tour operators, 

government policy makers and local communities, holistically understanding what 

constitutes a quality tourism experience can benefit all parties.  This holistic study of 

a China Tour Group experience provides an opportunity for further research into the 

phenomenon of group tour experiences. 

 

Like all qualitative research, this study had its boundaries.  The scope of the study was 

specific and purposive.  It was a study of a particular group of people on a particular 

group tour to a particular destination at a particular time and duration, which led to a 

specific ethnography.   The study setting was specific to a tour offered by Bob from 

Travel Masters, whose business philosophy is to deliver only quality products and 

services.  His tours are of a specific style, namely, all-inclusive where service and 

quality are priorities for the client.  This research engaged only one traveller type.  The 

participants were Gold Coast residents, clients of Travel Masters, with specific and 

homogeneous demographics.  That is, self-funded retired professionals, at an average 

age of 66 years. These China tour participants came to the study with an extensive 

deluxe standard travel history and the expectation that any travel undertaken would 

be at that level or higher.  The tour operator and the tour group participants contribute 

to the human boundedness of this study.  This context offers an opportunity for further 
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research to understand what a quality experience means to other traveller types with 

different personal characteristics for example, adventure travellers, parents travelling 

with small children and backpackers or ‘flash’packers. 

 

The style and destination of travel, a group tour to China, also contributed to the 

boundedness of the phenomena, that is, one place and one tour at a certain time.  This 

was a group tour being orchestrated and controlled by those other than the participants 

to China, a destination differing in culture, language, customs, traditions and 

behaviours, combined to create unique phenomena. Other tourists travelling by 

different modes to other destinations could generate different perspectives and 

possibly different quality filters regarding what constitutes a quality tourism experience.  

For example, what would constitute a quality tourism experience for tourists travelling 

independently in Europe?  Or honeymoon couples on a package deal in Hawaii?  Or 

families on a winter skiing holiday in Victoria, Australia?  Opportunities for further 

research, in addition to the above, include delegates to conferences and events, 

domestic or international business travellers, and sport devotees participating as 

spectators in sports tourism.  Future research can employ similar methodology but 

with different participants and in different places to determine if there is transferability.  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.1.4.1.Quality research techniques, this study is 

transferable because the philosophy, research design and techniques can be used in 

future studies of tours, other travel typology and in other destinations. 

 

Another future research opportunity relates to destinations.  Tourism literature would 

benefit from further study of the interrelationship between tourists’ perceptions of a 

quality destination and the attributes and characteristics offered by destinations.  Many 
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destinations are “differentiating” themselves and maximising the marketability of their 

unique attributes and characteristics.  However, as the experiential economy 

phenomenon becomes pervasive, is reliance on past attributes and characteristics 

enough to attract tourists and have them assess that destination as a quality 

destination?  Through further research, understanding how to more closely align a 

destinations attributes and characterisitcs with “experiences” should become a 

destination marketing and management focus. 

 

Additionally, Chapter 6 Tour Group identified that the make-up of this tour group to 

China was unusual.  It was unusual in that at its commencement there were two 

different groups of people who already knew each other Circle of Friends and Family 

Four.  Further research in to intra tour group dynamics and behaviour and also the 

effect of cliques in tour groups would add significantly to tourism literature. 

 

9.5. Small business opportunity 

The emergent nature of this study’s methodology enabled me to add a second 

dimension to the research.  Originally, the study aimed to interpret Gold Coast 

residents’ perspectives of quality tourism experiences as tourists and as hosts to 

tourists.  When it became evident that the locally hosted visits were a higher-order 

concept that provided these CTG participants’ with a quality tourism experience, an 

opportunity to augment this study presented itself.  Nascent from the concept of 

reciprocity, I wondered if these CTG participants, as Gold Coast residents, were 

prepared to host international tourists.  I decided to broaden the scope of this study to 

capture this novel and unique perspective of these Gold Coast residents not only as 

tourists but also as hosts to tourists.  From this unique dyadic perspective, the 
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empirical material has illuminated a commercial possibility for individuals or small 

business. 

 

In Chapter 4, participants highlighted the fact that the locally hosted visits were one of 

the greatest highlights of the tour adding pricality, functional, and aesthetic value, 

which provided the participants with a quality tourism experience.  Through their 

quality filters, the participants again said the visits “differentiated” this group tour to 

China from their previous group tours and travel experiences.  However, in exploring 

the role reversal, Chapter 8 – Guests as Hosts revealed that the majority of the 

participants as Gold Coast residents would not be interested in hosting inbound 

international visitors.  This was directly related to the impacts such hosting was 

perceived to have on their continuing their preferred lifestyle as residents on the Gold 

Coast.  However, Zana, Brodie and Katie said they would welcome the chance to host 

international visitors for a day or part of a day.  Others, Rana and Beau said they would 

be happy to host international visitors for lunch.  Such local resident hosting of 

international visitors introduces not only a commercial opportunity for local Gold Coast 

residents but also the opportunity to enhance their personal self-esteem and self-

actualisation. 

 

Through philanthropic hospitableness and reciprocity the residents would benefit 

personally.  By becoming involved, albeit at a micro level, in building international 

relations the same benefit of heightened self-esteem and self-actualisation is possible.  

The activities offered would be dependent on what the resident was prepared to do, 

for example, host a meal or a morning at the tennis club, or even a personally hosted 

round of golf.  This opportunity could be opened to any Gold Coast resident, but the 
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initial idea was that it might appeal most to retirees whose focus was not on financial 

profiteering but on the self-actualising reward associated with hospitableness, 

reciprocity and social connectivity as discussed throughout Chapter 8.  As older Gold 

Coast residents, the participants were aware of the need to maintain their safety from 

unscrupulous members of today’s society.  As such, the main concerns from the CTG 

participants were that the tourists be vetted, from a security point of view, and that 

their interests were closely matched to those of the residents, maximising a quality 

tourism experience to both parties.  Hosting international tourists whose interests were 

opposite would offer the opportunity for the hosts to learn.  However, for these 

participants who were already nervous about the idea of hosting tourists from countries 

with very different culture and language, the thought of having to deal with differing 

interests was too confronting.  Another research opportunity would be to consider the 

role of volunteers in volunteer tourism and the kudos this brings then link this to 

hosting.  To overcome the above concerns and for this opportunity to materialise, a 

small amount of infrastructure and support from the local tourism industry and 

government agencies is required and is outlined in the next section. 

 

9.5.1. Government agency opportunities 

For international tourists to be able to participate in locally hosted visits the Gold Coast 

tourism industry and government agencies need to support the small business 

concept.  The structure of services and responsibilities would need negotiation but the  

opportunity is as follows.  A small private business could be established to mediate 

locally hosted visits on the Gold Coast.  Unlike existent Internet hosting businesses, 

this business would develop a database of residents and activities offered and liaise 

with local industry suppliers, Tourism Gold Coast (the Gold Coast’s destination 
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marketing organisation) and the Gold Coast City Council to promote the service.  The 

CTG participants said they would consider hosting visitors if a professional 

organisation security checked the tourists and suitably matched host and tourist.  

Therefore, this more formal, bricks-and-mortar style business represents risk 

minimisation for both parties, something not offered by the Internet businesses.   In 

conjunction with Tourism Gold Coast, this business would liaise with tour operators 

(group or independent travellers) to distribute and promote the service to international 

inbound tourist markets targeted by Tourism Gold Coast.  The concept is preceded 

with the understanding that in-depth research is required into all aspects of business 

management, feasibility and sustainability.  Detailed research is also required into the 

wants and needs of visitors from differing international origins and the resident hosts.  

It is also understood that a fairly large database needs to be developed to 

appropriately match visitors with hosts.  The small business would begin to liaise 

directly with the tour operators who would manage the specific details and needs of 

the international tourist and the resident host.  Logistics such as limits of liability and 

insurance would need investigation, along with other factors such as training, 

accreditation and the monitoring of quality, would also require examination.  However, 

the focus of this study is not to detail a business model but to introduce a small 

business opportunity.  This business would mediate between tour operators, local 

residents as hosts and tourists.  The aim of this business would be to provide a sense 

of social citizenship for the local residents, an image of “hospitableness” to the Gold 

Coast tourism industry and, importantly, a quality tourism experience for tourists. This 

business would also present the opportunity for both parties to achieve an aesthetic 

“self-fulfilment” and functional “connectivity”.  From the Gold Coast tourism industry 

and government agency perspective, creating quality tourism experiences for locals 
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and international tourists can only positively enhance the image and brand of the Gold 

Coast as a quality international tourist destination. 

 

9.6. The end is now the beginning 

The end of this research journey is the beginning of further research in this field.  To 

conclude, this thesis had three research aims, to: 

 interpret Gold Coast residents’ perspectives of quality tourism experiences as 

tourists and as hosts to tourists; 

 establish the CTG participants’ propensity to host international tourists to the 

Gold Coast, and; 

 provide information to industry that can be applied during the decision-making 

process to assist tourism planners, developers and managers to advance 

strategies to better manage tourism interrelationships, particularly between 

residents of host tourism communities and the tourists 
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A journey interlude 

This study found: 

China tour group individuals applied quality filters of pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity to benchmark the China 

tour mediating quality concepts Tour leader, Locally hosted visits, 

Tour elements, Tour group, destination, and Hosting to evaluate a 

quality tourism experience. 

 

Pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity,were essential filters for determining 

the quality of a group tour experience at an individual tourist level.  Further, group tours 

were influenced by six essential concepts of quality within the tour itself: the expertise 

of the Tour Leader, the worth of the Locally Hosted Visits, the nature and composition 

of the Tour Elements, the Tour Group, the Tour Destination, and within Hosting, Not to 

host and To host.  These seven concepts variously mediated the overall quality of a 

tourism experience. While on tour, the China Tour Group (CTG) participants 

continuously benchmarked their current tourism experiences by comparing them to 

previous tourism experiences as well as by listening to the stories of other CTG 

participants.  

 

Using an interpretive constructivist paradigm and blend of phenomenology and 

ethnography traditions of inquiry, the Quality filtering of Mediators model (Figure 9.2) 

was theorised.  This model diagrammatically represents the above theory statement. 

The model portrays how individual members of a group tour to China quality filtered 

two quality mediators, the Tour and Hosting benchmarking them against previous tour 
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experiences to determine the quality of this tourism experience.  Within the quality 

mediators, the participants identified higher- and lower-order concepts that influenced 

their perspectives of a quality tour.  From the participants’ perspectives of these lower-

order concepts emerged quality filtered themes that were then theorised.   

 

Figure 9.2. Quality filtering of Mediators model 

 

This research is significant in its contributions theoretically, methodologically and for 

industry application.  Theoretically this study contributes to literature in five ways. 

1. From theorising the empirical materials, the Quality filtering of Mediators model 

is introduced.  This model illustrates how China tour group individuals applied 

quality filters of pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarity,to benchmark 

the China tour mediating quality concepts Bob – tour leader, Locally hosted 
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visits, Tour elements, Tour group, destination, and Hosting to evaluate a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

2. There appears no literature to date that has studied the intra-group dynamics 

and interactions of tour groups.  As this was one of the higher-order concepts 

that, for the CTG participants, added quality to their tourism experience, it is a 

focus that would benefit from further research. 

 

3. This study provides an in-depth understanding of how tourists process their 

perceptions using one or more of their quality filters.  In this study, these 

participants used the process of quality filtering through their criteria of pricality, 

functionality, aesthetics and familiarity, to benchmark quality mediators to 

assess the quality of their tourism experience in China. 

 

4. This study identified the key concepts within a group tour experience that are 

important to an individual participant’s perspective of quality.  For the CTG 

participants, the key concepts that were quality mediators for the tour, Tour 

leader, Locally hosted visits, Tour elements, Tour group and Tour destination.  

Through the participants’ quality filtering process, this study was able to identify 

higher-order and lower-order concepts that the CTG participants felt were the 

key to delivering a quality tourism experience. 

 

5. This study introduces the decision-making process of participating residents in 

relation to their propensity Not to host or To host international tourists.  This is 

a second void in tourism research literature.  
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Along with the five contributions to literature, this study has four contributions to 

methodology: 

1. This study adds to the bank of research informed by a qualitative research 

design.  Tourism studies tend to be mostly quantitative but there is a growing 

trend towards a mixed methods research design.  This study adds to the 

numbers that are qualitative in nature in order to achieve deep, rich 

understandings and meanings of phenomena. 

 

2. The researcher’s paradigmatic perspective required a flexible and emergent 

approach to the research.  It was decided a more appropriate and innovative 

approach would be to blend the phenomenological and ethnographic traditions 

of inquiry.  As, participants would be constructing their own phenomenological 

“lived experience” in what was at the time their ethnographic “everyday 

environment” as tourists in China; phenomenology and ethnography facilitated 

the “snapshot-ing” of these experiences.  

 

3. A methodological innovation in this study was the use of Quick Thinks, a 

method of capturing an immediate perspective at the beginning and end of the 

tour to assess any change in the CTG participant’s perspective of a quality 

tourism experience. 

 

4. The fourth methodological contribution was the use of a sociogram.  Because 

of the unusual and complex make-up of the China tour group, a sociogram 

enabled clear mapping of the relationships between group members.  

The applied contribution of this study is two-fold: 
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1. As mentioned above, this research provides tourism industry stakeholders, 

including local government and the community with information specific to 

creating quality tourism experiences for both Gold Coast residents and 

international tourists to the Gold Coast.  This information can be used in the 

planning, management and decision-making processes associated with 

developing the Gold Coast tourism industry. 

 

2. The second and significant contribution is that from this study local 

governents and industry stakeholders have the opportunity to further 

promote the Gold Coast as a “hospitable” tourist destination through the 

provision of a small business mediating service.  This small business 

opportunity is presented.  

 

The journey of this study is now complete.  The China Tour Group individuals 

applied their quality filters of pricality, functionality, aesthetics and familiarityto 

benchmark the quality mediating concepts, the Tour and Hosting.  Through this 

process the CTG participants identified higher- and lower-order concepts which, 

when benchmarked against previous tourism experiences, enabled them to evaluate 

what, for them, was a quality tourism experience.  This end is now the beginning of 

opportunities to apply this study’s methodology to other tourist typologies travelling to 

other destinations as well as to learn more about what other tourists perceive is a 

quality tourism experience. 
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GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
 
 21-Jul-2009 
 
Dear Dr Jennings 
 
I write further to your application for a variation to your approved protocol 
"Quality Tourism Experiences: Do residents' interpretations change 
when they become the tourist?" (GU Ref No: HSL/02/08/HREC).  This 
request has been considered by the Office for Research. 
 
The OR resolved to approve the requested variation: 
 
Requested extension of ethical clearance from 17/06/2010 to 5 year 
maximum of 17/06/2015.  Please note :Ethical clearance is only required 
for the duration of data collection. 
 
This decision is subject to ratification at the next meeting of the HREC.  
However, you are authorised to immediately commence the revised 
project on this basis.  I will only contact you again about this matter if the 
HREC raises any additional questions or comments about this variation. 
 
Regards 
 
 
 
Dr Gary Allen 
Manager, Research Ethics 
Office for Research 
Bray Centre, Nathan Campus 
Griffith University 
ph: 3735 5585 
fax: 3735 7994 
email: g.allen@griffith.edu.au 
web:  
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